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Presentation
By LEONARDO MESSINESE *

This volume of “Aquinas” is published in English and hosts the contributions presented at two International Conferences held at the Pontifical Lateran
University promoted by IRAFS (International Research Area on the Foundation of Sciences). The theme that constitutes the unitary thread of the writings
is that of Cosmology, which has been studied according to the different logoi
of science, philosophy, and theology and in the research methods that are most
active in our time. Hence the title that has been assigned to this issue of the
Journal: “Cosmos & Logos. Physics, Philosophy and Theology in an Age of
Changes”.
The introductory text by the Editors of the Volume, Prof. Gianfranco
Basti, director of the IRAFS, and by Dr. Francesco Ferrari, provides an excellent indication of the structure of the volume, the contents of the writings collected in it and the reasons for a fruitful dialogue between science, philosophy
and theology on the cosmological theme. For this reason, in my presentation
I will not dwell on this specific theme, but I will make some considerations on
the basic way in which the relationships between the three disciplines should
be better oriented.
In the first chapter of his famous 1957 work The Copernican Revolution,
which has deservedly enjoyed numerous editions, Thomas Kuhn noted: “Contemporary Western civilization is more dependent, both for its everyday philosophy and for its bread and butter, upon scientific concepts than any past
civilization has been. But the scientific theories that bulk so large in our daily
lives are unlikely to prove final” (T.S. Kuhn, The Copernican Revolution.
Planetary Astronomy in the Development of Western Thought, Harvard University Press 1995, Cambridge Mass., p. 3). This ambivalent situation suggested to Kuhn, along with some others, the following consideration: “an age
as dominated by science as our own does need a perspective from which to
*
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examine the scientific beliefs which it takes so much for granted, and history
provides one important source of such perspective” (ibid, pp. 3-4); to conclude
that, analysing the development of scientific concepts, “we can learn something of scientific theories in general” (ibid, p. 4). Kuhn, moreover, was interested in the extra-scientific consequences of “scientific theories” and, that is,
in the changes they bring about regarding the understanding that man has “toward basic problems of everyday life” (ibid.). The best known examples,
which Kuhn also dwelt on, concern Copernicus’ astronomical theory, Darwin’s evolutionist theory, Freud’s psychoanalytic theory and Einstein’s theory
of relativity. These considerations of Kuhn can introduce the brief reflection
I intend to offer on the relationship between science, philosophy and theology.
When we look at the birth of modern science, it can be seen that its intimate constitution has an unavoidable positive relationship with both philosophy and Christian theology (cf. L. Messinese, La fede dinanzi all'affermarsi
della scienza in Europa, “Lateranum”, 85(2019), pp. 73-104). At the same
time, it is equally true that those same relationships, over the course of time,
have changed, to the point that not only can the religious framework that Newton assigned to his cosmology not be peacefully preserved from a strictly scientific point of view, but it must also be noted that not infrequently those relationships have become, on the contrary, of a conflictual nature.
For the general public, the question that arouses the greatest attention in
this regard is the one that is specifically inherent in the relations between science and theology, in order to ascertain whether they are of an opposition or
a substantial harmony. Some of the essays collected in this volume also focus
on the “epistemological” dimension in relation to these two disciplines. They
do so with more direct reference to cosmology, including the specifically philosophical dimension in the treatment and providing some “keys” useful to
clarify a field of research that is still in turmoil. Well, in line with the reasons
that a large part of contemporary epistemological reflection has brought in
favor of the “dialogical” and non-confrontational issue in the relations between science, philosophy and theology, I believe that the greatest fruit that
can come from pursuing this issue is not to mix scientific, philosophical and
religious issues. This work of distinction will allow to better and better delineate the fields of investigation of the respective disciplines and, consequently,
to formulate in their appropriate terms the questions to which the different
sciences, philosophy and theology are called to answer.
If one were to opt for a different perspective from this, one might also
find the curious scenario – described a few years ago by Giulio Giorello in a
dialogue with Cardinal Martini – where “the physicist ‘imperialistically’
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annexes the theologian’s territories to himself ”. This is what happens, for example, when from the scientific concept of fine tuning one proceeds to extrapolate the thesis that in the birth and evolution of the universe the project of
creation with the “intelligent observer”, man, at its center is manifested. Obviously, however, it is equally possible that, maintaining the same perspective
of “mixing”, others claim that there is sufficient evidence to deny the birth and
development of the universe any link with a transcendent dimension of physical reality.
The recognition of three different levels of questions and related answers
must be accompanied by the further thesis that, properly, there is no “necessary passage” from the scientific to the philosophical level and from the latter
to the theological level. The harmony between these three levels is ensured,
rather, by the diversity that characterizes them. Concluding the tenth “Chair
of non-believers” which was dedicated to the theme Horizons and Limits of
Science, Cardinal Martini had stated: “The mystery of God will be revealed to
man not in dependence of experimental controls or as a substitute hypothesis
of missing empirical links, but starting from questions that science will not be
able to answer” (C.M. Martini, Orizzonti e limiti della scienza, edited by E.
Sindoni e C. Sinigaglia, Raffaello Cortina, Milan 1999, p. 153). He pointed
out not only the limits of science, but also those of theology; on the contrary,
he pointed out that this “should not claim to fill the ‘black holes’ with hypotheses that introduce transcendental solutions in problems that should instead be
left to empirical control, through observations and experiments” (ibid., p.
154).
In all this, if in contemporary reflection the relationships between science
and theology are sufficiently defined, those established by philosophy are
more debated both in relation to the former and the latter. Perhaps, this is not
by chance. In fact, it is precisely philosophy that has suffered the most from
the relevance that the questions concerning the relationship between science
and faith have taken on in our time, while it autonomously felt the difficulty
of expressing a specific word of its own on the “border issues” in which those
two other disciplines meet. Yet the rigour of philosophical thought differs, in
different respects, both from scientific and theological conceptuality and is
always called into question when these questions are adequately addressed.
It is to be hoped that, starting from the demanding discussions contained
in this volume of “Aquinas”, the reflection of those who devote themselves to
these same fields of research may feel further stimulated. After all, it was to
this vigilant philosophical reflection that Thomas Kuhn invited in his 1957
paper that I recalled at the beginning.
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Introduction
By GIANFRANCO BASTI * AND FRANCESCO M. FERRARI **

1. An overview of this volume
All the papers collected in this Volume are written versions of the contributions presented by the respective Authors at two International Conferences,
organized by the International Area on the Foundations of the Sciences
(IRAFS) of the Lateran University, for celebrating significant dates in the history of modern cosmology. By visiting the Events page of the IRAFS web
portal, (www.irafs.org), it is possible to look at the Programs of these two
events.
The Papers 4., 8., 10., 11., 12., 13., 17., 18., 19., 20. are updated versions
of speeches delivered by their Authors at the Lateran ’09 International Conference ‘1609-2009. “From Galilei’s Telescope to Evolutionary Cosmology”,
November 29th – December 2nd, 2009. This Conference was organized in collaboration with the Pontifical Academy of Sciences, because the Conference
was the concluding event of the celebrations by the Holy See of the “International Year of Astronomy, 2009”.
The Papers 2., 3., 5., 6., 7. 9., 14., 15., 16. are updated versions of
speeches delivered by their Authors to the International Conference “One
Century in the Space-Time. Physics, Philosophy, and Theology in a Time of
New Questions”, November 24-25, 2016. This Conference was organized in
collaboration with the State University of Urbino, for celebrating the hundred
years of the Theory of General Relativity (1915-2015).
The Authors are all specialists in their respective fields and the present
volume combines four different sorts of works, according to four distinct
fields of inquiry: Physics, Ontology, Epistemology, and, finally, Theology.
The volume is therefore articulated into four main Sections.
*
**
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1. The SECTION I, titled Scientific Cosmology and Quantum Physics consists
of papers (1-5) presenting the state for art of the scientific – theoretical
and observational – cosmology, according to the two main sources of the
actual cosmological research. The Theory of General Relativity, and the
Quantum Physics, not yet reconciled in one only coherent theoretical
framework.
2. The SECTION II, titled Ontology, and Metaphysics of Nature (papers 6-10)
consists of papers concerning the ontological and metaphysical interpretations of cosmological theories, with several related issues.
3. The SECTION III, titled Epistemology and History of Science (papers 1114), where several themes, from the birth of Modern Cosmology and
Physics (the Galilean one) to the epistemic paradoxes of Relativity theory
are developed and discussed.
4. The SECTION IV, titled Theology and Science (papers 15-20) includes theological studies addressed to sketch the harmony between natural sciences
and God’s Existence and Creation. The last contribution, in this Section
(the paper 20.) by Card. Gianfranco Ravasi is a sort of Afterword to the
entire volume because it includes a fresh and inspiring synthesis of the
Biblical Cosmology.
Finally, we want to emphasize the Foreword to the First Section of this
volume (the paper 1.), written by Gianfranco Basti. It is titled A Chronology
of the Universe Evolution. Effectively, it works as a sort of “extended index”
of the main topics discussed in the First Section, for helping the reader not
acquainted with physics to have an overview of the state of art of the cosmological research presented in these papers.
As usual for any Aquinas issue, this volume finishes with the three columns of
o Aquinas Newsletter
o Book Reviews
o Received Books
To conclude this Introduction, we present the Outlines of all the papers
collected in this volume, according to their progressive numbering, within the
four main Sections of the volume, to introduce their contents and to show
some their connections.
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2. Paper outlines
2.1. Section I: Relativistic Cosmology and Quantum Physics
1. GIANFRANCO BASTI – Foreword: a chronology of the universe evolution. This Foreword is intended as a sort of “extended index” of the main topics discussed in the papers of the First Section of the volume, for helping the
reader not acquainted with physics to have an overview of the state of art of
the cosmological research presented in these papers. At the same time, it offers
a chronology of the universe evolution, from the first instants after the bigbang, till the actual epoch, depending on the progressive expansion and cooling of the universe itself, at the beginning very dense and hot. After a short
presentation of the two main sources of the actual scientific cosmology: a) the
Cosmological Standard Model, based on the General Theory of Relativity (see
Paper 2.); and b) the Standard Model of the Elementary Particles (see Paper
3.), based on the Quantum Field Theory, the paper offers a short synthesis of
the main stages of the universe evolution, from its “very early stages”, starting
with the hypothetical “Planck age” about 10-43 sec. after the big-bang, till the
actual structure of the universe, about 13.8 billion years after the big-bang, in
which we live.
2. SILVIO BERGIA – Celebration for 100 years of the General Theory of
Relativity. This paper, as mentioned in the title, is intended to celebrate the
hundred years from the publication of Einstein’s Grundlagen der allgemeinen
Relativitätstheorie (1915). The Author follows and comments a sequence of
steps characterising the development of the Relativity theory. After illustrating its creation, the content of the paper is devoted to discuss different phases
in the development of the theory. (i) The first basic successes; (ii) The “third
effect”; (iii) A period of “low water” that lasted something like forty years
and, finally; (iv) The revival: in the last decades of the twentieth century the
theory achieved a series of great successes, including a “fourth effect”. Finally, the Author gives a brief account of the further developments of the theory characterizing the XXI century: the existence of the “gravitational waves”
only recently observed (Abbot, LIGO Collaboration, & VIRGO Collaboration, 2016; Abbott & al., 2017; Abbot, LIGO Collaboration, & VIRGO Collaboration, 2017) and the open issue of the “dark matter”.
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3. CESARE BINI – Open problems in Fundamental Physics. Along several
centuries of experience, physicists have been generally driven by the idea that
the description of all the natural phenomena was based on a bunch of fundamental laws or Principles of Nature. Fundamental Physics starts from this expectation, corroborated by many results along the centuries. According to the
Author, the ambitious program of Fundamental Physics has proceeded essentially along to two main directions: one, towards the infinitely small – under
the label of Elementary Particles Physics – and the other towards the infinitely
large – that we call Scientific Cosmology. The former is based on the leading
idea according to which matter is made up of few elementary bricks and few
forces acting among them. It is essentially the atomistic idea from Democritus,
underlying also quantum mechanics (QM) and the so-called Standard Model
(SM) of elementary particles. The latter is, on the other hand, based on the
holistic idea of the Universe as a whole: a large-scale structure, from its origin
to its fate. This contribution emphasizes that this latter direction is actually
something that has been always present in (m)any culture(s) but only during
the XX century evolved from mere speculation, to precise mathematical hypotheses because of the “General Theory of Relativity”, object of the 2. Paper
of this collection, till becoming a fully “Galilean Science”. That is, based on
mathematical hypotheses confirmed by observations and precise measurements. I.e., the so-called “observation cosmology”, object of the 4. Paper of
this collection. In the present paper, the Author particularly emphasizes that
the SM is based on the Quantum Field Theory (QFT), embodying Special Relativity and QM, and making of the dynamic continuum of “fields” – the “material” fields, whose quanta are “fermions” (quarks and leptons), and the “interaction fields” of the three quantum forces, whose quanta are “bosons” – and
not of “isolated particles” like in the former mechanistic view, the proper objects of the Fundamental Physics. Nevertheless, the paper emphasizes that the
SM is from many points of view “unsatisfactory”. Therefore, the Author concludes his work with the following statement: “the impression is that the ‘end
of the story’ is far from being reached: any step forward opens new frontiers,
the comprehension of physics being like a ‘bottomless pit’”.
4. MARCO BERSANELLI – Observational cosmology. Galileo’s groundbreaking observations in 1609 inaugurated an extraordinary development in
astronomy ( as well as in science at large) leading in the following centuries to a new scientific understanding of the physical universe. As remarked
in the Paper 1., a more recent contribution to this view of the universe, was
Einstein’s theory of “General Relativity”. The present paper starts from the
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further cosmological hypothesis of the universe expansion, better known as
the “big-bang hypothesis”, by Lemaître and Hubble. However, the observation of the universe using telescopes at different wavelengths of the electromagnetic radiation (X-rays, ultraviolet, optical, infrared, radio-waves…) was
originally limited to the “light” emitted by galaxies. Of course, because of
Relativity Theory the finite velocity of light implies that farther we observe
galaxies in space, farther we are going back in time toward the universe origins, dated about 13.8 billion years ago. The observational confirmation of
our quantum-relativistic hypothesis of the universe evolution required, however, the observation and the measurement of the universe light radiation before galaxies’ formation. This radiation is the so-called cosmic-microwavebackground (CMB) radiation, discovered by Penzias and Wilson in 1965, in
the form of a diffuse, highly uniform “luminosity” of the sky with an average
temperature of less than 3K, demonstrating that the “dark sky” circumventing
galaxies is not completely lightless. The photons constituting this (invisible
for the naked eye) radiation were released by the early universe, smaller and
then denser than the actual, when it cooled at a temperature about 3000K, so
to allow the formation of the first light atoms from the preceding “plasma” of
electrons and nuclei. This happened when the universe was 380,000 years old,
while the observation of light emitted by the farthest galaxies, we are able
today to observe allows us to arrive till about 0.8 billion years of the universe
age. By the missions of the COBE (1989-1996) and the WMAP (2001-2003)
satellites launched by NASA, and finally of the PLANCK (2009-2013) satellite launched by ESA, we became able to perform measurements of growing
precision of the CMB radiation, confirming the theorical previsions, and inaugurating the so-called “precision cosmology”. These measurements, indeed,
confirmed the presence of inhomogeneities (anisotropies) in the CMB radiation temperature, mainly determined by the gravitational field fluctuations acting over the uniform distribution of the matter density in the early universe,
which is what we expected for justifying the formation of galaxies and of the
other large structures of the actual universe. This paper, written by one of the
chief experimental scientists of the PLANCK mission, explains us the astonishing results derived by this “observational cosmology”, making of the scientific cosmology a real “Galilean science”. That is, based on mathematical
models, and confirmed by experimental measurements of ever-growing precision.
5. ANTONIO CAPOLUPO, GAETANO LAMBIASE, AND GIUSEPPE VITIELLO
– Cosmic microwave radiation, neutrino masses and fractal-like self-similar
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structure of the thermal vacuum. A distinctive difference between Quantum
Field Theory (QFT) and Quantum Mechanics (QM) in particle physics is that
in QFT there are infinitely many unitarily inequivalent representations of the
canonical commutation relations (for bosons) and anti-commutation relations,
(for fermions), each one represented as a different Hilbert space of the underlying quantum field dynamics (Heisenberg equations). In the framework of
the “thermal” interpretation of the Quantum Vacuum – i.e., of the quantum
fields ground state (minimum of energy) at a temperature higher than zero –
we have indeed the possibility of infinitely many unitarily inequivalent vacuum condensates, with an evident cosmological relevance. Indeed, this means
that thermal QFT, differently from QM, is adequate for describing different
“phases” of the oscillating fields, in which the system may live depending on
physical boundary conditions and parameters, such as, for example, the temperature. In all these cases, the minimal energy of the field ground state corresponds to a balanced state (i.e., a “zero-energy summation” state for different energy (temperature) values) between the system and its thermal bath, persistently in far-from-equilibrium conditions. That is, passing through different
phases coexisting in the same ground state for the same overall temperature
value. The paper thus exploits such a richness of the thermal QFT formalism
for describing the cosmic microwave background (CMB) and the cosmic neutrino background (CNB) of the Universe. CMB is a significant observational
proof of the quantum-relativistic cosmology as illustrated in the 4. Paper of
this collection. CNB is one of the more suitable candidates for starting “to
unravel the skein” of the “dark matter” issue in cosmology (see Paper 2.) and
that the SM of elementary particles cannot justify (see Paper 3.). Particularly,
the paper reports recent results showing that the thermal vacuum condensate
of the CMB and of the CNB is a coherent state displaying fractal self-similarity properties. This may result in a general feature in cosmological studies,
supporting the unifying view by which coherent field dynamics is at the basis
of most natural phenomena, all showing scale-free self-similar behavior, and
then a fractal-like structure.
2.2. Section II: Ontology and Metaphysics of Nature
6. GIANFRANCO BASTI AND FRANCESCO M. FERRARI – The dual paradigm in quantum physics and its ontology. I Part: mathematics and physics.
This contribution concerns the foundation of a Philosophy of Nature conceived as a formal ontology of the natural sciences, as far as based on the
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fundamental notion of duality and the role that it plays, on the one hand, in
QFT, as Fundamental Physics, and on the other hand in the logic of Category
Theory, as the proper metalanguage, both of quantum physics and of formal
philosophy. The notion of “duality” must be intended in two distinct, but related senses. On the one hand, in the ontological sense. Namely, each system
in nature, at whichever level of its complex physical constitution, is constituted by matter and form. That is, by energy and information (according to the
famous Wheeler’s motto “it from bit”), intended as two distinct even though
related physical magnitudes, against any dualistic or monistic ontology of natural systems. On the other hand, “duality” must be intended in the mathematical and logical sense. In this sense “duality” is a notion passing through the
whole history of logic and mathematics. For instance, in logic are dual the
“and” and the “or” logical connectives according to the De Morgan laws, and
consequently are dual the “universal” and the “existential” quantifiers, or the
“necessity” and “possibility” operators in modal logic, etc.. In mathematics,
are dual the highest common factor, and the lowest common multiple, or are
dual a function and its inverse, or a function and its Fourier transform, etc.
Therefore, the ubiquitous phenomenon of “duality” is one of the main inquiry
objects of the Category Theory, studied in the framework of the algebraic calculus of relations. The illustration of some elementary features of Category
Theory and of its “arrow-theoretic” way of thinking is the core of the paper.
7. GIANFRANCO BASTI AND FRANCESCO M. FERRARI – The dual paradigm in quantum physics and its ontology. II Part: logic and ontology. Particularly relevant for the natural sciences and the natural philosophy is the CT
notion of the functorial dual equivalence between opposed categories of algebraic structures (e.g., algebras (products) and coalgebras (coproducts)), made
isomorphic by the double and reversed application of a homomorphism (structure-preserving mapping) between them. In the I Part of the contribution, the
fruitfulness of this notion was discussed in the “operator algebra” formalism
of QM, of QFT, and overall, of the “thermal QFT” with its non-commutative
coalgebraic formalism, in which the two senses of “duality” – ontological and
mathematical – become strictly connected, because of the relationship among
the mathematical notions of “non-commutativity”, “ordering”, and “information”. In the II Part, consequently, the fruitfulness of the categorical notion
of dual equivalence is discussed in the formal ontology of the “natural realism” (NR), based on the dually reversible homomorphism or dual isomorphism between, the ontic (causal) co-algebraic structures in the physical reality according to QFT, and the logical (Boolean) algebraic structures of a
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language truthfully referring to them – the language of a formalized Philosophy of Nature –, where the former (coalgebra) constitute the semantics of the
latter (algebra) in the Category Theory logic. The conclusion of this paper
concerns the interpretation of the NR formal ontology, not only as a formal
ontology of Fundamental Physics, but also as a formalization of the Aristotelian and then Aquinas’ “arrow-theoretic” ontology and metaphysics. Differently from the Platonic ontology, it is indeed based on the notion of “causal
relations” as foundation not only of the existence, but also of the different
natures (essences) of the physical things. This metaphysics is object of several
papers in the rest of this volume, so that the present paper wants to constitute
the “hinge” between the scientific and the philosophical-theological contents
of this volume.
8. WILLIAM E. CARROLL – Time and Creation: Thomas Aquinas and contemporary cosmology. The Big-Bang described by modern cosmologists does
not coincide with creation. Nor the scientific accounts which claim to eliminate an absolute “singularity” at the origins of the universe do away with creation. Natural science cannot itself provide an ultimate account for the existence of all things. As the Author wants to expound in his contribution, from
this it does not follow, however, that reason remains silent about the origin of
the universe. Reason embraces more than the categories of the natural sciences. By the reading of this contribution, we will see then that, although
Aquinas did not think that reason alone can conclude that the universe has a
temporal beginning, he already thought that reason alone can demonstrate that
the universe is created. Such a demonstration is strictly metaphysical: namely,
always remembering that just as metaphysics ought not to deny the truths
about the world discovered in the natural sciences, so too the natural sciences
ought not to reject the truths discovered in metaphysics. According to the Author we must remember that it is one thing to attend to the processes which
occur in nature; it is another one to examine what does it mean for things to
exist at all. The conclusion that the present work draws is then that even if we
rejected Aquinas’ claim that reason can demonstrate that there is a Creator,
we should be able to accept his arguments for the distinction between creation
and change and that, on the question of the ultimate foundation of the existence of the matter from which the cosmos evolves, the scientific cosmology
that necessarily must suppose as a primitive the matter existence at least in the
form of the energy in a close universe, must remain silent.
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9. MARIO PANGALLO – Formless matter and creation from nothing – Materia informe e creazione dal nulla. [For express desire of the Author, we also
publish the Italian, original version of his contribution]. In this contribution,
the Author proposes a philosophical reflection about two aspects of the creative act by God: 1) what does it mean the statement that creation (in its active
sense) is making something existing “from nothing”; 2) what does it mean
that, by creation, a formless matter is produced. As to the first issue, the Author emphasizes the difference between the notion of “creation from nothing”
as to the Neo-Platonic notion of creation, according to which “creation” means
that God inserts forms into a pre-existing formless, disordered matter from the
outside, because they “emanated” by his immaterial divine nature. In this way,
this notion of creation as “emanation”, want to justify, on the one hand, the
existence of different beings in an ordered cosmos, and, on the other hand,
their necessary “return” into the divine nature. The Author emphasizes how
this notion of creation as emanation, in its double component of “exit-return”
from-to God is re-proposed in the Modern Age in a purely immanent way in
the “dialetheism” of the Hegelian philosophy. In it, the “nothing” is conceived
as the necessary negative moment of the dialectical triadic development of the
Absolute. The Author compares this Hegelian notion of “creation from nothing” with Aquinas’ notion, in which, on the contrary, it is expression of the
divine transcendence (versus immanence) and freedom (versus necessity). As
to the second issue, the Author emphasizes that the “creation from nothing”
means that “nothing apart from God” is supposed to his creative act, so that
also the formless matter depends causally on God’s creative act (“First
Cause”). The “formless matter” has therefore to be intended in an Aristotelian
way, as a dynamic substrate from which the universe develops by ordering
itself progressively and then temporally, through the action of physical causes
(“second causes”).
10. MARCELLO SANCHEZ SORONDO – Common esse and subsistent esse:
the degrees of created causality. This work is devoted to recall and remark the
distinction between esse (being) as “Pure Act” (“Subsistent Being”), and the
“common esse” of thing existence. In this framework, “creation” consists in
the unique act of “participation of the ‘act of being’ (actus essendi)” outside
time to the different “essences” or “natures”, as far as they are made available
in the universe evolution. These essences are limiting this participation, so to
produce in space and time the different existent things constituting the cosmos.
Following Aquinas, the Author emphasizes, with precision, how the very effect of Creation is therefore the common esse (existence) of things, and not
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the subsistent esse. The latter, namely, the esse per essentiam is God Himself,
who is unique like the Absolute has to be, and then absolutely different from
(transcendent as to) the multiplicity of different beings constituting the cosmos, characterized by different essences depending on the universe evolution.
Following the Author, it emerges that this hermeneutics is proper of the Aristotelian principle of the essence of any physical being, as a physical composition (synolon) of potency (matter) and form (act), depending exclusively on
physical (material and efficient) causes. To this (Aristotelian) composition,
Aquinas adds a further composition potency-act. That is, the metaphysical
composition between the essence and the act of being participated by the Pure
Act (Subsistent Being), from which the existence of the universe, or of the
totality of the physical beings, with their differences, and their spatial-temporal becoming, ultimately depends.
2.3. Section III: Epistemology and History of Science
11. OWEN GINGERICH – Galileo, the impact of the telescope, and the birth
of Modern Astronomy. One of the leading misconceptions was the idea that
Galileo’s brilliant telescopic observations proved the motion of the earth. Allied with this myth is the parallel notion that the Catholic Church stubbornly
clung to the past, refusing to accede to the obvious march of the astronomical
science. With his paper, the Author argues that even if it is true, of course, that
the Inquisition forced Galileo under the threat of torture to recant his belief in
Copernicus’s heliocentric system, on the other hand, the efficacy of the Copernican system actually played a very small role in Galilei’s trial. Finally,
what clearly emerges from this contribution is that certainly Galileo would
have dearly loved to explain to his examiners how his observations made the
belief in the Copernican system more intellectually respectable. Nevertheless,
because he is aware of not having any irrefutable proof of the earth’s motion,
this was an opportunity he never got.
12. ENRICO BERTI – From physical to metaphysical cosmology: the Aristotelian path. The aim of this contribution is to show that in recent times there
is less danger of a relentless conflict between physics and metaphysics, than
it was at the beginning of the Modern Age. Namely, in some way, it is today
reestablished, mutatis mutandis, that harmony between the two disciplines,
which existed in Aristotle’s times. Aristotle, indeed, did not attribute to physical cosmology, and to physics in general, the same kind of exactness that he
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attributed to mathematical demonstrations, because he refused to use the
mathematical method in physics. This character of flexibility and approximation that Aristotle attributed to physics, was not always sufficiently considered
at the beginning of the Modern Age when Galilei re-established the Archimedean method of using mathematics in physics. This implied that Aristotle’s
distinction between physics and mathematics about the exactness of their respective demonstrations, was ignored both both by those who appealed to
Aristotle, such as, for example, the famous logician of the sixteenth century
Jacopo Zabarella, and by those who disagreed with his physics, but not with
his logic, such as the same Galileo Galilei. In fact, Galileo also believed that
physics, in particular astronomy, was structured like mathematics, according
to Zabarella’s approach. Namely, that it must proceed first with the “resolutive” method (from consequences to premises), and then with the “compositive” method (from premises to consequences), and in that way it was able to
provide “necessary demonstrations”, that is demonstrations endowed with necessity (logical reversibility), not only from causes to effects, but also from
effects to causes. The Author reconstructs by an attentive analysis of the texts,
how in this way both the supporters and the adversaries of the Copernican
theory at Galilean time – both forgetting Aristotle’s lesson – were wrong in
pretending an empirical proof for demonstrating the necessary truth of the Copernican premises. The Author concludes, “only in recent times, after the socalled second scientific revolution, (…) did we understand the character, not
necessary but approximate, that is, statistically probable, of science in general
and therefore of the same physical cosmology”. Therefore, it becomes today
possible recovering the harmony between physics and metaphysics that existed in Aristotle’s times.
13. MARCELLO PERA – Science, religion, and the doctrine of the two
Books. In the first part of this paper the Author presents the doctrine of the
two Books, that of Nature or Science and that of Faith or Religion. The second
part is devoted to focus the weakness of this doctrine. In the third part, the
Author investigates one side of the relations between the two distinct domains,
arguing that Science is not irrelevant to Faith. Finally, in the fourth part, it is
suggested a different approach – starting from the discussed “Regensburg Lecture” of Pope Benedict XVI in 2006 – based on the need for “broadening our
concept of reason”. The Author believes the Pope challenge should be met, if
only because there is a lot at stake: moral responsibility in our laboratories,
mutual understanding among peoples and among States, ordered progress in
our civilization.
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14. VINCENZO FANO AND GIOVANNI MACCHIA – Epistemology of the cosmological principle. The “Cosmological Principle”, that is, the hypothesis
that the universe is homogeneous and isotropic when observed on large scales,
was implicitly introduced by Einstein in 1917, in the paper that founded the
modern relativistic cosmology. Today, this principle is still one of the fundamental bricks of the entire theoretical building of cosmology, despite its epistemological status has often been misunderstood by several scientists. In this
contribution, the Authors analyze some of the reflections that eminent scientists have devoted to this principle since the third decade of last century, emphasizing several misunderstandings in approaching it. According to the Authors, a similar fate concerned another principle, tied to the cosmological one
and equally crucial for cosmology: the “Copernican Principle”, according to
which we do not occupy a privileged position in the cosmos. The Authors,
briefly discuss its epistemological status, concluding that the proper way in
which both principles should be understood is that of the hypothetical-deductive method of the empirical sciences.
2.4. Section IV: Theology and Science
15. INNOCENZO CARDELLINI – The tales of creation (Gn 1-3). A teaching
in life for mankind. The exegete, even in a remote age, was aware that some
parts of the Biblical narration had to be interpreted in an allegorical or didactic
way, without any pretension of being historically accurate. For historians and
philologists, the text of Gen 1-3 must be read and interpreted based on myth
as its proper literary genre. Scholars know that what is important is the message rather than the sequence of descriptions. It is useless to compare the tales
of Creation (Gen 1-3) to modern scientific data: the quarrels between Creationism (Creation as described in Gen 1-3) and Evolutionism, between Monogenism and Polygenism are simply pointless. These misunderstandings have
been (and still are) possible because these texts, in their role as conveyors of
the Divine revelation for the believers, have been confused with unquestionable historical truths. The purpose of this contribution is, then, to show how
humans have tried to give word to the Divine revelation, telling and imagining
the way in which the Divine creative act gave origins to our ordered and intelligible “cosmos”, starting from a disordered and unintelligible “chaos”.
16. LUBOMIR ŽAK – The reception of General Relativity in Pavel A.
Florenskij. Pavel Florenskij (1882-1937) was a distinguished Russian
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mathematician and theologian, who worked in Russia at the very beginning of
the XX cent. and was imprisoned and killed by Stalin’s regime. This contribution will not focus on the theoretical aspects of Florenskij’s understanding
of the theory of Special and General Relativity. The Author examines the reception of the Relativity Theory by Florenskij in the context of his philosophical and theological reflections. Since a brief and yet speculatively interesting
booklet of 1922 – titled Imaginary Points in Geometry. The Expansion of the
Domain of Two-Dimensional Images in Geometry –Florenskij not only revealed a deep and informed interest and understanding of this topic but also
suggested an unusual approach to it, which sparked the interest of many contemporary Russian intellectuals: mathematicians and physicists, before all. At
the same time, it caused a strong criticism by the scientists more involved in
the ideology of Stalin’s regime. This booklet is the starting point of Author’s
contribution that – profiting by his knowledge of the Russian language and
then accessing many Florenskij’s works not yet translated – shows how the
deep mathematical reflections of Florenskij about a reversal of the time-arrow,
as far as written on a space-time defined on imaginary numbers, was inspired
in this booklet from his deep commentary (incredible!) to a passage of Dante’s
Inferno chant of his Divina Commedia. What is amazing for us, from the scientific standpoint, is that Florenskij links explicitly such reflections to Special
Relativity and to Riemann’s idea inspiring Einstein and that is at the basis of
the Relativity Theory, according to which the space-time geometry depends
in physics on the force fields acting on it. In this way, Florenskij, speaking
about an “inner” physical imaginary space-time dual as to the “outer” spacetime defined on the real numbers, and characterized by the reversal of the time
arrow, was anticipating effectively many notions of the relativistic QFT that
are today part of the standard formalism used by physicists. This is a testimony
of the unbelievable mathematical thoroughness of Florenskij’s mind, who
used these reflections for philosophical and theological applications discussed
in this contribution.
17. CHARLES MOREROD – From Physical Cosmology to Theological Cosmology: the Analogy Path. This contribution talks about physical cosmology,
although in a fundamental way: by physical cosmology the Author means the
knowledge we can have of the World, the Cosmos, the whole Universe. Undoubtedly, there are several contemporary physical theories on what the
World is. Nonetheless, the fundamental question tackled in this contribution,
as mentioned in its title – From Physical Cosmology to Theological Cosmology – is: how can we pass from knowing the world to knowing God as its
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Author? Can we elude this question? When we look at the World, we do not
see God and God is not, even indirectly, evident, the Author argues. A further
intriguing question is, therefore, posed: should we give up thinking about this
issue? “Maybe yes” one may answer. But if we do – this is Author’s honest
conclusion – we are ignoring a fundamental human need. The issue of understanding things by understanding their “proximate” and “ultimate” causes, and
by collecting and organising these partial understandings together in a rational
vision that, even though always necessarily incomplete and perfectible, never
must renounce to its aspiration to be total. Because we are human beings, we
cannot destroy our innate desire to know the truth in its physical and metaphysical foundation, and to act accordingly, for acting responsibly. Nonetheless, we cannot act responsibly as if we were not human beings that are part
of the cosmos we are investigating: our knowledge, indeed, also in its unavoidable metaphysical components, originates always from the material,
physical world.
18. RINO FISICHELLA – Science, Philosophy, and Theology in Dialogue
on Cosmology: is a Synthesis Possible? In the past centuries geocentrism was
replaced by the centrality of man who observes the dynamic movement of the
universe – anthropocentrism. Humans discovered that the cosmos evolves and
progresses, following the laws that determine its evolution. Following the Autor, this vision appears to undergo further transformations when humans place
themselves at the center, giving rise to a micro-cosmos that is conditioning not
only his own existence, but also that of the surrounding cosmos. Unavoidable
questions are raised about what before big-bang. The Author’s intent here is
not to delve into the interpretative meanderings of the cosmological theories
developed on this regard. Rather, his intent is to outline the theoretical space
for formulating and trying to answer specific and fundamental questions: is
there a mutual determination between cosmology and anthropology? Is humans’ self-understanding inevitably also involving the cosmos? And, reciprocally, is it possible that what is produced by the cosmos in its evolution determines humans’ self-understanding? These issues have no easy and overall
conclusive answers, and overall, they cannot be addressed within one only
disciplinary realm, either scientific or philosophical. Therefore, as the Author
suggests we need a strong interdisciplinary effort that thrives on different
types of expertise, for developing a global approach able to offer meaningful
responses, because (not despite!) they are incomplete and always perfectible.
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19. GEORGES COTTIER – “Causa Prima” and “Causae Secundae”. The
issue of the distinction between the First cause and the second causes belongs
to the field of metaphysics, more precisely of that “first philosophy”, which
Aristotle called theology, the science of the divine. Christian thought, while
recognizing its legitimacy, calls it natural theology for distinguish it from that
theology that has the task of scrutinizing the revealed mystery. Natural theology is presupposed to it. Once, philosophy will have given, on purely rational
basis, a metaphysical account of what the believers name “creation”, the distinction will be manifest and clear to all in its full extent. Nonetheless, this
contribution shows how this doctrine has always been disputed, especially in
the tradition of nominalism. The problem, according to the Author, has become more acute with the emergence of Galilean science and its opposition to
the “old” Aristotelian physics. Notwithstanding this opposition, the distinction
between natural sciences and the philosophy of nature was never clearly perceived, having both the ens mobile as their object of investigation. Consequently, the Galilean science was often presented in the Modern Age as a new
philosophy. But such a confusion, remarks the Author, affected its results and
not only: the two have two distinct methods and two different ways of conceiving the rational knowledge and its object. This poses epistemological issues that also today are far from having found a satisfiable solution.
20. GIANFRANCO RAVASI – Afterword: A Synthesis of the Biblical Cosmology. This contribution offers a fresh and readable synthesis of the Biblical
Cosmology, as it is expressed in the Chapters 1-2 of the Book of Genesis that
is common to the Traditions of the three “biblical religions”, Judaic, Christian,
and Islamic, with their different confessions. The Author offers a triadic analysis – phenomenological, philosophical, and theological – of the biblical text,
with the systematic effort of connecting the biblical language with our Western and even scientific language. At the same time, he defines in a synthetic
but effective way the limits and the possibilities of such an operation that is
anyway unavoidable, because our comprehension depends necessarily on the
linguistic community to which we belong. In this sense, this contribution can
work as an effective “afterword” of the Section IV and then of this entire volume.
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SECTION I:
SCIENTIFIC COSMOLOGY
AND QUANTUM PHYSICS

1. Foreword: a chronology of the universe evolution
GIANFRANCO BASTI *

List of acronyms
We add a list of some acronyms with their meaning used in this Foreword
and then in the papers of the Section I:
CMB
CNB (Cν B)
CP
CSM
eV
FLRW
GR
K
LEP
LHC
QFT
QM
QV
SSB
SM
TOE
λ-CDM
*
1

Cosmic Microwave Background radiation
Cosmic Neutrino Background radiation
Charge conjugation Parity symmetry
Cosmological Standard Model
Electronvolt 1
Friedman-Lemaître-Robertson-Walker metrics
General Relativity Theory
Kelvin degree (= -273°C)
Large Electron-Positron collider (formerly at Genéve CERN)
Large Hadron Collider (actually at Genéve CERN)
Quantum Field Theory
Quantum Mechanics
Quantum Vacuum
Spontaneous Symmetry Breaking
Standard Model of the Elementary Particles
Theory of Everything
Lambda-Cold Dark Matter model

Faculty of Philosophy, Pontifical Lateran University, Italy; basti@pul.va
It is the measure of mass-energy for elementary particles in relativistic quantum physics. It corresponds to the amount of kinetic energy gained by a single electron accelerating from rest through
an electric potential difference of one volt in vacuum. Then, it corresponds to an energy of
1eV = 1.602176634×10−19 J, and because of the relativistic mass-energy equivalence, it corresponds
to a mass of 1eV/c2 = 1.782662×10−36 kg and to a temperature of 1eV/KB = 1.160451812×104 K,
where B is the Boltzmann constant.
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1. Introduction: two sources of the scientific cosmology
This Foreword is intended as a sort of “extended index” of the main topics
discussed in the papers of the First Section, for helping the reader not acquainted with physics to have an overview of the state of art of the cosmological research presented in these papers 2.
As we know, the modern scientific cosmology is based on Einstein’s Theory of General Relativity (GR) and on the notion of gravitational field constituting the “dynamic and evolving texture” of the universe space-time. In Relativity Theory, indeed, space and time, as far as measurable, are not independent to each other because of the universal limit velocity of light radiation c but
depends on the universe expansion, according to the big-bang model of universe origins. In this way, space and time are not a sort of “containers”, that
is, independent parameters of the universe dynamics like in the Classical
(Newtonian) Mechanics, but they are a dynamic entity “evolving” with the
universe. For the very same reason, the universe space is not absolutely “void”
of matter like in the Newtonian mechanical vacuum but it is endowed with
energy, the GR «energy of the vacuum» that, we recall, is a form of matter,
given the reciprocal convertibility mass-energy based on the Special Relativity dimensional equation: E = mc 2 .
Therefore, the first source of the scientific cosmology is the so-called
Cosmological Standard Model (CSM) based on General Relativity (see Paper
2.). However, according to the “hot” big-bang model, when the universe at the
“very early stages” of its evolution had its smaller dimensions – in the socalled purely hypothetical “Planck epoch” dated ≈ 10−43 secs. after the bigbang –, because of the quantum fluctuations dominating the microscopic
realm, the laws of GR do not hold (see “the quantum gravity wall” in Figure
1). That is, we are faced with the so-called “0-singularity” of the CSM.
On the other hand, the temperature and the average energies within the
universe were so high that the subatomic particles could not form themselves
from the “vacuum” – the “Quantum Vacuum” (QV: see Papers 5., 6.) –, and
even the four fundamental forces and their relative laws that actually shape
the universe – the gravitational force, and the three quantum forces: the electromagnetic, the weak nuclear, and the strong nuclear forces – were combined
and formed one only fundamental force.
2
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A beautiful introduction to the scientific cosmology and to its metrics ranging from the «infinitely
small» to the «infinitely large» both in space and time was written by the Nobel Laureate Gerard
‘tHooft, with the Foreword of another Nobel Laureate, Steven Weinberg ('t Hooft & Vandoren,
2014).

FOREWORD: A CHRONOLOGY OF THE UNIVERSE EVOLUTION

Despite the as yet unsolved theoretical problem of the quantum gravity,
through which the quantum field theory (QFT) would extend itself also to the
gravitation force field (Klebanov & Maldacena, 2009) so to constitute the
“Fundamental Physics” discussed in Paper 3., however the QFT notion of the
spontaneous symmetry breakings (SSBs) of the quantum fields plays an essential role in quantum cosmology of the very early stages of the universe
formation after the big-bang, for justifying the progressive “separation” of the
four fundamental forces (and of their relative laws: see Papers 3., 5., and 6.)
from the only one of the universe origins. In this sense, “cosmogony is the
legislator of nature”, according to the intriguing suggestion of one of the more
brilliant theoretical physicists of the XX cent., John Archibald Wheeler (Patton & Wheeler, 1975). By “symmetry breaking” we intend that a physical system in a symmetric state ends up into a new symmetric, and then different
state, because of a phase transition of its field dynamics 3.
Therefore, given the not yet solved problem of the quantum gravity two
are the main sources of the actual scientific cosmology (Shellard, 2012) – the
Cosmological Standard Model in GR, (see Paper 2.) and the Standard Model
of elementary particles and of the three quantum forces (strong, electromagnetic, and weak) in quantum physics (see Paper 3.). Once solved the quantum
gravity issue so to make of QFT the “Fundamental Physics” (see Paper 3., 5.,
6.), we could aspire at the inclusion of both these models into one only coherent theoretical framework – the so-called “Theory-of-Everything” (TOE). Let
us therefore shortly illustrate CSM and SM, as the main sources of the actual
scientific cosmology.
1. The Cosmological Standard Model (CSM) of the universe spacetime,
spanning the time between about 10-2 secs. after the big-bang, and the present day (see Paper 1.). It is originated by the so-called “Friedman-Lemaître-Robertson-Walker” (FLRW) metrics – that gives the exact solution of
the Einstein field equations of GR describing a spatially homogeneous and
isotropic expanding universe. The CSM is completed by the so-called
“Lambda-Cold Dark Matter” (Lambda-CDM) model 4 . The main
3

4

A beautiful, updated and easily accessible explanation for all the main notions of the actual cosmology can be found in the Web Portal of the Centre for Theoretical Cosmology (CTC), founded by and
entitled to Stephen Hawking (http://www.ctc.cam.ac.uk/outreach/origins_of_the_universe.php.) The
Centre is located at the Dept. of Applied Mathematics and Theoretical Physics of the Cambridge
University (UK), where Hawking taught during all his extraordinary academic life:
http://www.ctc.cam.ac.uk/about/. In the following of this introductory remarks, we refer essentially
to this Portal. For an updated, complete (and awarded) textbook on cosmology, see (Ryden, 2017).
Where “Lambda” is the symbol for the “Cosmological Principle” because of the space homogeneityisotropy of the FRLW metrics, according to which no privileged observational location in the universe exists. The Lamba-CDM model and then the CSM are able, indeed, to justify theoretically, and
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observational successes of the CSM and of the “hot big-bang hypothesis”
it supports, are: (a) the expansion of the universe; (b) the origin of the
Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) radiation (see Paper 4.) dating
about 300.000 years after the big-bang; (c) the nucleosynthesis of the light
elements (hydrogen, deuterium, helium) about 3 minutes after the bigbang, and (4) the formation of galaxies and large-scale structures in the
universe. On the contrary, the main issues of the CSM take synthetically
the elegant mathematical name of “singularity” at t = 0 in the FLRW
spacetime metrics, which means that GR predicts its own breakdown because of the quantum fluctuations. Or, in other terms, this means that CSM
is unable to justify what happened at the very beginning of our universe
evolution. Particularly, the so-called “thermal state problem” is significant: “Why should the Universe begin in thermal equilibrium when there
is no mechanism by which it can be maintained at very high temperatures?” (Shellard, 2012; Klebanov & Maldacena, 2009). As we see, a
“thermal” interpretation of QFT for systems in far-from-equilibrium conditions could give some answers to this issue (see Paper 4.). More generally, indeed, also in the case of the “Lambda-CDM” modelling of the
CMB radiation, the CSM appears unable to justify what happens at the
“small scales” of the universe spacetime 5.
2. The second source of modern cosmology is constituted by the Standard
Model (SM) of particle physics. Indeed, for “seeing closer” both in space
and time at the big-bang, much more than the CSM of GR might in principle do, we must refer to the so-called “particle cosmology”, according
to the SM of Quantum Physics. This reference is, both from the theoretical
standpoint, and according to the experimental evidence obtained in highenergy particle accelerators such as the Fermilab Collider in the USA, the
LEP (Large Electron Positron Collider) and the LHC (Large Hadron Collider) at the CERN of Genève, in Europe. As we know, indeed, by using
these accelerators, it was possible to obtain so high energies that in the
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differently from the Standard Model (SM) of the QM, the existence of the “(cold) dark matter”, and
of the “dark energy”. The former is necessary, for justifying the large-scale gravitational attraction
“binding together” the galaxies and the galaxy clusters in the universe. It is connoted as “cold” because made up by “non-baryonic” matter (not constituted by protons and neutrons (and then by electrons) like the ordinary matter of the SM), interacting exclusively by the gravitational force. The
“dark-energy” is necessary for justifying the observed “universe expansion acceleration” started
about four billion years ago. The Lambda-CDM model received significant observational confirmations, essentially from the ever more precise measurements of the CMB radiation, for the prediction
of the large-scale structures of the universe (see (PLANCK Collaboration, 2016) for an updated synthesis).
Physicists speak about the “small scale crisis” of the Lambda-CDM model (Nakama, Chluba, &
Kamionkowski, 2017).

FOREWORD: A CHRONOLOGY OF THE UNIVERSE EVOLUTION

universe were available only at the earlier moments of the universe evolution. In this way, it became possible to give an observational even
though necessarily partial confirmation to the SM and to its cosmological
role. As we see indeed (see Paper 3.) the SM is still insufficient for giving
a satisfiable theory of the ultimate nature of matter in the universe.
To conclude this introduction, the ever more precise measurements of the
CMB, the measurements obtained by the high-energy accelerators, and in perspective, the measurements we will be able to perform onto the gravitational
waves (the fluctuations of the gravitational fields), only recently (2016) observed and measured, are the three main – even though not exclusive – sources
of an observational cosmology. This is transforming the scientific cosmology
into a Galilean science, based on hypothetical mathematical models, receiving
progressively an experimental confirmation by precise measurements (“cosmology of precision”) that allows to develop ever better theoretical models,
and so on.
On this basis, it is possible to depict a schematic chronology of the universe evolution (see Figure 1) that we illustrate in the rest of this Foreword
for better appreciating the contributions collected in this volume.
2. A look at the “very early stages” of the universe evolution
As we said, the progressive cooling of the universe because of this expansion made possible the progressive separation of the four fundamental forces
by as many symmetry breakings during the “very early stages” of its evolution.
Speculatively, these energies are those available at the age of the universe inflation, that is, the sudden rapid (in a tiny fraction of second) expansion in
space of the universe, necessary for justifying the “isotropic character” of the
universe space-time, with a “supercooling” of the early universe from a temperature of 1027 K down to 1022 K. By the inflation, the universe volume
would be increased 1078 times its original volume – equivalent intuitively to a
passage in length, from the dimension of one nanometer (10-9 mt., i.e., half the
width of a molecule of DNA) to 10.6 light years (100 trillion kilometers). The
inflation is hypothesized according to the different theories between 10-36 secs.
and 10-32 secs after the big-bang, preceded by the purely hypothetical Planck
age before 10-43secs. after the big-bang, and including the “0-singularity
point” of CSM just recalled.
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of the different epochs of the universe evolution
according to the CSM and the SM defining its chronology. From
(http://www.ctc.cam.ac.uk/outreach/origins/big_bang_three.php)

The period between the Planck age and the inflation, that is between 10- 43
and 10-36 secs. after the big-bang was the so-called Grand Unification period,
with a temperature ≈ 1029 K and an energy of ≈ 1016 𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺. This period started
– according to the so-called “Grand Unification Theory” (GUT) – with the
hypothetical separation or “spontaneous symmetry breaking” (SSB) between
the gravitational force field and one only gauge (quantum) force field, the
electro-strong force field, “unifying” what successively, by as many SSBs for
the progressive cooling of the universe, will emerge as the three quantum
forces of the SM – i.e., the strong, the weak, and the electromagnetic force
fields. Indeed, the fields of all these forces are different gauge force fields.
That is, force fields in which there emerge new local symmetries with the
relative physical laws, due to the presence of as many quanta (“gauge-particles”, “gauge-bosons”) or carriers of the relative force fields according to the
SM (i.e., respectively, gluons, Z-W bosons, photons: see Paper 3. and below).
In a word, according to the SM cosmology, initially the universe was extraordinarily hot and dense. It has cooled over time so to allow the forces, the
particles, and the structures with the relative laws to manifest progressively,
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like we observe in the particle accelerators, so to give a partial experimental
confirmation to the SM. These SSBs of the quantum fields are modelled in
QFT like as many phase transitions, intuitively like the condensation and
freezing phase transitions of ordinary matter (e.g., the condensation of vapor
into liquid water, or the freezing of water into ice).
Synthetically, the main epochs corresponding to the emergence by SSBs
of the quantum fields of new interaction forces among particles, so to change
deeply the way in which particles interact in the early universe are, according
to the SM, the following:
1. The electroweak epoch. According to the different theories, it is located
immediately before or after the inflation, that is, at a time < 10−32 secs.,
with a temperature 1028 K~1022 K and an energy 1015 𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺~109 𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺. Because of the universe supercooling due to inflation, the electro-strong
force field splits by a SSB into the strong and the electroweak force field.
2. The breaking of the electroweak symmetry. ≈ 1012 secs. after the bigbang the electroweak force fields by the relative symmetry breaking splits
into the weak and the electromagnetic interaction force fields. This process happened at an energy of 159.5 ± 1.5𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺 because the universe temperature fell to > 1012 K. The breaking of the electroweak gauge symmetry had two fundamental effects:
a. Via the Higgs mechanism all the particle fields interacting with
the “Higgs field” become massive proportionally to the interaction of their fields with the Higgs field itself. That is, the acquired
mass of a particle (= quantum of its “material” field) depends on
a sort of “friction” between its field and the Higgs field. Like in
our ordinary experience, higher is the friction higher is the mass.
This is, intuitively, the core of the Higgs mechanism.
b. Consequently, the weak interaction force and the electromagnetic
interaction force with the relative gauge particles or bosons (the
W and Z bosons, and the photon γ, respectively) start to behave
differently. Before the interaction with the Higgs field, they are
all massless, and then interacted over long distances. Afterward,
however, because W and Z acquire a tremendous mass (comparable to that of an iron atom!) their interaction range cannot exceed
the ray of an atom (10-8 cm.), while photons because massless can
continue to interact at whichever distance as it happens in the actual universe.
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3. The “early stage” of the universe evolution
As we have seen, after the symmetry breaking of the electroweak force
field, all the four fundamental forces of the actual panorama were available:
the gravitational interaction force of the gravitational field determining the
“dynamic texture” of the universe space-time evolution, and the three quantum interaction forces of the SM: strong, weak, and electromagnetic. This allows the further stages of the universe evolution toward the present era, depending on the progressive expansion, and on the relative cooling of the universe, so to allow the stable formation of elementary particles condensates
ever more complex, by the phase coherences of their respective oscillating
fields. To make understandable the SM terminology used below, we add here
in Figure 3 (see also Paper 3.) a synthetic and updated scheme of the SM according to a QFT, already including in a purely hypothetical way the quantum
of the gravitational field (graviton) supposed by the quantum gravity theory.
Indeed, the rest of the picture, included the existence of the (not yet quantized)
gravitational field (2016), received during the last forty years an experimental
(observational) confirmation, so to be no longer purely hypothetical, but a part
of the actual scientific cosmology that is now, we repeat, “science” in the full
Galilean sense of the term.
The main stages of this further evolution are generally depicted according
to the following schematic “epochs”, and “ages” leading us toward the actual
“age” of the universe evolution, as synthesized in the following figure, and
whose meaning we understand progressively through the different epochs we
are presenting.

Figure 2. (Left) Percentages of the different types of matter in the universe, where
only the 4.9% is constituted by the ordinary matter of the Standard Model (see Figure
3). (Right) Schematic representation of the universe evolution (see Figure 1).

1. The quark epoch. Between 10-12 and 10-6 secs. after the big-bang. Because
of the high energies (>100 MeV, for a temperature > 1012 K), the collisions among particles are too energetic for allowing the quark
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combination by the strong force into “hadrons” (i.e., into “mesons” made
by two quarks, and “baryons” made by three quarks (e.g., protons and
neutrons). Therefore, at the beginning of this stage, matter was constituted
by a hot quark-gluon plasma, containing quarks and leptons with their antiparticles (i.e., having the same masses of their partners, but with an opposite charge, e.g., the electromagnetic charge in the case of electrons/anti-electrons or “positrons”).
However, when the average energy of particle interactions felt below the
“binding energy” (≈ 10−11 secs. after the big-bang), the baryogenesis occurred, that is, the generation of “heavy” subatomic particles made by three
quarks, such as protons and neutrons.

Figure 3. Updated scheme of the SM. The particles, interpreted in QFT as quanta of
the relative oscillating (material and interaction) fields, are subdivided into: 1) Three
generations (families) of “fermions”, i.e., the quanta of the “matter fields”, obeying
the Fermi-Dirac statistics (i.e., because all having a fractional “spin”, they occupy
different levels of energy at their ground (minimum energy) state, like electrons in the
atom). Each generation is constituted by two massive “quarks” and two massive but
lighter “leptons”. The first generation, manifesting itself at the universe lower energies, are of particles constituting the atoms of our ordinary experience matter (quarks
“up” and “down” constituting protons and neutrons (“baryons”) in the atom nucleus,
plus the “electrons” and the “electronic neutrinos” of atoms). 2) Three types of massive and massless “bosons”, i.e., the quanta (carriers) of the “interaction force fields”
all obeying the Bose-Einstein statistics (i.e., because all having an integer spin, at the
ground state, they all occupy the same energy lower level). They are: a) the “gauge
(carrier) bosons” of the three quantum force fields: “strong” (massless gluons), “electromagnetic” (massless photons), “weak” (massive Z, W bosons); b) the “scalar bosons” of the Higgs fields (massive Higgs bosons); c) the “tensor bosons” of the gravitation field (massless gravitons) of the quantum gravity theory, at the moment only
hypothetical.
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The mystery (almost unexplained) 6 remains, however, about the asymmetry between the number of “baryons” and “anti-baryons”, for which almost
no antibaryon was observed in nature (and only few numbers of anti-baryons
were produced (for a fraction of second) in particle accelerators).
2. Hadron epoch. Between 10-6 secs. and 1 second after the big-bang. By the
further cooling of the universe at an average temperature > 1010 K between 1010 K~109 K, corresponding to an average energy > 1𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀, between 1𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀~100𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘, hadrons and anti-hadrons pair were formed, but
with the further cooling, this spontaneous production stopped and most of
the produced hadrons and anti-hadrons annihilated each other, giving origins to pairs of high-energy photons 7. However – because of the unexplained asymmetry of matter/anti-matter – a small residual of hadrons
(protons and neutrons) remained at about 1 second of cosmic time. Indeed,
at a later stage of the universe evolution (the “nucleosynthesis age”), they
6

7
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Effectively, a partial justification of the matter/anti-matter asymmetry is related with the so-called
CP-violation, i.e., the violation of the “Charge conjugation Parity”. The CP-symmetry states that the
physical laws are the same if a particle is interchanged with its anti-particle (= C symmetry) while its
spatial coordinates are inverted, i.e., are mirrored each other (=P symmetry) (see footnote 7 for an
example). Jame Cronin and Val Fitch earned a Nobel Prize in Physics (1980) for their discovery in
1964 of a CP-violation in the decays of neutral kaons, a type of mesons (made by two quarks). In
their decay, neutral kaons can transform into their anti-particles, by which each quark is replaced
with the other’s anti-quark, and vice versa. However, such a transformation does not occur with the
same probability in both directions (= indirect CP-violation) so to determine an asymmetry in the
relationship matter/anti-matter. After this discovery, further direct CP-violations were discovered
because concerning the same kaons (1990, 2001). In 2011 the CP violation was observed for neutral
D-mesons, in 2013 for strange B-mesons, in 2019, for charmed D0-mesons. Finally, in 2020, in the
“T2K (Tokay-to-Tamioka) International Experiment”, finalized to study neutrino oscillations (i.e.,
the spontaneous change of “family” (“charm”) of neutrinos (see Figure 3) during their travel in
space), and involving more than 500 researchers from all over the world, a significant CP-violation
was observed for the first time between leptons/anti-leptons. Effectively, between muon-neutrinos
and muon-antineutrinos in a neutrino beam sent from the J-Park (Japan Proton Accelerator Research
Complex) facility in the Tokay village on the Japan East Coast, 120 km far from Tokyo, to the SuperKamiokande far detector located 295 km away in the city of Hida, Gifu prefecture (Abe, Akutsu, &
T2K Collaboration, 2020).
This phenomenon however does not concern only the early universe. Hypothesized by P. A. Dirac in
his approach to QFT we discuss below (see Papers 3., 5., and 6.), the existence of the antimatter
(effectively antielectrons or “positrons”) was observed for the first time by P. A. Anderson in 1932,
who for this discovery earned the Nobel Prize in 1936. Today, this phenomenon is a part of our
medical practice. Indeed, the so-called “PET” (Positron Emission Tomography) diagnostic technique
uses the spontaneous production of positrons in radioactive decays, positron which immediately “annihilate” with electrons in the environment, so that each of this annihilation event produce a pair of
high energy photons, and then effectively for a large number of these events a γ – ray, traveling in
the opposite direction, that is, an electromagnetic radiation at a frequency higher than X – rays, used
for finer diagnostics. In parenthesis, this phenomenon satisfies not only the P-symmetry (see footnote
6) since the gamma rays travel in the opposite direction as to the annihilation event but does not
violate the C-symmetry too. Indeed, the produced photons are neutral, and the summation of the
negative charge of electron e– and of the positive charge of positron e+ is neutral too.
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3.

4.

5.

6.

will compose the nuclei of what are today the lighter atoms: hydrogen,
deuterium, helium, etc.
Neutrino decoupling, the cosmic neutrino background, and the formation
of primordial black holes. At about 1 sec. of the cosmic time, with a temperature of 1010 K and an average temperature of 1𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀, neutrinos cease
interacting with the baryonic matter. The ray of the spherical (isotropic)
space that will become the observable universe was at that time of about
10 light-years. Because neutrinos rarely interact with matter (they interact
only by the weak force, because they are neutral both as to the electromagnetic and the strong forces), these neutrinos produced in the first second of the universe story still exist today, forming the so-called Cosmic
neutrino background (𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶) or CNB that is analogous to the photon CMB
produced only 370,000 years after the big-bang (see below). Despite the
CνB is hard to observe experimentally, there are observational evidences
of the influence of CνB over the CMB (see Paper 4.). Finally, the very
unstable states of primordial matter during the first two seconds of the
universe history, created the conditions for density contrasts in the matter
distributions that favoured the formation of primordial black holes.
Lepton epoch. Between 1 secs. ~10 secs. of the universe history, with an
average temperature between 1010 𝐾𝐾~109 𝐾𝐾, and an average energy between 1𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀~100𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘. Because most hadrons and anti-hadrons annihilate at the end of the hadron epoch, this left leptons (electrons, muons,
neutrinos) and their anti-lepton partners as the dominating form of matter
in the universe overall mass. However, about 10 secs. after the big-bang,
the further universe cooling stopped the spontaneous production of lepton/anti-lepton pairs, so that most of them annihilated into pairs of high
energy photons, leaving a “small” residual of leptons.
Photon epoch. Between 10 secs. and 370,000 years of the universe history,
because of the leptons/anti-leptons annihilation, the largest part of the universe mass-energy was dominated by photons, while the rest of the massenergy was constituted by neutrinos and other relativistic particles. I.e.,
hadrons and leptons moving under the form of radiation, i.e., at a velocity
close to the light velocity (like in our particle accelerators), so that the
special relativity laws and mainly the 𝐸𝐸 = 𝑚𝑚𝑐𝑐 2 relationship holds for
them. The photons interact continuously with these particles, mainly with
protons and electrons, even though without the possibility because of the
velocity of their propagation of forming stable atoms.
Nucleosynthesis of light elements. Between 2 minutes and 20 minutes after the big-bang, the temperature falling between 109 𝐾𝐾~107 𝐾𝐾, for an average energy of about 100𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘~1𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘, allowed the nuclear fusion of few
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light elements beyond hydrogen. In this way, it became possible to form
the stable nuclei of deuterium, a hydrogen isotope, whose nucleus is made
by one proton and one neutron, and then most of the deuterium fuses to
form helium-4, an helium isotope, whose nucleus is made by two protons
and two neutrons. However, the temperature was still too high not only
for forming atoms, but also for the fusion of the nuclei of heavier elements
that require thousands of years, also today inside the stars. So that only
relatively small amounts of heavier nuclei such as those of helium-3, helium-4, lithium-7, beryllium-9, etc. were fused, even though unstable because of the high energies.
7. Matter domination. About 47,000 years after the big-bang, the energy
density of non-relativistic (non-radiating) matter (nuclei) arrived to exceed both the energy density of radiation and the energy density of the
vacuum. This means that the large-scale behaviour of the early universe
begins to be dominated by matter. Therefore, according to the “LambdaCDM model” of General Relativity (see above §1., note 4, and paper 2.),
the matter at this stage in the universe is constituted by 84.5% of cold dark
matter and 15.5% of ordinary matter, even though the total matter of the
universe is only 31.7%, much smaller than the 68.3% of dark energy.
From this moment on, the presence of dark matter accelerates the formation of structures in the early universe, amplifying the small inhomogeneities in the universe density left by inflation. This means that dense
regions become denser and rarefied regions becomes more rarefied. In a
word, ordinary matter gathers faster because of this presence of the dark
matter concentrations. However, a fundamental distinction must be made
between dark matter and ordinary matter, explaining because the future
structures of our universe (galaxies, stars, planets…, till ourselves) are
made of ordinary matter. Dark matter cannot lose energy by radiation, so
that it collapses into huge but diffuse filaments and haloes, and not into
stars and planets. On the contrary, ordinary matter can lose energy by radiation, so that it forms dense objects, and finally gas clouds (the future
stars) when it collapses.
8. First molecules. About 100.000 years after the big-bang, the universe
cooled sufficiently (≈ 4,000°K) for allowing the formation of the first
molecules, effectively a hybrid between an atom of helium and hydrogen.
These first molecules were observed for the first time in the history of
humanity by the flying “SOFIA telescope” of NASA in the nebula NGC
7027, and announced in April 2019 (Güsten & Al., 2019).
9. Recombination, photon decoupling, and the CMB. About 370,000 years
after the big-bang, when the average temperature was > 4,000°𝐾𝐾, for an
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average energy of ≈ 0.4 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒, two related events occurred. Firstly, free
electrons can combine with the hydrogen and helium nuclei to form neutral atoms. This relatively fast process (faster for helium than hydrogen)
is known as recombination, even though this name is misleading because
electrons and nuclei combine to form atoms for the first time in the history
of the universe. Consequently, electrons falling from excited more energetic states to the atom ground state, release energy for the first time under
the form of free photons that, as far as not captured by nuclei, can travel
over long distances. This process is known as photon decoupling and this
means that, for the first time in its history, universe has become transparent to visible light, radio waves, and other form of electromagnetic radiation. The photons of the CMB originated at this time (see Paper 4.). The
spherical volume of space, which will become the observable universe,
was at that time of 42 million light-years radius, with a matter density of
about 500 million hydrogen and helium atoms per m3, approximately a
billion times higher than today. To sum up, the CMB radiation, as observed at a growing precision by “KOBE”, “WMAP” and finally
“PLANCK” space telescopes, is “a picture” of the universe at the end of
this age (see Paper 4.), including the tiny fluctuations generated during
inflation and amplified by the action of dark energy, so to constitute the
“seeds” of the future galaxies.
4. The “Dark Ages” and the emergence of large-scale structures
This age spans between 370,000 years and 1 billion years after the bigbang.
4.1. The dark ages of the universe
As we know, after recombination and decoupling the universe was transparent and cooled enough for allowing free photons to travel long distances.
However, there was no light-producing structure in the universe like stars and
galaxies, which are formed because of the action of gravity within near-uniform densities of gas of hydrogen and helium atoms, only some hundreds of
millions of years after recombination.
This period was therefore denoted as the dark ages, started around
370,000 years after the big-bang. Indeed, during this period the universe because of its expansion cooled from about 4,000°K to about 60°K (i.e., about
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−213℃), there existed only two sources of photons. The CMB, and the (hypothetical) photons sometimes emitted by neutral hydrogen atoms. These photons however are in the non-visible range of microwave frequencies, and the
CMB photons “redshifted” (i.e., propagated over long distances at ever lower
frequencies) during this period, out of visible light to infrared range of frequencies, so that from that time until the formation of the first stars there was
not visible light in the universe.
4.2. The formation of early stars and galaxies
The first stars, speculatively, could begin to emerge about 150 million
years, and the early galaxies emerged between 380 and 700 millions of years
after the big-bang, so that the dark ages gradually finished around 1 billion
years after the big-bang. The general mechanism of structure formation in the
universe – from stars, to galaxies, to galaxy clusters, etc. – depends on the fact
that, as we know, ordinary matter, differently from dark matter, can lose energy in many ways. Therefore, ordinary matter gathers where dark matter is
denser, and because of the action of gravity it collapses into “clouds” of
mainly hydrogen gas. The first stars and galaxies formed from these clouds.
Where numerous galaxies were formed, galaxy clusters and superclusters can
emerge. Among them, there are large voids with only few stars, marking
where dark matter was or became less dense.
Moreover, another phenomenon contributed significantly to the acceleration of the formation of ordinary matter structures in the universe: the socalled reionization process of neutral hydrogen atoms. They, as far as intensively “bombed” by energetic photons (probably generated by the explosion
of the early stars: see below), transformed themselves into ions, so to increase
their power of interacting with other particles in many ways. This process
started between 250 and 500 million years, for being complete between 700
and 900 million years, and finishing about 1 billion years after the big-bang.
The formation of first stars, galaxies, supermassive black holes and quasars –
thought to be bright, early active galaxies including a supermassive black hole
surrounded by an inward- spiraling disk of gases – happened during this period, even though the timing of this formation and the progress of the reionization period is actually object of intensive studies.
At this point there is a theoretical point to be emphasized. While before
this period the universe was sufficiently homogeneous, it was possible to understand the structure formation through the ultimately linear cosmological
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“perturbation theory” applied to CSM. I.e., interactions are modelled as local
“perturbations” of an overall “equilibrium” (because non-interacting) state,
according to the principles of statistical mechanics. That is, conceiving structures as small deviations from the perfect homogenous condition of the universe at equilibrium. This is a reasonable supposition making the computations relatively easy, also because of the extremely rich theoretical “armory”
collected during three centuries of statistical mechanics that originated with
Laplace precisely in the astrophysical realm. However, with the complexification of the early universe structures, the mathematical problem becomes
strongly non-linear. It requires indeed n-body simulations with billions of interacting particles in non-equilibrium condition, because passing though several phases of the respective fields for forming more complex structures. This
makes the standard approach to QFT based – like CSM – on the perturbation
theory of statistical mechanics in principle insufficient, because requiring the
“non-equilibrium n-body physics” conceptualizations, at the same time making the computations extremely hard also for the most powerful supercomputers 8. We will discuss below this problem, in the context of a thermal QFT,
conceived precisely for overcoming systematically these problems (see papers
5. and 6.).
Anyway, despite their difficulty, there is the possibility of developing
computational models of this early stellar formations using the data ever more
precise coming from the measurements of the CMB. The first “n-body computational modelling” known as the Bolshoi Cosmological Simulation was developed using NASA supercomputers on the data collected by the WMAP
space telescope in 2011. According to more recent models (2016), developed
at the European Space Agency (ESA), based on the observations made by the
PLANCK space telescope, the first generation of stars, the so-called Population III stars, may have formed around 300 million years after the big-bang
(European Space Agency, 2016). These early stellar formations are not (yet?)
observed, also because these stars have noticeably short lifetimes compared
with the lifetimes of the “Main Sequence” stars we observe today. They, indeed, finish burning hydrogen fuel and explode as supernovae “only” after
some million years, sufficient however for filling the universe with heavier
atoms – non-metallic, anyway – than the light ones (hydrogen, helium, and a
small amount of lithium) generated in the early universe.
8

For the role of the non-equilibrium physics in cosmological models, when we are considering the
inhomogeneities in the universe related with temperature variations, and mainly in the CMB that is
the principal source of the observative data in “precision cosmology”, see the fundamental reflections
in (Ryden, 2017, pp. 156-164).
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We repeat that the existence and the timing of these early stellar formations are only supposed, because of the CMB observations. Indeed, the first
observed proto-galaxy candidate, for being existed immediately after the
“reionization” epoch, 13.37 billion years ago, was the UDFy-38135539. This
observation was made, in the infrared range, by the “Hubble Space Telescope”
in 2010. Afterward, in 2012 the “UC Observatories/Lick Observatory Collaboration” announced the observation by the Hubble Telescope of another infrared source, the UDFj-39546284 proto-galaxy that existed 13.1 billion years
ago. However, the older “confirmed” galaxy observed till now by the Hubble
Space Telescope (2016), was the GN-z11 galaxy that existed 13.39 billion
years ago (Oesch & Al., 2016). To sum up, the first galaxies observed were
found to exist about 380-550 million years after the big-bang, i.e., about 13.4
billion years ago at a “comoving” distance of around 32 billion light-years 9.
Anyway, the “condensation” (gravitation collapse) of hydrogen clouds into
stars of the Populations III and II, with more recent Population I stars formed
later, the condensation of stars into galaxies, and of galaxies into “galaxy clusters”, under the action of gravity because of the dark matter, continued during
this period, ending completely, about 1 billion years of the cosmological time,
the “dark ages” of the universe.
5. The “dark energy” age and the universe as it appears today
The stellar process formation reached a peak about 3 billion years after
the big-bang. The galactic thin disk of the Milky Way, the galaxy in which we
are, have been formed, according to the more recent estimations about 8.8 ±
1.7 billion years ago (about 5 billion years after the big-bang), while the formation and evolution of the Solar System began about 4.5 billion years ago
(i.e., more than 9 billion years after the big-bang), with the gravitational collapse of a small part of a giant molecular cloud. Most of the collapsing matter
collected in the center, forming the Sun, while the rest flattened before into a
“protoplanetary disk” of matter, out of which planets, moons, asteroids, and
other smaller Solar System bodies were formed.
9
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In standard cosmology, “comoving” and “proper” distances are two related distances. Proper distance roughly corresponds to where a distant object would be at a specific cosmological time, which
can change over time because of the expansion of the universe. Comoving distance also considers the
expansion of the universe, giving a distance that does not change in time. Of course, proper and
comoving distances are equal at present time, and both are equal to 1. For this reason, despite the age
of the universe is estimated of 13.8 billion years, an object at a proper distance from us of 13.4 billion
years, is at a comoving distance of about 32 billion light-years. That is, light generated by this object
had to travel along such a distance for reaching us.
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All this means that the universe has appeared similar as it does today for
many billions of years, and it looks similar for many other billion years in the
future, even though not forever, despite for the “far future” of our universe
many different and not each other compatible models are available.
5.1. The “dark energy” dominated era
Anyway, about 9.8 billion years of the cosmic time (about 4 billion years
ago) the universe large-scale behavior underwent a third modification.
1. We have seen that during the first 47,000 years of its existence, universe
behaviour was dominated by radiation (of relativistic particles such as
photons and neutrinos).
2. Since about 370,000 years, its behaviour was dominated by matter. During this matter dominance, the expansion of the universe begun to slow
down progressively.
3. However, since 9.8 billion years of cosmic time, observations show that
the universe expansion stopped decelerating, and gradually started to accelerate. Despite the cause of this acceleration is unknown – from this the
name of dark energy (in an analogous way to the “dark matter”) to this
form of energy – its existence is largely accepted by the cosmologist community.
Dark energy is, indeed, believed to be the largest component of the universe, for about the 68.3% of its entire mass-energy, while dark matter constitutes the 26.8%, and ordinary matter (the matter of the SM) constitutes only
the 4.9% of the total mass-energy of the universe (see Figure 2 above).
The reason of such a vast consensus is because the existence of the dark
matter depends on three different sources of observational evidence:
1. Historically, the first observation in 1998 and 1999 of supernovae distances over time (redshift effect of the light emitted) by two different
groups of astrophysicists leaded to suggest that the universe expansion is
accelerating. For this discovery, the three leaders of the groups, Saul Perlmutter, Brian P. Schmidt, and Adam G. Riess, were awarded with the
2011 Nobel Prize.
2. Further evidence derived by the ever more precise measurements of CMB
anisotropies indicating that the universe is close to be flat. This requires,
according to the CSM, that the amount of matter in the universe is close
to its critical density value. Now, the measurements by the WMAP space
telescope in seven years of analyses demonstrated that the baryonic matter
and the dark matter justify only about the 30% of this critical density. This
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requires the existence of another form of energy for the remaining 70%.
WMAP gave an estimation of the amount of the dark energy for about
72.8%. Afterward, the PLANCK measurements gave the actual recognized percentage (see above) of 68.3% of dark energy in the universe matter (mass-energy. See Figure 2).
3. The study of the large structures of the universe, which governs the formation of stars, galaxies, and galaxy clusters suggests that the density of
baryonic and dark matter is no more than 30%. A 2011 survey, the socalled “Wiggle-Z survey” of more than 200,000 galaxies provided further
evidence to the existence of dark energy.
However, the mystery remains about the nature of dark energy. Effectively, while the density of ordinary matter scales with the space volume expansion, and the same happens with ordinary energy (even though with a different scaling factor), the same does not hold for dark energy, whose value
remains constant with the universe expansion. In this, sense it seems to resemble a cosmological constant because it behaves like a scalar field that exists
throughout the space.
Anyway, objects in the universe, which at the beginning were seen moving apart as the universe expands, continued to move apart, even though their
outward motion gradually slow down. However, from about 9.8 billion years
of cosmic time, instead of slowing down and eventually beginning to move
inward under the action of the gravitation force, the expansion of the universe
started to accelerate outward at a gradually accelerating rate.
This started the so-called dark-energy dominated era, in which also our
actual universe lies.
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Foreword: a chronology of the universe evolution
GIANFRANCO BASTI

Abstract
This Foreword is intended as a sort of “extended index” of the main topics discussed
in the papers of the First Section of the volume, for helping the reader not acquainted
with physics to have an overview of the state of art of the cosmological research presented in these papers. At the same time, it offers a chronology of the universe evolution, from the first instants after the big-bang, till the actual epoch, depending on the
progressive expansion and progressive cooling of the universe itself, at the beginning
very dense and hot. After a short presentation of the two main sources of the actual
scientific cosmology: a) the Cosmological Standard Model, based on the General Theory of Relativity; and b) the Standard Model of the Elementary Particles, based on the
Quantum Field Theory, the paper offers a short synthesis of the main stages of the
universe evolution, from its “very early stages” largely hypothetical, till the actual structure of the universe, in which we live.
Keywords:
Cosmological Standard Model; Standard Model of Elementary Particles; cosmic microwave background radiation; dark matter; dark energy.

Abstract
Questa presentazione è intesa come una sorta di “indice ragionato” degli argomenti
principali discussi negli articoli della Prima Sessione del volume, per aiutare il lettore
non esperto di fisica ad avere uno sguardo sintetico dello stato dell’arte della ricerca
cosmologica presentato in quegli articoli. Allo stesso tempo il contributo offre una cronologia di massima dell’evoluzione dell’universo, dai primi istanti dopo il big-bang fino
all’epoca attuale, e che dipende dall’espansione e progressivo raffreddamento dell’universo, al principio molto denso e caldo. Dopo una breve introduzione delle due fonti
principali della ricerca cosmologica: a) Il Modello Cosmologico Standard, basato sulla
Teoria Generale della Relatività, e b) Il Modello Standard delle Particelle Elementari,
basato sulla Teoria Quantistica dei Campi, l’articolo offre una sintetica descrizione degli stadi principali dell’evoluzione dall’universo, dai “primissimi stadi” ampiamente ipotetici, fino all’attuale struttura dell’universo in cui viviamo.
Parole chiave:
Modello Cosmologico Standard; Modello Standard delle Particelle Elementari; radiazione cosmica di fondo a microonde; materia oscura; energia oscura.

2. Celebration for 100 years of the General Theory of
Relativity
SILVIO BERGIA *

1. Introduction
Einstein’s Grundlagen der allgemeinen Relativitätstheorie (1915) was
presented by a series of lectures he gave at the Prussian Academy of Sciences,
starting from 25 November 1915.
This paper is intended to celebrate the hundred years of the General Theory of Relativity. I shall limit myself to follow – and comment – a sequence
of steps characterising the development of the theory. Concerning its creation,
I shall limit myself to stress one basic subject. The bulk shall be devoted to
single out periods characterized by phases of obscurity and of specific developments:
‒ The first basic successes.
‒ The “third effect”.
‒ A period of low water that lasted something like forty years.
‒ The revival: in the last decades of the twentieth century the theory has met with a series of great successes, including a fourth
effect.
After the analysis of this period, I shall try to give an account of further
developments which developed in the last century.
Matter acts on space-time, telling it how to curve. In turn, space-time reacts back on matter, telling it how to move. Let me try to outline the ingredients. Space-time, to begin with. It was generated by the special theory of
*
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relativity. A defining feature of it was the replacement of the Galilean transformations of Newtonian mechanics with the Lorentz transformations: time
and space cannot be defined separately from each other but were interwoven
into a single continuum known as spacetime (Minkowski, 1914). And matter
runs in space-time along a geodesic, who’s projection in space is its trajectory.
1.1. The first basic successes:
Two are the first basic successes:

I.
II.

The precession of Mercury’s perihelion (Fig. 1);
The deviation of light rays by the sun (1919) (Figg. 2-3).

Figure 1. The precession of Mercury’s perihelion, 43 arc seconds per
century.

In 1859, the French mathematician and astronomer Le Verrier reported
that the slow precession of Mercury’s orbit around the Sun could not be completely explained by Newtonian mechanics and perturbations by the known
planets. Einstein accounted for it in 1915 on the basis of general relativity.

Figure 2. The deviation of light rays by the sun (1919).

The effect was revealed by Arthur Eddington at the end of the first world
war (1919) on the occasion of a solar eclipse, and measured (1922) by William
W. Campbell:
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Figure 3. The deviation of light rays by the sun (1919).

The (qualitative) result as due to the Sun’s gravitational attraction of was
read by Einstein on the basis that matter acts on space-time telling it how to
curve.
1.2. The “third effect”
It was to some extent predicted by an Einstein’s early thought experiment.
A body of mass 𝑚𝑚 at a distance 𝑙𝑙 from the ground has, with respect to it, a
potential energy. Suppose that, reaching the ground, it converts its total energy
(mass energy plus kinetic energy) in that of a photon that climbs to level 𝑙𝑙,
where it globally transfers its energy in the rest energy of a particle (at rest).
This has therefore a mass, which turns out to be larger than the initial one.
Conservation of energy implies that the photon would reach the level 𝑙𝑙 with
energy larger than that of the initial particle.
2. For climbing the level in a gravitational field a photon must lose a definite amount of energy
Is this the end of the story? Not quite so. A photon of radiation of frequency ν has an energy ℎ𝜈𝜈: the loss of some of its energy does not imply a
change of speed, but a change of frequency toward lower values. The
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gravitational redshift was generally historically considered a test of general
relativity since it somewhat implied the equivalence principle, but it was later
downgraded inasmuch it could be derived by special relativity + energy conservation + corpuscular theory of radiation. Special relativity had to do with
considering the mass-energy in Einstein’s thought experiment and with the
invariable speed of light; the equivalence principle with the identification of
inertial and gravitational mass.
Laboratory texts of the effect would be carried out much after the discovery of the Mössbauer effect (1956), which made possible the measurements
of frequencies with still untouchable precision.
‒ A period of low water that lasted something like forty years (Eisenstaedt,
J., 1986);
‒ Few effects.
‒ Only very small departures from Newtonian predictions:
‒ Limited accuracies of the observations.
‒ Little known mathematics, that needed a great effort to get into.
‒ Few effects.
Chandrasekhar (1979) cites an episode: during a conversation taking
place in 1933 in the Trinity College, someone turned to Rutherford and said:
I do not see why Einstein is accorded a greater public acclaim than you. After
all, you invented the nuclear model of the atom; and that model provides the basis
for all of physical science today and it is even more universal in its application
that Netwon’s laws of gravitation [...] Einstein’ predictions refer to such minute
departures from the Newtonian theory that I do not see what all the fuss is about.

3. Limited accuracies of the observations
that:

About the limited accuracies of the observations, Dennis Sciama claimed
Their meanings is hardly assessable, since other astronomers have deduced different results from the same material. Furthermore, one is entitled to suspect that,
had the observers not known in advance the value they ‘had’ to obtain, their published results would exhibit a much larger field of variability (Sciama 1952).
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3.1. Little known mathematics, that needed a great effort to get into
“Though most physicists refused to say anything in public, the great majority of them thought of general relativity as an obscure backwater which
took an awful lot of learning to get into” (Bondi, 1990); and it should be added
that the attention of the large majority of physicists was for the development
of research concerning nuclear and particle physics and of course, quantum
mechanics and quantum field theory.
3.2. The revival
In 1979, another centenary was celebrated: that of Einstein’s birth. It was
on that occasion that Chandrasekhar produced the already mentioned paper,
“Einstein and general relativity: historical perspectives”, in which he mentioned “the benign neglect to which his theory was consigned by the professional scientific community for some 50 years ...”. The title of Eisenstaedt’s
already mentioned side by side with that of Chandrasekhar stated that the étiage (low water), started in 1925, had ceased in 1955 (Chandrasekhar’s 50
years had become thirty!).
3.3. The academic year 1959-60: a turning point?
On March 9, 1960, Phys. Rev. Letters receives a paper by Robert Pound
and Glen A. Rebka (Harvard), “Apparent weight of photons” (Pound &
Rebka, 1960). According to this, the intensity 𝑔𝑔 of the gravitational field could
be – and was – considered constant given the laboratory’s little level difference 𝑙𝑙. As I mentioned, it took place after the discovery of the Mössbauer effect (1956), which made possible the measurements of frequencies with still
untouched precision.
To measure this minuscule change, physicists had to find a source of electromagnetic radiation whose frequency was known with enormous precision.
That ingredient came in 1959 when Rudolf Mössbauer at the Max Planck Institute in Heidelberg, Germany, discovered the effect that bears his name and
won him a Nobel prize two years later. Excited atomic nuclei can decay to the
ground state by emitting a gamma ray. Mössbauer found that if the nuclei are
part of a high-quality crystal, then every gamma ray emerges with precisely
the same energy.
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According to Einstein’s thought experiment, calling 𝐸𝐸 and 𝐸𝐸′ the total energies at the lower and higher level, one has
𝑚𝑚𝑐𝑐 2
1
𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔
𝐸𝐸′
=
=
≅1− 2
2
𝑐𝑐
𝐸𝐸 𝑚𝑚𝑐𝑐 + 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 1 + 𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔
𝑐𝑐 2
namely, the photon has to lose energy to reach the higher level; where 𝑙𝑙
is the level difference, 𝑔𝑔 the intensity of the (constant) gravitational field, and
𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 the potential energy af a body of mass 𝑚𝑚 at the level difference 𝑙𝑙. And,
as far as the photon is concerned:
∆𝜈𝜈
𝐸𝐸′ ℎ𝜈𝜈′ 𝜈𝜈′ 𝜈𝜈 − ∆𝜈𝜈
=
= =
=1−
ℎ𝜈𝜈
𝜈𝜈
𝜈𝜈
𝜈𝜈
𝐸𝐸
From the two equations we get
𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔
𝜈𝜈′
≅1− 2
𝑐𝑐
𝜈𝜈
or

𝜈𝜈

𝜈𝜈′

=1+

𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔

𝑐𝑐 2

(1)

3.3.1. Checking the third effect
If electromagnetic radiation was emitted from the ground level, denoting
𝜈𝜈 and 𝜈𝜈′ the frequencies at the lower and higher level, the relative measured
frequency difference was
∆𝜈𝜈 𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔
≅ 2
𝑐𝑐
𝜈𝜈

with 𝑐𝑐 the speed of light in vacuum (the intensity of the gravitational
field, given the smallness of the level difference, was considered constant).
And Pound and Rebka confirmed the prediction.
A second experiment dealing with the third effect was performed by L.
Briatore and S. Leschiutta fifteen years (1975) after that of Pound and Rebka.
An essential role for it was the use of atomic clocks.
In every atom the electrons can ‘jump’ from one energy level to another
by absorbing or releasing exactly the right amount of energy. The energy released or absorbed in these transitions takes the form of electromagnetic radiation (e.g. visible light or microwaves). The same amount of energy is released
every time the same transition occurs. The radiation has a definite frequency
and this frequency can be measured.
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This means that a clock can be based on the wave frequency of an electron’s transition energy in an atom, in a similar way to a clock based on the
swinging of a pendulum.
The first accurate atomic clock, based on a certain transition of the caesium-133 atom, was built by Louis Essen in 1955 at the National Physical
Laboratory in the UK.
Let us come back to the experiment. Two identical atomic clocks were
placed in Turin and at Plateau Rosa, at a level 3250 meters above. The first
one emitted a synchronization signal towards the other one, and another after
68 days.
The clock in Turin marked a delay of 2,4 𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇 with respect to the other. The
plausible reading of the result was obviously that a clock at a lower level in a
gravitational field goes slower than one placed at a higher level.
A question arises: is it possible to establish a link between the two results?
Let us denote as Δ𝜏𝜏 and Δ𝜏𝜏′ the time intervals respectively registered by the
clocks at the lower and higher level. It turns out that the difference between
the two is
𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔
(2)
∆𝜏𝜏 ′ − ∆𝜏𝜏 = 2 ∆𝜏𝜏
𝑐𝑐

The delay then increases proportionally to the extension in time of the
experiment, as measured – for instance – by the clock at the lower level.
From eq. (2) we derive
𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔
∆𝜏𝜏′
=1+ 2
𝑐𝑐
∆𝜏𝜏
to be compared to eq. (1):

𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔
𝜈𝜈
=1+ 2
𝑐𝑐
𝜈𝜈′
The ratios between the frequencies measured in the first experiment and
the times measured in the second one are therefore related according to the
equation
∆𝜏𝜏′ 𝜈𝜈
=
∆𝜏𝜏 𝜈𝜈′
Is it possible to find out a physical basis for this link? Consider, to this
purpose, a thought experiment: two identical atomic clocks are located at different levels like in the Briatore and Leschiutta experiment. And let us imagine
that an opportune apparatus could allow the emission, by the clock located at
the lower level, of electromagnetic waves of the frequency of its internal
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oscillating circuit, and that at the site where is located the second one, the
similar clock could receive and measure the signal.
The thought experiment is of the first kind in so far as it allows to compare
the frequencies of radiation emitted at a certain level and received at another
one. And it is of the second kind as well insofar as it allows to compare times
registered by clocks at different levels in a gravitational field.
The recipe for the link is that in the thought experiment the frequencies
are tied to those of the internal oscillating circuit of the clocks. Gravitational
redshift and dependence of the clocks period from the level shared in a gravitational field are then two aspects of the same reality.
4. A revival of the second effect (~1969-84)
4.1. Solar eclipses are not strictly necessary
The tests are analogous to Eddington’s 1919 experiment: they measure
the deflection of radiation from a distant source by the sun. The sources that
can be most precisely analyzed are distant radio sources.
It is the revival of the light deviation effect using quasars as sources and
radio-telescopes as detectors. This meant on the one hand freeing oneself from
having to wait until nature kindly provided a total solar eclipse, while on the
other hand the photographic plate was replaced with a much more precise and
reliable instrument.
In the meanwhile, the attitude of some theoreticians had also changed,
among them Robert H. Dicke, who was, together with Carl H. Brans, a forerunner of a general new viewpoint about a general view of relativistic gravitation that led to the formulation of the (parametrized) post-Newtonian (PPN)
approximation. It is a competitor of Einstein’s theory. It is an example of a
scalar-tensor theory a gravitational theory in which the gravitational interaction is mediated by a scalar field as well as the tensor field of general relativity.
In this case only the parameter 𝛾𝛾 – which takes on the value 1 in GR – comes
into play. In the Brans-Dicke theory it is expressed in the form
𝜔𝜔 + 1
𝛾𝛾 =
𝜔𝜔 + 2
where 𝜔𝜔 measures the ratio between the tensor and scalar contributions.
In Einstein’s pure version one has 𝜔𝜔 ≫ 1 and thus
𝛾𝛾 ≅ 1
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The results have shown agreement with the GR prediction, and with gradually increasing precision; the constraints on the scalar component have increased accordingly.
From the results of VLBI light-deflection experiments, we can conclude
that the coefficient (1 + 𝛾𝛾)⁄2 must be within at most 0.014% of unity. Scalar-tensor theories must have 𝜔𝜔 > 3500 to be compatible with this constraint.
And
1 + 𝛾𝛾
= 0,9996 ± 0,0017
2
4.2. Further checks of the third effect and the (recent) birth of a discussion
about clocks and time

In the meanwhile, during the years 1971 and 1977, a couple of experiments were carried out in order to ascertain, side by side with the behaviour
of atomic clocks in a gravitational field, the so-called twins-effect of special
relativity, according to which the rate of a clock is greatest according to an
observer who is at rest with respect to the clock, while in a frame of reference
in which the clock is not at rest, it runs more slowly, as expressed by the Lorentz factor.
In the first one, the Hafele-Keating experiment (1971), once controlled,
at the ground level, the synchronism of various atomic clocks, two of them
were set on two planes which flew at roughly the same altitude in both directions. The clock aboard the plane moving eastward, in the direction of the
Earth’s rotation, had a greater velocity (resulting in a relative time loss) than
one that remained on the ground, while a clock aboard the plane moving westward, against the Earth’s rotation, had a lower velocity than one on the ground.
When reunited the three sets of clocks were found to disagree with one
another, and their differences were consistent with the predictions of special
(twins-effect) and general relativity (behavior of atomic clocks in a gravitational field).
Considering the Hafele-Keating experiment in a frame of reference at rest
with respect to the center of the earth, a clock aboard the plane moving eastward, in the direction of the Earth’s rotation, had a greater velocity (resulting
in a relative time loss) than one that remained on the ground, while a clock
aboard the plane moving westward, against the Earth’s rotation, had a lower
velocity than one on the ground. The effect was approximately the same for
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the two planes, but nevertheless it caused a difference in comparison to the
clocks on the ground.
Another experiment was carried out in 1976 by a group of the University
of Maryland (Alley, 1979). Laser pulses of 0,1 nanoseconds were sent from
earth to a plane at a sequence of definite (read from an atomic clock at the
ground level) instants. The instant of reception was read by the clock carried
by the plane. And the signal was (instantaneously) reflected towards the earth,
where the instant of reception was registered. The time difference was thus
observable during the flight, before later analysis (Fig. 4).

Figure 4. The time difference was observable during the flight.
Fig. 5 shows the same data as the one above, but with an expanded time
scale and also including the calculated influences of velocity and the gravitational effects:

Figure 5. The calculated influences of velocity and the gravitational effects.

These experiments have provided a specific contribution to the analysis
of the third effect. And the bulk of data acquired to the purpose has made
evident, as already mentioned, the substantial equivalence between the effect
and the behavior of the atomic clocks, which appears to open a new subject,
as recently documented by a series of analyses concerning clocks in general.
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5. A parenthesis
There are, of course, clocks which, in the presence of a gravitational field,
do not act like the atomic ones: mechanical clocks, to begin with, not to mention pendulum clocks and hourglasses, which do work in the presence of a
gravitational field but end acting if freely falling under its action.
A thorough analysis about various classes of clocks (gravitational, balance-wheel, quartz, atomic and radioactive clocks) has been recently carried
out by Claudio Borghi (2013).
In his paper “Forget time” Carlo Rovelli (2011) went as far as stating that
one “must forget the notion of time altogether and build a quantum theory of
gravity where this notion does not appear at all”, and ended proposing “to
interpret mechanics as a theory of relations between variables, rather than the
theory of the evolution of variables in time”.
Now, how could one find a link between such a viewpoint with what appears to have led to a rigorous view of the time intervals characterizing the
astronomical context?
Just to give an idea: the XIII General Conference of weights and
measures, held in 1967, gave the following definition of the second: “The second of the International System of Units (S.I.) is 9.192.631.770 periods of
the radiation due to the transition between two levels (hyperfine) of the basic
state of the 133 isotope of cesium”. This means that today the year is not anymore of 365,242199 days, but beyond 290 millions of milliards of oscillations of cesium. To be precise 290.091.200.500.000.000.
What about the circumstance that time intervals are measured, supposedly, by atomic clocks that give answers, just to mention one circumstance,
depending on the level they occupy in the earth gravitational field?
Fortunately, the conclusions subscribed by the General Conference
quoted above do not end there: they were followed by the statement that the
clocks used had taken into account the just mentioned relativistic effects. “In
order to cancel – they go on – possible little differences due to local situations,
the hour of our planet is a statistical average of the different hours registered
by 200 cesium clocks located in 50 laboratories around the world”.
In conclusion, it seems that the debate concerning the clocks opened by
the peculiar behaviors of different classes of clocks has not led to a crisis of
the overall view about the time measurements.
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6. And let us deal with the so-called Fourth Effect of GR
It came actually some ten years later (1970) that analyzed, to begin with,
by Pound and Rebka. It was not directly due to an idea by Einstein. The essential point was that a detailed analysis showed that, beyond a deviation, light
signals passing at a short distance from the sun did not only deviate but were
also delayed. To check the effect, Irwin Shapiro and coworkers used a laser
source: sending a signal toward a planet (Venus) beyond the sun, an automatical reflection was expected (and found) (Figg. 6-7-8).

Figure 6. Light signals delayed passing at a short distance from the Sun.

Figure 7. The resulting graph: excess delay in function of time.
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Figure 8. Value of the constant 𝜔𝜔 of Brans and Dicke: 𝛾𝛾 = 𝜔𝜔 + 1⁄𝜔𝜔 + 2
(Einstein’s value: 𝛾𝛾 ≅ 1)

The most recent experiment 1 made use of the spacecraft Cassini (Fig. 9)
and gives, as a result, the following value:
𝛾𝛾 = 1 + (2,1 ± 2,3) ∙ 10−5

Figure 9. The spacecraft Cassini and the Sun’s space-time curvature.

The third and fourth effects were the basic symbols of a renaissance of
the theory. The next one had to do with something that belongs to the theory
but had not been checked: revealing gravitational waves.
The research started in the United States in the sixties. Jo Weber constructed the first resonant detector, an aluminum cylinder weighting a pair of
tons that pulses of gravitational waves would let vibrate. He activated two of
them at a distance of 1000 kms from one-another looking for coincidence signals that a gravitational wave would simultaneosly activate, providing a distinction from possible local disturbances. In the year 1968 Weber claimed to
have found “a good evidence” of the phenomenon, but his experiments, carried out several times, gave always a null result.
1

Bertotti, Iess and Tortora, 2003.
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In Italy a group promoted by Edoardo Amaldi started its activity in1970.
It was decided to use a “resonant cryogenic detector”, that is operating at an
extremely low temperature, hence much more sensible. The first antennas became operative toward the half of the seventies (Pizzella, 2004).
However – as Guido Pizzella stated in 2004 –, “A clear evidence of the
existence of gravitational waves has not been found” at that time. Neither it
had in the USA. Neither it was when the Frascati Nautilus antenna operated
side by side with the Explorer antenna at CERN 2.
6.1. The next step
According to GR they can be emitted by sources whose mass distribution
has a time variable quadrupole moment. They propagate at the speed of light.
Potential sources of this sort are binary systems. Russell Hulse and Joseph H.
Taylor revealed one in 1974. The system was a binary pulsar (Fig. 10).

Figure 10. The distance at periaster was of the order of the Sun’s radius!

2
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6.2. Gravitational waves: checking the emission
The system must loose energy by emitting gravitational waves. As a consequence, the orbital period must diminish, and the same must happen for the
interval between two successive necessary for reaching the periastron.The
system should loose energy, via emission of gravitational waves, orbits should
shrink, orbital period decrease, and same must be of time of arrival at periastron (agreement of data with prediction). It was, thus, established that gravitational waves do exist, and in agreement with a specific prediction of the theory.
7. Further developments 3
Advanced Gravitational-Wave Observatories were built in the first years
of this century. The first one, LIGO, was based on a project of scientists of the
California Institute of Technology (Caltech) and of the Massachusetts Institute
of technology (MIT). Its construction started in 2002 and it began its activity
during the summer of 2004. LIGO consists of two gravitational wave observatories in unison: the Livingston Observatory, Louisiana, and the Hanford Observatory, located near Washington. These sites are separated by 3,002 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘
(1,865 miles). Since gravitational waves are expected to travel at the speed of
light, this distance corresponds to a difference in gravitational wave arrival
times of up to ten milliseconds. Using triangulation, the difference in arrival
times could determine the source of the wave in the sky. The initial cost was
365 million dollars.
3

Note of the Editors. This section of the paper (written in 2015) concerns the explanation of the experimental apparatus LIGO (in USA) and VIRGO (in Italy) for the detection of the gravitation waves
(deformations of the space-time structure propagating at the speed of light) previewed by the General
Relativity. In 2015, effectively, there was no experimental evidence of gravitational waves. However,
on 11 February 2016, the LIGO and VIRGO Scientific Collaborations announced they had made
the first direct observation of gravitational waves. Effectively, the observation was made five months
earlier, on 14 September 2015, using the Advanced LIGO detectors. The gravitational waves originated from the merging of a binary black hole system. After the initial announcement the LIGO instruments detected two more confirmed, and one potential, gravitational wave events (Abbot, LIGO
Collaboration, & VIRGO Collaboration, 2016). In August 2017, the two LIGO instruments and the
VIRGO instrument observed a fourth gravitational wave from merging black holes (Abbott & al.,
2017) and a fifth gravitational wave from a binary neutron star merger (Abbot, LIGO Collaboration,
& VIRGO Collaboration, 2017). In October 2017, Reiner Weiss Kip Thorne and Barry Barish were
awarded with the Noble Prize in Physics for their leading role in the direct detection of the gravitational waves.
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Let us fix the attention to one of the two observatories, that of Livingstone
(that of Hanford is very similar). It is endowed with a Michelson interferometer.

Figure 11. Michelson interferometer.

A laser beam is split to travel down two perpendicular 4-kilometre tunnels. The beams, then, reflect back and forth before being recombined at the
detector. Normally, the two light beam travel paths of identical lengths, so that
they cancel each other when they recombine at the detector. When a gravitational wave passes LIGO, the tunnels deform slightly, and the distance travelled by each beam changes so that they no longer cancel out. This produces
a measurable signal at the detector. Gravitational waves with origin at a hundred of millions of light years from the Earth should deform the tunnels four
kilometers of about 10−18 𝑚𝑚 (mind that a hydrogen atom is about
5 × 10−11 𝑚𝑚).
VIRGO is a very similar apparatus. It was conceived by A. Giazzotto and
achieved in 2003 near Cascina (Pisa). Like the two American observatories its
basic instrument is a Michelson interferometer with arms of the length of 3
kilometers, built by an Italy-France collaboration (Fig. 12).

Figure 12. An image of the two arms of the interferometer (VIRGO).

The original detectors were disassembled and are currently being replaced by improved versions known as “Advanced LIGO”. In October 2014
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one interferometer has been completed at the LIGO Livingston Observatory
and is operating at twice the sensitivity of the initial LIGO interferometer. A
second interferometer at the LIGO Hanford Observatory has been installed
and is being brought to an operational state.
Until 2015, like for the case of LIGO, no gravitational waves have been
reported by VIRGO. From here the decision to set up an “Advanced Virgo”,
which could explore a sphere of a radius ten times that studied until now and
will multiply the probability of detecting signals due to gravitational waves.
The purpose of the project, fruit of a collaboration between the National
Institute of Nuclear Physics (INFN) and the Centre Nacional de la Recherche
Scientifique, was to reveal gravitational waves within a range of frequencies
between 10 and 10.000 𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻. The interferometer would allow the observation
of effects due to supernovae and binary systems of the Virgo constellation
(from here the name of the project).
LIGO began its research of gravitational waves produced by astronomical
events involving large masses, like explosion of a supernova, collision of neutron stars, genesis and fusion of black holes during the summer 2004. LIGO’s
first run activity ended in 2010, and no gravitational waves have been reported.
According to the responsible of the projects, the circumstance that until
now no apparatus has revealed signals due to gravitational waves does not
imply a surprise or a failure: the authors active for LIGO have stated that, with
the apparatus in use, the probability of detecting an event in a year would be
about 2-5%. The next generation of instruments shall be ten times more sensible.
8. Dark matter
Notwithstanding the detailed maps of the visible universe, which cover
the electromagnetic spectrum from radio to gamma rays, only a 10% of its
mass (responsible of the gravitational attraction) has been ascertained. The
rest is what we call dark matter: a hypothetical component of matter which is
not directly observable, since, differently from the known matter, does not
emit electromagnetic radiation and gives only rise to gravitational effects.
Since we are here basically dealing with gravitation, it seems worth spending
some words on the subject.
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The most advanced instrumentation aiming at investigating this subject
matter inquires also about the sources of antimatter. It is the Alpha Magnetic
Spectrometer, on board of the International Space Station.

Figure. 13. The International Space Station.

The magnetic spectrometer was installed on the station the 19 of May of
the year 2011. It was devoted to the search of particles emitted by matter, antimatter and dark matter.
In the flux of cosmic rays revealed by the AMS there is an excess of antiprotons. The excess of antimatter cannot be explained in terms of the current
astrophysical views. One of the hypotheses is that the origin could be the annihilation processes undergone by dark matter particles.
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Celebration for 100 years of the General Theory of Relativity
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Abstract
This paper, as mentioned in the title, is intended to celebrate the hundred years from
the publication of Einstein’s “Grundlagen der allgemeinen Relativitätstheorie” (1915).
The Author follows and comments a sequence of steps characterising the development
of the Relativity theory. After illustrating its creation, the content of the paper is devoted
to discussing different phases in the development of the theory. Particularly, the Author
emphasizes the revival of the Theory in the last decades of the twentieth century because it achieved a series of great successes. Finally, the Author gives a brief account
of the further developments of the theory characterizing the beginning of the XXI century: the existence of the “gravitational waves” only recently observed and measured
(2016), just one century after Einstein firstly formulated the hypothesis of the “gravitational field” as constituting the inner dynamic texture of the universe space-time. The
last part of the paper is devoted to discussing some open issues, such as the “dark
matter”.
Keywords:
Theory of General Relativity; Cosmological Standard Model; gravitational field; dark
matter; dark energy.
Abstract
Questo articolo, come menzionato nel titolo, intende celebrare i cento anni dalla pubblicazione da parte di Einstein dei “Grundlagen der allgemeinen Relativitätstheorie”
(1915). L’Autore segue e commenta una serie di passi che caratterizzano lo sviluppo
della Teoria della Relatività. Dopo aver illustrato la sua creazione, il contenuto dell’articolo si dedica a discutere le differenti fasi dello sviluppo della teoria. In particolare,
l’Autore sottolinea la sua ripresa nelle ultime decadi del XX secolo per aver ottenuto
una serie di grandi successi. Da ultimo, l’Autore fa un breve resoconto degli ulteriori
sviluppi della teoria all’inizio del XXI secolo: l’esistenza delle “onde gravitazionali”
solo recentemente osservate e misurate (2016), giusto un secolo dopo che Einstein
aveva formulato l’ipotesi del “campo gravitazionale” come costitutivo della trama dinamica intrinseca dello spazio-tempo del nostro universo. L’ultima parte dell’articolo è
dedicata a discutere alcuni problemi aperti, come quello della “materia oscura”.
Parole chiave:
Teoria della Relatività Generale; Modello Cosmologico Standard; campo gravitazionale; materia oscura; energia oscura.

3. Open problems in Fundamental Physics
CESARE BINI *

1. Introduction: Fundamental Physics
Along several centuries of experience, physicists have been generally
driven by the idea that the Nature, at its deepest, should follow only a limited
number of fundamental laws, the description of all natural phenomena being
at last possible simply based on these laws. The Fundamental Physics starts
from this expectation, corroborated by many results along the centuries.
In the context of the so-called Classical Physics important examples of
this feature of the Nature can be easily found. Among them, two are particularly relevant: the discovery of the law of universal gravitation by Isaac Newton, and the synthesis of the electromagnetism done by James Clerk Maxwell
with his equations. In both cases wide classes of different phenomena that at
first view could appear completely independent between each other, were included in elegant and simple general mathematical descriptions. The emerging
role of the scientist is not anymore to build a sort of “catalogue” of all the
natural phenomena, but rather, to find the key of interpretation of all phenomena.
The magnificence of the two syntheses mentioned above (the gravitation
and the electromagnetism) led many scientists to a sort of “great illusion” at
the beginning of the twentieth century. At that time gravitation and electromagnetism appeared to give a complete description of the only two classes of
phenomena in the Nature known at that time. This apparently complete description allowed people to think that all had been already discovered. Such
an illusion is perfectly represented by the sentence that Lord Kelvin said during his address at the British Association for the advancement of the Science
in 1900: “There is nothing new to be discovered in physics now. All that
*
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remains is more and more precise measurement”. We know that soon after this
speech our understanding of Nature was completely changed with the birth of
the Special and General Relativity (in 1905 and 1915) and of the Quantum
Mechanics (during the 30 years between 1900 and say 1930). However, the
position expressed by Lord Kelvin, shows that in general the deep wish of the
fundamental physicist is to reach a complete comprehension of Nature, that is
to reach a sort of “Theory of Everything”.
The ambitious program of Fundamental Physics in the last hundred years
has proceeded essentially in two main directions: one towards the infinitely
small and the other towards the infinitely large.
The direction of the infinitely small is based on the leading idea according
to which the Nature is done of few elementary bricks and few forces among
them. It is the idea of Democritus, always present in the history of philosophy.
It is essentially what nowadays we call Elementary Particles Physics.
The direction of the infinitely large is on the other hand based on the idea
that we can talk about the Universe as a whole, its large-scale structure, its
origin, its fate. This is what we call Cosmology. It is actually something that
has been always present in any culture but only during the XXth century
evolved from mere speculation to a precision science based on observations.
In the following, the method and the results obtained going through the
direction of infinitely small are described. Between the Rutherford experiments of the beginning of the XXth century and the discovery of the Higgs
boson at the beginning of the XXIth century there is a whole century of exciting ideas and discoveries.
2. The Elementary Particle Physics
2.1. The method of the Elementary Particle Physics
In every field of physics, the experiments run in parallel with the theoretical developments, the interplay between experiments and theory being a crucial ingredient in the development and progress of our knowledge. It can be
said that the birth of Modern Science with Galileo took place when it was
recognized that experimental observations and mathematical demonstrations
should go in parallel helping each other.
The experimental Elementary Particle Physics has historically developed
along a well-defined line of approach: make particles collide at high energies
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and study the results of these collisions. Starting from the Rutherford experiment, the evolution of the experimental methods led the particle physics community to set-up collision experiments characterized by higher and higher particle energies. First of all, this allowed to study the natural phenomena at
smaller and smaller dimensions, the space resolution being inversely proportional to the momentum of the colliding particles. Moreover, it was soon clear
that by increasing the energy of the collisions it was possible to “create” new
heavier particles because part of the energy of the collision could be converted
in the mass of new particles. Many spectacular discoveries were obtained with
this method: several unexpected peaks in mass distribution were found each
corresponding to new particles. And even today the exploration of the energy
frontier is based on the expectation to find possible new particles.
The theoretical Elementary Particle Physics is, on the other hand, based
on the language of the Quantum Field Theory (QFT), a theoretical framework
that embodies Special Relativity and Quantum Mechanics. Along few decades, based on the work of several theorists, a model has been developed, the
so called “Standard Model” (SM), that allows to describe in the framework of
the QFT the entire phenomenology of collisions between elementary particles,
and to predict the results of new experiments. Such a theory has a great predictive power. In fact, starting from first principles, theorists can calculate
predictions for observables that can be experimentally checked.
2.2. Where do we stand now?
The SM describes the fundamental particles and the interactions among
them in terms of elementary fields. What is a field? It is a complex function
of space and time 𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥, 𝑡𝑡), whose quantized oscillations give rise to particles.
So, Elementary Particles are described by fields. But also forces are described
by fields. This resulted in a new approach to what a “force” is: it is an interaction between elementary particles that takes place through the exchange of
“mediators” fields, the so-called “gauge bosons”: 𝛾𝛾 (the photon) 𝑊𝑊/𝑍𝑍 (the
mediators of the weak interactions), g (the gluon). Thus, the SM embodies in
a QFT environment all the physics of the elementary fields, both matter fields
and interaction fields.
For what concerns the matter fields, the description done by the SM is
based on two types of elementary particles: the quarks and the leptons. The
lightest among them, namely the quarks up and down and the electron, are the
constituents of the ordinary matter. The heavier elementary particles, like the
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muon or the strange quark, are excited states of the matter, appearing in the
cosmic radiation and produced in high energy collisions. For what concerns
the interactions fields, the SM includes three different interactions: the electromagnetic interaction mediated by the photon, the nuclear weak interaction
mediated by the 𝑊𝑊/𝑍𝑍 bosons and finally the nuclear strong interactions mediated by the gluons. A schematic view of the known elementary particles and
interactions, a sort of modern “periodic table”, is shown in Fig.1. Each elementary field, either matter or interaction field is characterized by a given
“rest mass”.

Figure 1. The new periodic table of the SM. In orange are shown the quarks,
divided into 6 different types (the so-called flavours): u and d (up and down)
quarks are the constituents of the proton and of the neutron. In green are the
leptons. Among them the electron is the one sitting in all the atoms. In light
blue the force mediators and in purple the Higgs boson (described later in
the text).

The most recent success of the SM has been the prediction of the existence and of the properties of the Higgs boson (also present in the periodic
table of Fig.1), discovered at CERN in 2012. Such a prediction was done in
the 60s motivated by the need to include in the SM a method to allow elementary particles to have a mass. The Higgs field provides, through its interaction
with the elementary matter and force fields, their mass, through the so-called
Higgs mechanism. The new particle was observed by the ATLAS and CMS
experiments running at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN as few
peaks in invariant mass distributions as shown in Fig.2. As anticipated before,
the peak is the cleanest signature of a new particle, and peaks at the same value
in different distributions, seen also by different experiments, is a strong signature. After the discovery, the Higgs boson is studied with higher and higher
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precision, and all its features (its spin, production and decay properties) turn
out to be in agreement with the SM predictions within the present experimental accuracy.

Figure 2. The discovery of the Higgs boson. Invariant mass distributions of
the events with 2 photons in the final state (left figure) and with 4 leptons
in the final state (right figure). In both cases a clear peak is observed around
a mass of 125 GeV. This is the signature of a new particle, consistent with
the expected properties of the Higgs boson. (the plots are taken from the
ATLAS experiment, similar results have been obtained by CMS).

The Higgs is not the only great success of the SM. Many other predictions
are perfectly in agreement with expectations. Most of the researches done at
LHC after the discovery of the Higgs boson, concern the precision measurement of quantities predicted by the SM. Until now, within the experimental
accuracies reached, no deviation from the SM predictions has been observed.
Moreover, apart from LHC, many other experiments are checking the predictions of the SM. Among them, a particular role has the precision measurement
of the magnetic moments of the electron and of the muon, done in dedicated
high accuracy experiments. These two quantities can be measured with exceptional accuracies, down to 1 part per trillion (10−12 ) for the electron and 10
parts per billion (10−8 ) for the muon. On the other hand, the SM predictions,
involving very complex calculations done with the help of modern technologies, reach a similar level of precision. In both cases the agreement between
theory and experiment is really remarkable. So, we can say that the SM is a
theory that turns out to be precisely tuned with experimental results.
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3. Are we at the end of the story? The open problems
The great success of the SM described in the previous section gives rise
to the following question: can we today say what Lord Kelvin stated in the
speech reported above in 1900? Are we at the end of the story now?
The answer to this question is clearly “no”. Indeed, even if the SM is able
to describe with a remarkable precision a wide phenomenology, there are still
several open problems. These open problems can be classified in two categories: on one side the SM turns out to be incomplete, on the other side it is
somehow logically unsatisfying. In the following a selected list of few “Open
Problems” is shortly presented.
3.1. The incompleteness of the Standard Model
To be a real “Theory of Everything”, the SM should be able to describe
all what happens in the Universe. The first limit is that actually the SM describes the phenomenology of three fundamental interactions (the electromagnetic, the nuclear weak and the nuclear strong) but it doesn’t include the other
fundamental interaction we know, the gravitational interaction. The gravitation is described today by the General Relativity Theory. This is a theory first
proposed by Albert Einstein in 1915, based on the very challenging idea for
which the gravitational phenomena, like those that characterize our everyday
life, are related to changes in the structure of the space-time. The mathematical
basis of this theory is the classical differential geometry. From this point of
view the General Relativity is a fully classical theory. All the attempts to find
a quantum theory of the gravitation up to now failed. Many attempts have been
and are done to solve this problem. However, the quantum effects are apparently “incompatible” with the “smooth” nature of the classical space-time.
Quantum Gravity is the name of the research fields of contemporary physics
trying to face this very hard problem. In spite of all the work done on these
subjects, nowadays the SM doesn’t account for the gravitational phenomena.
From this point of view the SM is far from being the Theory of Everything.
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Figure 3. The evidence of the Dark Matter. (left) Rotational curve of the
spiral galaxy M33 compared to predictions based on the amount of matter
in the visible disk. The data have clearly a completely different behaviour
with respect to expectations. (right) Multipole expansion of the anisotropies
of the cosmic microwave background radiation. The data are compared to
predictions based on different fractions of visible matter in the Universe.
The best fit is obtained for 0.046, that is 4.6% of visible matter.

The second big incompleteness of the SM comes from old astronomical
observations (the rotational curves of the galaxies) confirmed and extended
by more recent cosmological observations (the anisotropies of the Cosmic Microwave Background) and by also recent spectacular observations like the socalled gravitational lensing. Fig.3 shows examples of measurements of the
first two items. The result of the measurement of the rotational curve of the
galaxy, shows clearly that models based on visible matter, are not able to describe the data. The velocities of the stars in their motion within a galaxy are
larger with respect to what one could expect on the basis of the gravitational
theory assuming that the galaxy consists only of the visible stars. More matter
should be present to justify the large values of the velocities. Moreover, the
large amount of cosmological data reinforces this conclusion. As already said,
many progresses have been possible in the last years in the field of Cosmology, giving rise to the Cosmological Standard Model that tries to describe the
whole set of experimental observations: velocities of distant galaxies, structure of the cosmic microwave background, abundances of elements and others. Among the outcomes of this model the most remarkable one is the following: in order to explain the observations we need to accept the fact that the
Universe is filled with an enormous amount of the so-called Dark Matter and
an even larger amount of the so called Dark Energy, the latter being responsible of the accelerated expansion of the Universe, first observed in the 90s. In
this emerging picture only about 5% of the total energy budget of the Universe is done with the ordinary matter-energy accounted for by the SM.
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Several experimental programs, including experiments with particle accelerators and experiments in underground laboratories are trying to detect
possible Dark Matter candidates but, at least until now, without clear success.
Dark Matter particles should be weakly interacting with ordinary matter, so
that their detection is by definition very difficult, requiring long time or very
large masses. For what concerns the Dark Energy, new generations of smaller
size experiments are now starting to take data.
Finally, the SM doesn’t account properly one of the other longstanding
puzzles of the Fundamental Physics: the problem of the baryogenesis. In order
to explain the present matter-antimatter asymmetry that is of the order of 10−9
(that is we have in average one antiparticle only every billion particles in our
Universe) we need some symmetry “violations”. In fact, the laws of physics
are typically symmetrical between matter and anti-matter. There should be a
sizeable violation of baryon number conservation and also a sizeable C and
CP-violation (C is the charge conjugation and P the parity). The SM includes
to some extent both C and CP violations but not in a sufficient way. So, we
can say that there is no solution of the baryogenesis problem within the SM.
3.2. The logical inconsistencies of the Standard Model
The overall structure of the SM includes about 20 free parameters, essentially the masses of the elementary fields and the intensities of the different
elementary interactions. All these quantities are experimentally measured, but
their values are not predicted by the theory. Among these parameters, in particular the values of the masses of the elementary particles do not present any
clear pattern that can be understood, as shown in Fig.4. The situation is completely different from the periodic table of the elements. In that case, the pattern of the masses of the different atoms was clearly understandable in terms
of a more fundamental structure, namely the number of nucleons in the nucleus. For the SM there is no evidence of a more fundamental structure, so
that the situation is considered unsatisfactory. In fact, physicists expect to find
a rule for the mass pattern. But this is not the case. Why Nature should have
chosen these somehow “random” numbers? The same consideration can be
applied to the intensities of the different forces. Nature apparently points to a
situation where the strong interaction is 15 orders of magnitude stronger than
the weak nuclear force. We don’t see any more fundamental motivation for
this.
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Figure 4. Masses of the elementary particles. As it can be seen the values of
the masses span about 15 orders of magnitude, and no regular pattern has
been found up to date.

On the same line of approach, is the argument of the so-called “fine tuning”. As physicists say there is a “naturalness” problem. When doing calculations to predict physical observables according to the SM, theorists find in
several circumstances that to cancel very large numbers coming from theoretical corrections specific of the theory, they have to assign very strange and
unnatural values to the free parameters. This is also unsatisfactory; it is like a
sort of unwanted “magic” coincidence that has to be accepted. People think
that it can be an indication of an underlying structure in the theory that somehow could explain these apparent coincidences.
4. Conclusions and outlook
Many attempts to extend the SM in such a way to solve the aforementioned problems are in place in the community. Among the more relevant attempts, the so-called GUT (Grand Unified Theories) the Super Symmetry, the
“Hidden Valley” models, the String and Super-String theories, including in
several formulations the possibility of having extra-dimensions (that is more
than the 3 standard dimensions of the ordinary space) in our Universe.
Any new fundamental theory should provide predictions that could be
tested in experiments, and actually many of the experiments running today are
based on the comparison of the experimental data with such predictions. In
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general, we can identify three main lines of approach, three directions of the
research in the field of Fundamental Physics:
•

The ENERGY frontier (that is pursued by building higher and higher
energy particle colliders);

•

The INTENSITY frontier (that is pursued by building high luminosity
colliders with the aim to search for rare phenomena);

•

The SENSITIVITY frontier (that is pursued by developing new generation of detectors to search for new signature of exotic particles or
phenomena).

To conclude this journey through the modern Fundamental Physics we
can say that it has been and is a wonderful adventure of many people with
several still open problems to solve. As I have tried to explain, the Standard
Model is from many points of view “unsatisfactory”. And in any case the impression is that the “end of the story” is far from being reached: any step forward opens new frontiers, the comprehension of physics being like a “bottomless pit”.
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Abstract
According to the Author, the ambitious program of Fundamental Physics has proceeded during the centuries essentially along to two main directions: one, towards the
infinitely small – under the label of Elementary Particles Physics – and the other towards the infinitely large – that we call Scientific Cosmology. The former is based on
the leading idea according to which matter is made up of few elementary bricks and
few forces acting among them: it is essentially the atomistic idea from Democritus,
underlying also quantum mechanics (QM), and the so-called Standard Model (SM) of
elementary particles. The latter is, on the other hand, based on the idea of the Universe
as a whole: a large-scale structure, from its origin to its fate, object of the study of the
Theory of General Relativity. In the paper, the Author particularly emphasizes that the
SM is based on the Quantum Field Theory (QFT), actually embodying Special Relativity and QM but destined to include also the gravitational field of an (at the moment
hypothetical) “quantum gravity”, makes of the dynamic continuum of “fields” and not of
“isolated particles” like in the former mechanistic view, the proper object of the Fundamental Physics.
Keywords:
Fundamental Physics; Quantum Field Theory; Standard Model; fermions; bosons.
Abstract
Secondo l’Autore, il programma ambizioso di una Fisica Fondamentale si è sviluppato
lungo i secoli secondo due direttrici fondamentali: una verso l’infinitamente piccolo –
sotto la dicitura Fisica delle Particelle Elementari –, l’altra verso l’infinitamente grande
– che chiamiamo Cosmologia Scientifica. La prima è basata sull’idea-guida che la materia sia costituita di pochi mattoni elementari e poche forze che agiscono fra di loro: è
essenzialmente l’idea atomistica che da Democrito soggiace anche alla Meccanica
Quantistica (MQ) e al cosiddetto Modello Standard (MS) delle particelle elementari.
L’altra direttrice è basata sull’idea dell’universo come un tutto: una struttura di larga
scala, dalle sue origini al suo fato, oggetto di studio della Teoria Generale della Relatività. Nell’articolo l’Autore sottolinea in particolare come il MS sia basato sulla Teoria
Quantistica dei Campi, attualmente inglobante la Relatività Speciale e la MQ, ma destinata ad includere anche il campo gravitazionale di una (al momento ipotetica) “gravità quantistica” e che fa del continuo dinamico dei “campi” e non delle particelle isolate
come nella precedente visione meccanicista, l’oggetto proprio della Fisica Fondamentale.
Parole chiave:
Fisica Fondamentale; Teoria Quantistica dei Campi; Modello Standard; fermioni; bosoni.

4. A new view on the early universe*
MARCO BERSANELLI **

1. An immense, expanding cosmos
The beginning of observational cosmology can perhaps be dated on the
night of 30 November 1609, when Galileo first pointed his telescope to the
Moon: for the first time in history, a celestial source was captured with a viewing power exceeding that of the human eye. Thanks to Galileo’s new instrument, a variety of new features in the sky and unknown celestial objects became accessible, opening the way to an uninterrupted chain of astronomical
discoveries that took place in the following four centuries. Decade after decade, the increasing technological progress together with profound new physical insights revolutionized our understanding of the universe. Some three centuries after Galileo’s observations, a new major turning point was achieved.
In 1922, American astronomer Edwin Hubble, working on the 100 -inch
Hooker Telescope at Mount Wilson (the world’s largest telescope at that
time), was able to estimate the distance of M31, the Andromeda spiral nebula,
in about one million light years. 1 It was by far the largest distance ever measured, placing M31 well outside the Milky Way: it was the first leap into extragalactic space. Less than a decade later, Georges and Hubble gathered solid
evidence emerged of a systematic recession of galaxies at a rate proportional
to their distance, indicative of global expansion of the universe. Not long before, in 1916, Albert Einstein had published his theory of general relativity,
whose cosmological solutions turned out to naturally explain the observed expansion. Thus, in just over a decade, cosmologists became aware that we live
in an immense and expanding cosmos and attained a solid theoretical
*

**
1

At the time of the Conference, in 2009, the cosmological results from the Planck mission were not
available. This contribution has been revised by the Author to include material from the Planck 2015
data release.
Physics Department, University of Milan, Italy; marco.bersanelli@mi.infn.it.
Today the distance to M31 is measured to be about 2.5 times more.
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framework – general relativity – adequate for a rigorous description of the
global properties of the universe.

Nowadays, we routinely observe galaxies at distances much greater
than those Hubble could even conceive. Systematic galaxy surveys,
such as the Sloan Digital Sky Survey 2 (SDSS) or the 2dF Redshift Galaxy Survey (2dFRGS) 3 have identified hundreds of thousands of galaxies, and measured for each of them the location in the celestial sphere
and their distance from us. Currently, a number of even more ambitious
projects – such the “Dark Energy Survey” (DES) and the upcoming
ESA’s Euclid space mission – are underway. With these data astrophysicists build accurate three-dimensional charts of samples of the universe
and measure the statistical distribution and velocity of matter in deep
space. These studies show that galaxies tend to clump in clusters, sometimes containing thousands of galaxies; at even larger scales clusters
and galaxies form long filaments intertwined by huge voids; however,
on scales greater than ~10 Mpc, 4 the distribution of matter tends to become relatively uniform. 5

The fact that we live in an expanding space means that the average properties of the universe, such as matter and energy density, change with time.
By measuring the rate of expansion, we can get a crude estimate of how far
back in the past the distance between any two points in space approaches zero:
it is the age of the universe. Current calculations, based on our best data and
on a much more refined analysis than a naive linear extrapolation from the
current expansion rate, indicate that the universe is about 14 billion years old
- more precisely, 13.8 billion years. This is indeed one of the new results from
the PLANCK mission, that will be described below.
2. Approaching the boundary of space-time
Light takes time to travel cosmic space, so by observing sources at increasing distances we probe the universe at progressively more remote times
2
3
4

5
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For the original papers on these surveys see York et al. (2000), Dobos et al. (2012).
See e.g. Percival et al. (2002), and references therein.
A Megaparsec (Mpc) is 106 parsec (pc). The parsec (1 pc = 3.26 light years = 3.086 × 1016 𝑚𝑚)
is a standard distance unit in astronomy, defined as the distance from which the angle subtended by
the average radius of Earth’s orbit around the Sun is 1 arcmin.
The upcoming ESA space missions EUCLID, as well as new ground-based efforts such as the BOSS
project (Dawson et al., 2013), are expected to perform new spectroscopic and photometric surveys
of much greater samples of galaxies.
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in the past. This situation has profound implications for our understanding of
the universe. First of all, it means that there is an ultimate horizon defining
the portion of universe we can observe, i.e., roughly speaking, the sphere
around us whose radius light can travel since the beginning of cosmic expansion. 6 In addition, since we have good evidence that the universe is uniform
on large scales, by looking at increasing distances in any direction we have a
time-reversed view of the evolution of the universe throughout its entire cosmic history.

Figure 1. The Hubble Ultra Deep Field contains over 10,000 galaxies in a
sky area of size 11.5 square arc minutes: it would require about 13 million
such images to cover the whole sky. The image was taken by HST between
September 24, 2003 and January 16, 2004. It required an overall exposure
time of 11.3 days, taken over the course of 400 orbits of the space telescope
around the Earth (see Beckwith et al., 2006). Even deeper images are
expected from JWST, planned for launch in 2021.

The Hubble Space Telescope (HST) has produced the deepest visiblelight images of the universe to date. The “Hubble Ultra Deep Field” image,
taken with the Advanced Camera for Surveys, shows nearly 10,000 galaxies
in a sky area equivalent to about 1.5% that of the full Moon (Fig.1). In this
image, we see some of the farthest known galaxies, whose light has travelled
for some 13 billion years before reaching us. They bring to us a view of the
universe when it was in its youth – at an age of only 0.8 billion years or so.
Because of expansion, et that early time the average distance between galaxies
was about 7 times smaller than today, and the matter-energy density was
~340 times greater. Physics tells us that, in such compact early universe, the
average temperature must have been 7 times higher than today. In fact, as we
6

For an excellent conceptual discussion of cosmic horizons see Harroson (1981, pp.369-386).
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go back in time, the temperature of the universe increases at the same rate as
relative distances between galaxies are reduced.
Can we receive light from anything further away than those very distant
galaxies? Or, which is the same, can we look further back towards our cosmic
origins? The answer, surprisingly, is yes.
The clue lies under our eyes: the dark background of the sky. Ancient
astronomers wondered about the nature of stars and planets, but apparently it
was not until Kepler that the significance of the diffuse darkness of the night
sky was realized. 7 In 1965, Arno Penzias and Robert Wilson serendipitously
discovered 8 that the dark backdrop of the sky is not completely lightless, but
it glows with a diffuse, highly uniform luminosity reaching us from an epoch
preceding the very formation of galaxies. This fossil light, named cosmic microwave background (CMB), is the remnant of the initial hot state of the universe. The CMB photons were released when cosmic expansion cooled the
temperature below 3000 𝐾𝐾 and the first neutral atoms formed from the primordial mixture of electrons and light nuclei. This took place when the universe was only 380,000 years old, or 0.003% of its present age. Suddenly, as
matter became electrically neutral, the universe became transparent to light.
At that time, the wavelength of the cosmic photons was ~0.5 − 1µ𝑚𝑚, i.e., in
the visible to near-infrared. Such primordial burning environment, of course,
was not compatible with any complexity or life, but let’s imagine that a human
observer had witnessed that dramatic moment: he would have seen the bright
cosmic fog of the opaque plasma rapidly dissipating, and a blaze of (visible)
reddish light flooding from all directions. 9 Today, that light has been travelling for 14 billion years and we see it in the background of the sky reaching
us from every direction. Cosmic expansion has since stretched the wavelength
of the photons by a factor ∼1100 shifting them into the microwave range
(wavelengths of a few mm), where the corresponding energy is extremely low.
Interestingly, cosmic expansion is an essential trait of a cold and dark universe
in which structures and complexity – and eventually life and consciousness –
could arise.

7

8

9
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The darkness of the night sky, known as the “Olbers paradox”, has cosmological significance since
it rules out a static infinite universe. A nicely written, full account is given in Harrison (1987).
The key original discovery papers are Penzias & Wilson (1965), Dicke et al. (1965). For a complete
historical account see Peebles, Page & Partridge (2009).
The transition from an opaque to a transparent universe corresponds to a redshift range ∆z ∼ 100, or
a time interval ∆𝑡𝑡 ∼ 2 𝑥𝑥 104 years. Although abrupt in cosmic terms, it’s a bit long on the human
scale: our imaginary cosmic witness would need quite a long life to see those events!
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3. Surrounded by radiance
The CMB is, literally, the first light in the universe. It was not emitted by
any particular source, rather, it was released by the universe itself in all directions and in every region of space. Despite the enormous number of galaxies,
the voids between them are huge and the universe is essentially empty. Therefore, the cosmic photons traveled nearly unperturbed in their 14 billion years
journey, so they bring to us a remarkably faithful image of the early universe.
Since its first discovery, the CMB has been a generous source of cosmological
information. Every cubic centimeter of the universe is filled with about 500
CMB photons with the energy distribution of a pure blackbody 10 at a temperature of 2.725 ± 0.001 𝐾𝐾 (Fig.2). While extremely cold, the relic radiation is
everywhere and its energy density far exceeds that of light produced by all
other sources in the universe: about 95% of the total luminous energy today
is contained in the CMB, and only about 5% comes from stars, galaxies,
QSOs, GRBs, and any other object. On the other hand, at the present cosmic
epoch the contribution of all photons, including the CMB, to the overall matter-energy budget of the universe is only about 0.2%. Back in the first 1000
years or so, however, the energy density of the universe was completely dominated by photons. The cosmos started up as an expanse of nearly pure light.
Then, as time went on, expansion changed the balance in favor of matter. 11
The region of space-time from where we see the CMB photons emerge is
called “last scattering surface”: it is a sort of cosmic photosphere encircling
the whole observable universe. Because space expands, its distance calculated
at the present epoch is about 3 times larger than the 14 billion light years we
would have in a static space. Thus, we receive the CMB from a sphere of
material that today surrounds us at a distance of ~46 billion light years. However, when those photons were emitted, the radius of the last scattering surface
was 1100 times smaller than it is today, only ~0.1% of the present cosmological scale. This is the cosmic surface that we actually see through the CMB.
Paradoxically, therefore, even though the dark background of the sky appears
to us as the ultimate cosmic sphere surrounding the whole observable universe, it is much smaller than the space occupied by galaxies and clusters of
galaxies it contains. Looking up at the sky in any direction we literally look
towards a single point of space-time, the origin of the universe.

10
11

See Mather et al. (1994), Fixsen et al. (1996).
This is because radiation scales with the expansion factor as 𝑎𝑎−4 , while matter as 𝑎𝑎−3 , where 𝑎𝑎 is the
scale of the Universe.
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This would be literally true if we could see through the primordial hot
cosmic plasma. However, the last scattering surface represents a physical barrier to direct observation with light: beyond that limit, the universe was hot
and dense enough to make space completely opaque. 12 Nonetheless, by observing in detail the properties of the CMB we can learn a great deal of what
happened back in the first 380,000 years, and more.
As cosmologists had predicted from theory, we now have definitive evidence that the intensity of the CMB is not completely uniform in the sky. This
was expected because, in order to explain the formation of galaxies and of
other cosmic structures under the action of gravity, primordial density perturbations needed to be present at the time of last scattering. Since the CMB
photons are influenced by the gravitational potential, their intensity traces
such early density perturbations, and must appear to us as deviations from
uniformity from one region to another in the sky. In 1992, NASA’s COBE
satellite first detected CMB deviations from uniformity, or “anisotropies”, at
a level of 0.001% at all angular scales larger than 7 degrees. 13 The pioneering
discovery of COBE motivated several successful experiments from ground
and balloon in the following decade. 14 In 2000, NASA launched the WMAP
satellite 15 which obtained full-sky maps of the CMB fluctuations with subdegree angular resolution and much improved sensitivity. Several sub-orbital
observations have been carried out since then, and more are currently planned.
The PLANCK satellite, launched in 2009 by the European Space Agency
(ESA), was designed as a third generation CMB satellite to push observational
cosmology to a new frontier.
The reason for such a great experimental effort to measure the CMB is
that its detailed properties contain a gold mine of cosmological information.
The statistical distribution of the amplitude of CMB anisotropies at different
angular scales is influenced by the physical conditions dominating the hot primeval medium, including the composition of matter-radiation fluid and the
12

13

14

15
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In principle, we can get direct information from earlier epochs, but light would be an inadequate
messenger. In some future, we might become able to detect low-energy cosmic neutrinos, which
cross unimpeded the hot primordial plasma and reach us directly from a universe only ∼1 second old.
And if some day, in an even farther future, primordial gravitational waves could be directly measured,
these would get us a direct signature from the inflation era (see below).
http://lambda.gsfc.nasa.gov/product/cobe. The discovery of CMB temperature anisotropies and the
high precision measurement of the CMB frequency spectrum obtained by the COBE satellite in 1992
granted the 2006 Nobel Prize for Physics to George Smoot and John Mather. See: Smoot et al. (1992),
Mather et al. (1994).
Crucial advancements were obtained by the Boomerang and Maxima balloon instruments (De Bernardis et al., 2000; Lange et al., 2001; Hanany et al., 2000). For a review of the CMB sub-orbital
experiments in the 1990’s (i.e. between COBE and WMAP) see Bersanelli et al. (2002).
http://map.gsfc.nasa.gov/; Bennett et al. (2003), Hinshaw et al. (2007).
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geometry and dynamics of the expanding universe. Thus, the structure of
CMB anisotropy encode a wealth of cosmological secrets that can be unveiled
by accurate, high resolution observation. In addition, the CMB photons carry
wonderful information via the anisotropy of their polarization, i.e., the variation of the prevalent plane of oscillation of the electromagnetic waves in different regions in the sky. A polarization component correlated with the temperature anisotropies and with ~10% of their amplitude is expected as a consequence of local spatial asymmetries in the emitting plasma. This polarization signal, called “E-mode”, has been detected by a number of experiments 16
at the expected level (few µ𝐾𝐾, millionths of a Kelvin). These data yield cosmological information complementary to that gained from temperature anisotropy. PLANCK has produced new full-sky maps of the polarization of the
full sky at five frequencies between 30 and 350 𝐺𝐺𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻.

Figure 2. The frequency spectrum of the cosmic microwave background. 17

The nature of the information attainable from the CMB depends on the
angular scale of the observation. On scales below ∼1 degree, the anisotropy
pattern reveals the first evidence of the universe becoming a structured reality.
The observed fluctuations are due to well-understood physical processes.
Density perturbations propagate in the primordial mixture of light and matter
as sound waves. This acoustic process generated the seeds of all cosmic structures, a necessary condition for the formation of galaxies, stars, planets, end
16

17

The first detection of CMB polarization was achieved in 2002 by the DESI experiment, operated at
the South Pole (Leitch et al., 2002).
Henrik P. Nordberg and George F. Smoot, 1998, arXiv:astro-ph/9805123v1.
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eventually of complex systems – including ourselves. By studying the statistics of bright and cold spots in the CMB, produced by the sound of such reembodiment of the ancient “music of the spheres”, we can infer the precise
amount of the various components of mass-energy density in the universe. In
particular, CMB observations, together with data from large scale structure
surveys and from distant supernovae, are key to investigate the nature of mysterious dark matter and dark energy components.
Fluctuations on scales greater than ∼1 degree might represent the most
primordial cosmic “objects” accessible to our inquiry. If our current models
are correct, they offer a visual glimpse, although indirect, of the universe when
it was less than a trillionth of a second old. In fact, according to the currently
favored scenario, anisotropies at those scales display the pattern of primordial
quantum fluctuations in the very early universe, amplified to macroscopic size
by an exponential expansion that occurred in the first 10−35 seconds, called
inflation. The inflation scenario, first introduced in the early 1980’s, appears
to offer convincing explanation for a number of puzzling problems, such as
the high isotropy of regions outside causal contact and the nearly flat geometry
of space (Guth, 1997). Furthermore, it suggests a physical mechanism for the
origin of the primordial density fluctuations.
One of the frontiers of today’s observational cosmology is to conceive
experimental tests of inflation. At present, our best chance is through highprecision measurements of the CMB. If inflation occurred, we expect that the
curvature of the universe is nearly flat, since the huge early expansion
stretched any initial curvature. Also, we expect that the spectrum of primordial
fluctuations is nearly scale invariant, or slightly tilted. These features can be
verified by precision measurements of CMB anisotropies. Furthermore, during the initial superluminal expansion we expect that a stochastic field of gravitational waves, i.e., perturbations in the very fabric of space-time, was generated. Such perturbations must have produced a subtle additional polarized pattern in the CMB, called “B-modes”. This is independent and observationally
distinguishable from the “E-modes” polarization pattern produced by density
perturbations. While the B-mode amplitude is not fixed by the theory, they are
in principle observable. The amplitude of the primeval gravitational waves is
proportional to the square of the energy scale at which they were generated. If
detected, therefore, B-modes in the CMB polarization would represent a distinctive signature of inflation and would also determine the energy scale at
which it occurred.
The CMB is indeed a unique window into the early universe. An accurate,
full-sky imaging of the CMB represents a snapshot of the last scattering
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surface unveiling the gravitational seeds from which all cosmic structure has
formed. If measured with great accuracy, the statistical properties of the temperature and polarization anisotropies of the CMB have the potential to constrain to great precision fundamental cosmological parameters, such those describing the matter and energy composition of the universe, the overall geometry of space, the dynamics of cosmic expansion, the mass and number of species of neutrinos, and possibly to probe processes occurring in the very first
tiny fraction of a second of the big bang at energies far greater than any conceivable terrestrial experiment.
4. The PLANCK mission
The PLANCK satellite was designed to tackle these extraordinary experimental challenges. The mission goal was to extract all the cosmological information encoded in the CMB temperature anisotropies, with an accuracy
limited by intrinsic astrophysical contaminant emissions rather than by instrument noise, and to push polarization measurements well beyond previously
reached results. PLANCK was successfully launched by an Ariane 5 rocket
from the ESA launch pad in Kourou, French Guiana, on 14 May 2009, at 10:12
a.m. (local time). The satellite 18 has been regularly taking data for four years
from an orbit about 1.5 million 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘 away from Earth. The telescope, instruments and observing strategy were devised to reach an unprecedented combination of angular resolution (up to a tenth of a degree), sky coverage (100%),
wavelength coverage (from 0.3 to 10 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚), sensitivity (one part in a million),
calibration accuracy (better than 0.2%).
Unlike most observatories, which look at many different discrete celestial
sources, PLANCK and its predecessor satellites observes a single, peculiar
object: the whole sky. Thanks to a happy coincidence of nature, the maximum
of the CMB blackbody spectrum lies close to a minimum of the combined
microwave emission from the Milky Way and extragalactic sources. At wavelength of about 3-4 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 the signal that we receive from the sky, away from
the Galactic plane, is dominated by the ancient CMB photons. But even in this
most transparent window, astrophysical emissions contribute several percent
of the CMB signal. The extreme sensitivity of PLANCK required accurate
measurement of the foregrounds, and this in turn required observations covering a wide wavelength range. For this reason, PLANCK observed the sky in
nine frequency bands from 1 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 to 0.3 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 (frequencies 30 to 850 𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺 ),
18

http://sci.esa.int/planck/ See also Tauber et al. (2010).
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covering the cleanest CMB window but also pushing out to spectral regions
where the foregrounds are dominant. This way, the PLANCK maps also represent a unique data set for galactic and extragalactic astrophysics.
To obtain such wide spectral range, two complementary instruments were
developed, 19 exploiting state-of-the-art radiometric and bolometric detectors
in their best windows of operation. The two instruments share the focal plane
of a single telescope, an off-axis dual reflector Gregorian system with 1.5𝑚𝑚
aperture (see Fig.3). The ambitious performance of PLANCK was verified in
sophisticated ground tests before launch, and has been wonderfully confirmed
by in-flight data.
In 2016 the PLANCK Collaboration has released the latest data in temperature and polarization. Figure 4 shows the temperature full-sky map after
removal of the foreground emissions. Never was the first light mapped on the
whole sky with such precision. The main cosmological information contained
in this map is captured by the so-called angular power spectrum, displayed in
Figure 5, which represents the degree of anisotropy as a function of the angular
scale. Similar power spectra are obtained for the E-mode polarization and for
the correlation between temperature and polarization. In Fig.5 (top panel), the
red solid line is the best fit for the simplest cosmological model, which depends on only six free parameters. The blue points are the PLANCK data. The
bottom panel shows the residuals. Here one can appreciate the amazing agreement between the experimental data and the theoretical expectation. The
PLANCK results on polarization confirm beautifully this coherence and provide further strength to the analysis.
A detailed discussion of the cosmological implications of these measurement 20 is beyond the scope of this work, and only some of the main results
will be mentioned here.

19

20
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The two Planck instruments, LFI, Low Frequency Instrument, and HFI, High Frequency Instrument,
are described respectively in M. Bersanelli et al. (2010) and J.-M. Lamarre et al. (2010).
The two main Planck data releases are summarized in Planck Collaboration (2014, 2016).
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Figure 3. Top: picture of the PLANCK satellite during system ground tests, just before
launch. Bottom: a view of the PLANCK focal plane, including two integrated instruments: the Low Frequency Instrument, operating in the 30 − 70 𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺 bands, and the
High Frequency Instrument, covering the 100 − 850 𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺 range. (Courtesy of ESA,
ASI, CNES).

The PLANCK results yield a contribution to the total energy from baryonic matter of 4.8%, from dark matter of 25.8%, and the remaining 69.4% is
ascribed to dark energy, the mysterious component that is responsible for the
accelerating expansion of the universe. With PLANCK these parameters are
measured to percent precision. This, less than 5% of the universe is made of
known forms of matter. The Hubble constant, i.e. the present expansion rate
of the universe, is found to be 67.8 ± 0.9 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘 𝑠𝑠 −1 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 −1 , indicating a somewhat lower value than previous estimates based on more traditional methods.
The combination of Hubble constant and of density parameters, within the
framework of general relativity, yield an estimate of the age of the universe of
13.8 billion years with the amazing precision of 0.3%. Stringent limits are
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placed to the sum of all neutrino masses, < 0.66 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒, tighter than any previous
experiment. The PLANCK data combined with other data sets, especially
those from large galaxy surveys, set tight limits on the curvature of the universe sub percent level. We seem to live in a nearly Euclidean universe. The
spectral index of the primordial perturbations is found to be 𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 = 0.964 ±
0.009, i.e. close to, but significantly less than, unity. These two latter results
are consistent with the expectations of inflationary scenarios. The signature of
inflationary gravitational waves are measured by a parameter, r, that measures
the ratio of tensor perturbations (producing the B-mode polarization) to density perturbations. The PLANCK data place an upper 𝑟𝑟 < 0.09, which implies
an upper limit for the energy scale of standard inflation of 1.9 × 1016 𝐺𝐺𝑒𝑒𝑉𝑉.
The most recent limits at the time of writing this version of the present paper
come from a combined analysis of PLANCK data with Bicep2 and KEK
ground-based experiments, which yield r < 0.07 at 95% confidence level
(Keck Array and BICEP2 Collaborations, 2016). These limits seem to rule out
the simplest forms of inflation models, a situation that has increased the motivation for some cosmologists to consider alternative approaches to the inflation scenario.
The level of agreement shown in Fig.5 is truly astonishing. It means that
the early universe is very well described by the standard cosmological model,
and that just six numbers are sufficient to capture the overall state of the early
universe to high precision. This is very encouraging for our ambition to understand the properties of the universe through a synthetic description, and it
seems to indicate that we are indeed on the right track. On the other hand,
these same data – to the best of our interpretation – are telling us that as much
as 95% of the stuff that makes our universe is in the form of unknown species
of matter and energy.

Figure 4. PLANCK all-sky map of the cosmic microwave background, after subtraction of the galactic and extragalactic foregrounds. Thanks to PLANCK’s nine
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frequency channels (30-857𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺) and to sophisticated image analysis techniques, the
foregrounds emissions were separated with high precision. (PLANCK Collaboration,
2016. Credits: ESA, LFI Consortium, HFI Consortium).

Figure 5. PLANCK angular power spectrum of the temperature anisotropies of the
CMB (PLANCK Collaboration, 2016). The horizontal axis is the multipole number,
inversely proportional to the angular scale (left to right: 180 degrees to 7 arcmin).
The vertical axis is the anisotropy power in µ𝐾𝐾 2 .

The early universe was a most simple place, dominated by radiation, extremely uniform and nearly featureless. Probably nobody would have bet,
back then, on a future as rich and interesting as the one that we experience
today. And yet here we are, 13.8 billion years later, to tell the marvelous story.

5. The universe and us

The path of scientific cosmology in the past four centuries can be considered one of the greatest human achievements of modern times. Since the first
observations by Galileo, generations of ingenious humans have built amazing
instruments capable of capturing extremely faint light from ever greater distances. Light is the main messenger that brings to us information from deep
space and from a remote past. Today we know that there are two kinds of light
in nature: light generated by all sources in the universe, and light released by
the universe itself at the beginning of cosmic history. Photons of the second
type, the cosmic microwave background, still today permeate the entire universe and carry the bulk of luminous energy. Precision measurements of the
CMB represent one of the sharpest tools to measure the composition, geometry and age of the universe, as well as to test theories of the origin of cosmic
structure. The recent results from PLANCK provide an excellent confirmation
of the standard cosmological model and allow us to extract the key
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cosmological parameters with unprecedented precision. Much more is ongoing these days, and many new experiments are being carried out or planned to
measure CMB polarization in search for B modes.
In the context of this interdisciplinary Conference, it is fascinating to reflect on the impact that our understanding of the physical universe may have
on discussions reaching beyond science. It seems that the image of the universe emerging in contemporary cosmology is characterized by a combination
of simplicity and mystery. Our current world picture has remarkable coherence (e.g., Fig.5), while several fundamental questions remain open. While
we can draw the main steps of cosmic evolution, we have no clue on the nature
of most of what exists in the universe. The very early cosmos remains a place
of uncharted territory. Inflation is a very promising path to follow, but it still
awaits confirmation and, more importantly, is far from being a complete theory.
Current observations foster a deep sense of disproportion for our human
condition, as we contemplate the astonishing size and diversity of the physical
world around us. The notion that the ingredients of the known universe are
only a small fraction of the total increases our sense of marginality. We may
easily feel lost in the expanse of cosmic space displayed to our modern eyes.
Interestingly, well before our scientific era, ancient cultures achieved a profound intuition of the immense disparity of our human nature relative to the
cosmos. Perhaps unsurpassed is the expression of the Jewish writer: “When I
consider your heavens, the work of your fingers, the moon and the stars, which
you have set in place, what is man that you are mindful of him, the son of man
that you care for him?” 21 After three millennia, it seems to me, these words
still describe appropriately our modern perception of the universe – although
of course in a widely different context. We feel “almost nothing” in a cosmos
whose vastness and duration far exceed our imagination. But the ancient writer
continues by immediately opening up the other side of the paradox: “Yet, you
made him a little lower than the heavenly beings, and crowned him with glory
and honor.” 22 Indeed, humans are exceedingly special creatures. They are
gifted with amazing properties: self-consciousness, a unique personal identity,
freedom. We sometimes lack a full appreciation of the unnecessary and incomprehensible status of beings like ourselves, in which the whole universe
somehow reflects itself (Giussani, 1997). Can such a creature be convincingly
classified as ultimately irrelevant in the universe, simply as an anomalous byproduct?
21
22
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In addition to the paradoxical disproportion we just discussed, our world
picture may provide other elements to the discussion. Today we recognize an
unexpected connectedness of the observable universe towards the emergence
of life and consciousness, which have fostered lively debates in the past decades (Barrow and Tipler, 1986; Davies 2007). Furthermore, the ability of us
humans to understand, partially but genuinely, the structure of the physical
laws of nature through the mathematical language, even laws describing situations radically counter-intuitive and distant from our direct experience, is in
itself a great mystery. These elements may represent non-trivial symptoms of
the significance of human existence, consciousness and life at cosmic level.
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A new view on the early universe
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Abstract
The observation of the universe using telescopes at different wavelengths of the electromagnetic radiation (X-rays, ultraviolet, optical, infrared, radio-waves…) was originally limited to the “light” emitted by galaxies. The observational confirmation of our
quantum-relativistic hypothesis of the universe evolution required, however, the observation and the measurement of the matter electromagnetic radiation before galaxies’
formation, when the universe was much smaller, with a mean temperature of 3000K,
at an age of 380,000 years. This invisible radiation is the so-called “Cosmic-Microwave-Background” (CMB) radiation, discovered by Penzias and Wilson in 1965. By the
satellite missions COBE (1989-1996), WMAP (2001-2003), and PLANCK (2009-2013),
we became able to perform measurements of ever-growing precision of the CMB radiation, confirming the theorical previsions of big-bang hypothesis, and inaugurating the
so-called “precision cosmology”. This paper, written by one of the chief experimental
scientists of the PLANCK mission, explains us some of the astonishing results derived
by this “observational cosmology”.
Keywords:
Cosmic Microwave Background radiation; observational cosmology; precision cosmology; big-bang theory; PLANCK mission.
Abstract
L’osservazione dell’universo usando telescopi a differenti lunghezze d’onda della radiazione elettromagnetica (raggi-X, ultravioletta, ottica, infrarossa, onde-radio,…) era
originariamente limitata alla “luce” emessa dalle galassie. La conferma osservativa
delle nostre ipotesi quanto-relativiste dell’evoluzione dell’universo richiedeva tuttavia
l’osservazione e la misura della radiazione elettromagnetica emessa dalla materia
prima della formazione delle galassie, quando l’universo era molto più piccolo dell’attuale, con una temperatura media di 3000K e con un’età di 380.000 anni. Questa radiazione invisibile è la cosiddetta “Radiazione Cosmica di Fondo a Microonde”, scoperta da Penzias e Wilson nel 1965. Grazie alle missioni satellitari COBE (1989-1996),
WMAP (2001-2003) e PLANCK (2009-2013), siamo divenuti capaci di misure di precisione crescente di questa radiazione che confermano l’ipotesi del big-bang, inaugurando così la cosiddetta “cosmologia di precisione”. Questo articolo scritto da uno dei
capi-ricercatori sperimentali della missione PLANCK ci spiega alcuni degli incredibili
risultati ottenuti da questa “cosmologia osservativa”.
Parole chiave:
Radiazione cosmica di fondo; cosmologia osservativa; cosmologia di precisione; teoria
del big-bang; missione PLANCK.

5. Cosmic microwave radiation, neutrino masses, and
fractal-like self-similar structure of the thermal vacuum
ANTONIO CAPOLUPO *, GAETANO LAMBIASE, ** GIUSEPPE VITIELLO ***

1. Introduction
A distinctive difference between quantum field theory (QFT) and quantum mechanics (QM) is that in QFT there are infinitely many unitarily inequivalent representations of the canonical (anti- )commutation rules (CCR),
each one representing a possible Hilbert space of the system states (Umezawa,
1993; Blasone, Jizba & Vitiello, 2011). The von Neumann Theorem in QM
states that for systems with a finite number of degrees of freedom, as it happens in QM where the system volume is finite, all the representations of the
CCR are unitarily equivalent. This means that there exists a unitary operator
which allows transitions from one representation to another one and the values
of the observables are the same in each of the representations, these are “physically” equivalent. It is not so in QFT where fields indeed exhibit infinitely
many degrees of freedom and thus the von Neumann Theorem does not hold.
In QFT there is no unitary operator transforming one representation into another one. The observables may have different values in each of the representations; each one of them thus describes a different physical regime for the
system. QFT is therefore adequate, contrarily to QM, to describe different
phases in which the system may live depending on physical boundary conditions and parameters, such as, for example, the temperature. For describing
the process of phase transition one needs to regularize the generator of the
*
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transition among representations by convenient mathematical cut-off functions and some limit procedure so to restore independence of such functions.
In this paper we exploit such a richness of QFT 1, namely the existence of
infinitely many unitarily inequivalent representations, for describing the cosmic microwave background (CMB) and the cosmic neutrino background
(CNB) of the Universe. By following the presentation of Capolupo, Lambiase
and Vitiello (2016), we report recent results in the study of CMB and CNB
from the standpoint of thermal field theories and of the condensate vacuum
structure (Capolupo, Lambiase & Vitiello, 2016). We will also show that the
vacuum condensate of the CMB and CNB is a coherent state and according to
some recent results (Vitiello, 2012, 2014) it exhibits fractal self-similarity
properties.
The cosmic microwave background radiation is a thermal radiation filling
almost uniformly the observable universe; it is explained as radiation left over
from an early stage in the expansion of the universe (Gawiser & Silk, 2000).
Such a radiation has a thermal black body spectrum corresponding to the temperature of 𝑇𝑇𝛾𝛾 = 2.72548 ± 0.00057 𝐾𝐾 with very small anisotropy (Fixsen,
2009; Bennett et al., 1996; de Bernardis et al., 2000).
Apart from the CMB, there is an indirect evidence of the existence of the
cosmic neutrino background (CNB) which represents the universe’s background particle radiation composed of neutrinos. They are known as relic neutrinos. The today estimated temperature for the CNB is roughly 1.95𝐾𝐾 (de
Bernardis et al., 2000; Weinberg, 2008; Bashinsky & Seljak, 2004; Mangano
et al., 2005; Komatsu, 2011; Kolb & Turner, 1994).
Neutrinos play a crucial role in the understanding of different phenomena
of high energy physics and astrophysics (Capolupo, Capozziello & Vitiello,
1
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Note of the Editors. The computations of the various physical quantities presented in the paper is
crucially based on the structure of the quantum vacuum |0(θ)⟩. Namely, the ground (minimal energy)
state |0⟩ of the quantum fields, with a temperature T > 0, so to constitute a “thermal” quantum vacuum |0(θ)⟩. It is evident that the quantum vacuum is not the “mechanical vacuum” of the classical
(Newtonian) mechanics. This state, as explicitly shown in Equation (1), contains infinitely many
couples of modes 𝑎𝑎k and 𝑏𝑏k , for any value of the momentum k. In general terms, these modes represent the system modes and the environment modes, respectively. Their meaning in the specific case
considered in the paper is explained in the text. The 𝑎𝑎k and 𝑏𝑏k modes are related by a constant phase
correlation which implies that |0(θ)⟩ is a coherent state. Such a phase correlation is also at the origin
of the entanglement of the 𝑎𝑎k and 𝑏𝑏k modes. The specific properties of the quantities computed in
the state |0(θ)⟩ depend on the condensate of the (𝑎𝑎k , 𝑏𝑏k ) pairs. The density of the condensate is
controlled by the value of θ, which in turn may depend on other parameters, such as the temperature
T, the time t, etc.. As explained in the text |0(θ)⟩ and |0(𝜃𝜃 ′ )⟩, with 𝜃𝜃 ≠ 𝜃𝜃′, are orthogonal (independent) states: they are the vacua of physically non-equivalent state spaces (in technical words, unitarily
inequivalent representations of the canonical (anti-)commutation relations). For further explanations
about these notions, see Paper 6.
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2007, 2009, 2008; Blasone, Capolupo, Capozziello, Carloni & Vitiello, 2004,
2008; Blasone, Capolupo & Vitiello, 2010; Capolupo, Di Mauro & Iorio,
2011; Capolupo & Di Mauro, 2012, 2013 2015; Capolupo & Vitiello, 2013;
Capolupo, 2016, 2017, 2018). The discovery of neutrino oscillations has
shown that neutrinos have mass. Oscillations do not yield a value for the mass,
but do set a lower limit of order of 0.06𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 on the sum of the three neutrino
masses ∑𝑚𝑚𝑣𝑣 (Gonzalez-Garcia, Maltoni, Salvado & Schwetz, 2012). Moreover, they make it possible to determine or limit all three masses from measurements of electron-flavor neutrinos in beta decay. The present upper limit
from such measurements is 2𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒.
In this paper we show that the thermal condensate, which turns out to
behave as a perfect fluid giving a contribution to the radiation of the universe,
reproduces the behavior of CMB and CNB. By exploiting the CMB and CNB
energy contribution, this allows us to derive an upper bound on the absolute
mass of the lightest neutrino. Moreover, by assuming the hierarchical neutrino
model and using the results of the experiments on solar and atmospheric neu2
and
trinos, from which the differences between the squared masses ∆𝑚𝑚12
2
∆𝑚𝑚23
have been obtained, we derive the absolute masses of the other neutrinos and the sum of the active neutrino masses. We find a value of ∑𝑚𝑚𝑣𝑣 of
order of 0.06𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒, which is in agreement with the estimated lower bound on the
neutrino masses. A result which does not depend on whether the neutrino is a
Dirac or Majorana particle. Moreover, as already said, we study the fractal
self-similar structure of the thermal states. This fact, in view of the ubiquitous
occurrence of scale-free fractal self-similarity, concurs in establishing a unified view of Nature.
2. The cosmic microwave background radiation and the quantum coherent
thermal vacuum
Let us start by considering the CMB radiation. In order to describe the
observed black body spectrum of the CMB at 𝑇𝑇 = 𝑇𝑇𝛾𝛾 , we introduce the thermal vacuum state |0(𝜃𝜃)⟩, with 𝜃𝜃 = 𝜃𝜃(𝛽𝛽), 𝛽𝛽 ≡ 1/(𝑘𝑘𝐵𝐵 𝑇𝑇) and 𝑘𝑘𝐵𝐵 the Boltzmann constant. As we will see in the following, |0(𝜃𝜃)⟩ is such that the thermal
statistical average 𝑁𝑁𝑎𝑎𝒌𝒌 (𝜃𝜃) is given by the expectation value of the number operator 𝑁𝑁𝑎𝑎𝐤𝐤 = 𝑎𝑎k† 𝑎𝑎k , with 𝑎𝑎k denoting the bosonic CMB modes, on |0(𝜃𝜃)⟩, i.e.
𝑁𝑁𝑎𝑎𝐤𝐤 (𝜃𝜃) = ⟨0(𝜃𝜃)|𝑁𝑁𝑎𝑎𝐤𝐤 |0(𝜃𝜃)⟩.
The boson modes 𝑎𝑎k have usual canonical commutation relations (CCR).
We adopt the Thermo Field Dynamics (TFD) formalism (Umezawa, 1993;
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Takahashi & Umezawa, 1975) in quantum field theory (QFT), where |0(𝜃𝜃)⟩
is given by
1
|0(𝜃𝜃)⟩ = ∏k
exp (tanh𝜃𝜃𝑘𝑘 𝑎𝑎k† 𝑏𝑏k† )|0⟩.
(1)
cosh𝜃𝜃𝑘𝑘

The thermal vacuum state |0(𝜃𝜃)⟩ is a two-mode (time dependent) generalized 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆(1,1) coherent state (Perelomov, 1986; Klauder & Skagerstam,
1985), condensate of pairs of 𝑎𝑎k and 𝑏𝑏k quanta. Here 𝑏𝑏k is an auxiliary boson
mode, commuting with 𝑎𝑎k , introduced in order to produce the trace operation
in the computing thermal averages of the observable quantities, |0⟩ is the vacuum for 𝑎𝑎k and 𝑏𝑏k . Note that ⟨0(𝜃𝜃)|0(𝜃𝜃)⟩ = 1, ∀𝜃𝜃. In the infinite volume
limit we have (for ∫ 𝑑𝑑 3 𝜅𝜅𝜅𝜅𝜅𝜅𝜅𝜅ℎ 𝜃𝜃𝜅𝜅 finite and positive) ⟨0|0(𝜃𝜃 (𝛽𝛽))⟩ → 0 as
𝑉𝑉 → ∞ , ∀𝛽𝛽 . Moreover, for the thermal vacuum |0(𝜃𝜃)⟩ , one has
⟨0(𝜃𝜃(𝛽𝛽))|0(𝜃𝜃(𝛽𝛽′))⟩ → 0 as 𝑉𝑉 → ∞ , ∀𝛽𝛽 and 𝛽𝛽′, 𝛽𝛽′ = 𝛽𝛽 . Thus {|0(𝜃𝜃(𝛽𝛽))⟩}
provides a representation of the CCR defined at each 𝛽𝛽 and unitarily inequivalent to any other representation {|0(𝛽𝛽 ′ )⟩, ∀𝛽𝛽 ′ ≠ 𝛽𝛽} in the infinite volume
limit. This implies that at a given temperature 𝑇𝑇, in thermal equilibrium (𝛽𝛽
constant in time 𝑡𝑡), the system sits in the representation of the CCR corresponding to such a 𝑇𝑇. In thermal non-equilibrium conditions, with temperature
changing in time, i.e. 𝛽𝛽 = 𝛽𝛽(𝑡𝑡), the system evolves in time through unitarily
inequivalent representations of the CCR and it is known that such a time evolution (the arrow of time) is controlled by the entropy operator (Umezawa,
1993, Takahashi & Umezawa, 1975). This describes the (nonunitary) Universe evolution through its ages.
It is crucial to note that 𝑎𝑎k and 𝑏𝑏k do not annihilate the state |0(𝜃𝜃)⟩. The
annihilation operators for the state |0(𝜃𝜃)⟩, which we denote with 𝐴𝐴𝐤𝐤 (𝜃𝜃𝑘𝑘 ) and
𝐵𝐵𝐤𝐤 (𝜃𝜃𝑘𝑘 ), are obtained by means of the Bogoliubov Transformation
𝐴𝐴𝐤𝐤 (𝜃𝜃𝑘𝑘 ) = 𝑎𝑎𝐤𝐤 cosh 𝜃𝜃𝑘𝑘 − 𝑏𝑏k† sinh 𝜃𝜃𝑘𝑘 ,
𝐵𝐵𝐤𝐤 (𝜃𝜃𝑘𝑘 ) = 𝑏𝑏𝐤𝐤 cosh 𝜃𝜃𝑘𝑘 − 𝑎𝑎k† sinh 𝜃𝜃𝑘𝑘 .
The vacuum expectation value of the number operator 𝑎𝑎k† 𝑎𝑎𝐤𝐤 gives
𝒩𝒩𝑎𝑎𝐤𝐤 (𝜃𝜃) = ⟨0(𝜃𝜃)�𝑎𝑎k† 𝑎𝑎𝐤𝐤 �0(𝜃𝜃)⟩ = sinh2 𝜃𝜃𝑘𝑘 . The minimization of the free energy (see below) then leads to the Bose-Einstein distribution function for 𝑎𝑎𝐤𝐤
in the boson case
1
𝒩𝒩𝑎𝑎𝐵𝐵𝐤𝐤 (𝜃𝜃) = sinh2 𝜃𝜃𝑘𝑘 = 𝛽𝛽Ω𝑘𝑘
(2)
𝑒𝑒

− 1.

Similar considerations for the fermions lead to the Fermi-Dirac distribution function
1
𝒩𝒩𝑎𝑎𝐹𝐹𝐤𝐤 (𝜃𝜃) = sin2 𝜃𝜃𝑘𝑘 = 𝛽𝛽Ω𝑘𝑘
(3)
𝑒𝑒
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The expectation value 𝒩𝒩𝑎𝑎𝐵𝐵𝐤𝐤 (𝜃𝜃) can then reproduce the thermal statistical
average of the number of the CMB modes. At 𝑇𝑇 = 𝑇𝑇𝛾𝛾 , we indeed obtain the
observed black body spectrum of the CMB. In our QFT approach, the “background” is described by the quantum coherent condensate vacuum |0(𝜃𝜃)⟩ at
temperature 𝑇𝑇. Notice indeed, that the cosmic microwave background radiation temperature represents the temperature of the universe today, then the
state |0(𝜃𝜃)⟩ represents the thermal vacuum condensate not only of the photons
CMB modes, but also of all the free particle modes (bosons and fermions) of
the universe.
3. The vacuum contributions of the energy momentum tensor
We now compute the contributions of the energy momentum tensor 𝑇𝑇 µ𝜈𝜈
to the thermal vacuum for Maxwell, for massive boson and fermion fields and
we find that particle with masses much higher than the CMB temperature, i.e.
𝑚𝑚 ≫ 2 × 10−4 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 , give negligible contribution to the energy of the universe.
Next, we derive the absolute mass of the neutrinos.
We observe that the off-diagonal terms of 𝑇𝑇 µ𝜈𝜈 on the vacuum state are
zero for Maxwell, scalar and Dirac fields, i.e. ⟨0(𝜃𝜃)|𝑇𝑇 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 (𝑥𝑥)|0(𝜃𝜃)⟩ = 0, for
𝑖𝑖 ≠ 𝑗𝑗. Therefore, the vacuum condensate is homogenous and isotropic and behaves as a perfect fluid.
The energy density and pressure of the vacuum condensates (2), (3) at a
given time (we consider the red shift 𝑧𝑧), are given by computing the expectation value of the (0,0) and (𝑗𝑗, 𝑗𝑗) components of the energy-momentum tensors of a field (boson or fermion) on the vacuum |0(𝜃𝜃, 𝑧𝑧)⟩,
(4)
𝜌𝜌(𝑧𝑧) = 𝑔𝑔00 ⟨0(𝜃𝜃, 𝑧𝑧)| ∶ 𝑇𝑇 00 (𝑥𝑥 ) ∶ |0(𝜃𝜃, 𝑧𝑧)⟩,
𝑝𝑝(𝑧𝑧) = 𝑔𝑔𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗 ⟨0(𝜃𝜃, 𝑧𝑧)| ∶ 𝑇𝑇𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗 (𝑥𝑥 ) ∶ |0(𝜃𝜃, 𝑧𝑧)⟩,
(5)

with : . . . ∶, normal ordering with respect to |0⟩. In the photon fields case,
computations of 𝜌𝜌𝛾𝛾 (𝑧𝑧) and 𝑝𝑝𝛾𝛾 (𝑧𝑧) lead to the state equation of the radiation
𝑤𝑤𝛾𝛾 (𝑧𝑧) = 𝑝𝑝𝛾𝛾 (𝑧𝑧)/𝜌𝜌𝛾𝛾 (𝑧𝑧) = 1/3. These results coincide with the ones obtained
by solving the Boltzmann equation for the distribution function of photons in
thermal equilibrium (Kolb & Turner, 1994).
By taking into account the present CMB temperature and the present red
shift, 𝑧𝑧 = 0, one obtains a value of the thermal vacuum energy density 𝜌𝜌𝛾𝛾 =
2 × 10−51 𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺 4 , coinciding with the energy density of the CMB (Kolb &
Turner, 1994).
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We now analyze the energy density 𝜌𝜌𝐹𝐹 (𝑧𝑧) and pressure 𝑝𝑝𝐹𝐹 (𝑧𝑧) of the thermal vacuum |0(𝜃𝜃, 𝑧𝑧)⟩ for massive boson and fermion fields. At any epoch, for
bosons one has
∞
Ω𝑘𝑘
1
𝜌𝜌𝐵𝐵 (𝑧𝑧) = 2 ∫0 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑘𝑘 2
,
(6)
Ω𝑘𝑘
𝑝𝑝𝐵𝐵 (𝑧𝑧) =

2𝜋𝜋

exp�

𝑘𝑘𝐵𝐵 𝑇𝑇𝛾𝛾 (1+𝑧𝑧)

∞
1
𝑘𝑘 2
∫ 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑘𝑘 2 �Ω
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(7)

cos(Ω𝑘𝑘 𝑡𝑡)�.

By considering the present epoch, 𝑧𝑧 = 0 one has 𝜌𝜌𝐵𝐵 ≃ 9 × 10−52 𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺 4
for masses less equal than the CMB temperature 𝑚𝑚 ≤ 𝑇𝑇𝛾𝛾 , i.e. 𝑚𝑚 ≤
2.3 × 10−4 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 . The maximum value of 𝜌𝜌𝐵𝐵 is achieved for masses 𝑚𝑚 ≪
10−4 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒. In this case, one has 𝜌𝜌𝐵𝐵 ≃ 10−51 𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺 4 . Negligible values of 𝜌𝜌𝐵𝐵 are
obtained for boson masses 𝑚𝑚 ≫ 10−3 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 . Therefore, apart from the contribution given by hypothetical particles as axion-like ones with estimated masses
𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑎 ∈ (10−3 − 10−6 )𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒, the thermal vacuum contribution of bosons to the
energy of the universe is completely negligible with respect to 𝜌𝜌𝛾𝛾 and then to
the estimated critical density of the present universe 𝜌𝜌𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 ≃ 4.5 × 10−47 𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺 4 .
In the fermion case, the thermal vacuum contribution to the vacuum energy density 𝜌𝜌𝐹𝐹 (𝑧𝑧) and to the pressure 𝑝𝑝𝐹𝐹 (𝑧𝑧), are similarly computed and, for
𝑧𝑧 = 0 and masses 𝑚𝑚 ≤ 𝑇𝑇𝛾𝛾 , we find the maximum value of 𝜌𝜌𝐹𝐹 at 𝑇𝑇 = 𝑇𝑇𝛾𝛾 ,
which is 𝜌𝜌𝐹𝐹 ∼ 1.6 × 10−51 𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺 4 . The state equation is 𝑤𝑤𝐹𝐹 ∼ 1/3. The vacuum condensate of more heavy fermions gives negligible contributions to the
universe energy. Therefore, only the thermal vacuum condensate of sub-eV
massive particles, like the neutrinos, is relevant.
Starting from the above result, we study the energy density of the thermal
vacuum for cosmic neutrino background (CNB) for massive Dirac neutrinos,
where |0(𝜃𝜃, 𝑧𝑧)⟩ represents now the vacuum condensate of the neutrino modes
with temperature 𝑇𝑇𝑣𝑣 = 1.95𝐾𝐾. Incidentally, we remark that the relic neutrino
temperature 𝑇𝑇𝑣𝑣 is related to the one of CMB 𝑇𝑇𝛾𝛾 by the relation (Kolb & Turner,
1994)
𝑇𝑇

4 1/2

� 𝑣𝑣 � = � �
𝑇𝑇𝛾𝛾

11

.

This implies that since at the present epoch 𝑇𝑇𝛾𝛾 = 2.725𝐾𝐾, one obtains
𝑇𝑇𝑣𝑣 = 1.95𝐾𝐾.
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In particular, we can derive the absolute neutrino masses from the plausible value of the CNB energy.
We consider the expressions of 𝜌𝜌𝐹𝐹 (𝑧𝑧) and 𝑝𝑝𝐹𝐹 (𝑧𝑧), with 𝑇𝑇 = 𝑇𝑇𝑣𝑣 and the
sum on the three neutrino fields with masses 𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖 . We obtain only small variations from the above results. Indeed, for 𝑧𝑧 = 0 and masses 𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖 ∼ 10−4 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 , we
find the maximum value of the energy density 𝜌𝜌𝑣𝑣 ∼ 10−51 𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺 4 , with state
equation is 𝑤𝑤𝑣𝑣 ∼ 1/3.
If one assumes that 𝜌𝜌𝑣𝑣 ≤ 𝜌𝜌𝛾𝛾 , and 𝑚𝑚𝑣𝑣,1 ∼ 10−3 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 represents the mass of
the lighter neutrino, considering the hierarchical neutrino model, according to
2
2
= 8 × 10−5 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 2 and Δ𝑚𝑚23
= 2.7 × 10−3 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 2 , one can derive
which Δ𝑚𝑚12
the masses 𝑚𝑚𝑣𝑣,2 and 𝑚𝑚𝑣𝑣,3 . One has, 𝑚𝑚𝑣𝑣,2 = 9 × 10−3 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 and 𝑚𝑚𝑣𝑣,3 = 5.3 ×
10−2 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒, then ∑𝑚𝑚𝑣𝑣 = 6 × 10−2 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒, which is in agreement with the estimated
lower bound on the sum of the three neutrino masses. The neutrinos with
masses 𝑚𝑚𝑣𝑣,2 and 𝑚𝑚𝑣𝑣,3 give negligible contributions to the energy density 𝜌𝜌𝑣𝑣 .

4. The fractal self-similar structure of the thermal vacuum

We now show that the thermal vacuum |0(𝜃𝜃)⟩ has fractal self-similar
structure. We consider the time dependent case 𝜃𝜃 = 𝜃𝜃(𝑡𝑡) and we denote
|0(𝜃𝜃(𝑡𝑡))⟩ with |0(𝑡𝑡)⟩. Such a state provides the quantum representation of the
system of couples of damped/amplified oscillators (Celeghini, Rasetti & Vitiello, 1992):
𝑚𝑚𝑥𝑥̈ + 𝛾𝛾𝑥𝑥̇ + 𝜅𝜅𝑥𝑥 = 0,
(8)
𝑚𝑚𝑦𝑦̈ − 𝛾𝛾𝑦𝑦̇ + 𝜅𝜅𝑦𝑦 = 0,
(9)
𝛾𝛾
(10)
𝐿𝐿 = 𝑚𝑚𝑥𝑥̇ 𝑦𝑦̇ + (𝑥𝑥𝑦𝑦̇ − 𝑦𝑦𝑥𝑥̇ ) − 𝜅𝜅𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥,
2

where “dot” denotes time derivative, 𝑚𝑚, 𝛾𝛾 and 𝜅𝜅 are positive real constants
and 𝐿𝐿 is the Lagrangian from which Eqs. (8) and (9) are derived.
The state |0(𝑡𝑡)⟩ is obtained by quantizing the system described by Eqs.
(8) – (10). Therefore, we consider the canonical commutation relations
[𝑥𝑥, 𝑝𝑝𝑥𝑥 ] = 𝑖𝑖ħ = [𝑦𝑦, 𝑝𝑝𝑦𝑦 ], [𝑥𝑥, 𝑦𝑦 ] = 0 = [𝑝𝑝𝑥𝑥 , 𝑝𝑝𝑦𝑦 ] and the corresponding annihition operators
𝛼𝛼 ≡ �
𝛼𝛼� ≡ �

1

2ħΩ
1

2ħΩ

1
2

� �
1
2

� �

𝑝𝑝𝑥𝑥

√𝑚𝑚
𝑝𝑝𝑦𝑦

√𝑚𝑚

− 𝑖𝑖 √𝑚𝑚Ω𝑥𝑥�;

− 𝑖𝑖 √𝑚𝑚Ω𝑦𝑦�;

(11)

(12)

such that [𝛼𝛼, 𝛼𝛼 † ] = 1 = [𝛼𝛼�, 𝛼𝛼� † ] , [𝛼𝛼, 𝛼𝛼�] = 0 = [𝛼𝛼, 𝛼𝛼� † ] . Moreover, we consider the transformations 𝑎𝑎 ≡ (1/√2)(𝛼𝛼 + 𝛼𝛼�), 𝑏𝑏 ≡ (1/√2)(𝛼𝛼 − 𝛼𝛼�).
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In (Celeghini, Rasetti & Vitiello, 1992) it has been shown that the proper
quantization setting is the one of the quantum field theory (QFT) and that the
Hamiltonian 𝐻𝐻 of the system is 𝐻𝐻 = 𝐻𝐻0 + 𝐻𝐻𝐼𝐼 , with 𝐻𝐻0 = ∑k ħΩ𝑘𝑘 (𝑎𝑎k† 𝑎𝑎k −
𝑏𝑏k† 𝑏𝑏k ), and 𝐻𝐻𝐼𝐼 = 𝑖𝑖 ∑k ħΓ𝑘𝑘 (𝑎𝑎k† 𝑏𝑏k† − 𝑎𝑎k 𝑏𝑏k ). Here 𝜃𝜃𝜅𝜅 (𝑡𝑡) = Γ𝑘𝑘 𝑡𝑡 ≡ (𝛾𝛾𝑘𝑘 /2𝑚𝑚)𝑡𝑡 for
each 𝜅𝜅-Imode. The time evolution of the vacuum |0⟩ for 𝑎𝑎k and 𝑏𝑏k is driven by
𝐻𝐻𝐼𝐼

𝐻𝐻

𝐻𝐻𝐼𝐼 and given by |0(𝜃𝜃(𝑡𝑡))⟩ = 𝑒𝑒 −𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 ħ |0⟩ = 𝑒𝑒 −𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 ħ |0⟩ which gives in fact Eq. (1).
Moreover |0(𝑡𝑡)⟩ turns out to be a squeezed coherent state and provides a
representation of the CCR at finite temperature which is equivalent to the
Thermo Field Dynamics representation {|0(𝛽𝛽)⟩} (Umezawa, 1993; Takahashi
& Umezawa, 1975). In the case in which 𝛽𝛽(𝑡𝑡) is slowly changing in time, the
Bose-Einstein distribution function Eq. (2) can be derived by minimizing the
free energy defined for the 𝑎𝑎−modes as
1
(13)
ℱ𝑎𝑎 ≡ ⟨0(𝑡𝑡)| �𝐻𝐻𝑎𝑎 − 𝑆𝑆𝑎𝑎 � |0(𝑡𝑡)⟩.
𝛽𝛽

Here 𝐻𝐻𝑎𝑎 is the free Hamiltonian relative to the 𝑎𝑎 −modes, 𝐻𝐻𝑎𝑎 =
∑k ħΩ𝑘𝑘 𝑎𝑎k† 𝑎𝑎k , and the entropy 𝑆𝑆𝑎𝑎 is
𝑆𝑆𝑎𝑎 ≡ − ∑k�𝑎𝑎k† 𝑎𝑎k ln sinh2 (𝜃𝜃) − 𝑎𝑎k 𝑎𝑎k† ln cosh2 (𝜃𝜃)�. (14)

To show now that the system of Eqs. (8) and (9)) has self-similarity properties, one has only to note that solutions of Eqs. (8) and (9)) are the parametric
time evolution of clockwise and the anti-clockwise logarithmic spirals,
𝑧𝑧1 (𝑡𝑡) = 𝑟𝑟0 𝑒𝑒 −𝑖𝑖Ω𝑡𝑡 𝑒𝑒 −𝛤𝛤𝛤𝛤 and 𝑧𝑧2 (𝑡𝑡) = 𝑟𝑟0 𝑒𝑒 +𝑖𝑖Ω𝑡𝑡 𝑒𝑒 +𝛤𝛤𝛤𝛤 , with 𝛤𝛤 ≡ 𝛾𝛾/2𝑚𝑚 and Ω2 =
(1/𝑚𝑚)(𝜅𝜅 − 𝛾𝛾 2 /4𝑚𝑚), 𝜅𝜅 > 𝛾𝛾 2 /4𝑚𝑚 [4, 5]. This fact is demonstrated by defining [𝑧𝑧1 (𝑡𝑡) + 𝑧𝑧2∗ (−𝑡𝑡)]/2 = 𝑥𝑥(𝑡𝑡) and [𝑧𝑧1∗ (−𝑡𝑡) + 𝑧𝑧2 (𝑡𝑡)]/2 = 𝑦𝑦(𝑡𝑡). Then, Eqs.
(8) and (9) can be rewritten as (Vitiello, 2012)
(15)
𝑚𝑚𝑧𝑧̈1 + 𝛾𝛾𝑧𝑧̇1 + 𝜅𝜅𝑧𝑧1 = 0,
(16)
𝑚𝑚𝑧𝑧̈2 − 𝛾𝛾𝑧𝑧̇2 + 𝜅𝜅𝑧𝑧2 = 0,

which have solutions 𝑧𝑧1 (𝑡𝑡) = 𝑟𝑟0 𝑒𝑒 −𝑖𝑖Ω𝑡𝑡 𝑒𝑒 −𝛤𝛤𝛤𝛤 and 𝑧𝑧2 (𝑡𝑡) = 𝑟𝑟0 𝑒𝑒 +𝑖𝑖Ω𝑡𝑡 𝑒𝑒 +𝛤𝛤𝛤𝛤 .
Therefore, Eqs. (8) and (9), whose quantum representation is given by |0(𝑡𝑡)⟩,
describe the self-similar fractal structure of their logaritmic spiral solutions
(Peitgen, Jürgens & Saupe, 1986; Andronov, Vitt & Khaikin, 1966). This fact
represents the link between the 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆(1,1) coherent states and fractal-like selfsimilarity (Vitiello, 2012, 2014). The relation of the photon energy-momenµ𝜈𝜈
tum tensor 𝑇𝑇𝛾𝛾 with Eqs. (8) and (9) can also be shown (Vitiello, 2012, 2014).
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5. Conclusion
In conclusion, by taking advantage of the existence in QFT of (infinitely
many) unitarily inequivalent representations, and thus of the possibility of
many condensate vacua, we have found in the formalism of TFD that the structure of CMB appears characterized by the arrow of time and by coherent, thermal properties. Our results confirm the observed black body spectrum of CMB
and in the framework of the neutrino hierarchical model we have obtained the
value of the neutrino masses on the basis of the thermal vacuum energy for
neutrinos in agreement with estimated lower bounds. We have computed the
energy density and pressure of the vacuum condensates and the expectation
value of the energy-momentum tensor in the thermal state in the cases of bosons and fermions. We have shown that the minimization of the free energy
functional provides the Bose-Einstein (or the Fermi-Dirac) distributions.
Finally, we have shown that the CMB and the CNB present fractal-like
self-similar properties associated to the coherent structure of the vacuum condensates. This may result in a general feature in cosmological studies, supporting the unifying view by which coherent dynamics is at the basis of most
natural phenomena also showing scale-free self-similar behavior.
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Cosmic microwave radiation, neutrino masses, and fractal-like self-similar structure of the thermal vacuum
ANTONIO CAPOLUPO, GAETANO LAMBIASE, GIUSEPPE VITIELLO
Abstract
Beside the “Cosmic Microwave Background” (CMB) electromagnetic (photons) radiation, there exists in the universe an analogue “Cosmic Neutrino Background” (CNB)
radiation. The former is a significant observational proof of the quantum-relativistic cosmology based on the big-bang hypothesis; the latter is one of the more suitable observational candidates for starting to unravel the skein of the “dark matter” issue in cosmology that the Standard Model of elementary particles cannot justify. In the theoretical
framework of the “thermal” interpretation of the quantum vacuum – that is, of the “dynamic continuum” of the quantum fields at their ground state (minimum of energy) with
a temperature higher than zero –, the paper reports recent theoretical results, compliant
with observational measurements, showing that the thermal vacuum condensate of the
CMB and of the CNB are both coherent states of the respective photon and neutrino
quantum fields, displaying universal “fractal”, scale-free self-similarity properties.
Keywords:
Cosmic Microwave Background; Cosmic Neutrino Background; thermal quantum vacuum; fractal structures; self-similarity.
Abstract
Oltre la “Radiazione Cosmica di Fondo a Microonde” (CMB) elettromagnetica (fotoni),
esiste nell’universo un’analoga “Radiazione Cosmica di Fondo di Neutrini” (CNB). La
prima è una prova osservativa significativa della cosmologia quanto-relativista basata
sull’ipotesi del big-bang; la seconda è una delle migliori candidate di tipo osservativo
per cominciare a sbrogliare la matassa della “materia oscura” in cosmologia che non
può essere giustificata dal Modello Standard delle particelle elementari. Nell’ambito
teoretico dell’interpretazione “termica” del vuoto quantistico – cioè dei campi quantistici
al loro stato fondamentale (minimo dell’energia), ma con temperatura maggiore di
zero –, l’articolo riporta dei recenti risultati teorici, compatibili con le misure sperimentali, che mostrano che i condensati di vuoto termico della CMB e della CNB sono ambedue stati coerenti dei campi quantistici rispettivi di fotoni e di neutrini che mostrano
proprietà universali “frattali”, cioè auto-similari e indipendenti dalla scala in cui si manifestano.
Parole chiave:
Radiazione Cosmica di Fondo a Microonde, Radiazione Cosmica di Fondo di Neutrini;
vuoto quantistico termico; strutture frattali; auto-similarità.

SECTION II:
ONTOLOGY AND METAPHYSICS OF NATURE

6. The dual paradigm in quantum physics and in its
ontology. I Part: Mathematics and Physics
GIANFRANCO BASTI *, FRANCESCO M. FERRARI **

1. Introduction
1.1. From physics to logic
In this paper, we want to present the ontology of the Natural Realism
(NR) as the proper ontology of quantum systems in the framework of Quantum Field Theory (QFT), interpreted as the Fundamental Physics of Nature.
It is developed as an essay of formal philosophy using the Category Theory
(CT) metalanguage, able to give a common algebraic formal framework to
the operator algebra approach, both in classical and quantum physics, and in
classical and quantum mathematics, logic, and computer science.
This paper is aimed therefore at formally bridging the physical with the
philosophical and theological sections of this volume, and for this reason we
decided to publish it in its full version, expanding the initial part of this contribution. In fact, the explanation of the operator algebra mathematical formalism offers the possibility of clarifying several notions of QFT used in the papers of the First Section of the Volume, so to facilitate their comprehension.
We divided therefore this contribution into Two Parts – the First one (Paper
6.) dedicated to the physical and mathematical foundations, the Second one
(Paper 7.) dedicated to the logical and ontological foundations – both in the
common framework of the CT metalanguage. Indeed because of the novelty
of the approach, this is necessary for avoiding fatal misunderstandings.
Finally, because of the arrow-theoretic, “ante-predicative”, way of thinking typical of CT, as to the set-theoretic “predicative” one, this logic is particularly suitable not only for formalizing the ontology of QFT, but also for
*
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formalizing the Aristotelian and Thomistic ontology and metaphysics, object
of many contributions in this volume.
1.2. The scheme of this contribution in its two parts
In the Second Section of the First Part of this contribution, we discuss
some main topics of QFT and of its mathematical formalism, in its two main
interpretations, the so-called “second quantization” or standard interpretation
of QFT, in which the quantum systems is modeled, like Quantum Mechanics
(QM) systems, at equilibrium as “closed” systems, and the “thermal” interpretation of QFT systems in which they are modeled as they are in reality: “open”
because dissipative systems.
In the Third Section of this First Part, we introduce some main notions of
CT as the proper metalanguage of the operator algebra approach to the classical and quantum physics, as well as of the operator algebra approach – effectively, the so-called Boolean algebra with operators (BAO) – to logic and
computer sciences. This Section is aimed, indeed, at making both physicists
and philosophers (and theologians) more acquainted with the basic CT notions
and their usefulness. We conclude, therefore, this Section with “a taxonomy”
of the main ontologies characterizing “synchronically” the history of the
(Western) ontology and epistemology, for giving a further contribution of
clarity to the discussion.
All this allows us to present in the Fourth Section, inaugurating the Second Part of our contribution, the main principles of the Natural Realism (NR)
formal ontology, where the coalgebraic formalism of thermal QFT directly
constitutes the semantics of the modal logic – effectively, the Kripke relational
semantics – of the ontological language describing truthfully them in a formalized philosophy of nature.
Finally, in the Conclusions of our contribution in its Two Parts, we sketch
some consequences for metaphysics and for theology of the NR formal ontology – especially the metaphysics and the theology of creation proposed by
Aquinas and discussed in several papers of this Volume – because this formalization, on the one hand, NR can justify formally Aquinas’ metaphysics of
causality, and on the other hand it appears in continuity, without confusions
and superpositions with quantum physics and cosmology.
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2. QFT as fundamental physics and its formal ontology
Particularly, we discuss in this contribution the ontology of the dissipative
interpretation of the QFT, that is, the so-called thermal QFT 1 based on the
thermal interpretation of the quantum vacuum (QV) |0(𝜃𝜃)⟩, i.e., of the quantum fields at their ground state (minimum of energy with T > 0) as the “universal reservoir” of energy for all physical systems, in connection with the III
Principle of Thermodynamics (Blasone, Jizba, & Vitiello, 2011), and then
with an evident connection with the “hot big-bang” hypothesis from the cosmological standpoint.
In this framework of a QFT modelled as a “thermal field theory”
(Umezawa, 1993; Umezawa, 1995), whichever quantum system is interpreted,
indeed, as an “open” system, because of the unavoidable fluctuations of the
QV in its background. In cosmology too, object of this volume, the thermal
QFT constitutes naturally an ingredient of Gerard ‘tHooft’s dissipative interpretation of quantum gravity ('tHooft, 1999; 't Hooft, 2001). This interpretation is at the basis of the so-called holographic model of the universe, proposed by the same ‘tHooft and by Leonard Susskind (Susskind, 1995), and
more known by the wide public.
2.1. The thermal QFT as fundamental physics
To better appreciate the differences and the relationships between the
thermal QFT and the standard interpretation of QFT – the interpretation of
QFT as a “second quantization” as to QM – it is better to briefly sketch some
main notions of the general QFT mathematical formalism. We recall here that
this formalism originated for modelling “many particles” quantum systems
using the “superposition principle” of QM. In this modelling, the notion of
QV |0⟩, representing the “0-occupation” quantum state of a “Fock space”, as
well as, the notion of the “creation-annihilation operators” acting on the QV
for adding or subtracting n particles (fermions and bosons) to/from it, loses
the purely “algorithmic flavour” that it has in QM, for acquiring a proper
physical sense (Becchi, 2010). On the other hand, it is evident the relevance
of this formalism for modelling in evolutionary cosmology the “progressive
populating” of the “simpler” very early universe by physical particles and
structures, with their proper forces and laws, in the framework of the “hot big1

See also Paper 5. in this Volume
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bang” hypothesis, and in the perspective of a QFT including also the gravitational field.
Originally, indeed, the algebraic construction of the QV and of the creation-annihilation operators acting on it, is the core of the so-called “second
quantization” interpretation of QFT (many particles) as to the “first quantization” of QM (one particle), due to the pioneering works of Paul Dirac in 1927
for bosons (photons) (Dirac, 1958), extended to fermions by Pascual Jordan
and Eugene Wigner (Jordan & Wigner, 1928), and systematized into the construction of the “Fock space” by the work of the Russian mathematician Vladimir A. Fock (Fock, 1932). Mathematically, a Fock space ℱ(ℋ) is, roughly
speaking, a particular type of Hilbert space ℋ. A Fock space, indeed, is the
direct sum of N “Fock space states”, each of which, on its turn, is generated
by the tensor product of n one-particle Hilbert spaces, for modelling in such a
way the superposition of n particles in a quantum state (See (Becchi, 2010)
for a complete and easy accessible history of the “second quantization” interpretation of QFT).
Finally, in this standard interpretation of QFT, the QV |0⟩ as “ground
state” (minimum of energy) of the quantum fields, is considered at the T = 0
average temperature. Mathematically, this supposition allows theoretical
physicist to develop also the QFT standard formalism in the mathematical
framework of the statistical mechanics approach with its perturbative methods, as it is for QM. Particularly, this interpretation, considering also QFT
systems (in the so-called asymptotic condition of functional analysis) as
closed systems at equilibrium, allows to apply directly to them the Hamiltonian canonical representation of dynamic systems that is the powerful core of
the statistical mechanics formalism in classical and even quantum physics.
Significantly, however, Becchi, at the end of his reconstruction, suggests Bogoliubov’s approach to a dissipative and then thermal QFT, associated with a
thermal (i.e., with T > 0) characterization of the QV ground state, |0(𝜃𝜃)⟩, as
an alternative statistical interpretation of QFT we discuss in this paper (see
also Paper 5. in this volume).
This interpretation is congruent, indeed, with the well-known character
of the infinite number of unitarily inequivalent degrees of freedom of QFT
systems as to QM systems (Haag, 1955; Earman & Fraser, 2006). In the “second quantization” approach to QFT, indeed, as Becchi himself emphasizes
(Becchi, 2010), this problem is circumvented by supposing the knowledge of
the Hamiltonian of the system, so to allow us to decide a-priori which are the
significant “degrees of freedom”, necessary and sufficient for a faithful representation of the QFT system at hand. This has a plastic representation in the
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celebrated formalism of the “Feynman diagrams” in QFT, where all the undesired “branches” of the diagrams (further degrees of freedom) are cut away,
so to constitute the universally recognized best example of the perturbative
methods application in QFT.
From this standpoint, the power of the thermal interpretation of QFT and
of its coalgebraic formalism consists, on the contrary, in the fact that we have
a dynamic criterion of choice of the significant degrees of freedom – the socalled principle of the “doubling of the degrees of freedom – and then of the
proper Hamiltonian canonical representation of the system dynamics that in
this way it must be not supposed, but algebraically constructed.
Anyway, from the ontological standpoint, the notion of QV in QFT, both
standard and thermal, changes deeply the Fundamental Physics vision of our
universe. Indeed, we cannot any longer conceive physical bodies as isolated
in the mechanical vacuum, like in the Classical Mechanics (Newtonian) representation.
The vacuum becomes a bridge that connects all objects among them. No isolated body can exist, and the fundamental physical actor is no longer the particle, but the field, namely the particle space distributions variable with time.
Particles become the “quanta” of this matter field, in the same way as the photons are the quanta of the electromagnetic field (Del Giudice, Pulselli, &
Tiezzi, 2009, p. 1786).

This paradigm shift in Fundamental Physics, of course, requires an updating also of the mathematical formalism of set theory, given that the impossibility of representing the evolution in time of a dynamic system as a unidimensional trajectory of a “material point” in the state space of the system,
requires a set theory no longer based on the primitive of the “set-elementhood”
of the standard set theory, in which sets are formalized as “a combinatorial”
of elements – an approach perfectly congruent with the mechanistic ontology
underlying the Newtonian invention of calculus –, in favor of a “structuralist”
interpretation of sets as “hom-sets” that is the proper of the CT interpretation
of the category of Set, as we see in the Second Section of this contribution.
Anyway, the problem of the “infinitely many degrees of freedom” of QFT
systems, derives from the fact that in QFT the powerful Stone-Von Neumann
Theorem (Stone, 1930; 1932; Von Neumann, 1932a), which is the core of the
QM formalism (Von Neumann, 1932b; 1955), does not hold, because for definition a QFT system can pass through an unpredictable number of different
phases. Just for this reason, the thermal QFT is adequate for representing different phases of the system in which it can stay evidently in far-from-
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equilibrium conditions, because of the variation of some boundary energy
conditions such as temperature (Vitiello, 2004). This is, on the contrary, what
a QM system and a QFT system according to the second-quantization approach, cannot systematically do because – by modelling a quantum system
in principle as an energetically close, non-dissipative system at equilibrium or
in a “close-to-equilibrium” condition – they can represent one/many particle
quantum systems, respectively, in one only phase (or at last, as passing
through two, non-interacting/interacting phases (Hollands & Longo, 2016)).
From this standpoint, the thermal QFT can offer a coherent theoretical
framework to the whole physics, because, on the one hand, it is evident that
thermal QFT is the Fundamental Physics at the microscopic level of the condensed matter systems, studied at the mesoscopic level of their field dynamics,
which are all dissipative systems. That is, thermal QFT is naturally the Fundamental Physics of the macroscopic systems of ordinary matter, the chemical
and the biological systems included, with their characteristic phase transitions
(e.g., chemical reactions, and/or a biological function as an ordered sequence
of chemical reactions, etc.). And, on the other hand, it is at least intuitively
evident the possibility of a fruitful application of the thermal QFT also in the
relativistic realm of the elementary particle (particle radiations) quantum
physics 2. And even at the cosmological level, not only for the already recalled
Gerard ‘tHooft’s dissipative interpretation of quantum gravity ('tHooft, 1999;
't Hooft, 2001), in the framework of an holographic model of the universe
(Susskind, 1995), but more concretely in the calculations of whichever cosmological model. Namely, when the universe has become “too much populated” of structures, and the simplifications of the perturbative methods in the
calculi no longer hold (see the discussion in the Section 4 of the Foreword to
the First Section of this volume).
Effectively, the Hamiltonian (“closed”) canonical representation of a dynamic system also in the case of a dissipative QFT system, can be recovered
by the coalgebraic doubling of the quantum states 𝑎𝑎, 𝑎𝑎�, and then of the phase
� , as well
spaces ℱ, ℱ� , and finally of the representational Hilbert spaces, ℋ, ℋ
as of the creation-annihilation “Bogoliubov operators”, 𝐴𝐴, 𝐴𝐴̃, acting on all of
them (Bogoliubov, 1958; Bogoliubov, Tolmachev, & Shirkov, 1958; 1959;
Takahashi & Umezawa , 1975), for representing the quantum entanglement
system-thermal bath, characterizing a dissipative system (Celeghini, Rasetti,
& Vitiello, 1992; Blasone, Jizba, & Vitiello, 2011).

2
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To understand a little better these notions, we recall here that a coalgebra
𝐴𝐴 → 𝐴𝐴 × 𝐴𝐴 is an algebraic structure, whose characteristic operations are
coproducts, effectively “sums” (in set theory, “set disjoint unions”). A coalgebra is therefore “dual” as to its correspondent algebra 𝐴𝐴 × 𝐴𝐴 → 𝐴𝐴, whose characteristic operations are products (in set theory, the “Cartesian products” of
all the subsets of a given set). In quantum (and classical) physics calculations,
these dual structures are represented by the so-called Hopf algebras and
coalgebras, or “Hopf bi-algebras”. Indeed, in QFT, the coproducts are generally used for calculating the total energy of a quantum n-particle superposed
state of QFT. Now, while in a closed quantum system the coproduct terms
(superposed particle energy contributions) commute with each other, this no
longer holds in a dissipative quantum system, where the total energy is a balanced energy state. Indeed, the two terms of the coproduct represent here the
system and the thermal-bath energy contributions, and then they cannot be
defined on the same basis. In this way, the dissipative QFT systems are characterized by non-commutative Hopf coproducts/coalgebras – effectively, “qdeformed Hopf coalgebras”, where q is a thermal parameter strictly related
with the “angle” 𝜃𝜃 of the Bogoliubov transformations –, from which the
coalgebraic “doubling of the algebras” and of the correlated Hilbert spaces –
one for the system, one for the thermal-bath for each pair – derives.
This is the core of the powerful principle of the Doubling of the Degrees
of Freedom (DDF) (Blasone, Jizba, & Vitiello, 2011, p. 185-235; Vitiello,
2001) in thermal QFT, based on the fact that in a balanced dissipative QFT
system in far-from-equilibrium conditions, the minimum of the free energy
function – differently from the statistical approach to quantum thermodynamics (Connes & Rovelli, 1994) – can be directly used as a (thermo)dynamic
selection criterion of admissible quantum states that therefore constitute the
orthonormal basis of the “doubled” Hilbert space (Blasone, Jizba, & Vitiello,
2011, p. 137-234; 287-290) representing canonically the system.
Now, the DDF can be logically and mathematically formalized as an example of the functorial dual equivalence between the respective categories of
all these algebraic constructions, in the framework of CT as the proper metalanguage of the operator algebra approach to classical and quantum physics
(Landsman, 2017), and of the classical (Rutten, 2000) and quantum logic and
computing (Basti, Capolupo, & Vitiello, 2017).
Finally, the thermal interpretation of QFT can suggest a fruitful approach
to the so-called information-theoretic interpretation of QM and QFT, started
with the seminal work of Richard Feynman’s (Feynman, 1982), which is at
the origins also of the actual research on quantum computers, and more known
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to the wide public through the famous slogan “it from bit” of one of Feynman’s teachers, John A. Wheeler (Wheeler J. A., 1990) 3. Indeed, if we interpret in the framework of a QFT for dissipative systems – following the seminal
work of Nikolay N. Bogoliubov (Bogoliubov, 1958; Bogoliubov, Tolmachev,
& Shirkov, 1958; 1959) – the fundamental Goldstone Theorem about the existence of long range correlations among quantum fields, corresponding to as
many spontaneous symmetry breakings (SSBs) of the quantum fields at their
ground state (QV) (Goldstone J. , 1961; Goldstone, Salam, & Weinberg, 1962;
Umezawa, 1993) – we obtain two significant results (see (Blasone, Jizba, &
Vitiello, 2011)).
1. Firstly, we can interpret inside a thermal QFT the analogy constituted by
Goldstone and Nambu themselves between QFT in condensed matter
physics (e. g., superconductivity) at the macroscopic level, and in the elementary particle (relativistic) physics at the microscopic level (Nambu &
Jona-Lasinio, 1961a; 1961b). Indeed, the long-range correlations imply a
dynamic redefinition of the metrics, so to give a dynamic foundation to
the evidence of macroscopic quantum phenomena (Umezawa, 1993). This
statement must be interpreted not in the trivial sense that macroscopic
physics is founded on quantum physics, but in the sense that specific macroscopic properties (phases) of matter (think at superconducting phases,
ferromagnetic phases, morphogenetic phases in chemical and biological
system, etc.) have their own proper explanation at the microscopic quantum level.
2. Secondly, we are able to suggest an original path for approaching the long
debated issue about the physical foundation of the notion and measure of
information as distinguished and related, on the one side, to the thermodynamic entropy S, and on the other side to the information entropy H
(Shannon’s measure) in communication theory, and then in logic and
computer science, through the notion of natural computation (DodigCrnkovic & Giovagnoli, 2013). Indeed, in the same QV ground state of
the quantum fields corresponding in dissipative QFT to a system/thermal3
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Recently, the Italian physicist Carlo Rovelli proposed a divulgation text on quantum physics (Rovelli,
2020; 2021), in which this “information-theoretic interpretation” of quantum physics based on the
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bath balanced energy state for a given temperature value T (boundary
condition), there can co-exist in a very stable way several different phase
coherence domains among the quantum fields, each corresponding to a
SSB of the QV, and each univocally identified by a given value 𝒩𝒩 of a
condensate of Nambu-Goldstone (NG) bosons (Vitiello, 1995).
These bosons, often connoted as “quasi-particles” in the physical literature, are not vectors of some other fundamental force besides the three ones
of the SM. They are, indeed, quanta of the long-range correlation waves
among material fields and interaction force fields. Or, in other terms, the NGbosons are quanta of the different coherent modes of oscillating in phase of
the matter and of the interaction force fields of QFT at their ground state (QV).
Indeed, despite NG-bosons appear necessarily in the QFT equations, and
despite they make “scattering” like other massless bosons (e.g., the photons) 4
so that they can be observed and measured like other particles, nevertheless
they disappear without residuals (and without violating the I Principle of Thermodynamics) when the coherent states (phases) of matter they are controlling
is destroyed.
Synthetically, the (massless) NG-bosons as quanta of the long-range coherent collective modes of oscillating in phase of quantum fields can be connoted as quanta of information (Basti, 2017). And this ontological connotation
is not purely metaphorical because the coherent «squeezed» states of the electromagnetic fields, for instance, are «Glauber states», in which the Glauber
information entropy measure H – as far as distinguished but related to the
thermodynamic entropy S measure – directly applies (Keitel & Wodkiewicz,
1993; Vitiello, 2012), with immediate consequences for quantum optics 5 and
quantum computing, mainly if we model in QFT these processes by using systematically the Bogoliubov Transform (Lvovsky, 2016; Basti, Capolupo, &
Vitiello, 2017). In this way, we can give a dynamic justification of the ontologically dual «information + matter» constitution of whichever physical entity synthesized in Wheeler’s slogan “it from bit” through an observer-independent notion of physical information (information entropy H).
4

5

Effectively, NG-bosons can be defined as «massless» only in the infinite volume limit of the functional analysis formulas, where the symmetries are perfect. Where the symmetries are not perfect in
the finite volumes of the existing physical systems, they are often associated with masses (see
(Blasone, Jizba, & Vitiello, 2011, pp. 99-105) and the several references there quoted).
Glauber squeezed states in quantum optics have an immediate applicative relevance for the observational “precision cosmology”. Indeed, a quantum squeezed state in laser optics means, roughly speaking, a coherent laser beam able to maintain photon phase coherence beyond the quantum noise limit
over long-distances. On this principle is based the functioning of the laser interferometers of the
LIGO detectors (LIGO Scientific Collaboration, 2013) that, precisely for this unprecedented sensitivity, made possible the first detection of the gravitational waves in 2016.
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Therefore, because the dissipative QFT systems can be analytically modelled using the «non-commutative q-deformed Hopf (co-)algebras» (Blasone,
Jizba, & Vitiello, 2011; Vitiello, 2012), all this acquires an immediate linguistic (Piattelli-Palmarini & Vitiello, 2015) and then logical and philosophical
relevance as soon as we use the categorical-theoretical modelling (as distinguished from the standard set-theoretical interpretation) of the operator algebra approach in classical and quantum physics (Landsman, 2017), and in the
classical and quantum logic (Coecke, 2011). Indeed, the «functorial duality»
between the categories of coalgebras and algebras applies immediately:
1. Both for formally justifying the “categorical universality” of the coalgebraic semantics of the (modal) Boolean Algebras with Operators (BAOs)
in logic (Blackburn, De Rijke, & Venema, 2002; Kupke, Kurz, &
Venema, 2004; Goranko & Otto, 2007; Venema, 2007; Schwartz, 2017;
Bezhanishvili & Holliday, 2020), and in computer science (Rutten, 2000);
2. And for formally justifying in physics the “categorical universality” of the
coalgebraic mathematical formalism of thermal QFT for the “infinitely
many inequivalent representations” of the QV at its ground state (effectively, degenerate QV states for the same set of Heisenberg field equations), and specifically, the functorial duality between the categories of qdeformed Hopf coalgebras and algebras in the dissipative QFT calculations (Blasone, Jizba, & Vitiello, 2011, pp. 206-212).
The logical and mathematical necessary condition for this passage from
physics to logic and then for justifying formally a “realistic” onto-logy is that
the topologies underlying the operator algebra approach in QM and QFT –
i.e., the topologies of the C*-algebras and coalgebras as sub-algebras of the
corresponding Hilbert spaces –, and the topologies underlying the operator
algebra approach to logic and ontology – i.e., the topologies of the Stone
spaces for the BAOs, according to the momentous Stone’s Representation
Theorem for Boolean Algebras (Stone, 1936) and its extension to BAOs by
Jónsson and Tarski (Jónsson & Tarski, 1952a; 1952b) – are the same. I.e.,
compact Hausdorff spaces, with continuous functions: see (Landsman, 2017,
p. 809).
In this sense, it is worth emphasizing that Marshall Stone wrote his theorem on Boolean Algebras, five years later his fundamental contribution by the
Stone-Von Neumann theorem, many times recalled, to the QM formalism, and
that he was leaded to both results by a deep formal reflection about the Hilbert
spectra. This makes of him one of the more eminent figures of the XX cent.
in mathematics and logic, even though only in the framework of the subsequent formalism of the Category Theory (CT) metalanguage of logic and
mathematics and of the common operator algebra approach, the deep reasons
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of this revolutionary direct connection between physics and logic became formally fully justified. In a word:
In the framework of the CT common formalism all this allows a direct
passage from physics to logic and vice versa, which is the core of the Natural
Realism (NR) formal ontology of Fundamental Physics.
To sum up, the notion of dual ontology to which the title of our contribution refers, must be interpreted in a double related sense:
1. Ontic sense. That is, whichever physical system at its most fundamental
level in QFT is constituted by matter and form, i.e., by energy and information exchanges (“it from bit”). Indeed, any phase transition between
two phase coherence domains of the QV at its ground state, each characterized by some “material” order parameters (i.e., some physical magnitudes, undergoing a sudden metrics change in any phase transition), has
its “formal” control parameter, in the variation of the value 𝒩𝒩 of the NGboson condensates characterizing univocally the two phase-coherence domains, before and after the transition. From this directly derives the notion
of the quantum fields ground state (QV) foliation indexed in 𝒩𝒩, |0(𝜃𝜃)⟩𝒩𝒩 ,
and coalgebraically modelled (Freeman & Vitiello, 2006; Basti,
Capolupo, & Vitiello, 2017) as a powerful tool used by Nature of construction of complexity in physics and of memory in biological
(Ehresmann & Vanbremeersch, 2019) and neural systems (Freeman &
Vitiello, 2006; 2008; 2016).
2. Logical sense. That is, starting from the categorical dual equivalence in
CT logic between the category of coalgebras on Stone spaces in physics,
and the category of Boolean Algebras in logic (Rutten, 2000; Kupke,
Kurz, & Venema, 2004; Venema, 2007), it is possible to justify a coalgebraic semantics of propositional and predicate logic of statements (programs) in language (and computer science) truthfully referring to physical
states of dynamic (computational) systems to which they refer (in which
programs are implemented), as far as modelled coalgebraically as “labelled state transition systems” (Rutten, 2000). More generally, in mathematical and philosophical logics, this is consistent with Kripke’s model
theory and its coalgebraic semantics in CT logic (Goranko & Otto, 2007).
In this way, we can give a significant formal justification to Kripke’s ontological notions of natural kinds and of his causal theory of reference,
that, as we see, upset the analytic philosophy movement in the second half
of XX cent.
All this confirms that the CT is the proper algebraic metalanguage for
logic and mathematics in which developing theories of formal philosophy
(formal ontology, formal epistemology, formal ethics,… Cfr. (Abramsky,
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2010; Abramsky & Tzevelekos, 2011; Hansson & Hendricks, 2018)) like as
many coalgebraic semantics («Kripke models» and «Kripke structures»: see
(Goranko & Otto, 2007)) of the modal Boolean calculus characterizing the
philosophical “intensional” logics – based on different interpretations of the
modal necessity/possibility operators – as distinguished but related to the
mathematical “extensional” logics, in which these philosophical distinctions
are simply meaningless.
2.2. Category theory logic versus set-theory logic
Generally, what makes the coalgebraic modal logic in the framework of
CT metalanguage as particularly suitable for formal philosophy and specifically for a formal ontology of the Fundamental Physics as it is in our case, is
that the categorical logic, differently from set-theoretic logic, does not suppose
the predicate logic but, on the contrary, in CT logic it is possible to model the
predicate/function domain constitution in a constructive mathematical and
even physical way. Indeed, CT set theory does not suppose the predicate logic
as it happens in standard set theory. For instance, in the paradigmatic case of
the Zermelo-Fraenkel (ZF) set theory, its axioms are clearly expressed in a
first-order logic (FOL) of predicates, even though its semantics – because of
the so-called «Skolem paradox» (1925) (Skolem, 1977), and ultimately because of Gödel’s «second incompleteness theorem» (Gödel, 1931) – requires
necessarily a higher-order (non-algorithmically computable) predicate logic.
The deep reason for such an intrinsic dependence of the standard set-theoretic logic and mathematics on predicate logic is well explained by Willard
Van Orman Quine in his famous textbook on mathematical logic (Quine,
1981, pp. 133-136). Indeed, given that, for justifying the set /class membership
it is necessary and sufficient satisfying a simple identity condition (𝑥𝑥 = 𝑥𝑥), on
the contrary, for existing in V, the “universal class” of whichever standard set
theory, you must satisfy the (Platonic) self-identity condition, i.e., ′𝑥𝑥�(𝑥𝑥 = 𝑥𝑥)′,
according to Russell’s classical symbolism of Principia Mathematica. This is
in set theory the set-elementhood condition, i.e., the condition of “being an
element of the universal class V”, a condition that in such a way becomes a
primitive in any standard set-theory. In this way,
V (stays) for ′𝑥𝑥�(𝑥𝑥 = 𝑥𝑥)′. V is, by definition, the class of all those elements which
are self-identical, i.e., since everything is self-identical (…), V is simply the class
of all elements (Quine, 1980, p. 144).
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That is, as Quine explains, by ′𝑥𝑥�(𝑥𝑥 = 𝑥𝑥)′ for expressing the set-elementhood primitive, we are formalizing the ordinary language nominal predication, i.e., 𝑥𝑥�(𝜑𝜑𝜑𝜑), for instance “being a man”. Namely, «being an element
of the extension of the predicate 𝜑𝜑» – in our example, of the adjectival predication form in ordinary language «being human». This means that in any set
theoretic approach to the foundations of logic, beside the simple identity between objects (x = x), we must also satisfy the definition of the set/class identity: 〈𝜁𝜁 = 𝜂𝜂〉 for 〈∀𝛼𝛼�(𝛼𝛼 ∈ 𝜁𝜁 ) ↔ (𝛼𝛼 ∈ 𝜂𝜂)�〉. Where, α is the symbol in the
meta-language for whichever symbol of individual variable x in the objectlanguage, and ζ and η are meta-symbols of classes.
Then, the notation 〈𝛼𝛼 ∈ 𝜁𝜁〉 of class membership here is, either a primitive
or explained by the following definition of a class intended as the extension
of a given predicate ϕ: 〈𝛽𝛽 ∈ 𝛼𝛼�𝜑𝜑〉 for 〈∃𝛾𝛾 �(𝛽𝛽 ∈ 𝛾𝛾) ∧ ∀𝛼𝛼�(𝛼𝛼 ∈ 𝛾𝛾) → 𝜑𝜑��〉,
where the notation 〈𝛼𝛼�𝜑𝜑〉 stays for the nominalization of a predicate ϕ , like
«humanity» for «being human», so that the class membership notation
〈𝛽𝛽 ∈ 𝛼𝛼�𝜑𝜑〉 stays for the expression «being a member of humanity». Of course,
in such a way, we obtain the extension of the set-elementhood (self-identity)
condition also to classes 〈𝜁𝜁̂(𝜁𝜁 = 𝜁𝜁)〉, by which a class can become an element
of another class of a higher “type”, i.e., 〈𝜁𝜁 ∈ 𝜃𝜃〉 – that is, an element of the
extension of another higher-order predicate 𝜓𝜓, in our example “being animal”,
i.e. 〈𝜁𝜁 ∈ 𝛼𝛼�𝜓𝜓〉, for “humans are animals” –and finally to the “universal class”
V.
This means, on the one hand, that the set-elementhood extended to classes
formalizes extensionally in set theory, the reductio ad unum typical of the
classical logical notion of universal (unum versus alia). On the other hand,
this means the necessity of Russell’s “type theory” for stratifying classes and
so avoiding the “Russell paradox” – with all the problems that Russell’s type
theory has for justifying the consistency of the “universal class” as closure of
the Russell type ordering (see (Quine, 1981, pp. 133-136) for such a reconstruction) 6.
For our aims, this means that such a set-theoretic metalanguage is in principle too weak for justifying a formal ontology of an evolutionary cosmology,
where the dynamic processes in the universe evolution generate the different
domains of functions/predicates – and even the same elementary particles of
6

For avoiding fatal misunderstandings, it is worth emphasizing that “being an element of a class” does
not mean “being an individual”, in a logic of classes. Indeed, “being an individual”, i.e., what is
denoted by a proper name, e.g., “Socrates”, stays for “being an element of a unary class”. That is, a
class with one only member, in the limit a class where the class self-membership 〈ζ  ζ 〉 holds
(Quine, 1981, p. 135) .
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the SM! That is, for using a classical example from the QFT of condensed
matter physics, it is the breaking of the rotational symmetry of the magnetization vectors inducing the ferromagnetic phase transition in the quantum fields
that generates in nature the “new” (phase coherence) domain of the predicate/function “being-a-magnet”. Or for using an example of relativistic QFT
in the SM formalism, it is the symmetry breaking of the electro-weak force
field that, through the “Higgs mechanism”, allowed gauge bosons “acquiring
or not-acquiring masses”, so to constitute dynamically the distinct domains,
respectively, of the predicate(s) “being W (or Z) boson”, or of the predicate
“being photon”. In a word, roughly but significantly speaking, our evolutionary cosmology does not satisfy, either any set-elementhood primitive, or the
supposition of any type-ordered “universal class” of all the objects.
Because these domains constitute in the CT coalgebraic formalism applied to QFT, an indexed category characterizing all the physical systems sharing this property, they constitute – using the formal ontology jargon – as many
natural kinds of different physical things, “the magnets”, “the photons”, “the
W bosons”, etc.. Each natural kind of things therefore is constituted dynamically by the same shared causal texture of real relations. Each natural kind,
on its turn, constitutes the ontic/real foundation, in CT relational semantics,
of the logical truthfulness (soundness) of the proposition referring to it in a
language (i.e., of the formal texture of logical relations between classes/sets,
according to the BAO algebraic formalism in CT logic).
In this way, we are speaking of “languages” intended semiotically as a
system of signs, for whichever biological communication agent (from the eukaryotic cell to a complex organism), before becoming a system of knowledge
for some biological “conscious” communication agents, such as animals or
humans (Basti, 2017; Basti, Capolupo, & Vitiello, 2020b). The basis in CT
logic of this approach to formal ontology is the functorial dual equivalence
between the categories of Stone coalgebras and Boolean Algebras,
𝐒𝐒𝐒𝐒𝐨𝐨𝐨𝐨𝐨𝐨𝐨𝐨(𝛀𝛀) ≃ 𝐁𝐁𝐁𝐁𝐁𝐁𝐁𝐁(𝛀𝛀)∗ .
2.2.1. The “ontic structural realism” as ontology of the QFT
As we explain below in Section 3, it is the contravariant functorial homomorphism (mapping) between these two structures of causal and logical relations that justifies the ontological truths in the NR formal ontology, because
satisfying the CT logic principle “meaning is homomorphism” (Venema,
2007). NR is in this sense an example of the ontology of the so-called ontic
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structural realism (OSR) approach to the philosophy of quantum physics, and
specifically of QFT (Ladyman, 2016). It is evident therefore that a logic, like
the set-theoretic one, having the set-elementhood as a primitive, cannot in
principle account for this type of ontology in which domains must be dynamically (algebraically) constructed not supposed, like, on the contrary, the CT
logic allows to do. CT, indeed, as we see, has as its primitives: morphisms,
morphism compositions and maps assigning domains/codomains to morphisms. In this way, CT objects for existing must not satisfy a predicative/functional “set-elementhood” primitive, but simply a reflexive morphism.
In this sense, therefore, it must be intended the CT logic motto according
to which CT has “objects without elements” (Abramsky, 2012). This must be
intended not in the trivially false sense that in CT sets do not have elements,
but in the proper sense that in CT the set-elementhood is not a primitive, it is
not to be supposed, but justified (Lawvere, 2005).
In this way, the formal ontology of the natural realism (NR) and its CT
logic can solve the long standing dispute, in the framework of OSR, opposing
the supporters of an (Aristotelian) modal because causal interpretation of OSR
(see, for instance (Esfeld, 2011)), and those refusing this modal interpretation
of OSR, in the name of a purely statistical justification of the QFT structures
and of their logic 7.
The solution of the dispute consists in the fact that both supporters and
critics have in common the wrong interpretation of Aristotle’s “substantialism”, conceiving “things” as isolated individuals like the “material points” of
pointed sets in classical mechanics, and then irreducibly opposed to the relational “structuralism without objects” of QM, in which any quantum entity
exists only in relation with its field. Evidently forgetting 8, on the quantum
physics side, the quantized character of the matter fields of fermions and of
fermion/boson condensates in QFT, and, on the Aristotelian side, the causal
and then relational justification of the existence of any substance, as we see in
the Second Part of this contribution.
Indeed, in (thermal) QFT, each quantum (particle) of a matter field,
and/or of each matter field phase coherence of fermion/boson condensates –
7

8

See, for instance (Lyre, 2011), and the Section 4 of (Ladyman, 2016) for a reconstruction of the
dispute with the relative bibliography.
In his reconstruction of the OSR dispute against Aristotle’s ontology, Ladyman (2016) starts from a
significant quotation of Ernst Cassirer’s famous book on the ontology of QM published in German
in 1936: “The field is not a ‘thing’, it is a system of effects (Wirkungen), and from this system no
individual element can be isolated and retained as permanent, as being ‘identical with itself’ through
the course of time. The individual electron no longer has any substantiality in the sense that it per se
est et per se concipitur; it ‘exists’ only in its relation to the field, as a ‘singular location’ in it”
(Cassirer, 1956, p. 178).
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constituting different quantum systems of growing complexity (i.e., baryons,
atoms, molecules, molecule compounds, …) at the field ground state for different values of T – support with their stability in time an “identity relation”,
Idx and then “unary relation”, 1x. In fact, the (q-deformed) coherent states in
QFT formalism universally satisfy the reflexive morphism of a scale-free selfsimilarity making of them “fractal-like” objects (see (Blasone, Jizba, &
Vitiello, 2011, pp. 26-30) and Paper 5. in this volume), and they can be univocally indexed as required by the constitution of complex objects (see the
QV-foliation notion recalled in §2.1).
On the other hand, for Aristotle, what makes of an individual an existing
subject (subiectum or “substance” intended as a “subsistent thing”, is not its
being isolated and independent of any relation. It is for Aristotle its being-initself that Aquinas formalized as a reflexive relation, and for which he was
constrained to invent the term “conversion-to-itself” (conversio ad semetipsum) 9, since the Aristotelian logic forbids using the term “relation” for unary
relations such as a reflexive one. Indeed, relations are always for Aristotle
dyadic relations or a being-to-something-else (relatio-ad-aliud), like, for instance, a causal or a logical relation is. In a word, the fundamental Aristotelian
categorical distinction between substance and relation reduces itself to the
distinction between reflexive (“being-in-itself”) and dyadic (“being-to-something-else) relations.
To complete the relational picture of the Aristotelian (and ever more)
Thomistic ontologies and epistemologies, while a real thing for existing-initself as a physical substance must satisfy a simple reflexive, and then identity
relation, i.e., (𝑥𝑥 = 𝑥𝑥), the correspondent logical object for existing in mind
must satisfy an abstraction relation. That is, a double-reflexive, self-identity
relation the so-called reditio ad semetipsum in Aquinas jargon 10, the 𝑥𝑥�(𝑥𝑥 =
𝑥𝑥) relation, in Russell’s symbolism. In a word, the self-identity relation of an
abstraction process in mind, is what makes of the real human species or human
kind intended as the collection of all the existing humans in nature, the abstract
universal” of humanity, 𝑥𝑥�(𝜑𝜑𝜑𝜑) in Russell’s symbolism.
These fundamental ontological distinctions between the natural and the
logical realms, evidently, cannot be formalized in the standard set-theoretic
logic in which “existence” is platonically based on the self-identity relationship, because based on Russell’s “set-elementhood” primitive of the membership to the “universal class V” (the Russellian counterpart of the Platonic
9

10
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“If something converts to itself, according to its being, it is necessarily subsistent” (Aquinas, In de
Causis, XV, Lect. 15, n. 304. See also Summa Theol., I,14,2c).
See Aquinas, In de Causis, lect. 15 for these distinctions about the two types of reditio.
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“hyperuranium”), making anyway of the membership to the extension of some
predicate the necessary and sufficient (Platonic) condition for existing. All
notions that, on the contrary, as we anticipated and we discuss in the next
Section, can be easily and immediately formalized in the CT logic, and specifically in the CT logic of the NR formal ontology.
2.2.2. A taxonomy of the different ontologies
To conclude this Section, it is therefore useful briefly explaining the notion of ontology in formal philosophy, and then the notion of formal ontology.
Today the notion of “formal ontology” is widely used in computer science and
specifically in the so-called “knowledge engineering”, related with the development of “semantic databases”, as far as they are on their turn directly depending on the specific often specialized languages (ontologies) of given
groups. For instance, a semantic database using formal ontology algorithms is
the database of the “National Institute of Health” (NIH) in US, or the database
of the “Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy” (SEP). Not casually, the major
software house for database systems, Oracle Inc., developed since many years
a specific formal ontology program language, the “Web Ontology Language”
(OWL), used all over the world for the management of the semantic relations
in large bases of data.
In formal philosophy, a discipline born to create the formal bridging between philosophy and science – the computer science, before all –, a dialogue
on which the future of the humanistic disciplines in our Communication Age,
largely depends (Basti, 2017), formal ontology concerns mainly the issue of
the foundation of the predication nexus in the logical calculi of the different
languages and in their semantics, as far as predications is not reducible to the
simple set-theoretic membership relation (Cocchiarella, 2007; Basti, 2017).
Therefore, when we deal with the ante-predicative foundations of logic,
we are dealing with the constitution of the different domains of predication –
and/or of functionality in mathematics and physics. In a word, we are dealing
with the “formal ontology”, either in its phenomenological foundation – i.e.,
as far as considering logic and language as to a conscious knower (Husserl,
1929) 11 – or, more deeply and largely, in its semiotic and then algebraic

11

We recall that the term “formal ontology” was invented by E. Husserl, precisely for this aim, starting
from his criticism to Schröder’s algebra of logic – differently from Peirce (see the following note) –
because he considered the relationship to an intentionally conscious human knower as fundamental
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foundation in CT 12 (Mac Lane, 1971; Abramsky, 2010; Abramsky & Tzevelekos, 2011; Phillips & Wilson, 2010). I.e., as far as we are considering logic
and language with respect to the different communication agents, either conscious as humans, or unconscious as natural and artificial systems (Basti,
2017; Basti, 2020).
Indeed, the main ontologies of whichever philosophy and culture along
the centuries can be interpreted like as many theories of predication (Cocchiarella, 2007; Basti, 2017). These theories are the nominalism and the realism,
in the Ancient Age, with the adding of the conceptualism in the Modern Age 13.
These three main theories of predication can be connoted also like as three
possible theories of universals, for using the Middle Age jargon.
Now, this reference to the Middle Age “theory of universals” is important
because related to the vexata quaestio of the so-called “natural kinds”. That
is, in linguistic terms, the issue about the ability in language of referring to
existing entities not only by using individual terms (e.g., proper names or ostensive terms, i.e., “Lassie” or “this dog”), like it is for the nominalist and/or
the empiricist ontologies, but also for general terms (e.g., common names like
“dog”, “human”, etc.), like it is for the realist ontologies. In the latter case,
this means that common names, and therefore the logic universals, are referring to real collective entities, either the “ideal common essences” of the Platonic ontologies, or the “genera and species of individuals” of the Aristotelian
ontologies. In both cases, however, the natural kinds exist independently of
the linguistic (against nominalism), and/or of the cognitive capabilities
(against conceptualism) of humans. Particularly, in the Aristotelian natural
ontology, the natural kinds exist because the individuals of the same species
are sharing the same texture of causal relations for existing, so that they also

12

13
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for the ante-predicative notion of meaning, and then for the notion of predication in logic (Husserl,
1891).
As we briefly discuss in the next Section of this contribution, the philosophical ancestor of CT is
Charles Sanders Peirce, who, by vindicating the “triadic relationship” of any signifying relationship
in language (semiotics) among “a referent”, “a vehicle”, and “an interpretant” (as distinguished from
a human “interpreter”), vindicated also the “triadic relation” (Peirce, 1885; 1897) as the most fundamental relationship in the algebra of logic, in his constructive criticism to Schröder’s algebraic foundation of logic (Schröder, 1890). Peirce so invented the modern “algebra of relations”, then axiomatized by Alfred Tarski in a formal “calculus of relations” (Tarski, 1941; 1948), which is the direct
ancestor of the actual CT as the proper metalanguage of logic and mathematics (Mac Lane, 1971;
1998), set theory included (Lawvere, 2005). More recently, Mark Burgin suggested his theory of
“named sets” as an intriguing metalanguage synthesizing, both the set-theoretical, and the categorical
metalanguages (Burgin, 2010).
The Modern Philosophy, indeed, is characterized since its beginning with René Descartes and Immanuel Kant, by the systematic attempt of founding the logical truth on the epistemic evidence, that
is, on a “state of consciousness”, which must therefore be interpreted as “transcendental” or “metaindividual”, as required by the “universality” of the logical thought.
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share the same properties. E.g., in the case of the biological species, the individuals share same “specific” segments of their DNA, and a same “specific”
environment (the so-called “ecological nice”) for existing as such.
More recently, the notion of “natural kinds” was re-proposed in the context of the contemporary analytic philosophy, by Saul A. Kripke’s recovery of
the (Aristotelian and then modal) distinction between epistemic and ontic necessity in his famous book Naming and Necessity (Kripke, 1980), based on a
particular “causal theory of reference”. Kripke’s (modal) theory of partial logical truths, in the context of the outstanding Kripke’s model theory (Kripke,
1963; 1965; 1975), is indeed the answer to the devastating criticism of Quine
against the epistemic (conceptualist or Kantian) foundation of the logical necessity in the model theory of the analytic philosophy (see (Quine, 1951), reprinted in (Quine, 1981, pp. 20-46)). A criticism that determined a deep crisis
in all the analytical philosophy movement 14.
For our aims, it is fundamental to recall here that the logically complete
justification of Kripke’s model theory can be formally given only in a coalgebraic semantics of modal logic, in the framework of the CT algebraic relational semantics (Goranko & Otto, 2007). Therefore, from this significant
point of view too, all this justifies the necessity of passing from the “analytic
philosophy”, based on Frege’s and Russell’s set-theoretic predicate logic, to
the much more powerful “formal philosophy” (Hansson & Hendricks, 2018),
based on the CT logic, and then on its algebraic relational semantics.
To sum up (Cocchiarella, 2007; Basti, 2017), we can synchronically distinguish along the centuries of the (Western) history of thought (generally distinct into Ancient-Middle-Modern ages), among at least three types of ontologies, with the last one subdivided into two others:
1. Nominalism: the predicable universals are reduced to the predicative expressions of a given language that, by its conventional rules, determines
the truth conditions of the ontological propositions (Sophists, Roscellinus,
Ockham, Hobbes, Quine, etc.);
2. Conceptualism: the predicable universals are expressions of mental concepts, so that the laws of thought determine the truth conditions of the
ontological propositions (Descartes, Leibniz, Kant, Husserl, Stein, etc.);
3. Realism: the predicable universals are expressions of properties and relations existing independently of the linguistic and/or mental capacities in:
a. The logical realm: we have therefore the ontologies of the so-called
logical realism, where the logical relations determine the truth
14

On this regard, for a documented historical reconstruction of this issue, see (Soames, 2005) who
arrived to define Kripke as the most influential analytic philosopher of the XX century.
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Ontology

conditions of the ontological propositions (Plato, Guillaume de
Champeaux, Frege, Russell, Fraenkel, Gödel, etc.);
b. The physical realm: we have then the ontologies of the so-called natural realism, or “naturalism”. On its turn, naturalism can be of two
types:
● Atomistic: without “natural kinds”, where the mathematical laws,
set-theoretically justified, with their empirical fulfilment, ultimately determine the truth conditions of the ontological propositions (Democritus, Newton, Laplace, Wittengstein’s Tractatus,
Carnap, etc.);
● Relational: with “natural kinds”, where the real relations (causes)
among “things” ultimately determine the logical relations among
“objects”, in the referential usages of predicative sentences, and
then determine the truth conditions of the ontological propositions
(Aristotle, Aquinas, Poinsot, Peirce, Kripke, OSR, etc.).
To conclude, the following graph synthesizes such a taxonomy of the
main ontologies in the history of Western philosophy:

Nominalism
Conceptualism
Realism

Logical
Natural

Atomistic
Relational

3. The coalgebraic semantics of the Boolean logic in Category Theory
3.1. Historical background: from the Algebra of Relations to Category Theory
We recalled already that the Relation Algebra (RA) and then Category
Theory (CT) have their ancestor in Peirce’s algebraic work. On this regard, it
is worth emphasizing here that Peirce wrote practically in the same years of
Frege, a mathematical logic with quantifiers, based on his triadic algebra of
relations (Peirce, 1885; 1897; 1902). In these works, he also introduced
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informally his at that time revolutionary method of demonstration by commutative diagrams that today constitute the standard method of proof in RA and
in CT.
However, the celebrated “Löwenheim-Skolem Theorem” published for
the first time in 1920 (Skolem T. A., 1977), which afterwards resulted to be a
corollary of the two “Gödel’s Incompleteness Theorems” (Gödel, 1931),
seemed to block forever Schröder’s and Peirce’s research program of an algebraic (Boolean) finitary foundation of the modern set-theoretic logic and
mathematics, so to reinforce a Platonic infinitary ontology of mathematics
(Fraenkel, 1966).
On the other hand, another cornerstone of this historical reconstruction
was the demonstration by M. Stone of his celebrated “Representation Theorem for Boolean Algebras”, already recalled, demonstrating the isomorphism
between a Boolean Algebra (BA) and a partial ordering of clopen 15 sets defined onto a Stone topological space (Stone, 1936). Moreover, the theorem
demonstrates the duality of the correspondence between these two algebraic
structures, in the sense that, given a monotonic function from a BA A to a BA
B, there exists a continuous function going in the opposite direction between
the two corresponding Stone spaces, i.e., from S(B) to S(A).
On this basis, Alfred Tarski developed with his collaborators Peirce’s
early naïve algebra of relations into an axiomatic algebra of relations and then
into a powerful calculus of relations (Tarski, 1941; 1948; Maddux, 1991).
This development had two impressive consequences. Before all, given that, as
already recalled, the Stone spaces share the same topologies with the C*-algebras of the Hilbert spaces, this led to the extension of the operator algebra
approach in classical and quantum physics to a relational semantics of Boolean algebras over Stone spaces, i.e., to the development of the so-called “Boolean Algebra with Operators” (BAO) (Jónsson & Tarski, 1952a; 1952b). On
this basis – and this is the second consequence – Tarski extended his algebraic
relational semantics to the whole mathematical logic, until arriving surprisingly with Steven Givant, at the end of Tarski’s career (Tarski & Givant,
1987), to demonstrate two fundamental results (Givant, 2006):
1. On the one hand, that an irreducible triadic algebra of relations is sufficient for expressing faithfully any first-order logic (FOL) formula up to
logical equivalence. That is, any FOL formula of the predicate calculus
(PC) can be expressed faithfully in a (Boolean) equation logic (having
15

That is open sets, closed by other open sets, effectively intervals of real numbers. Intuitively, in a
circle, all the set of points “within the circumference” are clopen sets, while the set of points of the
border (i.e., delimiting the circumference “shape”) are closed sets.
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arithmetic operators as connectives and numerals as their arguments) on
a triadic basis. This fragment of FOL and the corresponding variety of
relation algebras (RA) – i.e., a class of relation algebras defined by purely
equational postulates – are therefore sufficient for expressing not only the
Peano arithmetic, but also practically all axiomatic set theories ever proposed, given that their axioms are all expressible in FOL.
2. On the other hand, just because of this expressive power, RA suffers in
logic the same limitations imposed by Gödel’s incompleteness theorems.
I.e., the FOL based on RA is as such incomplete and undecidable. However, and this is the second fundamental result, the Boolean FOL fragment
of RA results to be complete and decidable.
All this means that we can express algebraically almost all mathematics
in terms of a triadic RA, and more significantly we can express FOL without
using quantifiers (∀, ∃), connectives (∧,∨), and turnstiles (⊢, ⊩), but essentially using the equation logic of the Boolean logic. This is evidently a vindication of the brilliance of Peirce’s intuition, and of Schröder’s research program of an algebraic logic, and – because of the “Stone Representation Theorem for Boolean algebras”, and its extension by Jonsson’s and Tarski’s theorems to a Boolean algebra with operators (BAO) algebras already recalled –
all this had a fundamental role in the development of the so-called topological
interpretation of computer science, given that the logic of programming is essentially a Boolean equation logic.
Finally, the extension of the BAO by Ron Goldblatt and Saul Kripke during the 70’s of XX cent. to an algebraic modal logic (see (Goldblatt, 2003)
for a synthesis), led finally to an acceleration of the development during the
last fifty years of the CT logic. Indeed, given that it is possible to formalize
practically all the pure and applied mathematics and logic – modal and philosophical logic included – in terms of a relation algebra, CT is effectively an
algebraic metalanguage of all mathematics and logic. It is, in many senses,
wider than set theory, precisely for the expressive power of the algebra of relations and of its relational semantics of whichever (first and higher) order.
This synthesis is essentially due to the work of Saunders Mac Lane, whose
textbook on CT remains after fifty years from its first edition, the main reference text for logicians and mathematicians (Mac Lane, 1998).
Nevertheless, the centrality of CT as metalanguage for logic and mathematics in many senses wider than set-theory does not mean directly that CT
might substitute set-theory for the foundations of logic and mathematics 16.
16
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Effectively, there exists an international research program, based on CT and a topological approach
(operator algebra) to the Foundations of Mathematics and of Computer Science (a binomial
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Effectively, the Von Neumann-Bernays-Gödel (NBG) axiomatic set theory,
in which differently from the Zermelo-Fraenkel (ZF) axiomatic set theory also
classes and not only sets are admitted, is generally indicated as the proper settheoretical foundational theory of CT.
3.2. Some basic notions of Category Theory
We give now some basic notions of CT mathematics and logic in relationship with the correspondent set-theoretic ones (see (Abramsky & Tzevelekos, 2011; Awodey, 2010) for more complete introductions) aimed essentially at illustrating the main difference between a set-theoretic logic supposing the predicate logic because of the set-elementhood primitive (see §1.1),
and CT logic where morphisms (arrows), and not set-elements are primitives,
and therefore where the assignment of domains and codomains to arrows depend on a suitable mapping.
The CT metalanguage and its “arrow-theoretic way of thinking” based on
the algebra of relations (Abramsky & Tzevelekos, 2011), differently from the
set-theoretic one, is therefore suitable for the formalization of the process of
predicate constitution, as required by the ontology of an evolutionary cosmology and of its Fundamental Physics, as well as required by a realistic epistemology. In a word, as required by the formal ontology of the Natural Realism
in its “relational version” (see §2.2.2). That is, in which the logical relations
among objects in language and cognition, depend on the real (causal) relations among things in nature (by a categorical functorial homomorphism up
to isomorphism from the latter onto the former), to say the same thing in Aristotelian terms. Such a statement in the usual predicative theory of categories
would be inconsistent because – to say it in Wittengstein terms – it would
imply a “category jump” between physics and logic. In an algebraic theory of
categories this statement is allowed, as far as a functorial natural transformation (dual isomorphism, by a double contravariant application of the same
functor) between these two categories of morphisms, morphism compositions,
and objects (= reflexive morphisms) can be rigorously justified, as we see.
To sum up, the primitives in CT are:

nomenclature today inseparable), the so-called Homotopy Type Theory, based on the powerful “Univalent Foundations Axioms”, and developed at the Institute of Advanced Studies in Princeton. See
the book presenting the program in his different articulations: (The Univalent Foundation Program,
2013).
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1. Morphisms or arrows, f, g, intended as generalizations of notions such as
«function», «operator», «map», «vector», etc.;
2. The identity arrow, such that, for any object A there is an identity arrow
or reflexive morphism IdA = 1A : A → A.
3. Two maps or operations from arrows to objects, dom(), codom(), assigning a domain or source and a codomain or target to each arrow.
4. The compositions of arrows, written as g; f, or f  g, in which the codomain of g is the domain of f, that is, for any three objects A, B, C in the
𝑔𝑔

𝑓𝑓

theory, there exists a morphism composition f  g, that is, 𝐴𝐴 → 𝐵𝐵 → 𝐶𝐶 =
𝐴𝐴 → 𝐶𝐶, satisfying a transitive property among arrows.
These primitives must satisfy two axioms regulating compositions and
identities among morphisms by which domains and codomains match appropriately:
Axiom 1. (Associativity Law): ℎ ∘ (𝑔𝑔 ∘ 𝑓𝑓) = (ℎ ∘ 𝑔𝑔) ∘ 𝑓𝑓.
Axiom 2. (Identity or Unity Law): f ∘ IdA = f = IdB ∘ f

Therefore:

Definition 3. (Category,  ): Any structure-preserving collection of «arrows» (or
«morphism»), «objects», «compositions», and of the two «mappings» dom(f ), cod(f ),
assigning to each morphism f its domain-codomain of objects, and satisfying associativity and identity, constitutes a category  in CT.

Moreover, in CT, another fundamental notion is the algebraic homomorphism as a structure-preserving mapping between algebraic structures of relations (see Appendix A for a list of the different type of homomorphisms and
their relations), not to be confused with the notion of homeomorphism denoting an isomorphism (i.e., an invertible homomorphism) between topological
spaces.
In this framework, instead of the standard justification of the notion of set
based on Russell’s set-elementhood principle, and then on the notion of
pointed functions, the notion of hom-set holds in CT where functions are interpreted as endomorphisms between objects A in a category 𝒞𝒞 constituted as
domains of the respective predicates/functions by the satisfaction of as many
reflexive relations IdA, that is:
𝒞𝒞 (𝐴𝐴, 𝐵𝐵) ≔ {𝑓𝑓 ∈ Ar(𝒞𝒞)|𝑓𝑓: 𝐴𝐴 → 𝐵𝐵}
We therefore refer to (A,B) as a “hom-set”, where it holds that in CT
distinct hom-sets are disjoints (Abramsky & Tzevelekos, 2011, p. 9).
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It is evident that the CT construction of hom-set is exactly what we need
for formalizing the intuitive evidence recalled in the Introduction discussing
the Goldstone Theorem in QFT, of a dynamic constitution of function/predicate domains using a coalgebraic formalism. More generally, the hom-set notion is perfectly congruent with the “paradigm shift” from material points to
fields in Fundamental Physics.
On this regard, the fundamental distinction in set theory between injective
and surjective functions is interpreted using, the hom-set notion in CT, as distinction between two different homomorphic mappings, that is, monomorphisms and epimorphisms respectively (see Appendix A), from which their duality immediately emerges (see (Abramsky & Tzevelekos, 2011, pp. 8-9). This
is fundamental for our aims because on this duality the other duality between
set products (factorization operation (Cartesian product), as the result of a surjective projections over sets), and set coproducts (disjoint sums (disjoint unions) as partition operation over sets, as the results of an injective mapping)
of sets depends, and consequently the categorical duality between algebras
and coalgebras having in products and coproducts, respectively, their characterizing operations, as we know.
In fact, given a function f : A → B, in set-theory we say that it is:
Injective if: ∀x, x′ ∈ X

x)
( ( f (=

f ( x′ ) ) ⇒ =
( x x′ )

Surjective if: ∀y ∈ Y , ∃x ∈ X ( f ( x ) =y ) .

)

This corresponds in CT to saying, respectively, that f is:
Monic if ∀g , h ( ( f =
 g ) ( f  h )) ⇒
=
g h
Epic

(
if ∀g , h ( ( ( g =
f)

=
g
( h  f )) ⇒

)
h)

It is evident that monic and epic morphisms (i.e., monomorphisms and
epimorphisms) g and h are dual as to each other, that is “left-cancelling” and
“right-cancelling” f, respectively. In this way, injective and surjective functions in the category Set can be easily represented as a case of the much more
general properties of monic and epic endomorphisms (i.e., monomorphisms
and epimorphisms) between structures in a category. Think only at monoids
(or “one-object structures”) in the category Mon, whose characteristic morphisms are epimorphisms, and which play a fundamental role in many
branches of applied mathematics, before all, for our aims, in enucleating the
core of the GNS-construction (Gelfand & Naimark, 1943; Segal, 1947) in the
operator algebra formalism of quantum physics and of quantum computing,
granting categorical universality to Von Neumann’s construction of the “local
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isomorphisms” between a Hilbert space H and its dual H* operator space (Jacob, 2010).
For understanding intuitively the duality between injective (monic) and
surjective (epic) morphisms, let us see at the simple construction of a bijective
composition g ⃘ f between two functions, injective f: X → Y and surjective g:
Y → Z), i.e.:

Indeed, if we want to make biunivocal the composed bijective relation
between X and Z, the necessary reversal of the arrows, transforming a homomorphism into an isomorphism makes immediately evident the duality (“mirroring”) between monomorphisms and epimorphisms, i.e.:

Another ever more fundamental construction that we can prove consistently in CT, while it results to be impredicative (if not contradictory (Nelson,
1986)) in ZF set theory where numbers are interpreted as predicates or numerals, is the notion of primitive recursion for the construction of natural numbers. We cannot discuss here this fundamental construction solving one of the
main issues in set-theoretic logic and mathematics, and we refer to (Abramsky, 2010, pp. 284-285) for its diagrammatic demonstration.
To sum up, what CT formalization of sets as hom-sets emphasizes is that
what we need in modern mathematics for justifying the notion of “function”
is not ultimately the “set-elementhood”, i.e., the membership to some class
(predicate extension) according to the dependence of set-theory on predicate
logic, but it is the set-subset ordering relation. The arrow-theoretic way for
formally justifying this, is interpreting them like as many domains-codomains
of arrows, and then like as many algebras-subalgebras complex structures or
complex algebras 𝔸𝔸+ , i.e., algebras with their sub-algebras, through a terminology dating back to the old denotation of subsets of groups as complexes of
the group.
Therefore, all the fundamental structures and constructions in logic and
mathematics are as many categories in CT, each characterized by their proper
objects and morphisms, for instance:
•
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Grp (groups and homomorphisms),
Mon (monoids and epimorphisms),
Top (topological spaces and continuous functions/paths),
Vectk (vector spaces defined on a numerical field k and linear functions),
Rel (sets and relations). In this category, objects are sets, and the arrows
R: X → Y are relations defined on the set Cartesian product R ⊆ X × Y,
Pos (partially ordered sets, or posets, and monotone functions).
…

Of course, in the light of the recalled Stone’s Representation Theorem for
Boolean Algebras, the category Pos is fundamental, even though it is fundamental for all mathematics and logic. Indeed, posets are both the real number
set (ℝ, ≤) and the power set 𝒫𝒫 of a given set X, ordered by inclusion:
(𝒫𝒫 (𝑋𝑋), ⊆). Now, in set theory, a partial ordering is a structure of ordering
relations, ≤, among sets and their elements satisfying simultaneously for ∀𝑥𝑥:
•
•
•

x ≤ x (Reflexivity)
x ≤ y ∧ y ≤ x ⇒ x = y; x ≤ y ∧ ¬( y ≤ x) ⇒ x ≠ y; (Anti-symmetry)
x ≤ y ∧ y ≤ z ⇒ x ≤ z (Transitivity)

On the contrary, the structure of total ordering of sets, and the relative
category Tos of totally ordered sets, satisfies Anti-symmetry and Transitivity,
but instead of Reflexivity, it satisfies the Totality property, that is, the closure
property on set orders:

•

∀x,y (x ≤ y ∨ y ≤ x) (Totality)

Namely, for all sets an ordering relation is defined, also of a set as to
itself: x ≤ x. I.e., Totality therefore includes Reflexivity in set-theory. Nevertheless, in CT, the category Tos lacks in an “object” as to Pos, because the
ordering relation (R = ≤) that Tos uses is no longer an “arrow-theoretic” object
IdR = R → R in it, so that in CT, Tos is a subcategory of Pos, even though, in
set-theory, totality includes reflexivity. It is worth emphasizing here, that precisely the condition of set total ordering requires a second-order semantics in
standard set theory – given that Boolean semantics can satisfy recursively
(constructively) only set partial orders – as Zermelo first realized after
Skolem’s Theorem.
Finally, in CT the formal tool for calculating and demonstrating and then
to grant universality and truthfulness to CT constructions are the commutative
diagrams of the algebraic calculus of relations, so that, to continue in Abramsky’s jargon, the CT “arrow-theoretic” way of reasoning consists essentially
in a diagrammatic reasoning (Abramsky & Tzevelekos, 2011, p. 10).
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Following step by step his useful explanation, we can say that the equations
𝑔𝑔 ∘ 𝑓𝑓 = ℎ and 𝑔𝑔 ∘ 𝑓𝑓 = 𝑘𝑘 ∘ ℎ corresponds to the commuting triangle and commuting square diagrams, respectively, which are the basic diagrams. I.e.:

The definition of commutative diagram is therefore the following (see
(Abramsky & Tzevelekos, 2011, p. 11):
Definition 4. (Commutative Diagram): A commutative diagram in a category
𝒞𝒞 is a directed graph, whose nodes are objects in 𝒞𝒞, and edges are morphisms
in 𝒞𝒞. This diagram commutes if any two paths with common source and target
are equal, where at least one of them has length greater than 1. This commutativity property grants immediately the uniqueness of the diagram concerned,
being such a uniqueness the diagrammatic way for granting universality of a
diagrammatic demonstration.
From the philosophical standpoint, it is significant to recall that the “commuting triangle” as the more fundamental diagram, confirms Peirce’s intuition
– who first introduced the commuting diagrams in relation algebra as its
proper demonstration tool – that the irreducible relation in logic is not the dyadic relation as it was from Aristotle to Boole, but the triadic one (Peirce,
1897). And in this sense, it must be interpreted his otherwise obscure theory
of categories, according to which the triad of relational categories of firstnesssecondness-thirdness is before any other predicative theory of categories in
the history of logic, such as the Aristotelian or the Kantian ones (Peirce, 1868;
1886).
In this context, it is significant the formal demonstration in CT logic that
the commuting triangle diagram is the most suitable formal way for justifying
Aristotle’s syllogistic reasoning. Indeed, the extensional interpretation of syllogism in predicate logic according to which, starting from Leibniz, Euler and
Frege, the validity of syllogism is generally justified in modern logic is not
sufficient to justify formally all the valid syllogism figures, as Jan
Łukasiewicz demonstrated (Łukasiewicz, 1957). On the contrary, the commuting triangle diagram is, before all, more adherent to the letter of the Aristotelian text who symbolized, for instance the In Barbara figure (the more
fundamental syllogistic figure) in terms of “AB, BC, therefore AC” – e.g., «all
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humans (B) are mortal (A), all Greeks (C) are human, therefore all Greeks are
mortal», extensionally or “set-theoretically”: ((𝐵𝐵 ⊆ 𝐴𝐴) ∧ (𝐶𝐶 ⊆ 𝐵𝐵)) → (𝐶𝐶 ⊆
𝐴𝐴).
But overall, the commuting diagram demonstrative method might justify
formally in CT logic also the syllogism forms non extensionally (but intensionally or modally) valid (La Palme Reyes, MacNamara, & Reyes, 1994). Of
course, in the case of the syllogistic triangular diagram, the nodes (objects)
represent “ontological categories” or “natural kinds” (genera-species) and the
edges (arrows) represent “morphisms between categories”, that is, functors.
Indeed, “functors” is another fundamental notion if not the more fundamental one in CT, together with the notion of natural transformation between
functors we introduce immediately after 17. The definition of functors as morphisms between categories, is the following:
Definition 5. (Functors). A functor F:  →  is given by:
•

An object-map assigning an object A of  to every object A of .

•

An arrow-map assigning an arrow Ff: FA → FB of  to every arrow f: A → B
of , in such a way that compositions and identities are preserved: 𝐹𝐹(𝑔𝑔 ∘ 𝑓𝑓) =
𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 ∘ 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹; 𝐹𝐹𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝐴𝐴 = 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 .

In this way, a functor justifies a homomorphism or a «structure-preserving
mapping» between the categories 𝒞𝒞 and 𝒟𝒟. Of course, for each category 𝒞𝒞,
there exists an endofunctor mapping a category onto itself: 𝒞𝒞 → 𝒞𝒞 and an
identity functor Id by which all identities in 𝒞𝒞 are given, i.e. (Abramsky &
Tzevelekos, 2011, pp. 31-32),
Id :  →  :=
A  A, f  f

•
•

17

Other useful types of functors are:
The inclusion functor I: 𝒞𝒞 ↪ 𝒟𝒟 between a category 𝒞𝒞 and its sub-category
𝒟𝒟. Of course, by taking the identity map both for object-maps and arrowmaps.
The forgetful functor U: Mon → Set, which sends a monoid to its set of
elements, “forgetting” the algebraic structure, and sends a homomorphism
to the corresponding function between sets. In this way, we can re-obtain
all the classical set-theory results, without depending on the set-elementhood primitive, and then on predicate logic.
On this regard Abramsky quoting Mac Lane states: «‘Categories were only introduced to allow functors to be defined; functors were only introduced to allow natural transformation to be defined’. Just
as categories have morphisms between them, namely functors, so functors have morphisms between
them too – natural transformations» (Abramsky & Tzevelekos, 2011, p. 113).
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Moreover, the application of a functor F can be covariant, if it preserves
between the two categories, besides all the objects, also the directions of morphisms, and the orders of compositions. On the contrary, the application of a
functor G is contravariant if it preserves all the objects, but reversing all the
directions of the morphisms (i.e., from 𝐴𝐴 → 𝐵𝐵, to 𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺 ← 𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺), and the orders
of their compositions (i.e., from 𝑓𝑓 ∘ 𝑔𝑔 to 𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺 ∘ 𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺). In this case, the target category of the functor is the opposite as to its source category. In a word,
Definition 6. (Contravariance). Let 𝒞𝒞, 𝒟𝒟 be two categories. A contravariant functor
G from  to  is a functor G: op →  (or equivalently  → op).

A significant example of contravariant functors quoted by Abramsky,
with which we met already in the formalism of quantum physics is the dual
space functor on vector spaces V over a field k:

( ) * : Vect

op
k

→ Vect k :=
V V*

Indeed, it formalizes categorically in quantum physics formalism the relationship between a Hilbert space H and the space of its operators (=observables) that constitutes another Hilbert space H* in the basic Von Neumann
formalism of quantum physics.
Anyway, the notion of opposite categories leads us to the categorical interpretation of the principle of duality that has a secular tradition in the history
of logic, mathematics, and physics (Atiyah, 2007).
For instance, in algebra are dual “products” and “coproducts”, in logic are
therefore dual the “and” and the “or” logical connectives according to the De
Morgan laws, and the “meet” and “join”, i.e., the “lower” and “upper” bounds
of a Boolean lattice. Consequently, are dual the “universal” and the “existential” quantifiers, or the “necessity” and the “possibility” operators in modal
logic, etc. In arithmetic, are dual the highest common factor, and the lowest
common multiple, in geometry, are dual “points” and “lines”, in mathematics,
are dual a function and its inverse, or a function and its Fourier transform, etc.
Now, generally, in set-theoretic logic and mathematics, “duality” is obtained at level of the axioms of a given theory, so to apply it uniformly to the
whole theory. The fruitfulness of the “functorial” approach of CT to the phenomenon of duality is the “chirurgical precision” in its applications. In this
way, it might emphasize unexpected relationships and possibilities, otherwise
hidden to the standard axiomatic approach.
Indeed, in CT logic and mathematics, a statement S is true in/about 𝒞𝒞 if
and only if its dual (i.e., obtained from S by reversing all the arrows and their
compositions) is true in/about 𝒞𝒞 op
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One of the unexpected possibilities given by this functorial interpretation
of the principle of duality is in the light of the relation algebra interpretation
of the meaning function, satisfying the slogan “meaning is homomorphism”,
as we see below in §3.3.
On the contrary, the notion of equivalence and dual equivalence between
categories requires a reversal of the application either of the covariant or of
the contravariant functors. Namely, it requires a morphism over a category of
functors, that is, a natural transformation, a notion of which it is hard to exaggerate the relevance, because it is the final aim for which the CT formalism
has been developed by mathematicians (see note 17), since it is a unifying
notion for any field of application of algebra and topology in logic, mathematics, and physics (Abramsky & Tzevelekos, 2011, p. 36).
Definition 7. (Natural transformations). Let F, G:  →  be functors, either both covariant or both contravariant. A natural transformation t: F → G is a family of morphisms in  indexed by objects A of :

{t

A

: FA → GA}A∈Ob(  )

such that for all f: A → B, the following diagram commutes.

This condition is known as “naturality”. If each tA is invertible and then is an isomorphism, t is a “natural isomorphism”
≅
t : F 
→G

i.e., F and G are “naturally isomorphic” written 𝐹𝐹 ≅ 𝐺𝐺.

Of course, as far as a natural isomorphism between functors F and G is
given, the isomorphism between the relative categories, is given too, both in
the covariant  @ , and in the contravariant case  @ op. From this the definitions derive of equivalence and of dual equivalence respectively, between
categories (Abramsky & Tzevelekos, 2011, p. 40; Landsman, 2017, p. 808):
Definition 8. (Equivalence between categories). Two categories  and  are equivalent, 𝒞𝒞 ≃ 𝒟𝒟, if there are functors 𝐹𝐹: 𝒞𝒞 → 𝒟𝒟 and 𝐺𝐺: 𝒟𝒟 → 𝒞𝒞 and natural isomorphisms
with the identity functors of the two categories:
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G  F ≅ Id ,

F  G ≅ Id

If the two functors F, G are “contravariant” we have the “dual equivalence” between
the relative categories, i.e., 𝒞𝒞 ≃ 𝒟𝒟 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 .

One of the more significant applications in quantum physics of the natural
transformations, we quoted already, concerns the GNS-construction for Hilbert spaces, using the Gelfand transform as functor applied two times in a
contravariant way between the category of Hilbert spaces H and the category
of the Hilbert space operators H* that result in such a way dually equivalent
(Landsman, 2017). However, for our ontological aims, we concentrate ourselves on the related functorial duality between the categories of algebras and
coalgebras and their connected relevance in physics and logic.
3.3. The functorial duality algebras/coalgebras and the coalgebraic semantics of Kripke models
3.3.1. The functorial duality algebras/coalgebras
For the definition of this duality, we must start from other two dualities
related with algebras and coalgebras respectively. Namely, between initial and
terminal objects, and between products and coproducts that is strictly related
with the duality already commented between monomorphisms and epimorphisms, i.e., between injective and surjective relations/functions in a set-theoretical setting.
Definition 9. (Initial and terminal objects). An object I in a category  is “initial” if
for every object A in  there exists a unique arrow from I to A, which we write ιA:
I → A. An object T in a category  is “terminal” if for every object A in  there exists
a unique arrow from A to T, which we write τA: A → T.

Of course, initial, and terminal objects are dual in the sense that if A is
initial in , it is terminal in op, and vice versa.
It is not possible to define here in a categorical setting (i.e., arrow-theoretically) products and coproducts that, as we know, are set-theoretically ubiquitous in mathematics and logic (see for instance (Abramsky & Tzevelekos,
2011, pp. 19-24)). For our logical aims, we can give a more intuitive characterization of products and coproducts in a set-theoretical setting of algebras
and coalgebras.
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Products in set theory represent essentially the correspondent of an operation of factorization in arithmetic. That is, each number n in arithmetic is the
product of x factors in which the number n can be decomposed, and that multiplied together give back n. E.g., for n = 30 and x = 2, we can have:
(6 × 5), (10 × 3), …; for x = 3: (10 × 10 × 10), (2 × 3 × 5), … . In an algebraic structure over sets, the typical factorization operation is the Cartesian
product of the subsets of a given set A, that is, the definition of all the relations
between ordered pairs 𝑋𝑋 × 𝑌𝑌 ≔ {(𝑥𝑥, 𝑦𝑦)}|𝑥𝑥 ∈ 𝑋𝑋⋀𝑦𝑦 ∈ 𝑌𝑌 of the subsets of the
starting set A on which the algebra is defined.
The arrow-theoretic equivalent of the product operation is given by the
𝜋𝜋1

𝜋𝜋2

(surjective) projections 𝑋𝑋 �� 𝑋𝑋 × 𝑌𝑌 �� 𝑌𝑌 (see (Abramsky & Tzevelekos, 2011,
pp. 20-21) for a categorical definition of products in terms of a commutative
diagram). The strict relationship, therefore, between an algebraic product and
a factorization justifies why the structure of an algebra is defined as 𝐴𝐴 × 𝐴𝐴 →
𝐴𝐴, in the sense that an algebraic structure – dually to a coalgebraic structure
𝐴𝐴 → 𝐴𝐴 × 𝐴𝐴 – is a surjective map (epimorphism) or “many-to-one” relation,
that “send (back)” all the ordered pairs of its objects “inside” its starting set A
(“carrier-set”).
On the contrary, the operation characterizing a coalgebraic structure over
sets 𝐴𝐴 → 𝐴𝐴 × 𝐴𝐴 are defined as coproducts but effectively they denote essentially sums. Indeed by “coproducts” in set theory we intend the disjoint union
A of a family of sets indexed in I (𝐴𝐴𝑖𝑖 : 𝑖𝑖 ∈ 𝐼𝐼), that is the set union ∪ (sum) of
the elements belonging to distinct subsets so to define a new set
{𝐴𝐴 = ⋃𝑖𝑖∈𝐼𝐼 𝐴𝐴𝑖𝑖 }. Because there exists an injective map (monomorphism) “oneat most-one”, mapping exactly each of the elements of the starting set X, into
a subset of the target set Y, the union of the images (codomains) of this injective morphism defines a new partition A of subsets in the target set Y. That is,
the arrow-theoretic definition of a coproduct operation is given by the injecIn1

In2

tive mappings: 𝑋𝑋 �� 𝑋𝑋 + 𝑌𝑌�� 𝑌𝑌 (see (Abramsky & Tzevelekos, 2011, p. 23)
for a categorical definition of coproducts in terms of a commutative diagram).

Figure 4. An example of the disjoint union (coproduct) of sets. The injective maps
from elements of the source set X into the target set Y, defines a partition P into the
target set Y, namely the disjoint union ⋃(𝐷𝐷, 𝐵𝐵, 𝐴𝐴).
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Logically, this means that by coproducts we can define the domain (subset) satisfying a given predicate. For instance, let us suppose that Y is the set
of all the properties defining a “feline” (trivially: D = “moustached”, B = “taloned”, C = “roaring”, A = “mewing”). It is evident that the disjoint inion
⋃(𝐷𝐷, 𝐵𝐵, 𝐴𝐴) as a partition of Y gives us the subset P1 of the feline properties
satisfying the predicate “being cat”, while another disjoint union ⋃(𝐷𝐷, 𝐵𝐵, 𝐶𝐶 )
like another partition P2 of Y, gives us the subset of the feline properties satisfying the predicate “being lion”.
Finally, in CT, in a poset taken as a category, products are the greatest
lower bounds, while coproducts are the least upper bounds. Products and
coproducts indeed correspond to the meet (the logical product a ∧ b) and the
join (the logical sum a ∨ b) respectively, delimiting a Boolean logical lattice!
On this basis, it is possible to arrive at two fundamental results in CT logic.
The first result for CT logic is the possibility of demonstrating, starting
from the duality between products and coproducts, the functorial duality between the category Alg of algebras A × A → A, and the category Coalg of
coalgebras A → A × A (Venema, 2007, p. 394-417).
Definition 10. (Category of algebras for an endofunctor Ω). Given an endofunctor Ω
on a base-category 𝒞𝒞, an 𝛺𝛺-algebra is a pair 𝔸𝔸 = 〈𝐴𝐴, 𝛼𝛼〉 where𝛼𝛼: 𝛺𝛺𝛺𝛺 → 𝐴𝐴 is an arrow in 𝒞𝒞. A homomorphism from the 𝛺𝛺-algebra 𝔸𝔸 to the 𝛺𝛺-algebra 𝔸𝔸′ is an arrow
f : A → A’ such that 𝑓𝑓 ∘ 𝛼𝛼 = 𝛼𝛼′ ∘ (𝛺𝛺𝛺𝛺), so that the following diagram commutes:

We denote the induced category as Alg(Ω).

Similarly, for coalgebras A → A × A:
Definition 11. (Category of coalgebras for an endofunctor 𝛺𝛺). Given an endofunctor
𝛺𝛺 on a category 𝒞𝒞, an 𝛺𝛺-coalgebra is a pair 𝔸𝔸 = 〈𝐴𝐴, 𝛼𝛼〉 where 𝛼𝛼: 𝐴𝐴 → 𝛺𝛺𝛺𝛺 is an arrow in 𝒞𝒞. A homomorphism from the 𝛺𝛺-coalgebra 𝔸𝔸 to the 𝛺𝛺-coalgebra 𝔸𝔸′ is an arrow f : A → A’ such that 𝑓𝑓 ∘ 𝛼𝛼 = 𝛼𝛼′ ∘ (𝛺𝛺𝛺𝛺), so that the following diagram commutes:

We denote the induced category as Coalg(Ω).
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Also simply seeing at the two commutative diagrams, it is evident that a
coalgebra over a base category 𝒞𝒞 might be seen as an algebra in the opposite
category 𝒞𝒞op and vice versa:
Coalg(Ω) = Alg(Ωop)op

That is, the category of Ω-coalgebras is dually isomorphic to the category
of algebras over the functor Ωop (i.e., acting like Ω, but on the opposite category op). From this, the dual equivalence between the categories Coalg(Ω)
and Alg(Ωop), for the contravariant double application of the same functor Ω,
immediately derives, i.e.:

Coalg(Ω) ≃ Alg(Ωop).

The second fundamental result for CT logic of the categorical dual equivalence between algebras and coalgebras is the arrow-theoretic interpretation
of the meaning function.
In set-theoretic logic, the meaning function is the function mapping a
propositional function 𝜑𝜑 (e.g., (p ∧ q)) to its extension ⟦𝜑𝜑⟧ that makes true ϕ.
In other terms, 𝜑𝜑 is valued as true/false (1/0) over the operations on the correspondent sets, P, Q, that is, on its extension. So that, in our example, (p ∧ q)
is true if and only if the intersection of the correspondent sets holds, i.e.,
(𝑃𝑃⋂𝑄𝑄). The core of the relational semantics of CT logic (see (Venema, 2007,
p. 331-426) for a complete formal treatment of this point), introduced in the
logical discussion by the construction of the Boolean algebras of operators,
BAO (Jónsson & Tarski, 1952a; 1952b) is based on the evidence that the propositional formulas ϕ (p1, …, pn), with p1, …, pn denoting atomic propositions
(e.g., 𝜑𝜑 = (𝑝𝑝1 ∧ 𝑝𝑝2 ), or 𝜓𝜓 = ( 𝑝𝑝1 → 𝑝𝑝2 )), can be seen like as many algebraic
terms T denoting propositions. We can then impose an algebraic structure 𝕊𝕊
on formulas of the propositional calculus, i.e., the so-called 𝜏𝜏-formula algebra
𝔽𝔽𝜑𝜑𝜏𝜏 , where 𝔽𝔽𝜑𝜑 is a relation structure or frame over 𝜑𝜑, and {𝜏𝜏} is the set of
propositional connectives («and», «or», «not», etc.), by which substitutions
are completely determined by their values on variables. Namely, for any function σ assigning a formula to a variable, the substitution by σ is the unique
� of σ to an endomorphism on 𝔽𝔽𝜑𝜑𝜏𝜏 . Therefore, given an arbitrary
extension 𝜎𝜎
Boolean algebra 𝔸𝔸, any assignment, mapping variables to elements of the car�, which is a unique homomorphism from
rier-set of 𝔸𝔸, has a unique extension 𝜎𝜎
𝔽𝔽𝜑𝜑𝜏𝜏 to 𝔸𝔸: 𝔽𝔽𝜑𝜑𝜏𝜏 → 𝔸𝔸.
For instance, in the well-known case that 𝔸𝔸 is the «two-valued Boolean
Algebra», 2𝔹𝔹𝔹𝔹, its carrier is given as the set 2 = {0,1}, while the classical
truth tables give the interpretation (semantics) of the Boolean
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symbols/functions. Namely, given a valuation V: X → 2 of truth values to
� (𝜑𝜑) of any
propositional variables, we can simply compute the truth value 𝑉𝑉
complex propositional formula ϕ (p1, …, pn), using the unique homomorphism 𝑉𝑉� : 𝔽𝔽𝜑𝜑𝜏𝜏 → 2𝔹𝔹𝔹𝔹. extending the assignment V. This formalizes the usual
statement of Boolean logic, according to which we can «extend» the valuation
functions of propositional calculus, to the homomorphic binary «arithmetical»
operations of a Boolean algebra.
Generalizing the precedent example to whichever relational semantics of
propositional logic (Venema, 2007, p. 339), for completing the transition from
a set-theoretic to an arrow-theoretic semantics, we have to refer to the notion
of complex algebras 𝔸𝔸+ , i.e., algebras with their sub-algebras, we already introduced in §3.2 for defining hom-sets in CT. In this way, it is possible to
demonstrate that, given a valuation V on a frame 𝔽𝔽, for a collection S of sets
𝑠𝑠 ∈ 𝑆𝑆, i.e. 𝔽𝔽, 𝑉𝑉, 𝑠𝑠 ⊩ 𝜑𝜑 is equivalent to its valuation extension 𝑉𝑉� , namely:

 , V , s    s  V ()

� 𝔽𝔽𝔽𝔽𝜏𝜏 → 𝔽𝔽
�+ is the unique homomorphism extending V. This
Where 𝑉𝑉:
gives a precise meaning to the CT logic slogan “meaning is homomorphism”
(Venema, 2007, p. 338).
Finally, it is worth emphasizing that the validation (⊩)direction of the
homomorphism constituting the algebraic relational construction of the mean�,
ing function ⟦𝜑𝜑⟧, is generally from the formula structure 𝔽𝔽 to its extension 𝔽𝔽
�
i.e., (𝔽𝔽 ⊨ 𝜑𝜑) ⟶ �𝔽𝔽 ⊨ 𝜑𝜑�. However, and this is very interesting for our aims,
when a selection criterion of admissible sets is present, e.g., an ultrafilter, Uf
– i.e., the maximal subset partial ordering with the exclusion of the empty set
(= filter) over the power set of a given set, ordered by inclusion – the validation
� ⊨ 𝜑𝜑�. This is the
direction is obviously reversed, i.e., i.e., (𝔽𝔽 ⊨ 𝜑𝜑) ⟵ �𝔽𝔽
case of the partially ordered sets of the Stone Representation Theorem. However, the usage of ultrafilters in standard set theory is limited by their noncomputable character because of the set total ordering supposed in set theory
like ZFC 18 that implies a second-order logic. This limitation can be avoided,
if we define the (coalgebraic) topologies of the Stone Theorem over non-wellfounded (NWF) sets that admit only partially ordered sets, as we see immediately.

18
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Effectively, M. Stone in the demonstration of his theorem, does not use the Choice Axiom like ZFC
but the Zorn Lemma that is an equivalent of this axiom for this type of application (Stone, 1936).
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3.3.2. The non-wellfounded set theory in a coalgebraic setting
The English mathematician Peter Aczel developed in a particularly fruitful way an original intuition of the Italian mathematician Ennio De Giorgi
(Sangiorgi & Rutten, 2012) – one of the founders of the International Research Area on the Foundations of the Sciences (IRAFS) at the Lateran University 19 –, in his famous seminars on the Foundations of Mathematics at the
Scuola Normale Superiore of Pisa. Aczel effectively formalized his axiomatic
theory of non-wellfounded (NWF) sets (Aczel, 1988; 2002), precisely for its
significance for a coalgebraic interpretation of the Stone semantic duality between the category of Boolean algebras BAlg and of Stone spaces Stone (see
§3.1), in the framework of the general functorial duality between the categories Alg and Coalg we illustrated in §3.3.1.
The starting point of NWF set theory is the feature common also to standard sets that any set can be represented as an oriented graph, where the root
represents (properly “is adorned by”) a given set, the nodes its subsets, and
the edges inclusion relations.

Figure 5. Oriented graph of a set representing the number “3”. It is worth to be noticed
that in this type of representation of sets of whichever finite cardinality, the subset
with cardinality “one” (unary subset) is always the central node of the graph, while
the empty subset is always the node toward all the inclusion paths converge.

What distinguishes standard sets from NWF sets is that in NWF-set theory the anti-foundation axiom (AFA) holds, so that, for instance with respect
to ZF, no regularity (sometimes denoted also as “specification”) axiom holds.
In this way, set self-inclusion is allowed, and then there exist unbounded
19

See on this regard two synthetic papers published online at IRAFS, by Marco Forti and Giacomo
Lenzi, at that time two collaborators of De Giorgi, in which they synthesizes De Giorgi’s Ample
Theory on the Foundations of Mathematics (Forti, 1998; Forti & Lenzi, 1998). The core of this approach consists, indeed, in an axiomatic approach to the foundations of logic, mathematics, informatics and even CT, in which, it is possible to represent also self-referential objects such as qualities in
their Platonic setting. This intuition is implemented in Aczel’s NWF sets, of which main property is
that they admit self-inclusion. The final aim pursued by De Giorgi is to propose a unified theory of
foundations, in which it becomes possible a unified relational semantics able to be applied not only
to mathematical sciences, but also to philosophy, and even theology. A research program that he
intended to pursue at IRAFS, in its philosophical and theological components, unfortunately interrupted at its origins by De Giorgi’s improvise death in 1996, only few months before the official
starting date of the IRAFS in January 1997.
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chains of set inclusions. In a word, the relevance of NWF-set theory is that
they admit self-inclusion like classes, at the price of renouncing to set total
ordering, but admitting and justifying partial orderings. This allows in principle the possibility of different and reciprocally irreducible inclusion paths of
subsets from their common superset (root). They are indeed partially ordered
with respect to their direct antecedent(s)-successors(s), but not as to possible
subsets belonging to different “branches” of the inclusion “tree” originating
from the same ultimate root (see below, the top part of Figure 6).
For this reason, instead of set inclusion we speak in NWF set theory of
set unfolding from a common root (or “generator”), according to different unfolding paths. Now, if we recall that in a poset taken as a category, coproducts
constitute the lowest upper bounds (see §3.2), it is easy – at least intuitively –
to understand that in NWF set theory, the powerful final coalgebra theorem
holds (Aczel & Mendler, 1989). That is, in the category of coalgebras defined
over NWF sets of Stone spaces, i.e., SCoalg(Ω), there exists a final object
(coalgebra) ℂ satisfying the unique homomorphism from whichever other
coalgebra ℂ′ in the category to it, i.e., 𝜏𝜏𝐶𝐶 : ℂ′ → ℂ, corresponding dually in the
category of Boolean algebras BAlg(Ω)* to the initial object (Boolean algebra)
𝔸𝔸 satisfying the unique homomorphism from it to whichever Boolean algebra
𝔸𝔸′ , 𝜏𝜏𝐴𝐴 : 𝔸𝔸 → 𝔸𝔸′ (see Definition 9.). This evidence has two significant consequences in logic and computer science:
1. On the one hand, this means that all the NWF sets and their partial orderings share a unique common root, from which they are progressively unfolded according to different unfolding paths. This makes possible to
reach the final aim pursued by Aczel through the construction of the NWF
sets, that is, to justify formally the notion of competitive computations for
BAOs (Aczel, 1988).
2. Effectively – and this is the second main consequence of NWF set theory
– in general, given the functorial dual equivalence between the categories
of Stone coalgebras and Boolean algebras, 𝐒𝐒𝐒𝐒𝐒𝐒𝐒𝐒𝐒𝐒𝐒𝐒(𝛀𝛀) ≃ 𝐁𝐁𝐁𝐁𝐁𝐁𝐁𝐁(𝛀𝛀∗ ), it is
possible to develop the powerful construction of the Universal Coalgebra
as a “General Theory of Systems”, both computational systems in Theoretical Computer Science (TCS), and dynamic systems in physics (Rutten,
2000). Both types of systems, indeed, can be modelled as Labelled State
Transition Systems (LTSs), where the “labels” are programs in TCS, and
functions/opertors in physics and logic, both mapping from one state of
the system, into another one. In the theory of automata and of functional
programming, this means that the semantics of a program (Boolean algebra) is given directly by the physical states of the system coalgebraically
modelled. In a formal ontology, this means that the semantics of a
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proposition is given by the physical states of the world, to which is referring, as far as coalgebraically modelled.
All this leads us to define the notion of competitive computations for
BAOs. For understanding this, it is useful to recall that the main limit of the
so-called constructive mathematics, as it was clear since the origins of Western mathematics by Eudoxus’ exhaustion method in Plato’s Academy (IV
cent. B.C.), was that a finitary (recursive) method of construction lacks in an
upper bound 20 . This is the same limit of a Boolean algebra that has only a
lower bound – the so-called initial fixed point x = f (x) – from which starting
the recursive (inductive) construction 𝑥𝑥𝑛𝑛+1 = 𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥𝑛𝑛 ) of the numerical set (carrier-set) on which it is defined, but it is lacking in an upper bound.
In CT logic, this is dually matched by the co-recursive unfolding process
(coinduction) 𝑥𝑥𝑛𝑛−1 = 𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥𝑛𝑛 ) of a coalgebra of NWF sets, having an upper
bound, but lacking in a lower bound because an infinite chain of set inclusions
is allowed. In other terms, using the categorical construction of the hom-sets
in this (co-)recursive framework, we have now, beside the algebraic inductive
and recursive methods for set definition and proof, also the coalgebraic coinductive and co-recursive methods for set definition and proof, giving each
other “competitively” what they separately lack in. Namely, the “least upper”
and the “greatest lower” bounds, respectively (see Figure 6 below). Formally
(Sangiorgi & Rutten, 2012, p. 46):
Definition 12. (Sets inductively/co-inductively defined by F). For a complete (Boolean) lattice L whose points are sets, and for an endofunction F, we have the sets:

{ x | F ( x) ≤ x}
=
F : { x | x ≤ F ( x)}

=
Find :
coind

That is, the meet of the pre-fixed points, and the join of the post-fixed
points of a Boolean lattice, i.e., the least and the greatest fixed-points if F is
monotone, are respectively the sets inductively defined by F, and the sets coinductively defined by F.
Therefore, the following rules hold:

20

Indeed, the exhaustion method, according to which by multiplying indefinitely the number of sides
of a polygon inscribed into a circle, the polygon might not not-be coincident with the circle (two
negations affirm: we move inside a standard logic), works if and only if the circle (the limit) is
already given, evidently in an infinitary way. Eudoxus, indeed, is a disciple of Plato! For a modern
discussion of this foundational problem, in the context of a constructive approach to arithmetic and
then to mathematics, see the fundamental contribution of another founder of the IRAFS Research
Area, Edward Nelson (Nelson, 1986; 2005).
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Definition 13. (Induction and co-induction as proof principles). In the hypothesis of
the previous definition, we have:
if F ( x) ≤ x then Find ≤ x
if x ≤ F ( x) then x ≤ Fcoind

(induction as a method of proof)
(co-induction as a method of proof)

This means conceiving the coalgebraic co-recursive computations (co-inductively defined: ↓), and the algebraic recursive computations (inductively
defined: ↑) as two competitive computations, respectively for a final coalgebra
(defined on a Stone space), and for an initial Boolean algebra (Rutten, 2000).
When the two computations “mirror each other” by a contravariant application
of the same functor, we have a Boolean algebra with operators (BAO) – that
is, a Boolean algebra whose signature ( , ⋀, ⋁,, ^) is constituted by operators acting on sets –, and whose “top” and “bottom” (/^) operators indicate
that computations are co-inductively and inductively lower and upper
bounded on a finitary basis.

Figure 6. Intuitive representation of the principle of the coalgebraic/coinductive (final: upper part of figure) – algebraic/inductive (initial: lower part of figure) competitive computations, where the coalgebra mirrors its structure over the algebra, and for
which “the finitary is the limit of the successions of finites” (Abramsky).

3.3.3. The coalgebraic semantics of Kripke’s model theory
A necessary premise is that Kripke’s model theory and its coalgebraic
semantics is significant not only in modal and philosophical logic, but also
and in many senses primarily in any field of an intuitionistic mathematics and
logic, in which the exclude middle principle does not hold, and then in which
Heyting algebras apply (Goldblatt, 1989; 2003) 21 , in quantum physics and
21
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We recall that Boolean algebras are a subclass of Heyting algebras, where the excluded-middle principle applies. In this sense, the Heyting algebras, where the excluded-middle does not hold, are the
algebras of the intuitionistic logic and mathematics.
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logic, before all (Landsman, 2017). Indeed, what characterizes Kripke’s
model theory and its relational semantics, is that models refer in this theory to
different, alternative states of affairs or “possible worlds” with which the “actual world” is related – i.e., which are accessible from it, differently from other
ones –, and not to only one state of affair, like in classical (Tarski’s) model
theory. Therefore, since its first appearance in late 70’s of the last century, it
was immediately clear the relevance of Kripke’s theory for modelling in
modal logic fundamental notions of relativistic and quantum physics, such as
the causal light cone in a Minkowski space-time.

However, for our philosophical aims, it is significant that Samson Abramsky in a lecture of 1988, in the same year in which Aczel published his book
on NWF sets, proposed a sketch of formal justification – published only in
2005 but having immediately a wide diffusion among scholars (Abramsky,
2005) – of a coalgebraic semantics of Kripke’s modal logic. In it, Abramsky
uses the powerful “Vietoris construction” on vector spaces over Stone topologies, as a selection criterion of admissible NWF sets for Kripke models. By
the further contributions of other scholars (see (Kupke, Kurz, & Venema,
2004) for a historical reconstruction), this led to the final result of the demonstration of the functorial dual equivalence between the categories of Stone
coalgebras for the Vietoris endofunctor 𝒱𝒱, 𝐒𝐒𝐒𝐒𝐒𝐒𝐒𝐒𝐒𝐒𝐒𝐒(𝓥𝓥), and the category of the
modal Boolean algebras 𝐌𝐌𝐌𝐌𝐌𝐌𝐌𝐌𝐌𝐌(𝓥𝓥)∗ , i.e., 𝐒𝐒𝐒𝐒𝐒𝐒𝐒𝐒𝐒𝐒𝐒𝐒(𝓥𝓥) ≃ 𝐌𝐌𝐌𝐌𝐌𝐌𝐌𝐌𝐌𝐌(𝓥𝓥)∗ that
applies significantly for justifying the coalgebraic semantics of Kripke’s
model theory in modal logic (Venema, 2007, p. 417-418).
For understanding this, let us briefly recall the fundamental elements of
Kripke’s relational semantics, based on the notion of a Kripke frame 𝔉𝔉, and
of the semantic valuation V of propositional variables p over it, that is, a
Kripke model 𝔐𝔐 (Kripke, 1963; 1965).
Definition 14. (Definition of a Kripke frame) A Kripke frame 𝔉𝔉 = 〈𝑊𝑊, 𝑅𝑅〉 is
constituted by “a universe” (and/or “a world”) W, as a set of “possible
worlds” (and/or of “possible states of the world”) {𝑤𝑤1 , 𝑤𝑤2 , … , 𝑤𝑤𝑛𝑛 }, and by R
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as a dyadic “accessibility” relation between a pair of w defined on W × W,
i.e., (R ⊆ W × W).
Therefore, if we take as the basic semantic entity of relational semantics,





a Kripke model W  W , R   ,V , where ∇ is a propositional connective of
the connective set {τ }, this is effectively a relational structure, denoted as a
Kripke structure. We have, indeed, a domain of quantification W, a collection
of dyadic “accessibility” relations R over this domain, and a collection of
unary valuation relations V(p) for each propositional symbol p  PROP.

What is relevant in this relational semantics is that:
1. The standard necessity  and possibility ◊ operators of modal logic are
interpreted as “true in all possible (states of the) world(s)”, and “true in
some possible (states of the) world(s)”, respectively.
2. The notion of “possible worlds”, and of their binary “accessibility” relations are stipulatory. That is, they are passible of different interpretations,
according to the different rules of different intensional logics in formal
philosophy. For instance, they can be interpreted as causal relations between physical states of the world in formal ontology; or as epistemic relations between cognitive representations (“beliefs”) in formal epistemology; or as deontic relations between valuable life states in formal ethics,
etc. Of course, the modal operators are interpreted consequently, that is,
as necessary/contingent in ontological contexts; as certain/questionable
in epistemic context; as obligatory/permitted in deontic contexts, etc.
3. Finally, Kripke relational semantics admits both a second-order semantics
for all the propositional valuations V(p) – i.e., we are quantifying over all
the valuation functions: ∀𝑉𝑉 – on the world states 𝑤𝑤 ∈ 𝑊𝑊 of a Kripke universe, and a first-order semantics for propositional valuations V(p) on all
the world states 𝑢𝑢 ∈ 𝑊𝑊′ accessible from a given world state 𝑤𝑤 ∈ 𝑊𝑊, and
where 𝑊𝑊′ ⊆ 𝑊𝑊. In this case, if R ⊆ W × W is any binary relation over W,
we write 𝑅𝑅 ↾ 𝑊𝑊′ for the restriction of R to 𝑊𝑊′. Similarly, for a valuation
V on W, 𝑉𝑉 ↾ 𝑊𝑊′stands for its restriction to 𝑊𝑊′. This means that in this
first-order semantics we are no-longer quantifying on V, but only on the
subset of accessible world-states 𝑢𝑢 ∈ 𝑊𝑊′ for which V holds, i.e., ∀𝑢𝑢, instead of ∀𝑉𝑉.
At this point, we can define coalgebraically the Kripke notion of natural
kinds as rooted trees of Kripke structures (models) over NWF sets, along different paths (tree branches, e.g., biological lineages) of generated subframes
𝔉𝔉′ within a given frame 𝔉𝔉, 𝔉𝔉′ 𝔉𝔉, and then of the associated structures and
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substructures of models 𝔐𝔐′𝔐𝔐, where 𝔐𝔐′ = 𝔐𝔐 ↾ 𝑊𝑊 ′ = 〈𝔉𝔉 ↾ 𝑊𝑊 ′ , 𝑉𝑉 ↾ 𝑊𝑊′〉.
Roughly speaking, we can say that the unfolding of NWF sets along different
and irreducible inclusion paths from a common root depicted intuitively in
Figure 6 has its counterpart in the notion of unravelling of a rooted tree of
Kripke structures (models) along different accessibility (inclusion) paths (tree
branches) from a common root, so to arrive at the surprising but true conclusion that every satisfiable modal formula 𝜑𝜑 is satisfiable at the root of a tree
of rooted Kripke structures (see (Goranko & Otto, 2007, pp. 259-261) for a
complete formalization of the notion of unravelling of rooted Kripke structures). For example, the modal ontological formula «necessarily “horses”, “elephants”, “cats”, “bares”, … are mammalians» defining the mammalian natural kind as an articulation of one only genus into different species (irreducible lineages) of mammals, can be satisfied at the root of a Kripke tree structure, where the different branches represent different evolutionary paths (lineages) from a common ancestor at a given step n or world wn of the biological
universe evolution 22.
In other terms, if a modal formula 𝜑𝜑 of the propositional calculus is locally valid on a frame 𝔉𝔉 at a state (point, node world) 𝑤𝑤 ∈ 𝑊𝑊, and then at the
resulting model at w, i.e., 𝔐𝔐, 𝑤𝑤 ⊩ 𝜑𝜑, it is valid also at whichever state 𝑢𝑢 ∈
𝑊𝑊′ accessible from w, and then at the resulting model at u, i.e., 𝔐𝔐′, 𝑢𝑢 ⊩ 𝜑𝜑.
Indeed, the morphism 𝜌𝜌: 𝑊𝑊 → 𝑊𝑊′ is a bounded morphism, as far as its com⇄

mutative graph is a bisimulation ⇄ 23, from 𝔐𝔐 to 𝔐𝔐′, denoted as 𝔐𝔐 → 𝔐𝔐′ .
We can say, therefore, that a bounded morphism 𝜌𝜌 preserves the truth
between 𝔐𝔐 and 𝔐𝔐′, so that we can characterize 𝔐𝔐′ as a bounded morphic image of 𝔐𝔐, in the sense that for each 𝑤𝑤 ∈ 𝑊𝑊, a bounded morphism ρ “uniquely
singles out” a bisimilar state ρ(u) in W’. Of course, ρ can be “pulled back”, so
⇄

to justify a reversed bounded morphism from 𝔐𝔐′ to 𝔐𝔐, denoted as 𝔐𝔐 ← 𝔐𝔐′ .
Therefore, in the light of the functorial dual equivalence between the category of coalgebras of NWF sets over a Stone space and the category of modal
22

23

Recently (O'Leary & al., 2013), biologists, putting together an impressive quantity of data from genetics and palaeontology, proposed the computer reconstruction of the phenotype of the common
ancestor of placental mammalians, in the hypothesis, now undisputed, that Protungulatum donnae
(an ancestor of the actual weasel) is the oldest species that dates to the earliest Paleocene (about 65
million years ago) of this phylogenetic tree.
“Bisimulation” is a particular notion of congruence between algebraic structures, as far as justified
by a coalgebraic mapping between them. This notion was introduced for the first time by Aczel with
respect to NWF sets (Aczel, 1988), even though today has a wider application in computer science
for denoting the behavioural equivalence between systems in any algebraic fashion. For a formal
definition of the commuting graph granting categorical universality to the notion of bisimulation, see
(Venema, 2007, p. 398).
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BAOs, 𝐒𝐒𝐒𝐒𝐒𝐒𝐒𝐒𝐒𝐒𝐒𝐒(𝓥𝓥) ≃ 𝐌𝐌𝐌𝐌𝐌𝐌𝐌𝐌𝐌𝐌(𝓥𝓥)∗ , the generic reversed validation direction
�) ⊨ 𝜑𝜑�
of the meaning function of a relational semantics (𝔽𝔽 ⊨ 𝜑𝜑) ⟵ �𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈(𝔽𝔽
illustrated in §3.3.1, can be applied also to Kripke model theory. Namely, it
can be applied, at the second order for ultrafilters on Kripke frames
� ) ⊨ 𝜑𝜑� ranging over all the possible states of the world,
(𝔉𝔉 ⊨ 𝜑𝜑) ⟵ �𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈(𝔉𝔉
𝑤𝑤 ∈ 𝑊𝑊 (=total truths) (Goranko & Otto, 2007, pp. 259-261). Or it can be applied at first order for some restricted possible states of the world, accessible
from a given state 𝑢𝑢 ∈ 𝑊𝑊′ as a functorially induced reversed bounded
morphism between Kripke structures (models), respectively on a Kripke structure (model) defined on a modal BAO, 𝔐𝔐, and on its dually equivalent coalge� : (𝔐𝔐 ⊨ 𝜑𝜑) ⟵ �𝔐𝔐
� ⊨ 𝜑𝜑� , or, more synthetically,
braic structure, 𝔐𝔐


� , in the sense that 𝔐𝔐 is a bounded morphic image of 𝔐𝔐
� (=local
𝔐𝔐 ← 𝔐𝔐
24
truth) .
To sum up, we can conclude (Goranko & Otto, 2007, p. 323):

Modal logic is local. Truth of a formula is evaluated at a current state (actual
world); this localization is preserved (and carried) along the edges of the accessibility relations by the restricted, relativized quantification corresponding to the
modal operators.
Modal logic is multi-layered. On Kripke structures the modal language is a
bounded variable, guarded fragment of first-order logic, while on Kripke frames,
due to universal quantification over valuations, it becomes a fragment of universal monadic second-order logic. Each of these semantic layers leads to its own
model-theoretic agenda and development, but the two interact closely through
various model-theoretic constructions and preservation results presented here.

Appendix A: different types of homomorphic mappings and of their relations
The following synthetic diagram concerns the general class of “structurepreserving mappings” or homomorphisms Hom, as including the sub-classes
of them with their reciprocal relations: monomorphisms Mon, epimorphisms
Epi, isomorphisms Iso, endomorphisms End, automorphisms Aut:

24
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For a complete formal treatment of the modal logic on Kripke structures as a “guarded fragment” of
first order logic, its application also to modal BAO, and its relationship with a second-order modal
logic on frames, see (Goranko & Otto, 2007, pp. 278-317)
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Figure 7. Scheme of the different classes of homomorphisms and of their relations.

The intersections End∩Epi\Aut, and End∩Mon\Aut are particularly interesting for us. That is, respectively, endomorphisms that are epimorphisms
without being automorphisms, and/or endomorphisms that are monomorphisms without being automorphisms because both concerning endomorphisms over infinite structures, ∞, so to be in both cases homomorphisms that
are non-invertible, and therefore that are not isomorphisms. This exemplifies
the deep motivation for which, when we speak about isomorphisms between
algebraic structures, we need necessarily that this is granted by bounded operators acting on them, so to emphasize, for instance in the algebraic formalism of quantum physics based on Hilbert spaces, the relevance of the GNSconstruction. Or, in the case of a BAO, the relevance of its coalgebraic semantics, for granting, respectively, lower and upper bounded operators also in this
case.
References
[The references of this paper are quoted at the end of the II Part of the contribution, for avoiding useless repetitions].
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The dual paradigm in quantum physics and in its ontology. I Part: Mathematics
and Physics
GIANFRANCO BASTI, FRANCESCO M. FERRARI
Abstract
This paper concerns the foundation of a Philosophy of Nature conceived as a “formal
ontology” of the natural sciences, as far as both based on the fundamental notion of
“duality” and the role that it plays in QFT, as Fundamental Physics, and in the mathematical and philosophical logics. “Duality” must be intended in two distinct, but strictly
related meanings. On the one hand, in the “ontological sense”, for which each system
in QFT, at whichever level of its complex physical constitution, is constituted by “matter” and “form”. That is, by mass-energy and information (“it from bit”), intended as two
distinct even though related “physical magnitudes”, against any “dualistic” or “monistic”
ontologies of nature. On the other hand, “duality” can be intended in mathematical and
logical sense, for which, if interpreted – within the relation algebra formalism of the
“Category Theory” (CT) – it means the notion of the “functorial dual equivalence” between algebraic structures. Particularly, the dual equivalence between the categories
of algebras (products) and coalgebras (coproducts) plays an essential role, both in
physics and in logic, and then in the formal ontology of the Natural Realism.
Keywords:
Quantum Field Theory; operator algebra; Category Theory; Boolean algebra with operators; coalgebras.
Abstract
Questo contributo ha come argomento i fondamenti della Filosofia della Natura concepita come un’“ontologia formale” delle scienze naturali, in quanto ambedue basate
sulla nozione fondamentale di dualità e del ruolo che essa gioca, sia nella Teoria Quantistica dei Campi (QFT) concepita come fisica fondamentale, sia nella logica matematica e filosofica. Da una parte in senso “ontologico” dualità significa che ogni sistema
fisico in QFT, a qualsiasi livello di complessità della sua struttura fisica, è costituito da
“materia” e “forma”. Cioè da “energia” e “informazione” (“it from bit”), intese come due
grandezze fisiche distinte, ma correlate, contro ogni ontologia della natura “dualistica”
o “monistica”. D’altra parte, “dualità” può essere intesa in senso matematico e logico,
per cui – se interpretata all’interno del formalismo di algebra delle relazioni della “Teoria delle Categorie” (TC) – significa la nozione della “equivalenza duale funtoriale” fra
strutture algebriche. In particolare, l’equivalenza duale delle categorie delle algebre
(prodotti) e coalgebre (coprodotti) gioca un ruolo essenziale sia in fisica che in logica
e quindi nell’ontologia formale del Realismo Naturale.
Parole chiave:
Teoria Quantistica dei Campi; algebra degli operatori; Teoria delle Categorie; algebra
di Boole con operatori; coalgebre.

7. The dual paradigm in quantum physics and in its
ontology. II Part: Logic and Ontology
GIANFRANCO BASTI *, FRANCESCO M. FERRARI **

1. The coalgebraic modal logic of the formal ontology of the Natural Realism
1.1. The relevance of Kripke’s model theory in Fundamental physics
In the coalgebraic relational semantics illustrated at the end of the I Part
of this contribution, the functorial duality, in terms of reversed bounded morphisms between Kripke’s structures acquires a logical consistency. It was proposed for the first time by S. Abramsky in his seminal lecture of 1988 (Abramsky, 2005), between the coalgebraic co-membership ∋ – where ∋ stays for
“admits” and not “includes” – for rooted trees of NWF sets, and the dually
correspondent algebraic membership ∈ among logical classes (subclass-class)
in the propositional Boolean modal logic, for justifying local truths in
Kripke’s model theory 1. It is evident that, because the rooted trees of NWF
sets can be used for modelling natural kind trees (the same genus admits several species along different lineages or generation paths), this coalgebraic
modal logic is the proper logic of the Natural Realism (NR) formal ontology.
In other terms, coming back to our example of the genus of mammals, the
logical truth of the linguistic statement: “horses are mammalians” is categorically justified in the formal ontology of the NR, by the ontic truth of the dually
equivalent physical statement, coalgebraically formalized, that horses
*
**
1
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See (Venema, 2007, p. 393) for a formalization of the co-membership notion, in the framework of
the Vietoris construction for the Boolean modal semantics.
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constitute a biological species causally “admitted” in the rooted tree of the
genus of mammals, necessarily , but only from a given step n > m onward
of the universe evolution. Of course, the same holds (for different n’s) for
other species of mammals – “elephants”, “cats”, “bares” … – following different unfolding-paths from the common root (temporally indexed at m) of the
shared genus. In synthesis:




nm horse
 mammmalian


horse
 mammalian








 Modal Boolean Algebra(*) Funct. Bounded Morphism Stone Co-Algebra() 


Where the symbol ← stays for a functorially induced “onto/logical
dual equivalence” between modal statements, respectively in a coalgebraic
(ontic, causal) and in an algebraic (logical, representational) modelling. Effectively, as we know, this can be justified as a functorially induced reversed

 between coalgebraic and algebraic Kripke
bounded morphism W ←
W
rooted trees of structures (models), with local valuations V’, defined on a restriction of world states 𝑤𝑤′ ∈ 𝑊𝑊 ′ |𝑊𝑊′ ↾ 𝑊𝑊 , and preserved along the states
w’n>m causally accessible from the common root w’m.
In the light of the coalgebraic modelling of dissipative QFT systems, it is
evident that the coalgebraic semantics of Kripke models and his formal ontology of natural kinds is not limited to the biological genus-species application
but, as it was in the intentions of Kripke himself, has a wider application in all
the natural realm. Effectively, indeed the q-deformed Hopf coalgebras qHCoalg of dissipative QFT constitute a category for the Bogoliubov construction, since the Bogoliubov transform T is the unique homomorphism mapping
between them, both in the commutative (bosons) and anti-commutative (fermions) cases. Therefore, the family of q-HCoalg constitute a category for the
Bogoliubov endofunctor 𝒯𝒯: HCoalg(𝓣𝓣), as demonstrated elsewhere (Basti,
Capolupo, & Vitiello, 2017).
This category, indeed, is endowed with a final object so to satisfy Aczel’s
“final coalgebra” condition on NWF sets, since there exists one only generator Gk of all the Bogoliubov transformations, and with a selection criterion
among admissible states constituted by the powerful DDF principle (see §2.1
of the First Part). Therefore, because the topologies on which the QFT algebraic and coalgebraic structures and substructures (C* algebras and coalgebras) are defined are the same of the Stone spaces for Boolean algebras
(Landsman, 2017), and because it is possible the indexing of the different
Hopf coalgebras in the category HCoalg(𝓣𝓣) via the principle of the QV foliation, it is possible to implement in this category the powerful coalgebraic construction of the “infinite state-black box machine”, 𝕄𝕄 (Venema, 2007, p. 390-
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395), as demonstrated in (Basti, Capolupo, & Vitiello, 2017). This construction is indeed, as Venema explains, a generalization to computational and dynamic systems modelled as LTSs of the coalgebraic semantics of Kripke
model. For understanding this, it is sufficient to recall that both the accessibility relations between possible states of the world in Kripke’s frames/structures, and the labelled state transition maps/functions in LTSs are binary relations (morphisms).
Of course, in general this means that 𝕄𝕄 coalgebraic constructions gives
a straightforward significance to Rutten’s construction of coalgebras as “general theory of systems” in which the Boolean logic of programming has its
semantics in the physics of the dynamic systems in which programs are implemented as far as coalgebraically modelled (Rutten, 2000). Therefore, the
dual equivalence between the categories of the HCoalgs on Stone spaces and
of the BAOs for the contravariant application of the Bogoliubov transform, i.e.
𝐇𝐇𝐇𝐇𝐇𝐇𝐇𝐇𝐇𝐇𝐇𝐇(𝓣𝓣) ≃ 𝐁𝐁𝐁𝐁𝐁𝐁𝐁𝐁(𝓣𝓣)∗ in QFT logic has significant consequences for developing a new class of optical quantum computers (Basti, Capolupo, & Vitiello, 2017) 2.
Before all, because it is based on a thermal interpretation of QFT, this
means that that an optical quantum computer is modelled over condensed matter physical systems (effectively condensed states of photons, ruled by the Bogoliubov transform, in quantum optics) working at room temperature, and not
at temperatures close to -273°C as the usual quantum computer devices based
on QM (and on standard QFT) are constrained to do, because working on
phase coherences (and then quantum entanglements for the qubits) of the field
ground states for T = 0. This has evident technological advantages as it is becoming ever clearer in the current literature on the argument (Zen & al., 2020),
convincing, among all, also the Russian Government and Scientific Community – who have a long tradition in this field because of Bogoliubov– to enter
recently into the worldwide competition for the quantum computer
2

For sake of completeness, we have to emphasize that the category of the non-commutative q-deformed Hopf coalgebras of thermal QFT are dually equivalent with the category of the non-commutative BAO’s (“skew” or “discriminating” Boolean Algebras). Therefore, they can justify the semantics of non-commutative Boolean lattices (Kudryavtseva, 2013), and then for their strict connection
with the Vietoris construction, only modal local truths (Schwartz, 2017; Bezhanishvili & Holliday,
2020). This is consistent with the principle of the “infinitely many unitarily inequivalent representations” of the (anti-)commutation relations in QFT. Indeed, according to the DDF principle, the unitary
clause and then the dual equivalences by the double contravariant application of the same Bogoliubov
functor 𝒯𝒯 in the category of the “doubled Hilbert spaces” DHilb(𝓣𝓣) hold “locally” only for each pair
� ), i.e., for a sub-category of this category, evidently satisfying the
of doubled Hilbert spaces (ℋ, ℋ
� pair shares the same norm and then the same
unitary condition (i.e., each partially ordered ℋ, ℋ
metrics), because each representing a sub-category of dissipative systems with their environment.
Therefore, the consequent coalgebraic semantics holds only for universally valid local truths.
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(Schiermeier, 2020), after that they do not invested even one ruble, during the
last decades, in the precedent quantum computing technologies based on QM
and working at T = 0.
Particularly, for a quantum implementation of the so-called deep learning
using artificial neural networks (ANN) in AI systems, the possibility of implementing the input of the ANN, not on the initial conditions of the dynamics
like in ANN based on statistical mechanics and QM, but on the boundary conditions (thermal bath) of the system, allows us to use the DDF instead of the
classical gradient descent stochastic algorithm for the rearrangement of the
statistical weights (statistical learning), so to make fully dynamic the statistical
weight redefinition on the always changing inner correlations of the input data
(the so-called “data streaming”), in order “to lock” the inner state dynamics of
the machine over them (Basti, Capolupo, & Vitiello, 2020a). This means, on
the quantum side, implementing the notion of the “doubled qubit” or the “semantic bit” based again on the DDF principle (Basti, Capolupo, & Vitiello,
2017) that, apart from its biological and neurological significance, makes possible the definition of a measure of semantic information entropy H – as distinguished but related to the physical entropy S – based on the minimum of
the free-energy function in dissipative systems (Basti, 2017; Basti, Capolupo,
& Vitiello, 2020b).
Finally, it is worth emphasizing that, consistently with the infinitely many
unitarily inequivalent representations of the CCRs in QFT, only local first
order truths are allowed in this logical calculus (see note 2). Not casually,
more recently, even though without referring to the QFT principle of the QVfoliation, the French mathematicians Andrée Ehresmann and Jean-Paul Vanbremeersch, emphasized the mathematical and logical relevance of the notion
of indexed categories of coproducts, and the related diagrammatic colimit operations for modelling in a formal philosophy of nature based on a coalgebraic
CT logic the notion of emergence and complexity in natural sciences and of
memory in biological and neural sciences (Ehresmann & Vanbremeersch,
2019).
We cannot deepen here these notions and we refer to the treatment in CT
textbooks of the dual notions of “colimits” and “limits” such as (Mac Lane,
1971, pp. 62-72; Awodey, 2010, pp. 89-118), as well as to the synthetic paper
(Wang, 2011) for an operational application of these very abstract notions. For
our aims, it is sufficient this intuitive characterization of the colimit operation
in coalgebras as what «defines a new object obtained by sewing together the
objects of the diagram, according to the instructions given by the morphisms
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of the diagram itself» (nLab Group, 2019) 3 – just as dually the limit operation
is what «decomposes the objects of the diagram into simpler ones» in algebras,
as the strict relationship between factorization and Cartesian product emphasizes. In a similar and more philosophical way, the already quoted A. Heresmann and J.P. Vanbremeersch connoted “colimit operations” in CT as «synthesis of complex objects from more elementary ones (…) leading to the emergence of more complex objects and processes (complexification process)»
(Ehresmann & Vanbremeersch, 2019). To conclude, we can say that the QVfoliation |0(𝜃𝜃)𝒩𝒩 ⟩, for a given boundary condition (temperature T) is the dynamic implementation in dissipative QFT systems of the mathematical notion
of an indexed category of coproducts endowed with colimit operations, for
“sewing together” more elementary objects into a local hierarchy of more
complex ones.
1.2. The relevance of Kripke’s model theory for the formal ontology
1.2.1. The logical issue of whichever formal ontology of natural sciences
In this case, again, we must refer to the teaching of W. V. O. Quine for
understanding which is the real problem at issue for the formalization of ontology and metaphysics. That is, we must start from the criticism of Quine to
the axiomatic approach to modal logic developed by Charles Irvine Lewis, as
the proper philosophical logic, and specifically as the proper logic of metaphysics. Quine’s criticism to Lewis’ development of modal logic systems for
the solution of the problem of the metaphysical implication is that
What the resulting systems describe are actually modes of statement composition
– revised conditionals of a non-truth-functional sort – rather than implication relation relations between statements. If we were willing to reconstrue statements
as names of some sort of entities, we might take (metaphysical) implication as
relation between those entities rather than between the statements themselves;

3

Indeed, the categorical notions of “colimits” and “limits” give categorical (diagrammatic) universality to notions that in the past were defined in a rather “misleading way” (Mac Lane) but with which
mathematicians are more acquainted, such as direct limit lim 𝑓𝑓 or even inductive limit for “colimits”,
⟶
and inverse limit lim 𝑓𝑓 or projection limit for “limits”. In this sense, it is easier to understand that
⟵
limits are categorical universal construction for set-theoretic notions such as “direct products”, “kernels” “products” or “domains”, and colimits for “coproducts” and “codomains” “co-kernels” of functions/relations/operators.
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and correspondingly for equivalence, compatibility, etc. (Quine, 1981, p. 32).
Italics are mine.

In a word, what Quine is rightly vindicating as a proper foundation of the
modal logic of metaphysical and ontological implications is the necessity that
the modalities of the logical relations be able to denote (“to name”) in some
proper way the modalities of the real relations among the extra-linguistic entities, to which an ontological/metaphysical argumentation pretends to refer.
And Lewis’ modal logic system is not able to satisfy this requirement.
Indeed, it is well-known that the starting point of Lewis’ contribution to
the modern axiomatic approach to modal logic was his criticism – shared also
by Quine – to Russell’s interpretation in the Principia of the propositional
connective if…then connoted by Russel with the ambiguous – and ultimately
meaningless – notion of material implication. Now, Lewis noticed, that the
application of this notion of implication and of its truth-table would have pernicious consequences if applied to the formalization of the metaphysical
demonstrations (Lewis, 1912) 4. In fact, in the truth-table of the “material implication” true consequences can be correctly derived by false premises, and
this is simply absurd in any logic of metaphysical statements.
However, the solution proposed initially by Lewis was a medicine in
some sense worse than the illness he intended to cure, that is, the notion of
strict implication, as opposed to Russell’s material implication (Lewis,
1914) 5. Because of these limitations, Lewis afterward developed his axiomatic
system of a modal calculus, based on an extension of the standard axiomatic
propositional calculus, with the addition of some modal axioms proper of the
modal calculus, and concerning the two modal operators of necessity/possibility, ◻/♢, so that different syntactic modal systems are possible, by combining
appropriately some of these axioms (Lewis & Langford, 1932). This approach
constitutes also today the standard axiomatic approach to modal logic that,
4

5
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Roughly speaking, while in the hypothetical-deductive method of modern science, and in the consequent model theory, where we distinguish between validity and soundness of an argumentation, it
makes perfectly sense that the validity of an implication holds also if the premise is false (not sound)
and the consequence is true, according to the truth-table of the logical conditional connective, this
construction is meaningless in metaphysics. Indeed, as far as based on an apodictic method, where
the premise must be always true, because referring to the “essences” or “natures” of the different
species of things that Quine, in the continuation of the same passage just quoted, defined as “obscure
entities”, if interpreted as “substantive clauses”, i.e., nominalizations (e.g. “humanity”) of predications (“being human”), evidently in a Platonic interpretation of “essences”. Anyway, apart from Plato,
what characterizes the apodictic way of reasoning of whichever metaphysics is that the validity supposes necessarily the soundness of the argumentation.
For a deep as well as synthetic criticism to Lewis’ notion of “strict implication”, see (Cresswell &
Huges, 1996, p. 193-197).
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with its different intensional interpretations (semantics) constitutes the philosophical logic. In Lewis’ approach, this is distinct from the mathematical
logic, because it maintains the bivalence (it is a two-valued, non-intuitionistic,
logic), even though at the price of eliminating truth-functionality. Namely, the
usage of the truth-tables of the standard propositional logic, for proofing the
validity of complex formulas (Cresswell & Huges, 1996; Galvan, 1991).
Moreover, the semantics of Lewis’ system is a higher-order semantics, consistently with the higher order semantics of the set-theoretic interpretations of
the standard propositional calculus (e.g., in ZF) (Cresswell & Huges, 1996, p.
197-209).
To complete this historical picture of modern modal logic (Blackburn, De
Rijke, & Venema, 2002), it is opportune to recall that Kripke’s contribution
of his relational “many worlds” approach to an intuitionistic modal logic discussed before is based on the correspondence theorem (Van Benthem, 1984)
between the modal axioms and the satisfaction of first-order binary relations
over Kripke frames (see Appendix B). In this way – in the framework of an
intuitionistic logic in an algebraic setting within CT –, it is possible to develop
in Kripke’s relational semantics, either a second-order (non-computable) total
or “infinitary” semantics, or a first-order (computable), local “finitary” semantics of Kripke models/structures, both in philosophical and in mathematical logics (Goranko & Otto, 2007), as we recalled in the conclusion of the
First Part of this contribution.
1.2.2. The categorical dual equivalence solution of the logical issue for formal ontology in its historical perspective
Finally, the coalgebraic semantics of Kripke’s model theory can suggest
the solution of the modal logical issue for any ontology so well outlined by
Quine and discussed in the previous subsection. Indeed, the semantics of a
proposition in its Boolean logic settings defined on the state of a physical system in its coalgebraic settings in which the Boolean logic is implemented – in
the case of computational systems – and/or to which it refers – in the case of
a formal ontology of physical systems –, and the consequent dual equivalence
between the correspondent Kripke structures for the bounded morphism linking them, is the direct answer to Quine’s issue.
On the other hand, from the historical standpoint, this solution is consistent with the anti-Platonic solution of this issue in the formal ontology of
the relational natural realism (see the taxonomy of the different formal
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ontologies in §2.2.2 of the First Part), having its ancestor in the Aristotelian
naturalism, according to which, epistemologically, “what is last in being (the
cause known starting from its effects), is first in reasoning (it becomes the
sound premise of the deductive reasoning) and vice versa”. Of this dual relationship, Aquinas gave a justification in terms of the modal propositional
logic, well known by him 6, in his commentary (In Phys. II, lect.15, n.5) to a
passage of the Aristotelian Second Book of Physics (Phys., II, 199b,34ss.) in
which the Greek philosopher used this reversal of the ordering between real
and logical relations for distinguishing between the logical necessity of the
mathematical demonstrations – i.e., the logical entailment “premise-conclusion”) – and the physical necessity of a causal process – the causal entailment
“effect-cause”.
In this passage, Aquinas, after having correctly explained the two fundamental propositional logic laws (tautologies) in the hypothetical reasoning of
the modus ponens and the modus tollens, and the relative “paradox of the consequent”, for which the truth of the consequence cannot grant the truth of the
premise, since “sometimes true consequences can be derived by false premises”, for logically justifying the Aristotelian “reversal of the arrows” between
the logical and the causal entailments, adds:
However, in those things that happen because of something (propter aliquid),
either by technology (secundum artem), or by nature (secundum naturam) 7 this
reversal holds, because if some final state [effect] is or will be, it is necessary
that something before this final state, or will have been or is [cause]. (…) Therefore, the similarity is from both sides, even though with an inversion of the relation between the two ones (quamvis e converso se videatur habere), because the
final state is the last in action, what in reasoning is not (Aquinas, In Phys. II,
lect.15, n.5).

6

7
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To Aquinas, indeed, is also attributed a short treatise about the modal propositional logic De Propositionibus Modalibus (available online at Thomas de Aquino, De propositionibus modalibus (corpusthomisticum.org), in which he offers an original interpretation of the de re and the de dicto modalities. Indeed, the propositional logic, unknown to Aristotle, given that it was defined and developed by his disciples, the Stoics, was well known in the Latin Scholasticism, because of the logical
teaching of Anicius Manlius Severinus Boëthius (shortly, “Boethius”: 477-524 A.D.). He not only
translated into Latin Porphyry’s Isagoge but wrote two treatises about the categorical (Aristotelian)
syllogism and the hypothetical (Stoic) syllogism, by which the two logical calculi – the predicate and
the propositional calculus, respectively – were introduced separately into the Medieval and then the
Modern logic, till their unification in Frege’s formal calculus of classes.
Where, by nature means: those things that happen “or always or frequently” and then “not randomly”
(a casu), i.e., by deterministic or statistical physical processes, as Aquinas explained before (see In
Phys., II, lect. 13, n. 2).
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In other terms, Aquinas is here affirming implicitly the categorical duality, i.e., the reversal of the similarity (of the homomorphism) between the
modal logical entailment “it is impossible that the premise is true, and the
consequence is false”: ¬♢(𝛼𝛼 ∧ ¬𝛽𝛽 ), and the modal causal (ontic) entailment
“it is impossible that the effect is, and the cause is not”: ¬♢(𝛽𝛽 ∧ ¬𝛼𝛼 ). Or, for
making explicit the “reversal of the arrows”:
¬♢(𝛼𝛼 ∧ ¬𝛽𝛽) ⟺◻ (𝛼𝛼 → 𝛽𝛽), for the logical entailment
and
¬♢(𝛽𝛽 ∧ ¬𝛼𝛼) ⇔◻ (𝛼𝛼 ← 𝛽𝛽), for the causal entailment.

Synthetically, using the bounded morphism symbolism of CT for this universally valid local truth:

�(𝛼𝛼 ← 𝛽𝛽 )��.
◻ �(𝛼𝛼 → 𝛽𝛽 ) ←
In this way, it can be seen the well-known Aristotelian duality between
the causal syllogism or “quia” (literally, “because”) syllogism (from effect to
cause, on the right side of the functorial dual equivalence above), giving to the
demonstrative or “propter quid” (literally, “because of which”) syllogism
(from premise to consequence on the left side) its sound (true) premise, so to
eliminate the possibility that the premise be false and the consequence true
like in the hypothetical syllogism. In this way that can be consistently formalized only in the framework of CT logic, Aristotle and Aquinas obtained what
Lewis searched in vain by his theory of the strict implication, as the proper of
the metaphysical or apodictic logic. For this reason, Aquinas commenting the
Aristotelian teaching in the First Book of his Posterior Analytics, defined the
demonstrative syllogism based on causally sound premises as the “propter
quid” syllogism (Aquinas, In Post. An., I, lect. 23, nn. 6-7; Summa Theol., I,
2, 2).
In this sense, indeed, we must also interpret Aristotle’s and Aquinas’ theory of the ontological truth expressed in the motto of “the adequacy of the
intellect and the thing” (adaequatio intellectus et rei) in the sense of a universally valid local truth in propositional logic 8. This is based, indeed, on the
conformity (conformitas), in CT language the homomorphism, between the
causal structure genus-species (or species-individual) of a natural kind, on the
physical or ontic side, and the reversed logical structure or logical composition

8

«If therefore we take truth in the proper way, according to which the things are said true secondarily
(i.e., by reference to an intellect), there are of several true ones (plurium verorum) several truths, and
of a true one many truths in different intellects» (Quaestiones De Veritate, I, 4 co.). «On the other
hand, the truth that is in the human intellect is not related with things like an extrinsic and common
measure to measured things, but like a measured to a measuring, (…) and therefore it must vary
according to the variety of things» (Quaestiones De Veritate, I, 4, ad 2).
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subject-predicate (the membership relation sub-class/class) of a truthful sentence referring to the former, on the logical side.
The “circular conformity” of the adequation relationship is indeed, before
all, a homomorphism from the ontic side to the logical side (intellect ← thing)
in the causal constitution (“formal causality” (homomorphism), of course) of
a “mirroring” predicative sentence. It goes afterward in the opposite direction
from the logical side to the ontic side (intellect → thing) in the semantic reference relationship (see, Aquinas, Quaestiones De Veritate, I, 1-4, for such a
reconstruction).
This double reversed homomorphism – or local isomorphism, effectively
a natural transformation between the functors of the correspondent categories
justifying a reversed bounded morphism between Kripke models in the CT
modal coalgebraic semantics – constitutes therefore the composite circular
notion of truth as adequation. This is epistemologically interpreted by Aquinas as an intentional cognitive notion (see, the reference to the “appetitive
faculty” or “emotional will” in the next quotation), straightforwardly synthesized in the following passage:
The movement of the cognitive faculty terminates into the mind: it is therefore
necessary that the known be in the knowing according to the knowing modality;
on the other hand, the movement of the appetitive faculty terminates into the
thing. Therefore, this is the sort of circle in the acts of mind that the Philosopher
affirms in his III Book of De Anima. According to it, the thing that is outside
mind moves the intellect, then the intellectualized thing (res intellecta) moves
the appetitive faculty, and this directs itself toward the thing for reaching that
from which the cognitive movement started (Aquinas, Quaestiones De Veritate,
I, 2co.).

On this regard, to conclude, Walter Freeman was right in vindicating the
continuity between his “action-perception cycle” in the QFT interpretation of
intentionality in cognitive neuroscience (Freeman & Vitiello, 2006; 2008;
2016), and Aquinas’ theory of intentionality (Freeman W. J., 2008).
2. Some concluding remarks: metaphysical and theological implications
Unfortunately, this Aristotelian logical and epistemological theory of the
ontological truth and its modal version given by Aquinas depended strictly on
Aristotle’s physics abandoned, starting from the XIV-XVI centuries, together
with the notion of natural kinds and more generally with modal logic during
all the Modern Age, till their re-proposal in Kripke’s logic.
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Particularly, during the XVI cent. the duality between the causal and the
logical entailments transformed itself – particularly in Jacopo Zabarella’s
(1533-1589) logical work that also influenced Galilei 9 –, into the confused and
confusing dual relationship, between the resolution and the composition methods, as inductive and deductive procedures, respectively, exclusively on the
logical side, and by which (inconsistently) interpreting the duality between the
“causal” quia (from the effect to the cause) and the demonstrative “logical”
propter quid syllogism, recalled above (see §1.2.2). That is, interpreted by
Zabarella, the former as the induction of the premise from its consequence,
the latter as the deduction of a consequence from its premise. The inconsistency of Zabarella’s theory depends on the fact that the procedure is logically consistent only in modal logic semantics where – as Aquinas correctly
did – you can distinguish between different types of necessity, in this case,
between causal and logical necessity (entailment: see §1.2.2), and where the
former makes sound the latter.
In formal non-modal logic, the reversal of the arrows premise-consequence is simply meaningless because it is formally consistent (logically true)
only in the tautologies of the double-implication (i.e., of the logical equivalence, ↔). Indeed, this logical evidence led Leibniz to distinguish between the
meaningless tautologies of the a-priori analytic judgements, and the meaningful but contingent because empirical a-posteriori synthetic judgements. On its
turn, this led afterward Kant to define their synthesis by his notion of the apriori synthetic judgments, whose logical inconsistency was at last demonstrated by Quine, as we know (Quine, 1951). All these “contortions” of the
modern conceptualism are an evident consequence of the abandon of the
modal non-extensional logic in the Academy that, started in the late XV cent.,
endured till the actual recovery in XX and XXI cents.
Effectively indeed, from Gottfried Leibniz on, the causal necessity was
reduced to the sufficient condition of the premise-conclusion deductive inference, therefore reducing the causal necessity to the logical one, as Kant did
explicitly, making of “causality” (differently from Aristotle) one of the logical
categories of his table in the Critique of the Pure Reason. Leibniz even made
of the “Sufficient Reason” or “Reason-Consequent Principle”, together with
the “Contradiction Principle” the two pillars of his Théodicée (§44) and of his
metaphysics (Monadologie, §§81-82).
What is nastier for the Modern metaphysics and theodicy is that this confusion between the causal and the logical entailments led to the acritical
9

See Paper 10. in this collection.
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generalized extension of the Leibnizian interpretation of “cause” as a sufficient reason in a demonstrative procedure, also to Aristotle’s and Aquinas’
metaphysics 10. That is, it was extended to the Aristotelian resolution of all the
physical moving causes into a physical primary moving cause (primum movens), and of all the material causes into a primary matter, and finally it was
extended also to Aquinas’ cosmological proof of the existence of God. However, as Kant rightly emphasized in his Critique of the Pure Reason, any a
posteriori proof of the necessary existence of a cause interpreted as a sufficient
reason starting from its consequent is logically inconsistent. Indeed, to use the
words Aquinas used for illustrating “the paradox of consequent” in the same
passage quoted before in which he introduced the duality between the logical
and causal entailments (see §1.2.2): “sometimes, from false premises it is possible deriving true conclusions”. In this way, it becomes impossible to demonstrate the necessity of a Creator causally entailing the existence of the whole
universe. On the contrary, Aquinas explicitly justified the demonstration of
the Creator on the causal entailment (at the basis of the quia syllogism) recalled above, criticizing explicitly the possibility of using for Him the demonstrative syllogism (see Summa Theol., I, 2, 2). Evidently, – besides his intentions – Kant’s criticism concerns mainly Leibniz’s theodicy not Aquinas’ one.
As we have seen before, indeed, in the modal causal entailment, the cause
plays the role of the necessary condition (it is categorically on the left side of
the reversed causal arrow ⟵ “from the effect to the cause”) – so to justify,
evidently, the resolution into some primary cause for closing “upwardly” the
causal chain, either on the physical plan (Aristotle), or on the metaphysical
plan (Aquinas). To say all this more synthetically – with the words of Michael
Heller in a paper where he proposed the CT logic as the proper logic of formal
metaphysics and theology, for the construction of an updated “theology of nature” – what is lacking in Leibniz’s logic and metaphysics is the notion of
“categorical duality” (Heller, 2016). Indeed, in the modal coalgebraic logic of
CT, as we have seen, the reversal of the arrows of the Aristotelian and Aquinas’ logic and ontology acquires its full intelligibility and soundness (categorical, diagrammatic universality).
Therefore, as discussed elsewhere (Basti, 2018), we proposed the formal
ontology of the Natural Realism (NR) as an example of Formal Philosophy of
10
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See Paper 19. in this volume for a synthesis. Particularly, it was the Scottish philosopher and logician
Sir William Hamilton (1788-1856) who applied systematically, overall in his monumental work published posthumous Lectures on Metaphysics and Logic (Hamilton, 1860), the principle of sufficient
reason for the construction of the whole metaphysics building, using a logic refusing explicitly, not
only any symbolism, but also any modality, either real (de re) or logical (de dicto).
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Nature for an evolutionary cosmology based on QFT as Fundamental Physics.
If the coalgebraic semantics of Kripke models, as far as based on the dual
equivalence between the logical and the causal entailments just explained
(logical classes of objects and their relations, validated over natural kinds of
things and their relations), is the proper naturalistic epistemology of the formal ontology of NR, the modal axiomatic system of NR ontology is constituted by a nested hierarchy of KD45 systems. That is, by a rooted tree of
Kripke frames of possible (states of) worlds, satisfying simultaneously the seriality (for Lewis’ axiom D), the transitivity (for the axiom 4), and the Euclidean (for the axiom 5) properties on the accessibility relations among them (see
Appendix B).
Indeed, each KD45 system (see Figure 8) can justify the construction of
an equivalence class of worlds (i.e., satisfying a reflexive, transitive, and symmetric property among their accessibility relations) starting from the accessibility relations that a non-accessible given world (initial object) has with all
the others constituting the class. Therefore, a nested structure of KD45 systems (see Figure 9), where the accessibility relations among frames are interpreted like as many causal (generating) relations, can be modelled (interpreted) as the progressive unfolding (unravelling) of “natural kinds”, i.e., of
rooted trees of coalgebraic Kripke structures (models) of growing complexity,
defined on NWF-sets partial orderings, following different unfolding paths,
and then modelling the genus-species relationship.

Figure 8. (Left): graphic representation of a KD45 system using Kripke frames and
their relations (see Appendix B). The worlds v,w,z constitute an equivalence class of
worlds starting from the relations that the inaccessible world u has with each of them.
(Right) graphic representation of the KT45 or S5 (in Lewis’ denotation) system, characterized by the fact that the axiom T satisfying a reflexive relation over frames, takes
the place of axiom D (seriality) 11. It is evident that all the worlds in this system constitute one only equivalence class. In this, sense S5 is the logical modal structure of
whichever metaphysical system. These representations make evident why KD45 is

11

In axiomatic modal logic, the S5 system is the syntax (logical calculus) of whichever metaphysical
system, given that a metaphysical theory is axiomatically a system for which all the objects (possible
worlds) constituting the universe of the theory form one only equivalence class, for the set of the
axioms defining the theory.
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sometimes denoted as secondary S5, because v,w,z constitute effectively a S5 system
“generated” by the inaccessible world u.

From the physical standpoint, it is at least intuitively evident, that the unfolded equivalence classes (species), sharing along different branches the
same generating root (genus), even though belonging to the same level of the
unfolding (actualization) procedure, corresponds to different classes of balanced dissipative systems or phase coherence domains of the quantum fields,
belonging to the same “folium” |0(𝜃𝜃)⟩ for a given T, of the QV-foliation, in
Bogoliubov’s statistics of the thermal QFT.

Figure 9. Intuitive representation of a nested structure of KD45 systems. (Left): The
worlds w” and w’’’ are potentially existing in the active causal power of the generator
Γ. (Right) After being “unravelled” by Rγ within the world w (genus), the worlds w’’
and w’’’ become actually existing as a new equivalence class (species) with all their
elements. It is evident the iterated, nested KD45 structure of the system.

Passing to the metaphysics and even to the theology – the “theology of
nature” – of such a physical ontology, in which, the coalgebraic mathematics
of QFT constitutes the semantics of the philosophical ontology speaking of it,
it is evident that this formal ontology can settle the disputes originated by
some books (Hawking & Mlodinow, 2010; Krauss, 2012) that pretended to
reduce the metaphysical and theological notion of creation from nothing, before all in Aquinas’ interpretation, to the action of creation/annihilation operators of a QFT extended to include also the gravitation force.
Because the universe is a closed system at 0 energy summation, bodies as stars
or black holes cannot just appear out of nothing. But a whole universe can. Because gravity shapes space and time, it allows space-time to be locally stable but
globally unstable. On the scale of the entire universe, the positive energy of the
matter can be balanced by the negative gravitational energy, and so there is no
restriction on the creation of whole universes. Because there is a law like gravity,
the universe can and will create itself from nothing (…). Spontaneous creation is
the reason there is something rather than nothing, why the universe exists, why
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we exist. It is not necessary to invoke God to light the blue touch paper and set
the universe going (Hawking & Mlodinow, 2010, Kindle pos. 2054).

A first issue in this cosmological hypothesis is the necessity of referring
to supersymmetry theories (the “M-theory”, using the formalism of string theories, affirming the existence of fermionic supersymmetric partners of bosons,
and vice versa) for granting mathematically the balance between “the negative
energy of gravitation” and “the positive energy of matter”. Unfortunately for
supersymmetric theories, at the energy levels actually reached by LHC for
finding the Higgs boson, we found no trace of the supersymmetric particles
the theory expected to find. Even though this, of course, did not close the research about the supersymmetry theories that are endowed with an indubitable, superior mathematical elegance.
On the other hand, from the ontological standpoint, it is evident in the
quoted passage two usual modern misunderstandings. The first one is the confusion between law and cause (see Paper 19. in this volume): the “gravitation
law” is not the “gravitational force”. The second one is the confusion between
physical and metaphysical causality. The fact that our universe is energetically
closed so that we need “no god” for “setting the universe go” has nothing to
do with the metaphysical Primary Cause and then the theological causality of
God 12 expressed in the statement “creation from nothing”. In a word: Aquinas
is not Descartes: God is not a “boundary condition” for injecting energy “from
the outside” in the universe machinery “for setting the universe go”.
Neither, for a believer, there is any problem in supposing a “multiverse”
because of the “global instability” of the gravitational space-time: who are us
for limiting God’s creativity? Also, because for a contemporary educated believer, there is no place – like, on the contrary, there was for Leibniz – for
asking whether our universe is the “better one” among many others. Indeed,
in the other hypothetical universes we simply could not exist since they would
be ruled by other physical laws.
To sum up, the physical primary causality of the QV, as far as including
the gravitation force of quantum gravity (see the “primary generator” Γ of the
“nested structure” of the NR ontology in Figure 9, absolutely consistent with
the “universal root” of all NWF-sets) plays the two roles that in the
12

(See Papers 8., 17., and 19. in this Volume). I.e., the Primary Cause to which by faith we attribute a
Personal Nature: I cannot pray a “cause”, but a person. Not casually, Aquinas defined his famous
“four Aristotelian proofs” of the existence of a transcendent Primary Cause of the whole being of the
universe(s), like as many paths (not proofs) toward a rational assent for the believer to the existence
of God. All these paths indeed terminate with expressions such as “and this (the Primary Cause object
of the proof) we say being God” (Summa Theol. I, 2, 3co.).
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Aristotelian physics had the two universal causes, “active” of the “primary 13
mover”, and “passive” of the “primary matter”, in potency to the same elements 14.
Indeed, also for Aquinas the generation of different things, composing the
universe with their different natural forms, and coming to the actual existence
in different spatial and temporal locations, depends exclusively on the physical active-passive causality. However, the primary dynamism of the “formless
matter” in potency to the same elements (something similar to the “0-occupation-state” of a Fock space) from which they are physically educed by the action of other physical causes is not the metaphysical (and theological) nothingness. A vacuum endowed with energy – the “0 summation energy”, either
of the closed supersymmetric universe à la Hawking, or of the balanced
ground states of dissipative QFT in the hypothesis of the thermal QV as universal energy reservoir – is not “nothing”: it is the material substrate of everything!
In a word, “the creation from nothing” is not the metaphysical answer to
Leibniz’s question “why is there something rather than nothing”: for this question, the Fundamental Physics is perfectly sufficient for giving an answer. The
“creation from nothing” is the answer to the deepest question: “why is there
everything rather than nothing”, included the “vacua” endowed with energy
of modern cosmology.
This question and its answer, however, is not a physical issue: this question, indeed, is physically meaningless! The physicist not only can but must
stop at the physical universal causes and laws, possibly without confusing
them. This is a metaphysical and theological issue, otherwise Galilei suffered
in vain, even though today the “crossing of the border” is more on the physicists’ side, and not on the theologians’ side.
13

14
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I use the adjective “primary” instead of “first” for denoting whichever physical or metaphysical universal cause, because time has nothing to do with these notions. Specifically, the “primary mover”
in Aristotle’s cosmology, is the heavenly sphere of the “fixed stars”, unmoved mover of all the other
heavenly spheres, with their concentric, clockwise, or anti-clockwise motions. These rigid an transparent spheres, by the light deriving from the heat generated by the “friction” of stars and planets,
conceived as “humps” of the relative spheres all made of “ether” (the “fifth element”), influence
causally by their heat supply the chaotic motions of the migma of the four elements on “earth” –
intended as the “colder” centre of the Aristotelian cosmos. A migma that constitutes the material
substrate of the earthly material bodies. The four elements of the earthly matter, indeed, are all endowed with four fundamental “active-passive virtues” (powers), by which they interact among themselves and with the heavenly bodies, for constituting more complex earthly bodies: two active ones
(warm and cold) and two passive ones (dry and humid). Namely, “water” was cold and humid, “earth”
was cold and dry, “fire” was warm and dry, “air” was warm and humid. See also note 43 in this paper,
and §2.3 in Paper 8. of this volume.
See Paper 7. in this volume.
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For these reasons, from the theological standpoint, using such a powerful
Aristotelian notion, Aquinas explained that the proper of the Christian “creation from nothing” is not to be intended in the neo-platonic way, common also
to all the non-biblical religions, in which the divinity puts from outside “order
into the chaos”, or as the creation of “forms into the matter”. Indeed, Aquinas
says, the “natural form”, on which the actual existence of a distinct material
thing depends, so to be “something”, «is not created, but it is educed by a
natural agency from the potentiality of matter». (Quaest. De Potentia, q. III,
a. 4 ad 7). The “creation from nothing” consists, on the contrary, in affirming
that “everything, nothing excluded”, also the formless “primary dynamism”
of matter from which all the physical world derives, is within the creative act
of God, metaphysically, by participation of being from the Absolute. An Absolute that for being such, must be a Pure Act, the Subsistent Esse of Aquinas 15. More precisely, the primary term of the unique creative action from the
“Pure Act” of the whole universe(s) of material things, is precisely the “pure
potency”, or próte dynamis, the “primary dynamism” of the “formless matter” 16 from which everything else, the elements included, physically derives 17.
And this creative act is “outside time” – because for Augustine (see Augustine
of Hyppo, Confessiones, XI,10-13; De Civitate Dei, XI, 6; XII, 16) and Aquinas like for us, differently from Newton, time is “inside” not “outside the universe” 18. So that, for them, like for Aristotle and for us, differently from Descartes, for whom God “triggered” the inertial machine of the universe, it is
impossible “from inside the time” to demonstrate that time has an “absolute
beginning”. In Aquinas’ words:
What is created comes to existence without any becoming or change, because
every becoming and every change presuppose that something existed beforehand. Accordingly, when creating, God produces things without any change. […]
If we eliminate the ‘becoming’ from an action, the relation alone will remain in
place. […] Therefore, creation in the creature is simply a certain relation to the
creator, as the principle of its being (Summa Theol., I, 45, 3c).

15
16
17

18

See Papers 8.-10., and 17.-19. in this Volume
See Paper 8. in this Volume.
Of course, apart from the human spirit, and of all the intelligent creatures in the universe. “Spirit”
intended as a “transcendental” relationship with the Absolute, and on which their personal freedom
is necessarily founded, for not being an illusion. In this way, the creation of the individual soul for
each human, requires a new act of participation of being. In this way, according to a famous Aquinas’
metaphor, the humans are like the “horizon line” between the material and the spiritual world, belonging to both.
See again Papers 8.-10 and 17.-19. in this Volume.
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By such an “arrow-theoretic” asymmetric notion of creation as “participation of being” (see Figure 10), this fundamental causal dependence (“real
relation”) of the whole material world(s) on the Absolute Being holds also in
the case that the material world, at least in its material substrate of the primary
dynamism, is eternal. The metaphysical causality indeed is not time dependent.
Indeed, it is clear that the world leads to the knowledge of the creating divine
power, both in the case it has not always existed, and in the case it has: everything
that has not always existed was clearly caused, although this cannot be immediately evident for what has always been (Summa Theol., I, 46, 1ad 7).

Figure 10. (Left): Schematic representation of creation as participation of being (big
arrows on three dimensions). The pointed background inside the universe space-time
(the big circle) represents the primary dynamism of matter, while the small circles
with a darker dotted background represent the different bodies. Of them, their natural
forms are represented by the respective circumferences, depending on the concourse
of different acting causes on matter (small arrows within the material world). It is
evident that the logic modal system of this metaphysical ontology is the secondary
S5 system of Figure 8, at the second order with respect to the first order nested KD45
structures of rooted trees of natural kinds of things of Figure 9. (Right): “Zooming”
on one of the natural forms of a body (a cat), according to the Aristotelian definition
of “form” as péras, “limit”, literally the “house-door sill” between the “from inside”
of the material causality (small white arrows) and the “from outside” of the acting
causality from the environment (small black arrows) 19.
19
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See Aristotle, Phys., IV, 5, 212a, 34, and Aquinas’ relative commentary: In Phys., IV, lect. 7. Indeed,
all the Aristotelian physical “eduction (emergence) of forms from matter” is ultimately based on the
heat supply (energy) from the heavenly spheres/bodies (the universal movers) onto the “migma” of
terrestrial elements. The heat indeed has the property – noticed by Aristotle – of always having a
preferred direction in bodies (the radiating centrifugal one), so to order (giving a preferred direction
to) the disordered motion of the material substrate (migma) of elements (primary dynamism). This is
the core of Aristotle’s De Coelo et de Mundo cosmological treatise (see also note 37). Not so far from
the role of the SSBs of the QV in a thermal QFT, indeed.
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In a word, the “In the beginning” of the Bible is timeless, is “metaphysical” not “physical” 20. This is also according to the literary sense of the biblical
text of the first chapter of the Genesis book, where the time counting (“the six
days”) starts after that God gives existence to the “upper” and “lower” limits
of the universe (“heaven and earth”: the earth was flat for the Bible, and the
heaven without stars was a rigid concave vault over it), for distinguishing it
from Himself, so to remain “outside” the material world. The material world
had “in the beginning” nothing “inside” it, apart from the primordial “waving”
chaos, or “formless void”. So, given this preamble that is very precise in distinguishing the Biblical “story of creation” (also the primordial chaos is created by God) from the other “stories of creation” of other religions 21, the biblical Author can abundantly use these other stories or “tales” in the rest of
other chapters of Genesis about the origins, till the chapter 11.
The first two verses of the Book of Genesis read indeed:
In the beginning God created heaven and earth. Now the earth was a formless
void, there was darkness over the deep, with a divine wind sweeping over the
waters (Gen I:1-2).

To conclude, we can say that the CT logic, with its arrow-theoretic way
of thinking, is the proper logic of the Aristotelian ontology and Thomistic
metaphysics, giving logic consistency to them, as well as making them congruent with QFT as Fundamental Physics, in the framework of the actual “hot”
big-bang theory of an evolutionary cosmology.
Appendix B: Definition of some classes of Kripke frames validating
modal axioms
The core of Lewis’ axiomatic theory of modal logics (Lewis & Langford,
1932) is to formalize the modal logical calculus as an extension of the standard
axiomatic propositional calculus k, by adding to the axioms of k some modal
axioms extending k. We recall here only some fundamental axioms, referring
to (Cresswell & Huges, 1996) for a complete treatment of this axiomatic approach to modal logic.
The more fundamental modal axiom extending k is the so-called necessitation axiom N defining all the normal modal systems K (K = k+N):
20
21

See paper 9. in this Volume
See Paper 15. in this Volume
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N def  X      X  

Where X is a set of propositions, and 𝛼𝛼 is a proposition meta-symbol. N
is sufficient for validating in modal logic (ML) all the logical laws (tautologies) in their modal form, starting from the modal modus ponens:
         

Without giving a complete treatment for which we refer to two fundamental chapters of the monumental Handbook of Modal Logic (Goranko &
Otto, 2007; Venema, 2007), the core of the celebrated Van Benthem’s Correspondence Theory (Van Benthem, 1984) is to extend the algebraic interpretation of the meaning function defined on generic algebraic frames 𝔽𝔽 of the
BAO to Kripke frames 𝔉𝔉 (see above §3.3.3 in the First Part). In this way, not
only we can algebraize the normal modal system K with the axiom N in terms
of a modal Boolean algebra with operators (Venema, 2007, p. 340), but we
can also algebraize the other Lewis’ axioms (T, D, 4, 5,…) over different classes of Kripke’s frames satisfying first order properties of the relative dyadic
accessibility relations. This allowed logicians and computer scientists to think
at axiomatic extensions of K (e.g., KT, KT4, KT5, KD45,… modal systems),
not as giving rise to new modal systems, but as to different theories over the
minimal system K, “just as a first-order theory (e.g., of linear orders) is constructed over first-order validities” (Blackburn, van Benthem, & Wolter, 2007,
p. 35).
Now we give a list of some classes of Kripke frames validating modal
axioms (Goranko & Otto, 2007, p. 253ff.) that are useful for our aims, making
explicit the significance of each axiom for formalizing the philosophical logic.
Definition 15. (Definition of some classes of Kripke frames validating modal
axioms).
•

α → α (≡def T) defines (is validated by) the class of frames which consists of

•

isolated reflexive points/worlds such that ∀xy (Rxy ↔ x = y). [The meaning of
axiom T (from “truth”) is evident: it is the axiom scheme of all “alethic logics”
in modal formal logics and ontologies. It says, indeed, that if proposition α is
true in all possible worlds, it is obviously true also in the actual one].
α → ◊α (≡def D) defines the class of frames where the frame relation R is “serial”: ∀x∃y (Rxy). [The meaning of axiom D (from “deontic”) is evident too. It
says that if α is necessary, it is possible. It is therefore the axiom scheme of all
“deontic logics”. Nobody, indeed, can be morally or legally obliged to something
impossible for him/her (“impossibilia nemo tenetur”, in Latin). In the difference
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•

between axiom T and axiom D is hidden the core of the recalled “Hume principle” of not confusing “facts” and “values”, i.e., the alethic and the deontic necessity. However, for the ontology of physics, the seriality condition hidden in the
axiom D expresses the closure of the causal chain and then any principle of energy
conservation].
α → α (≡def 4) defines the class of frames where the frame relation R is

•

“transitive”: ∀xyz ((Rxy ∧ Ryz) → Rxz). [The axiom 4 (in Lewis’ enumeration)
meaning is the “transitivity of necessitating relations”. It is, typically the axiom
of the modal formalization of the “scientific necessity” according to different levels of necessity, against any naïve reductionism. E.g., the laws of physics are
necessary also in chemistry, even though they are not sufficient for justifying
chemical phenomena, etc.].
◊α → ◊α (≡def 5 or E) defines the class of frames where the frame relation R is
“Euclidean”: ∀xyz ((Rxy ∧ Rxz → Ryz). [The axiom 5 (in Lewis’ enumeration)
or E (from Euclidean) is in some sense the core axiom of the formalization of
“metaphysics”, because it states that if something is possible, it is “necessarily
possible”. In this sense, it formalizes the notion of “faculty” as a “power” that
pertains necessarily to something/somebody, because it characterizes its/her/his
“nature” or “essence”, e.g., the faculty of thinking for humans, or the non-oxidation property for noble metals, etc.. In physics and communication theory, the
Euclidean transitivity exemplifies the core of any “localization by triangulation”].

(…)
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The dual paradigm in quantum physics and in its ontology. II Part: logic and
ontology.
GIANFRANCO BASTI, FRANCESCO M. FERRARI
Abstract
This paper concerns the illustration of the formal ontology of the Natural Realism (NR),
conceived as a formalized Philosophy of Nature. The logic of the NR is essentially the
modal (coalgebraic) relational semantics of Kripke’s model theory, in its formalization
within the Category Theory. In this framework, it is possible to define the semantics of
the NR formal language directly over the coalgebras of the (thermal) QFT interpreted
as Fundamental Physics. Philosophically, this solves systematically Quine’s significant
criticism about the same possibility of a consistent formal ontology of the natural sciences. The NR dual logic, indeed, gives a universal consistency to the Aristotelian
modal duality between the causal or “quia” syllogism, and the demonstrative or “propter
quid” syllogism, where it is the former that gives a causally sound premise to the latter.
This has a fundamental metaphysical and theological implication because the proof of
a First Cause – i.e., of an upper bound (colimit or initial object) of the causal chain
coalgebraically modelled – is based on the “quia” syllogism, while it becomes inconsistent – as Kant demonstrated – if we interpret, from Leibniz on, the cause as the
simple sufficient condition, so reducing the causal necessity to the logical one.
Keywords:
Modal logic; Kripke’s theory; relational semantics; causal syllogism; partial truths.
Abstract
Questo articolo illustra l’ontologia formale del Realismo Naturale (RN), concepita come
formalizzazione della Filosofia della Natura. La logica di RN è essenzialmente la semantica relazionale modale (coalgebrica) della teoria dei modelli di Kripke, nella sua
formalizzazione entro la Teoria delle Categorie. In questo quadro, è possibile definire
dualmente la semantica del linguaggio formale di RN direttamente sulle coalgebre
della QFT termica, interpretata come Fisica Fondamentale. Filosoficamente, questo
approccio risolve sistematicamente la critica di Quine sulla possibilità stessa di una
ontologia formale delle scienze naturali. La logica duale di RN, infatti, dà consistenza
universale alla dualità modale aristotelica, fra il sillogismo causale “quia” e quello dimostrativo “propter quid”, dove è il primo a fornire dualmente una premessa causalmente fondata al secondo. Tutto ciò ha una conseguenza fondamentale in metafisica
e teologia perché la prova di una Causa Prima – ovvero, di un limite superiore (colimite
o oggetto iniziale) della catena causale, coalgebricamente interpretata – è basata sul
sillogismo “quia”, mentre diventa inconsistente – come Kant ha dimostrato – se interpretiamo da Leibniz in poi la causa come semplice condizione sufficiente, riducendo
così la necessità causale a quella logica.
Parole chiave:
Logica modale; teoria di Kripke; semantica relazionale; sillogismo causale; verità parziali

8. Time and Creation: Thomas Aquinas and
Contemporary Cosmology
WILLIAM E. CARROLL *

1. Introduction
The cover of the September 2009 issue of Scientific American announces
the theme for a wide variety of essays on “Understanding Origins.” Topics
include: the origins of teeth, of cooking, of chocolate, of paper money, of the
internal combustion engine, and of intermittent windshield wipers. Most
prominently displayed on the cover, however, are origins of life and of the
universe. Michael Turner of the University of Chicago is the author of the
essay on the origin of the universe and he optimistically claims that “cosmologists are closing in on the ultimate processes that created and shaped the universe.” Turner draws a compelling picture of the many advances in cosmology
over the last one hundred years which have radically transformed our understanding of the universe and its development, from a kind of “formless soup
of elementary particles” into “the richly structured cosmos of today.” Many
questions still remain (especially concerning dark energy), but, as Turner
notes, we still have time to find the answers since, if the universe continues to
expand at its current rate of acceleration, we have about thirty billion years
before all traces of the Big Bang will disappear (Kraus & Scherrer, 2008). At
that time, in the distant future, the light “from all but a handful of nearby galaxies will be too red-shifted to detect; the temperature of the cosmic background radiation will be too low to measure; and the universe will appear similar to one that astronomers knew 100 years ago before their instruments were
powerful enough to reveal the universe we know today” (Turner, 2009, p. 43).
Since we do seem to have enough time to reflect on theories of the cosmos
described in contemporary science, we might take this opportunity to talk
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about creation, origins, and time from a mediaeval perspective. It may seem
strange to juxtapose Thomas Aquinas and the cosmological theories of the
21st Century: even stranger, perhaps, to argue that what Thomas has to say
about time and creation can speak directly to debates in our own day about the
philosophical and theological implications of current cosmological speculations. Despite dangers of falling into anachronistic commentary or of failing
to recognize profound differences in the ways in which terms such as science,
creation, and time have come to be used in the centuries that separate us from
Thomas Aquinas, I want to enter into discourse where even angels may fear
to tread to examine the enduring relevance of the thought of the Angelic Doctor, especially in natural philosophy, metaphysics, and theology. Those far
more expert than I in developments in contemporary cosmology, will, I hope,
excuse some of the over-simplifications in these, the reflections of a mediaevalist, about time, creation, and cosmology. I do think that when it comes to
drawing philosophical and theological conclusions from contemporary cosmology, insights from the Middle Ages remain valuable.
A few years ago an issue of the magazine, Astronomy, was dedicated to
the release of a map of the cosmic background radiation left over from the Big
Bang. 1 The existence of this “cool light” which pervades the entire cosmos
offers evidence for both a primal Big Bang as well as the increasing acceleration of the universe’s expansion: both crucial features of what has become the
standard model in contemporary cosmology. Significantly, the title on the
cover of the magazine was “In the Beginning […] Scientists Close in on the
Big Bang.” 2
I do not wish to recount the story of the gradual acceptance during the last
century of Big Bang cosmology. The result is that cosmologists now routinely
entertain elaborate scenarios which propose to describe what the universe was
like when it was the size of a grapefruit, a mere 10−35 seconds after the Big
Bang. The description of the emergence of four fundamental forces and twelve
discrete subatomic particles is almost a common-place in modern physics.
There is little doubt among scientists that we live in the midst of an extraordinary expansion which began around 14 billion years ago – give or take a few
hundred million.
1

2
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April 2003. The map was derived from satellite data from WMAP -- Wilkinson Microwave Anisotropy Probe.
In their essay (2003), Wendy Freedman and Michael S. Turner argue that recent developments in
cosmology continue to extend our understanding of the universe farther and farther back in time and
then claim that “even the question of how the universe began is coming within the realm of scientific
inquiry” (p. 31).
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We often forget the radical character of this new view of the universe in
terms of a developmental paradigm. In contrast, traditional astronomy and attendant cosmological theories simply sought to describe and understand the
movements of the heavenly bodies. In addition, there were attempts to offer
accounts of the physical nature of the heavens. Just as evolutionary biology is
fundamentally historical in approaching its subject-matter, so too is contemporary cosmology. The explanations cosmologists now seek concern a continuous development from the emergence of the constitutive forces and elements
of the universe, to the appearance of life, and then of human life.
2. Contemporary Cosmology and the beginning of the Universe
Stephen Hawking frequently observed that as a result of contemporary
cosmology the question of the beginning of the universe has entered “the
realm of science.” Hawking claimed that we can have no scientific theory of
nature unless the theory accounts for the beginning of the universe.
The only way to have a scientific theory is if the laws of physics hold everywhere,
including at the beginning of the universe. One can regard this as a triumph of
the principles of democracy: why should the beginning of the universe be exempt
from the laws that apply to other points? If all points are equal, one can’t allow
some to be more equal than others. (Hawking & Penrose, 1996, p. 71)

This confidence that cosmology now can address the beginning of the
universe – a confidence shared by many cosmologists – has led to all sorts of
speculations about the initial state of the universe. For many scientists, philosophers, and theologians such speculations in cosmology speak directly to
long-established beliefs about creation. The science editor of The New York
Times has written that high-speed particle accelerators may help scientists to
work out “a mechanistic, gears-and-levers theory of the Genesis moment itself
– the hows, if not the whys of creation ex nihilo.” 3
3

January 2001. In August 2001 Britain’s Secretary for Trade and Industry, Patricia Hewitt, did something that would make her the envy of fellow politicians everywhere. At the University of Durham,
she switched on a powerful new computer, popularly known as the “Cosmology Machine,” and with
the click of a mouse she was able to cause the computer to simulate a universe of her own on the
screens of the university’s Institute for Computational Cosmology. “Gosh,” she said. “We must not
let this go to our heads.” Professor Carlos Frenk, director of the institute, said that the new computer
had been “taught” the laws of physics and that its computational power would be used to simulate a
number of virtual universes. The Guardian [Manchester] claimed that the expectation is that the new
computer will disclose how the universe ‘inflated itself out of nothing in an instant.” Despite the
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Most physicists refer to the Big Bang as a “singularity,” that is, an ultimate boundary or edge, a “state of infinite density” where space-time has
ceased. Thus, it represents an outer limit of what we can know about the universe. If all physical theories are formulated in the context of space and time,
it would not be possible to speculate, at least in the natural sciences, about
conditions before or beyond these categories. Nevertheless, during the last
thirty years, precisely such speculation has intrigued several cosmologists.
Christopher Isham wrote (1993) that, with respect to the quantum origination
of the universe, the central theoretical question is “whether this coming into
being of the universe can be explained, or at least described, using the methods
of theoretical physics” (p.51). 4
There certainly has been no shortage of speculation. Some cosmologists
now offer theories which propose to account for the Big Bang itself as a fluctuation of a primal vacuum. Just as sub-atomic particles are thought to emerge
spontaneously in vacuums in laboratories, so the whole universe may be the
result of a similar process. Alexander Vilenkin developed a variation of an
inflationary model of the expanding universe that accounts for the birth of the
universe “by quantum tunnelling from nothing.” “Nothing,” for Vilenkin, is a
“state with no classical space-time […] the realm of unrestrained quantum
gravity; it is a rather bizarre state in which all our basic notions of space, time,
energy, entropy, etc. lose their meaning” (Vilenkin, 1983). Describing these
speculations in his book, The Inflationary Universe (1997), Alan Guth appropriates traditional theological terminology in a chapter called: “A Universe ex
nihilo.” His analysis involves complex speculations about “gravitational potential energy” stored in “gravitational fields.” But what I wish to point out is
the striking conclusion he draws: “The universe could have evolved from absolutely nothing in a manner consistent with all known conservation [of
mass/energy] laws. While no detailed scientific theory of creation is known,
the possibility of developing such a theory now appears open” (p.12).
Andrei Linde, speculating on what he admits is a bizarre question – what
happened before the Big Bang – has developed a theory of “eternal inflation,”
according to which what we know as the Big Bang is only one of many in a

4
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impressive calculatory capacity of the new computer, scientists may well be waiting quite some time
for this disclosure!
Since current theories of the quantum origination of the universe take seriously that there is some
real sense in which the universe ‘began’ around 14 billion years ago, the challenge is to ascribe scientific meaning to such an event and, in particular, to the associated concept of the beginning of time.
According to traditional Big Bang cosmology the answer to Isham’s query is “no;” but some recent
research programs have sought to discover such explanations. As we shall see, we ought to keep
distinct different senses both of “beginning” and of what it means “to come to be.”
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chain of big bangs by which “the universe endlessly reproduces and reinvents
itself.” According to Linde, “our universe” began as a bubble that ballooned
out of the space-time of a pre-existing universe. He thinks that it makes little
sense to search for some “original bubble.” 5 Lee Smolin, has spoken of a
whole chain of universes which develop according to a theory of “cosmological natural selection,” so that “our universe forms part of an endless chain of
self-reproducing universes whose physical laws evolve as they are passed
along.” For Smolin, “the laws of physics in this universe (or universes) are
less like commandments from God and more like the zoning regulations promulgated by some fractious city council, ever susceptible to amendment and
compromise.” 6
Gabriele Veneziano, a theoretical physicist at CERN and one of the fathers of string theory in the late 1960s, argues that “the pre-bang universe has
become the latest frontier of cosmology” (Veneziano, 2004). The role of string
theory in offering an explanation of the Big Bang as the outcome of a preexisting state can be seen in Maurizio Gasperini’s essay (2008):
Within this scenario [string theory applied to cosmology], more flexible and
richer than the standard one, it becomes possible to build cosmological models
without any initial singularity, where cosmological evolution can be traced arbitrarily far back in time, even to infinity. Such models allow the Universe to exist,
and develop through a long ‘prehistory,’ even before the actual Big Bang, now
identified as the explosion which gives rise to the matter and to the forms of
energy that we now observe. The Big Bang is still present but, although it remains
a milestone in the evolution of the cosmos, no longer represents the origin of
space, time, and the Universe itself. It thus becomes possible, within this framework, to explain how the Big Bang takes place, by studying mechanisms able to

5

6

Quoted in Dennis Overbye (2001). Overbye offers an excellent tour d’horizon of the then current
cosmological speculations: from quantum tunnelling from nothing, to eternal inflation, to string theory and multiple universes, to Neil Turok’s “ekpyrotic” universe [from “ekpyrosis,” which denotes
the fiery death and rebirth of the world in Stoic philosophy], to Linde’s modification, called the “pyrotechnic universe.”
Smolin thinks that the universe is like a city, “an endless negotiation, an endless construction of the
new out of the old […]. No one made the city. There is no city-maker, as there is no clockmaker. If
a city can make itself without a maker, why cannot the same be true of the universe?” Each black
hole, just like the black hole in which the Big Bang occurred, begets a new universe which expands,
evolves, and eventually creates new black holes which spawn new universes: “over many cycles a
kind of Darwinian pressure would encourage the formation of universes whose physics favored black
holes, since universes that did not make black holes would have no progeny.” Quoted in an interview
in Overbye (1997, pp. 26 and 27).
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concentrate enough energy in a given space-time point to trigger the observed
explosion. (pp. 3-4) 7

The desire in some cosmological circles to get rid of “the troubling singularity” of the Big Bang itself can be seen in the work of Neil Turok. Using
a development of “super string theory,” Turok offers a model in which the
birth of the present universe is the result of a collision of enormous four-dimensional membranes. Turok’s universe, like the one described by Linde, is
an endless cycle of universes in collision with other universes. Turok notes
that his model is, as he says, “philosophically very appealing. […] Time is
infinite, space is infinite, and they have always been here […]. It is exactly
what the steady-state-universe people wanted. Our model realizes their goal”
(Seif, 2002). As Turok points out, many cosmologists in the 1950s and early
1960s were reluctant to accept the Big Bang theory because if the universe
were thought to have such a beginning then the initial conditions would have
to be in some sense accidental, that is, not included within the explanatory
framework of the natural sciences. The initial conditions, thus, would have to
have a source beyond the explanatory domain of the natural sciences: such
conditions might seem to offer evidence for the existence of God. Turok is
critical of the linear, inflationary model of the development of the universe
and argues that the cyclical model he sets forth fits as well with all the evidence. Turok has presented his cosmological speculations in a recent book
written with Paul Steinhardt of Princeton University, the title of which is suggestive: The Endless Universe: Beyond the Big Bang (2007). As we have seen,
for them, “the big bang [now in lower-case letters] is not the beginning of
space and time, but, rather, an event that is, in principle, fully describable using physical laws. Nor does the big bang happen only once. Instead, the universe undergoes cycles of evolution” (p. 8). 8
7

8
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Gasperini (2008) suggests a reading of Genesis such that “the supernatural act of creation was followed by a long cosmological ‘pregnancy,’ required to prepare the explosion leading the Universe to
its current form […]”. He goes on to argue that “this ‘prenatal’ life of the Universe is fully accessible
to present and future experimental investigation.” (p.196). He thinks that “the initial verses of the
Holy Bible […] offer a description of the birth and the first moments of our Universe which seems
much closer to the pre-Big Bang scenario than to the standard Big Bang scenario” (p.193).
“Although the cyclical model does not require a beginning of time, it is compatible with having one.
One could imagine the sudden creation from nothing of two infinitesimal spherical branes arranged
like two concentric soap bubbles, both of which undergo continuous expansion as well as regular
collisions with each other under the influence of an interbrane force. Both brane bubbles would grow
enormously with every new cosmic cycle. After several cycles of expansion, the pair of branes would
appear very flat and very parallel to any observer like us, with access to only a limited region of
space. For such an observer, there would be little difference between this universe with a beginning,
and a universe in which two flat, parallel branes had been colliding forever into the past.” (pp. 165-
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Commenting on discussions concerning different versions of what has
come to be called the anthropic principle, Sir Martin Rees has observed that
there are three options which can account for the existence of the parameters
(just “six numbers”) which underpin contemporary cosmological reflection
and which provide the favorable “cosmic habitat” for life; the options are: coincidence, providence, or a “multiverse” (Rees, 1999). Not finding either
chance or God – coincidence or providence -- to be particularly appealing as
an explanation, Rees embraces a version of the multiverse hypothesis.
Max Tegmark of MIT offers, perhaps, the most radical version of the
multiverse hypothesis when he proclaims that every universe that can possibly
exist, actually does exist. As he says, “there are infinitely many other inhabited
planets, including not just one but infinitely many copies of you – with the
same appearances, name and memories. Indeed, there are infinitely many
other regions the size of our observable universe, where every possible cosmic
history is played out” (Tegmark, 2007, p. 102). 9
As is well-known, some Christians embraced traditional Big Bang cosmology itself because they saw it as scientific confirmation of the Genesis
story of creation. William Lane Craig, who writes extensively on these matters, argues that the Big Bang, in the standard interpretation as a singularity,
confirms the temporal finitude of the universe and thus offers a rational warrant for the traditional understanding of creation ex nihilo. Craig has written
in defense of the impossibility of an eternal universe since such a universe
would involve an infinite past, which Craig thinks is a contradiction. If one
can say that, in fact, the universe began to exist, then, so the argument goes,
there must be a cause of this fact, and this cause must obviously be external to
the universe; hence there must be a Creator. 10

9

10

166). Note that Turok and Steinhardt identify “creation from nothing” with a beginning of time – and
they admit this possibility. Thus, they would have to admit that cosmology itself could not determine
whether or not there was a beginning of time. As with so many others, on all sides of the debate, they
treat creation and having a temporal beginning as necessarily linked.
According to Tegmark, the closest identical copy of each one of us is (1010 )29 meters away: there is
not much chance of running into that person. All of this occurs only at the most basic of four levels
of multiverse scenarios. At level IV in this multiverse hierarchy, as Tegmark calls it, the physical
world is only a mathematical structure and, as a result, he notes that the “properties of all parallel
universes (including the subjective perceptions of every SAS [each one of us is a SAS, a “self-aware
substructure”]) could in principle be derived by an infinitely intelligent mathematician” (p. 118).
As Craig realizes, this is hardly a new argument. As early as John Philoponus in the 6th Century,
there have been first Christian and later Muslim scholars who concluded that an eternal universe
would mean that there is an infinite number of past days and an infinite number of past years. Such
actual infinities are absurd; there cannot be an infinite number of things, since whatever is, even a
very large collection of things, such as days or years, must be finite. Furthermore, an eternal universe
would involve another absurd notion: that one infinity, past days, would be larger than another infinity, past years. And yet again, an infinite distance cannot be traversed, since, in principle, there would
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Given the fact that some believers think that standard big bang cosmology, with its initial singularity, offers strong evidence for a Creator, we may
understand why others are attracted to current variations in cosmology that
purport to account for the initial singularity in terms of quantum tunnelling, or
to deny the existence of an initial boundary to the universe, or to speak of an
eternal cycle of big bangs. In each case, so it might seem, the role of a creator
is superfluous. For those scientists who suffer from “theophobia,” explanations of the Big Bang in scientific terms have been especially satisfying. But,
as we shall see, to use cosmological theories either to affirm creation or to
deny it is an example of misunderstandings of both cosmology and creation.
We need to be aware of “theophilia” as well as “theophobia” when we explore
the philosophical and theological implications of contemporary science.
Cosmological theories are easily used, or perhaps, better misused, to support or to deny creation. Each time, however, “to create” has been joined inextricably to temporal finitude such that to be created necessarily means to
begin to be; thus, to deny a beginning is to deny creation. As we shall see, it
was the genius of Thomas Aquinas to distinguish between creation understood
philosophically, with no reference to temporality, and creation understood theologically, which included the recognition that the universe does have an absolute temporal beginning.
3. Thomas Aquinas on Creation and the beginning of the Universe
The context of Thomas’s work was the reception of Aristotelian science
in Muslim, Jewish, and Christian intellectual circles in the Middle Ages which
provided the occasion for a wide-ranging discussion of the relationship between theology and the natural sciences. He profited significantly from the
work of scholars such as Avicenna, Averroes, and Maimonides, as well as
those in the Christian tradition. It seemed to many of Thomas’s contemporaries that there was a fundamental incompatibility between the claim of ancient
science that something cannot come from absolutely nothing and the affirmation of Christian faith that God did produce everything from nothing. Furthermore, for the ancients, since something must come from something, there must
always be something, i.e., the universe must be eternal. Despite the claims of
some contemporary theorists that, properly speaking, we can get something
always be more of it; but if the past were infinite, we could never get from any day infinitely distant
in the past to the present day. Yet here we are! Therefore, the past must be finite – it cannot be eternal;
such, at least, is Craig’s conclusion.
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from nothing, those theories of the Big Bang that employ insights from particle physics concerning vacuum fluctuations are really consistent with the ancient principle that you cannot get something from nothing.
A persistent confusion between cosmological and philosophical conceptions of “nothing” is evident in these discussions. Several years ago, Andrei
Linde, when describing the standard model of the Big Bang, noted that “at
some moment” billions of years ago, “a tiny speck of primordial nothingness
was somehow filled with intense energy [and] with bizarre particles.” 11 One
wonders at what greater size this “primordial speck” would be “something”
rather than “nothing”! The “vacuum” of modern particle physics, whose “fluctuation” supposedly brings our universe into existence, is not absolutely nothing. It is only no thing like our present universe, but it is still something. How
else could “it” fluctuate? Christopher Isham, claims that the “nothingness”
embraced by contemporary cosmologists can be understood in terms of the
mathematical concept of the empty set, which he thinks can provide “a precise
mathematical definition of the concept of nothing” (1988, p.401). We have
already seen Alan Guth arguing that contemporary science may very well be
able to show how something can come from nothing. We need to recognize,
however, that frequently the “nothing” discussed by contemporary cosmologists is not absolutely nothing. But the notion of “nothing,” central to the theological and metaphysical conception of creation out of nothing, is radically
different from the various notions of “nothing” employed in contemporary
cosmological discourse. I think that we can say that the “nothing” discussed
in contemporary cosmology is only that about which the particular theory says
nothing.
For many mediaeval thinkers, the eternal universe of ancient Greek science seemed to be incompatible with a universe created out of nothing. 12
Some urged that ancient science, especially in the person of Aristotle, its leading proponent, be rejected, since it contradicted the truths of revelation. Muslim and Jewish scholars had already wrestled with the heritage of Greek science as they sought to understand what it meant to believe in God as Creator.
But it was Thomas Aquinas who succeeded in forging a robust understanding
of creation out of nothing which honored both the requirements of biblical
revelation and a scientific account of nature.
In order to understand better the position of Thomas Aquinas on the relationship between time and creation, we can identify three general positions on
11
12

Quoted in The New York Times, 6 February 2001.
An eternal universe is, so it seemed, a necessary universe, a universe which is not the result of the
free creative act of God. At least so some Christians thought.
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this question which were defended by different thinkers in the 1260s and
1270s. First, there is the claim of scholars such as Thomas Aquinas, Boethius
of Dacia, and Siger of Brabant, all of whom followed the lead of Maimonides,
who argued that neither the eternity of the world nor its temporal finitude
could be demonstrated by reason. All three, of course, believed, as a matter of
faith, that the world did have a temporal beginning. Second, there is the claim
of scholars such as Matthew of Acquasparta that, on the basis of the contradictions which would follow were one to posit that the world is eternal, we
can know for sure, using reason alone, that the world had a temporal beginning. At times John Pecham 13 appears to accept this argument, but it seems
more likely that he did not think that it was strictly demonstrable that the world
was temporally finite. Rather, his position is that it is true that the world is not
eternal and “a Christian who believes this can understand, with the help of
reason, why it is true” (Dales, 1990, p.127). Far more interesting, as we will
see, is a third position, affirmed by Bonaventure, Henry of Ghent, and also
John Pecham. It is also a view which we find in the early works of Albert the
Great. This third view is that creation from nothing necessarily requires a temporal beginning to the world. The argument here follows from what it means
to be created, and the conclusion is that an eternal, created world is impossible.
A created world, because it is created, must be a world that has as a temporal
beginning. There are important nuances in the arguments of those who fall
into each of these three broad categories, and I will return to all these arguments in the course of this essay. With this general schema in mind, we can
now turn to the position of Thomas Aquinas.
The key to Thomas Aquinas’s analysis is the distinction he draws between
the act of creation and change, or as he often said: creatio non est mutatio
(creation is not a change). The natural sciences, whether Aristotelian or contemporary, have as their subject the world of changing things: from subatomic
particles to acorns to galaxies, and, hypothetically, to the collision of enormous four-dimensional membranes. Whenever there is a change there must
be something that changes. The ancients are right: from nothing, nothing
comes; that is, if the verb “to come” means a change. All change requires some
underlying material reality.
To create, on the other hand, is to cause the whole reality of whatever
exists. To cause completely something to exist is not to produce a change in
something; to create, thus, is not to work on or with some already existing
material. If there were a prior something that was used in the act of producing
13
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Pecham was a Franciscan at Oxford in the 1250s; he served as Regent Master in Paris and then at
Oxford (1271-1274); he was Archbishop of Canterbury from 1279 to 1292.
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a new thing then the agent doing the producing would not be the complete
cause of the new thing. But such a complete causing is precisely what the act
of creation is. Thus, to create is to give existence, and all things depend upon
God for the fact that they are. God does not take nothing and make something
out of “it.” 14 Rather, any thing left entirely to itself, separated from the cause
of its existence, would be absolutely nothing. Creation is not exclusively, nor
even primarily, some distant event; God’s creative act is the continual, complete causing of the existence of whatever is. All things would fall into nonbeing, Thomas says, unless God’s omnipotence supported them. 15
The experience we have of the production of things and of the changes in
existing things aids us in coming to understand creation so long as we think
analogically of how things are produced. 16 A crucial difference is that the production of things in the world, by causes in the world, presupposes some existing realities, whereas the production of the complete reality of existing
things presupposes no existing reality, but only the creative act itself. As
Thomas observes:
Creation is not change, except according to a mode of understanding. For change
means that the same something should be different now from what it was previously. Sometimes, indeed, the same actual thing is different now from what it
was before, as in motion according to quantity, quality, and place; but sometimes
it is the same being only in potentiality, as in substantial change, the subject of
which is [prime] matter. But in creation, by which the whole substance of a thing
is produced, the same thing can be taken as different now from before only according to our understanding, so that a thing is understood as first not existing at
all, and afterwards as existing. (Summa Theol. I, q. 45, a. 2, ad 2)

Thomas is particularly insightful in distinguishing between the origin of
the universe and the beginning of the universe. Beginning refers to a temporal
14

15

16

As Gianfranco Basti observes, creation is not the passage from nothing to the existence of a determinate entity or to the ensemble of entities that constitute the entire universe, as though before the
existence of the universe nothing would exist [come se prima dell’esistenza dell’universo esistesse il
nulla.]: “La creazione è la relazione causale trascendentale dall’Essere Sussistente all’ente contingente, indipendentemente da ogni divenire – il divenire ha da essere fondato metafisicamente e non
è fondante, come da Parmenide in poi è divenuto chiaro a tutta la metafisica occidentale – e quindi
indipendentemente da ogni temporalità” (Basti, 2008, p.118).
Thomas remarks that the relation of a house to its builder is very different from the relation of a
creature to the Creator. Once the coming-to-be of the house is complete, the house ceases to have any
relation of dependence upon its builder; the builder could die, and the house would continue to stand.
But the case is quite otherwise with the creature qua creature. The Creator’s causality must be continual, and of the same kind, all throughout the creature’s existence.
The ancient principle, from nothing nothing comes is not a universal principle of being; it does not
apply to the primary coming forth of all things from the universal source of existence.
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event, and an absolute beginning of the universe would be an event that is
coincident with the beginning of time. Creation is an account of the origin, or
source of existence, of the universe, and, as such, Thomas thinks that creation
can be demonstrated in the discipline of metaphysics. 17
The development by Thomas of an understanding of creation ex nihilo,
and, in particular, his understanding of the possibility of an eternal, created
universe, offers one of the best examples of his account of the relationship
between faith and reason. As I have already suggested, for Thomas there are
two senses of creation out of nothing, one philosophical, the other theological.
The philosophical sense means that God, with no material cause, makes all
things to exist as entities that are really different from Him, yet completely
dependent upon His causality. The theological sense of creation denies nothing of the philosophical sense but adds to it, among other things, the notion
that the created universe is temporally finite. The Creator is prior to what is
created, but the priority is not fundamentally temporal. Each creature has its
origin in the Creator and is wholly dependent upon the Creator for its existence; the dependence is metaphysical not temporal. To be created out of nothing does not mean that the creature is first nothing and then something. 18
Properly speaking, there is no “when” of creation. As Gianfranco Basti has
observed:
The “when” of the creation […] is meaningless: the creation is not “in” time but
“outside” time in the sense that time started with the universe so that we “from
inside” time and “from inside” the universe becoming measured by time, never
will be capable “of dating” the creation, as Augutine first realized, since the beginning of the Christian Era. (Basti, 2008, p. 115) 19

Thomas saw no contradiction in the notion of an eternal created universe. 20 For, even if the universe had no temporal beginning, it still would
depend upon God for its very being. The radical dependence on God as cause
In his Writings on the ‘Sentences’ of Peter Lombard, completed in Paris in the 1250s, Thomas claims:
“Not only does faith hold that there is creation, but reason also demonstrates it” (“quod creationem
esse, non tantum fides tenet, sed etiam ratio demonstrate”) (In II Sent. dist. 1, q. 1, a. 2).
18
“[N]on-being is prior to being in the thing which is said to be created. This is not a priority of time
or of duration, such that what did not exist before does exist later, but a priority of nature, so that, if
the created thing is left to itself, it would not exist, because it only has its being from the causality of
the higher cause [ex influentia causae superioris]” (Aquinas, In II Sent. dist. 1, q. 1, a. 2). This point
will be discussed in a little more detail later in this essay.
19
For Augustine, cf. Confes., XI, 10-13; De Civ. Dei, XI, 6; XII, 16.
20
In his most sophisticated discussion of this subject, On the Eternity of the World, he concludes: “Thus
it is evident that the statement that something was made by God and nevertheless was never without
existence, does not involve any logical contradiction.”
17
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of being is what creation means. It is Thomas’s philosophical understanding
of creation that allows him to affirm the intelligibility of an eternal created
universe, and to argue that, philosophically, time is irrelevant to the notion of
creation. Thus, for Thomas, creation ex nihilo does not have to mean creation
post nihil. Post nihil in this context means that the created order has a temporal
beginning; it does not mean that there was a time before creation. John Pecham
observes that, whereas one might say that the world always existed [mundus
semper fuit] since it is coterminous with the whole of time, one cannot say that
the world is eternal, in the sense of not having a beginning of time (see Dales,
1990, p.125). For Thomas, an eternal universe does not have to mean, as some
in the Neoplatonic tradition argued, a necessary universe, a universe that is
not the result of the free creative act of God. An eternal created universe would
have no first moment of its existence, but it still would have a cause of its
existence. Nor would an eternal universe have to mean a universe somehow
equal to God: the issue here, for those who rejected the possibility of an eternal
world, was that “eternal” meant not being caused. The concerns that to affirm
that the universe is eternal would be to deny that God acts freely or that an
eternal universe would have an ontological status equal to God, were uppermost in the minds of Christian thinkers from the Church Fathers on, 21 and
constituted what was for many the obvious reasons that creation ex nihilo
meant that the world was temporally finite. 22 Thomas is always careful to
21

22

“Au IVe siècle après Jésus Christ, le problème de l’éternité du monde touche presque à tous les autres:
tout y est de quelque manière impliqué: la béatitude de l’âme et la réalité du mal, la solidité du monde
physique et la signification de l’histoire, les attributs et la science de Dieu, la rationalité de la religion
de l’Evangile, l’éternité de Rome, la fidélité à César. Saint Augustin pouvait se représenter avec
maladresse la nature exacte de son différend avec les platoniciens: il ne se trompait pourtant pas en
pensant que la question de l’éternité du monde jalonnait leur frontière” (Guitton, 19714, p. 207).
Augustine makes the following observation when he discusses the objection of those who think that
a world which has a temporal beginning would mean that there would have to be some explanation
for God’s choosing to create what he had not before chosen to create: there are some (the Neoplatonists) “who [when they] own, indeed, that it [the world] was made by God, and yet ascribe to it not
a temporal but only a creational beginning, so that in some scarcely intelligible way the world should
always have existed a created world, they make an assertion which seems to them to defend God
from the charge of arbitrary hastiness, or of suddenly conceiving the idea of creating the world as a
quite new idea, or of casually changing His will, though He be unchangeable.” But Augustine then
remarks: “But I do not see how this supposition of theirs can stand in relation in other respects, and
chiefly in respect of the soul; for if they contend that it is co-eternal with God, they will be quite at a
loss to explain whence there has accrued to it new misery, which through a previous eternity had not
existed.” Such real newness is incompatible with an eternal universe. “And if they deny that God’s
eternal purpose included this new experience of the soul, they deny that He is the Author of its blessedness, which is unspeakable impiety” (De Civ. Dei, XI, iv).
Luca Bianchi summarizes the concerns of those who adopted the anti-eternalist position in this way:
“l’eternità del mondo nega la creazione, la libertà divina, l’incarnazione e la redenzione; prospetta
un determinismo universale che vanifica ogni rapporto fra uomo e Dio ed ogni tensione morale;
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distinguish between eternity as predicated of God, what Boethius referred to
as “the simultaneously whole and perfect possession of endless life,” and eternity as understood as a beginningless and endless succession, when predicated
of the world.
What is particularly impressive, as we shall see, is the role Thomas gives
to reason in his analysis of creation. Thomas’s own teacher, Albert the Great,
denied that reason could come to a satisfactory understanding of creation:
It ought to be said that creation is properly a divine work. To us, moreover, it
seems to be astounding in that we cannot conclude to it because it is not subject
to a demonstration of reason [eo quod non possumus in id, quia non subiacet
demonstrationi rationis]. And so not even the philosophers have known it, unless
perchance someone [should have known something] from the sayings of the
Prophets. But no one ever investigated it through demonstration [sed per demonstrationem nullus umquam investigavit ipsum]. (Albertus Magnus, II Sent. 1, a.8)

Bonaventure, although he is often mistakenly thought to have claimed
that one can demonstrate that the world is temporally finite and thus created
out of nothing (Baldner, 1989), makes fundamentally the same point, observing that the truth of creation, although “clear to any believer, has nevertheless
lain hidden from philosophical wisdom.” Where philosophy has failed, Bonaventure notes, Scripture has come to our aid, revealing that “all things have
been created and produced into being according to all that they are” (II Sent.,
dist. 1, p. 1, a. 1, q. 1). Reason does not contradict the faith on this matter; all
attempts to show that the world is not created can be shown to be non-demonstrative.
Thomas agrees with Bonaventure that any proposed demonstration that
the world is not created fails, but he goes further to claim: “Not only does faith
hold that there is creation, but reason also demonstrates it” (“Respondeo quod
creationem esse non tantum fides tenet, sed etiam ratio demonstrate”) (In II
Sent., dist. 1., q. 1, a. 2). 23 This text is from his Writings on the ‘Sentences’ of
Peter Lombard, composed during the early stages of his career at the University of Paris (1250’s). It is the first of four times in which Thomas addresses
the topic of creation in a magisterial way. Here Thomas says: “the meaning of
creation includes two things. The first is that it presupposes nothing in the
thing which is said to be created […] And [second], since the causality of the
Creator extends to everything that is in the thing […] therefore, creation is

23
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cancella la distinzione fra Creatore e creatura; infine mina la fiducia nell’ordine del mondo, insinuando inammissibili sospetti sulla sapienza e la provvidenza del suo artefice” (1984, pp. 171-172).
For an analysis of this and related texts, see Baldner & Carroll, 1997.
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said to be out of nothing, because nothing uncreated pre-exists creation.” In
discussing how to understand the priority of non-being to being in the thing
which is created, he writes: “This is not a priority of time or of duration, such
that what did not exist before does exist later, but a priority of nature, so that,
if the created thing is left to itself, it would not exist, because it only has being
from the causality of a higher cause.” If these two points are sufficient for the
meaning of creation, he concludes, then “creation can be demonstrated and in
this way philosophers have held [the doctrine of] creation.” (Ibidem) 24 If the
notion of a temporal beginning is added to the meaning of creation, such that
“the creature should have non-being prior to being [even] in duration, so that
it is said to be ‘out of nothing’ because it is temporally after nothing,” then,
Thomas concludes, such a notion of creation cannot be demonstrated and is
only held on faith.
Thomas would note that to argue that the universe has no beginning (either because it is eternal, or because the very notion of temporality is a subsidiary concept) does not challenge the fundamental metaphysical truth that
the universe has an origin, i.e., that the universe is created. Whether there is
“eternal inflation,” as Andre Linde thinks, or perhaps an endless series of universes within universes, all such universes would still require God’s creative
act in order to be. Even Max Tegmark’s multiverse, with infinitely many universes and infinitely many copies of each us, would still have its origin in the
creative act of God.
There is no necessary conflict between the doctrine of creation and any
physical theory. Theories in the natural sciences account for change. Whether
the changes described are biological or cosmological, unending or temporally
finite, they remain processes. Creation accounts for the existence of things,
not for changes in things. As Thomas says: “Over and above the mode of becoming by which something comes to be through motion or change, there
must be another mode of becoming or origin of things without any mutation
or motion through the influx of being” (De substantiis separatis, c. 9, n. 49). 25
There were some thinkers in the Middle Ages, in each of the three great
religious traditions, who thought that science could demonstrate that the universe had a temporal beginning. Such confidence in our ability to know that
24

25

In Book III (dist. 25, q. 1, a. 2, ad 2) of his commentary on the Sentences, Thomas constructs an
objection to the fact that creation is part of Christian faith: articles of faith cannot be demonstrated,
yet there are demonstrations for creation. “In his reply, Thomas points out that the philosophers did
not know that God is the Creator in the sense in which faith maintains that this is so, namely, that
heaven and earth were brought into being after they were not” (Aersten, 1988, p.210).
“[O]portet igitur supra modum fiendi quo aliquid fit per mutationem vel motum, esse aliquem modum
fiendi sive originis rerum absque omni mutatione vel motu per influentiam essendi.”
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the universe is temporally finite can be seen as well in the arguments of some
today who accept the Big Bang as a fundamental singularity. Thomas, however, following the lead of Maimonides, argued that, in principle, science cannot conclude that the universe has a temporal beginning. In a famous passage
in the Summa theologiae, Thomas observes:
That the world had a beginning […] is an object of faith, but not a demonstration
or science. And we do well to keep this in mind; otherwise, if we presumptuously
undertake to demonstrate what is of faith, we may introduce arguments that are
not strictly conclusive; and this would furnish infidels with an occasion for scoffing, as they would think that we assent to truths of faith on such grounds. (Summa
Theol. I, q. 46, a. 2) 26

Although Thomas did think that reason can demonstrate that the universe
has an origin, that is, that the universe is radically dependent upon a cause for
its existence, he thought that it was an error to think that, on the basis of how
we understand the universe in its current state, we can extrapolate or reason to
an initial state or temporal beginning of the universe. Thomas did believe that
the universe is not eternal; Aristotle, he thought, was wrong to think that it
was. But Thomas argued that, on the basis of reason alone, one could not know
whether the universe is eternal. Since there is no necessity in God’s creating
the universe, there is no basis for a demonstration as to what or how He must
create: “Consequently we cannot come to a necessary conclusion about the
duration of the universe, so as to prove demonstratively that the world has
always existed” (De Pot., q. 3, a. 17). Thomas remarks:
When we speak of the production of a particular creature, it is possible to gather
the reason why it is such and such, from some other creature, or at least from the
order of the universe to which every creature is ordained, as part to the form of
the whole. But when we speak of the production of the whole universe, we cannot
point to any other creature as being the reason why the universe is such and such.
Wherefore since neither on the part of the divine power which is infinite, nor of
divine goodness which stands not in need of creatures, can a reason be assigned
for the particular disposition of the universe: this reason must be found in the
mere will of the Creator: so that if it be asked why the heavens are of such and
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“[U]nde mundum incoepisse est credibile, non autem demonstrabile vel scibile. et hoc utile est ut
consideretur, ne forte aliquis, quod fidei est demonstrare praesumens, rationes non necessarias inducat, quae praebeant materiam irridendi infidelibus, existimantibus nos propter huiusmodi rationes
credere quae fidei sunt.”
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such a size, no other answer can be given except that their maker willed it so.
(Ibidem) 27

In De aeternitate mundi, Thomas examines the possibility of a demonstration that the world is temporally finite, and concludes that there is no logical incompatibility between what it means to be created by God and not to
have a temporal beginning. Neither from the point of view of what it means
to be a creature, nor from the point of view of what it means for God to create,
can one reach a demonstrative conclusion about the temporal duration of the
world. Thomas is always at great pains to reject various arguments which conclude that the universe must be temporally finite because of contradictions
concerning different types of actual infinity. And he also rejects arguments
(put forth by Bonaventure, Albert the Great, and others) that intrinsic to the
notion of to be created is to have being after non-being – in some temporal
sense of after. To affirm, on the basis of faith, that the universe has a temporal
beginning, involves no contradiction with what the natural sciences can legitimately proclaim. Since the natural sciences cannot know whether the universe has a temporal beginning, a revelation in faith on this subject completes
and perfects what reason knows.
Thomas does not interpret the expression ex nihilo, as do so many others
in the thirteenth century, necessarily to mean that God makes the being of the
creature to exist temporally after non-being. In the theological, revealed sense
of creation ex nihilo, it is true that the created world has a temporal beginning.
But there is nothing in the philosophical sense of creation ex nihilo to indicate
that the created world must have a temporal beginning. As we have seen, the
analysis of creation which Thomas offers distinguishes him from Albert the
Great and Bonaventure 28, both of whom thought that ex nihilo had to mean
27

28

We must remember that for Thomas, following Aristotle, a demonstration, properly speaking, concludes necessarily that such and such is the case. He thinks that there are two types of demonstrations:
a demonstration in terms of why [propter quid] what is the way it is, and a demonstration that [quia]
something is the case. The first type of demonstration starts from the essence or intrinsic nature of a
thing and, as he says in another treatise, time and place are extrinsic to things and are thus not subject
to demonstrative arguments. Furthermore, nothing in the nature of God necessitates [and necessity is
the key to demonstrations] that He choose to create a world with a particular temporal duration or of
an eternal duration. God is not somehow better off, His goodness or perfection not enhanced, by His
creating anything.
Bonaventure’s arguments in this respect proceed from his view that creation must fundamentally be
understood as the sort of act which is a change. Creation must be a change, because it is said to be
out of nothing, ex nihilo. What sense, asks Bonaventure, does it make to affirm that creation is out of
nothing, unless a sort of change from nothing to something is meant? If one does not affirm a change,
then one must mean that “out of nothing” means that nothing itself is that which is a constituent of a
creature, as when I say that a table is made out of wood, I mean that wood is actually now in the table
as the cause of the table. We cannot, however, mean that about the creature, for nothing is no real
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post nihil: that is, they thought that if one accepted the notion of creation one
had to accept the notion of a temporal beginning of the world.
Thomas’ position distinguishes him, as well, from Henry of Ghent, 29 one
of the theologians who helped to compile the famous list of 219 propositions
(including the claim that the universe is eternal) condemned by the Bishop of
Paris, Étienne Tempier, in 1277 (see See Hissette, 1977; Flasch, 1989; Piché,
1999). Henry was especially critical of Thomas’ contention that a universe,
created and eternal, was in any sense possible. According to Henry, the “created world can only have being as an effect” if its non-being precedes its being
“in temporal duration.” Henry has Thomas in mind when he writes:
Thus we must absolutely say that, since a creature, just by the fact that it is a
creature, has been made from nothing by God acting voluntarily [voluntarie a
Deo de nihilo facta], it cannot exist from eternity on pain of contradiction, because by being posited with no beginning it is posited to get a being for itself that
is not acquired from something else or out of not-being [quia eo quod ponitur
sine initio, ponitur habere esse sibi non acquisitum ab alio de non esse], while
being a creature it is posited that it gets for itself a being acquired from God out
of not-being [et per hoc quod est creatura, ponitur sibi a Deo esse acquisitum de
non esse]. (Quodlibet I, qq. 7-8.) 30

So, according to Henry, an eternal created universe would involve the
impossible claim that existence or being is both acquired and not acquired An
eternal world is, for Henry, inconsistent with God’s creative act being free,
hence his emphasis on the idea of the acquisition of being. Creation is an exercise of God’s supreme efficient causality, which means that what is created
acquires existence: prior to which acquisition, it did not exist.
As we have seen, for Thomas, the theological sense of creation, known
fully only through faith, did affirm that ex nihilo meant post nihil. It is the

29
30
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principle of anything. We cannot mean that the creature is somehow composed of a principle that is
non-being. If, then, we are to affirm that the creature is created out of nothing, we can only indicate
some sort of order between nothing and being, some sort of succession. To say that the creature is
created out of nothing is, for Bonaventure, necessarily to say that the creature is created after nothing.
The sort of supernatural change that creation is does not involve any sort of motion, for only that
change which is from some preceding material conditions involves motion, but it is a change that
necessarily involves a before and an after. Bonaventure, II Sent., dist. 1, p. 1, a. 3, q. 1 (resp. and ad
7m). For this analysis of Bonaventure I have relied on the work of Steven Baldner, noted above.
Henry taught at Paris from 1276 to 1292.
For the Latin text, see Macken (1971). For Henry, having being as an effect requires that its nonbeing precede its being in temporal duration. Henry juxtaposes “the way the philosophers [e.g., Avicenna] speak about the nature of a creature and say it has being from God [according to which “it is
not possible to prove that a creature has begun”]” and the way Catholics “speak of the nature of a
creature and say it has being from God, [which necessarily means post nihil].”
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genius of his analysis, however, that he distinguishes between what faith reveals and what reason concludes about creation. It is his exposition of the
philosophical sense of creation which characterizes his special contribution to
the debate in the thirteenth century. The mediaeval debate about creation and
an eternal world, and, in particular, whether creation necessarily means that
what is created cannot be without a beginning, is far more sophisticated than
analyses in our own day which tend to accept rather uncritically that creation
must mean that what is created has a beginning and then draw consequences
for creation on the basis of various cosmological models.
4. Creation understood theologically
A brief comment about Thomas’ understanding of creation as a theologian may be in order here. In defending the intelligibility of a universe created
and eternal, Thomas would not deny the importance of time in the theological
notion of creation. The fact, accepted only in faith, that human beings are creatures in a world that has been brought into being ab initio temporis 31 means
that we are beings with a story. For believers, this is not merely a story; it is
sacred history, the history of a relationship to the God who gave human beings
meaning and destiny from the beginning, who has intervened decisively in
human history. For the believer, the temporal beginning, which is essential to
salvation history, is fundamental to the understanding of creation. 32 It is a
clear revelation of the complete dependence of all that is on God. As Thomas
says: “God is more clearly manifested by creatures if they be not from eternity
because this brings into greater evidence the fact that he brought them into
being and that he does not need them, and that they are entirely dependent on
his will” (De potentia Dei , q. 3, a. 17, ad 8). Thomas’s theological analysis of
creation is much richer than just the recognition that the world has a beginning.
He sees all things coming from and returning to God. Furthermore, the entire
universe of creatures, spiritual and material, possesses a dynamic character,
31

32

In 1215 the Fourth Lateran Council solemnly proclaimed that God created all that is, matter and
spirit, earth and angels, from nothing [de nihil condidit], and that this creation occurred ab initio
temporis. Here is the key text from the Council: “We firmly believe and simply confess that there is
only one true God, [...] one origin [principium] of all things: Creator of all things, visible and invisible, spiritual and corporeal; who by His own omnipotent power from the beginning of time [ab initio
temporis] all at once made out of nothing [de nihil condidit] both orders of creation, spiritual and
corporeal, that is, the angelic and the earthly [...]” (Denzinger, 1932, p.199).
C. Tresmontant (1961, 1964, 1976) and J. Demaret (1995, p.56) argue that a cosmological model
with an infinite past does not contradict the essential features of Judaism and Christianity. They cite
Origen’s comment that God is able eternally to create new worlds.
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analogous to the internal dynamism of the Divine Persons of the Trinity. With
the eyes of faith one sees the whole created order as a vestigium Trinitatis.
Here we might pause to reflect on the relationship between the Creator
whom Thomas thinks reason alone can come to know -- a Creator whom, indeed, he thinks Aristotle knows -- and the Creator whom believers
acknowledge in faith. If we think, for example, that Thomas must only be read
as a theologian, we might be tempted to conclude that the statement, “there is
a creator,” which reason utters (if, in fact, reason is able legitimately to utter
such a proposition) – that such a statement is radically different from the proposition “there is a creator” spoken “under the conditions that faith determines”
(Kerr, 2002, p.67). 33 Accordingly, so these interpretations would have it, that
which is known about God – in this case that He is the Creator -- in a purely
philosophical way (i.e., in the discipline of metaphysics) cannot be the true
God, the true Creator known in faith. This might remind us of the observation
by Karl Barth that the god of the philosophers is a false god. 34
In an important sense, it is true to say that the notion of “creator” does not
mean the same to philosophers and to theologians. But the fact that philosophers and theologians approach the question of creation differently does not
mean that they are not referring, or cannot be referring, to the same reality.
Reason alone does not allow us to see that the two realities are the same; 35 it
is by faith that the believer can know that they are one and the same. 36
5. Thomas Aquinas, Creation and Contemporary Cosmology
The Big Bang described by modern cosmologists is not creation. Nor do
scientific accounts that claim to eliminate an absolute “singularity” do away
with creation. The natural sciences cannot themselves provide an ultimate account for the existence of all things. It does not follow, however, that reason
33
34

35

36
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The example Kerr uses is the statement “God exists.”
For a comparison of Thomas Aquinas and Karl Barth on the natural knowledge of God, see: Rogers
(1995).
Although I think that reason can show that there is not a contradiction between the two modes of
understanding.
In this respect, Denys Turner cites an argument from Giles of Rome who “explained that the God of
the philosophers is known as it were by ‘sight’, and the God of the theologians by ‘touch’ and ‘taste’;
for the philosophers know God ‘at a distance’ and intellectually across a gap crossed not by means
of direct experience but by means of evidence and inference, and so through a medium, as sight sees;
whereas, through grace and revelation, the theologian is in an immediate and direct contact with God,
as touch and taste are with their objects -- touch and taste being analogies for the immediacy of love’s
knowledge” (Turner, 2004, pp.18-19). Turner writes of different modes of knowing, one appropriate
to philosophers, the other to theologians.
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remains silent about the origin of the universe. Reason embraces more than
the categories of the natural sciences. As we have seen, although Thomas does
not think that reason alone can conclude that the universe has a temporal beginning, he does think that reason alone can demonstrate that the universe is
created. Such a demonstration occurs in metaphysics. Just as metaphysics
ought not to deny the truths about the world discovered in the natural sciences,
so too the natural sciences ought not to reject the truths discovered in metaphysics. We must remember that it is one thing to attend to the processes that
occur in nature; it is another to examine what it means for things to exist at
all. Even if we were to reject Thomas’ claim that reason can demonstrate that
there is a Creator, we should be able to accept his arguments for the distinction
between creation and change and that, on the question of the ultimate origin
of the universe, the natural sciences, including cosmology, must remain silent.
In Three Roads to Quantum Gravity, Lee Smolin, provides an excellent
example of the mistaken reduction of all explanations of the universe to the
domain of the natural sciences:
We humans are the species that makes things. So when we find something that
appears to be beautifully and intricately structured, our almost instinctive response is to ask, ‘Who made that?’ The most important lesson to be learned if
we are to prepare ourselves to approach the universe scientifically is that this is
not the right question to ask. It is true that the universe is as beautiful as it is
intrinsically structured. But it cannot have been made by anything that exists outside of it, for by definition the universe is all there is, and there can be nothing
outside it. And, by definition, neither can there have been anything before the
universe that caused it, for if anything existed it must have been part of the universe. So the first principle of cosmology must be ‘There is nothing outside the
universe.’[...] The first principle means that we take the universe to be, by definition, a closed system. It means that the explanation for anything in the universe
can involve only other things that also exist in the universe. (2001, p.17; italics
added)

Although it is true that the cause of the existence of the universe is not a
proper question for a cosmologist, it does not follow that the universe “cannot
have been made by anything that exists outside of it.”
A universe that is the result of the fluctuation of a primal vacuum is not a
self-creating universe. Nor is this primal vacuum the nothingness affirmed in
creation out of nothing. 37 Contrary to the claim that the universe described in
37

When Smolin, commenting on the philosophical and theological implications of current cosmological theories, writes that “there never was a God, no pilot who made the world by imposing order on
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some cosmological theories leaves nothing for a Creator to do, were a Creator
not causing all that is, there would be nothing done! It is wrong to conclude
that there are implications for God as creator “if the universe is completely
self-contained, with no singularities or boundaries, and completely described
by a unified theory.” One mistake here in this denial of creation is the old error
– that Thomas pointed out – of thinking that out of nothing necessarily means
after nothing. Thus, by denying that creation occurs after nothing, some think
that they also deny creation out of nothing. 38 As we have seen, a universe with
an absolute temporal beginning would be evidence that the universe is created,
but for the universe to be created it need not have an absolute temporal beginning such that it began to be after it was not. 39

38

39
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chaos and who remains outside, watching and proscribing” (1998, p.299), he misunderstands both
God and what it means to create.
In A Brief History of Time, Stephen Hawking observed: “So long as the universe had a beginning, we
could suppose it had a creator. But if the universe is really completely self-contained, having no
boundary or edge, it would have neither beginning nor end: it would simply be. What place, then, for
a creator?” (p.141). Notice Hawking’s identification of creation with a temporal beginning.
In The Universe in a Nutshell, Hawking observed that the cosmological theory he sets forth concerning the very early history of the universe means that the universe is “entirely self-contained,” it
“doesn’t need anything outside to wind up the clockwork and set it going. Instead, everything in the
universe [is][...] determined by the laws of science and by the rolls of the dice within the universe.
This [conception] may sound presumptuous, but it is what I and many other scientists believe” (p.85).
There have been suggestions recently that, despite the radical altering of the nature of time in Hawking’s cosmology, Hawking’s view reinforces the idea of the creaturely contingency of the universe.
Robert J. Russell, director of the Center for Theology and the Natural Sciences at Berkeley, claims
that: “[b]ecause of his [Hawking’s] insistence on the distinction between a finite past and a beginning
of time, Hawking has, in effect, helped us claim that the universe is indeed a creation of God even if
it has no beginning” (Russell, 1993, p.325). Russell thinks it is useful to distinguish between two
closely related claims: 1) “that the universe, as God’s creation, must have a finite past (i.e., that it has
not existed forever);” and 2) “that in order to have a finite past, the universe must have had a beginning.” “Hartle/Hawking have shown us that the latter claim is not logically or mathematically necessary to the former claim.” Russell claims that the truly theologically important claim is #1 and not
#2. “Hawking’s work has the effect of disabusing us of an unnecessary adumbration to the central
implication about the finitude of creation as it devolves out of the doctrine of creatio ex nihilo”
(p.325). It is the concept of finitude that Russell considers the key to the Christian doctrine of creation
ex nihilo, and which he sees affirmed by Hawking. I think that Russell grants too much to Hawking’s
view of finitude, since for Hawking finitude remains a physical not a metaphysical concept. Although
temporal finitude is a kind of finitude, it does not follow that something that is finite must somehow
be temporally finite. The special kind of finitude/contingency of creatures, precisely as creatures,
does not exclude the possibility of necessarily existing, or eternal creatures, as Thomas argued.
Remember that there are several senses of necessity. Necessarily existing creatures for Thomas still
require a cause of their necessity, that is, of the fact that they do not possess a tendency to corrupt.
For Thomas, the fundamental distinction between Creator and creature is not in terms of a distinction
between infinite and finite. As he observes, a creature can be considered “infinite” in some respect
without the creature’s being confused with God, Who is infinite in every respect (Summa theologiae
I, q. 50, a. 2, ad 4).
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Another mistake is to think that to create means to be an agent cause of
change. There is no initial change in a universe that has no initial boundary,
no beginning – thus, one might conclude erroneously that there is no active
role for God to play. But since creation is not a change, such speculations do
not really deny God’s creative agency. Similarly, the “self-reproducing universes” of some cosmological theories are not self-creating universes. Even if
we were to accept some version of a multiverse hypothesis, we would not
escape the conclusion that whatever is, in whatever way it is, is created by
God.
The errors in the analyses of those who use cosmology to deny creation
need to be avoided by those who mistakenly seek to defend creation by concluding that, since traditional Big Bang cosmology affirms the beginning of
the universe, it therefore offers a scientific confirmation of creation. Just as
the denial of an initial singularity is not a denial of creation, so the acceptance
of such a singularity is not evidence for creation. We might conclude that the
Big Bang singularity in the standard model is the beginning of the universe
we observe, but we cannot conclude that it is the absolute beginning which
would offer evidence for the universe’s being created out of nothing. 40 As
Thomas warns, it is unwise to use bad arguments to support matters of faith.
The need to explain the existence of things does not disappear as a result
of new explanations which propose to account for various changes (or even to
deny them), regardless of how ancient or primordial these changes are.
Thomas would have no difficulty accepting current cosmology, even with all
its recent variations, while also affirming the doctrine of creation from nothing. He would, of course, distinguish between advances in cosmology and the
philosophical and theological reflections on these advances. 41
40

41

As some contemporary cosmologists recognize, there could very well be something before the Big
Bang.
Here I wish to make a brief methodological comment. It seems to me that Thomas Aquinas, although
writing in age of science different in crucial ways from our own, provides the principles necessary
for a valuable engagement among science, philosophy, and theology in any age. The question of the
enduring value of principles of Thomistic natural philosophy and metaphysics concerns topics in the
history of science as well as broader and deeper issues in philosophy. In appropriating the insights of
Thomas, one must guard against two errors: 1) presenting Thomas’ arguments as though they have
their origin in some timeless realm, cut off from the specific intellectual debates in which he was
engaged, or 2) denying the possibility of philosophical and theological truths that transcend the particular circumstances in which they were first formulated. One of the barriers to taking seriously the
thought of Thomas for contemporary discussions about creation and science is the widespread view
that the philosophy and theology of Thomas is inexorably linked with a view of the world that modern
science has shown us to be false. According to such an interpretation of the origin and development
of modern science, any interest in Thomistic or Aristotelian natural philosophy would at best involve
a kind of intellectual archeology in which we would unearth the remnants of a complex, but quaint
and outmoded view of nature. Such a relegation or, at times, dismissal of Thomistic thought is often
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For one who believes that the universe has an absolute temporal beginning, any theory of an eternal universe would have to be rejected, but a believer should be able to distinguish between the question of the kind of universe God creates (e.g., one with a temporal beginning) and the fact that whatever kind of universe there is, God is its Creator.
The variations in current cosmology that I have described are only theoretical speculations, and they are likely to change. To speculate, however, does
not justify failures to make distinctions among the domains of the natural sciences, metaphysics, and theology. Nor does it justify fanciful philosophical
and theological conclusions about a universe without a cause. Thomas Aquinas did not have the advantage of the Hubble Space Telescope or CERN’s
Large Hadron Collider, but in many ways, he is able to see farther and more
clearly than those who do.
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Time and creation: Thomas Aquinas and the contemporary cosmology
WILLIAM E. CARROLL
Abstract
The Big-Bang theorized by modern cosmology does not coincide with creation. Nor the
scientific hypotheses which claim to eliminate an absolute “singularity” at the origins of
the universe do away with creation. Natural sciences cannot itself provide an ultimate
account for the “existence of all things”. Reason embraces more than the categories
of the natural sciences. In this way, the Author emphasizes the originality of Aquinas
position, for which metaphysics cannot demonstrate the “absolute beginning” of the
universe so that the hypothesis of its eternity – at least in its ultimate material substrate
– cannot be excluded, even though its “creation from nothing” – its ultimate material
substrate included – can be demonstrated. In other words, given the distinction between “creation and change”, the natural sciences must remain silent about the issue
of the ultimate foundation of the existence of matter from which the cosmos evolves,
given that natural sciences, cosmology included, must necessarily suppose among
their primitives the existence of some matter substrate.
Keywords:
Creation; evolution; eternity of the universe; cosmological time; cyclic universe.
Abstract
Il Big-Bang teorizzato dalla cosmologia moderna non coincide con la creazione. Né le
ipotesi scientifiche che pretendono di eliminare un’assoluta “singolarità” alle origini
dell’universo possono eliminare la creazione. Le scienze naturali non possono per se
stesse giustificare “l’esistenza di tutte le cose”. La ragione abbraccia più che le categorie delle scienze naturali. In questo modo l’Autore sottolinea l’originalità della posizione dell’Aquinate, per cui la metafisica non può dimostrare “l’inizio assoluto” dell’universo cosicché l’ipotesi della sua eternità – almeno nel suo ultimo sostrato materiale –
non può essere dimostrata. In altre parole, data la distinzione fra “creazione e divenire”
le scienze naturali non possono entrare nella questione sul fondamento ultimo dell’esistenza della materia da cui tutto evolve, dato che le scienze naturali, cosmologia inclusa, devono necessariamente suppore fra i loro termini primitivi l’esistenza di qualche sostrato materiale.
Parole chiave:
Creazione; evoluzione; eternità dell’universo; tempo cosmologico; universo ciclico.

9. Formless matter and creation from nothing
MARIO PANGALLO *

1. Introduction
In this contribution, I propose a philosophical reflection about two aspects
of the creative act by God: 1) what does it mean the statement that creation (in
its active sense) is making something existing “from nothing”; 2) what does it
mean that, by creation, a formless matter is produced. As to the first issue, I
will explain the notion of “creation from nothing”, by explicating the wellknown expression creatio ex nihilo sui et subiecti. Accordingly, this expression excludes both the interpretation of creation as a sort of emanation out of
the same divine substance, and the pre-existence of some substratum to the
creative act. For this aim, I will propose a comparison between a modern interpretation of the creation, theoretically structured according to the neo-platonic model of the emanation, such as the Hegelian interpretation is, and Aquinas’ “classical” conception of the creative act. Indeed, Hegel’s interpretation
conceives the creation act as a dialectically necessary moment of the triadic
life of the Absolute. On the contrary, Aquinas interprets the creation from
nothing as an expression of transcendence and of freedom of God, the Creator.
As to the second issue, I will try to specify the meaning of the “formless matter” as a substrate from which the universe develops itself progressively. A
substrate that therefore is quite different from the “nothing”.
2. Creation is not an emanation from a divine substance
The expression creatio ex nihilo does not state at all the existence of the
nothingness “before” the totality of the reality. On the contrary, such an
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expression means that the totality of the being 1 of each existent thing, of any
principle that constitutes the reality, derives from the First Principle. Each
thing, therefore, is posed in the act of being by God the Creator. This can
happen or immediately (as it is the case of the spiritual being of the human
soul), or mediately through the activity of the second causes. The Neo-Parmenidean or Neo-Eleatic philosophies blaming the Christian creationism of
being contradictory, because admitting the “being of the not-being (nothing)”,
did not understand appropriately the meaning of the “creation from nothing”.
They indeed intend the nothingness as a constituting principle of the creature,
like if creatures were a mixture of being and not-being (nothing): this is unacceptable. Such an interpretation of the “creation from nothing”, making of the
nothing a sort of entitative principle, is quite present in the Hegelian philosophy that had a strong influence on the history of thought. For clarifying the
issue of the foundation and of the belonging of nothing to being, Hegel retained the truth of creation, even though interpreting it in an original way.
Namely, in the sense that the presence of the Absolute resolves in Itself, as
Supreme Life, the truth and the actuality of whichever finite life in its universal form.
For Aquinas, the principle ruling the relationship between the Creator and
the creature is the causality. On the contrary, for Hegel such a principle is the
belonging of the finite to the Infinite, in which the emergence of the finite is
almost in the realm of the simple appearing, it is almost a dialectical moment
of the self-understanding of the Absolute as an outcome of Itself.
In other terms, it is like if in Hegel the world as a creatural reality remains
as belonging to God in the sense that creature’s essence resolves itself only in
its being posed (by God), so to maintain the intrinsic determination of coming
back to Him. The Neo-Platonic scheme of the exitus-reditus (“exit-return”) is
stressed by Hegel till to make the becoming as ontologically inconsistent, by
reducing it to the simple appearing of the Absolute, foreshadowing the complete return of the Absolute into Itself. Hegel wrote:
In this separation, the Form detaches itself from the Content, and, in the Form,
the different moments of the Concept decompose themselves into particular
1
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Note of the Translator. By the term “the being” I translate into English the Italian expression l’essere
(used for substantivizing the infinite “to be”), instead of “the existence” as usual. Indeed, “the being”
in Aquinas thought is not synonym of the simple “existence” (“being-there”, Dasein in German),
because it also includes the nature of the existent considered, generally expressed by the name/adjective at the right side of the copula “is” of the corresponding predicative sentence denoting an existing
thing. Therefore, for avoiding misunderstandings, I translate the Italian ente (ens in Latin), as the
participial form of the verb “to be”, not with “being”, but with the synonym “thing” or “entity”,
according to the contexts.

FORMLESS MATTER AND THE CREATION FROM NOTHING

spheres or elements. In each of these spheres, the absolute Content presents itself:
a) as the eternal Content that in its Manifestation stays by itself; b) as the Differentiation between the eternal Essence and its Manifestation that, by such a Difference, becomes the phenomenal World, into which the Content enters; c) as the
infinite Return and the infinite Conciliation of the exteriorized World with the
eternal Essence, like the Re-entry of the Essence itself into the Unity of its plenitude starting from the Phenomenon. In the moment of the Universality, that is,
in the realm of the pure thought – briefly: in the abstract element of the Essence
–, the absolute Spirit is initially the presupposition. Nevertheless, it does not remain close. On the contrary, as substantial power in the reflected determination
of causality, it is the Creator of the heaven and of the earth. However, in this
eternal sphere, the absolute Spirit does not produce anything else than itself as
Its own Son, and It remains in this primary identity with this different entity.
Indeed, this determination of being the Different as to the universal Essence eternally removes itself, and by such a mediation of the self-removing mediation, the
first Substance exists essentially as singularity and concrete subjectivity: it is
Spirit (Hegel, 1830, §§ 566-567a).

In such a perspective, the nothing as far as negative is conceived as an
intrinsic constituent of the Finite, as a condition for relating the finite to the
Infinite. Through its own negation, the finite is reduced to its own Truth,
which is the Infinite in re-establishing itself (the concrete universal). God produces and wants the finite by posing Himself as something else, so to become
Himself “other”, because He has in front of Himself what is other. This is the
first negation. To this a second negation follows, redeeming God in His Absoluteness, by which the finite is “removed” and re-absorbed into the divine
life, of which it is a manifestation. The nothing proposes itself, in the perspective of this panentheism, like a “force”, a dialectic-transcendental dynamism
that arrives to reverse the creationistic formula, according to which omnis
creatura sine Deo est purum nihil (“whichever creature without God is purely
nothing”). For Hegel, this statement is true as much as it is true also the opposite statement. Namely, that also God without the world would be “nothing”,
in the sense that He would reduce Himself to an abstract entity. The creative
act becomes a self-posing of the Pure Act in a way for which the finite entities
and their relationships are its determinations and no longer its effects. The
creation is nothing else than a dialectic moment of the Idea, a “fall” from God
that must be “removed” and retrieved in its truth by a “reconciliation” made
by the Spirit.
It seems to me that Hegel’s speculative theology, in which the nothing
has an inalienable dialectic valence in the constitution of the finite reality, reflects what Hegel affirmed in his Encyclopedia about the reciprocal belonging
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of pure being and of nothing (see (Hegel, 1830, § 87)). In his Science of Logic
Hegel illustrates at large the reciprocal belonging of being and nothing.
Indeed, when he deals with the issue of the “logical beginning”, Hegel states:
The beginning is not the pure nothing, but a nothing out of which something has
to exit. Therefore, also in the beginning the being is contained. The beginning is
therefore both, the being and the nothing; it is the unity of being and nothing.
That is, it is a not-being that is simultaneously being, and a being that is
simultaneously not-being. Moreover, being and not-being are in the beginning as
different. Because the beginning hints toward something else. It is a not-being
referring to the being like to a something else. Indeed, what begins is not yet, but
only goes toward the being. The beginning, therefore, includes the being as what
is going far from the not-being, or as what removes it because considered as
opposed. Moreover, what is beginning is already, and, simultaneously, it is not
yet. In the beginning, therefore, these opposed, the being and the not-being, are
immediately united. That is, the beginning is their idifferent, indistinct unity. The
analysis of the beginning, would give us the concept of the unity of being and
not-being, or the concept of the identity between identity and not-identity. This
concept could be considered as the first and the purest (that is, the most abstract)
definition of the Absolute (Hegel 1812-1816 § I,1).

At the Beginning, there is no Opposition or Difference between the Being
and the Nothing, and, always at the Beginning, the same Absolute is the Nothing. The Becoming indeed is possible only as Unity of Being and Nothing,
against the principle ex nihilo nihil (“from nothing, nothing is”) conceiving all
the being as eternal and that, therefore, according to Hegel (and this is not
without any reason), leads to a naturalistic panentheism. Aquinas’ conception
about the metaphysical relationship between the being and the nothing poses
itself in a different way as to the Hegelian system. The divine causality, according to Aquinas, is a positive, absolute, and radical foundation of the beingness of all beings, so that the reality of nothing in the creation is of referential and not of constitutive nature.
On the other hand, finishing of existing is typical of creatures not because
ex nihilo fiunt (“they become from nothing”), but as far as they are constituted
by matter, principle of corruption of the substantial forms. Indeed, finishing
of existing of a given material thing is becoming another material thing. The
active creation expresses therefore the causal transcendental relation between
the Subsistent Being and the contingent being. Such a relation is not “real” on
the God side, because it is, neither constitutive of the divine essence, nor it
enriches this essence ontologically. On the contrary, it is “real” on the creature
side, because they could not exist without such a relationship of causal
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dependence on God. For Aquinas the divine causality is not a production of
being within the spatial-temporal coordinates, that is, as a natural causality, or
it is not a causality, which is the first in the series of the second causes, but it
is a transcendental participation of being and of pure actuality, as a free gift,
and not as a dialectically necessary moment. In this perspective, the nothing
is a presupposition of the finite being and it grants the absolute freedom of the
Creator God: the finite has its autonomous consistency of being, not absolute
but relative, not apparent but real. The nothing after the creation remains nothing, because, neither the nothing is passing into the being, nor the being of
God is passing into the nothing and into the finite by the creative act. The notbeing is given only as relative opposition to being. On this regard, Aquinas
writes:
When we say that something is made from nothing, the preposition “from” (ex)
is indicating not the material cause, but the only succession, like when we say
that from morning is getting on midday, that is, midday comes after morning.
However, it is worth to notice that the preposition “from”, either includes the
negation expressed in the term “nothing” (e.g., “from the not-being”), or it is
included by the negation itself (e.g., “not from a being”). In the first case, we are
affirming the succession expressing the production order starting from a precedent not-being. On the contrary, if the negation includes the preposition, then we
are not taking into account the succession, and the expression “it is made from
nothing” has the following meaning: “it is not made from (or by) something”,
like when we say: “he is speaking about nothing” because he is not speaking
about something. Nevertheless, in both cases it is true that creating is making
something from nothing. In the first case, the preposition “from” indicates a succession, as we said. In the second case, it means relationship with a material
cause that however it is negated (S.Theol., I, q.45, a.1, ad 3).

We must not affirm any exchange of essential membership between the
being and the nothing. The nothing from which God by His creative act makes
the creature emerging is precisely what the creature would be outside and
without the act of Creator causing its being. We understand, therefore, in
which sense the created reality comes out from nothing: dissolving itself into
the not-being is not the nature of the finite as far as a created entity (see De
Potentia, q.5, a.3). Effectively, Aquinas, at the end of his «third path» for
demonstrating the existence of God, admits the existence of creatures that are
necessariae ab alio (“necessary because of something else”), which cannot
cease of existing once they are created (that is, the spiritual or incorruptible
creatures). This treatment about the nothing in the creative act allows us to
direct ourselves toward the correct understanding of the Fundament as First
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and Absolute Reality, totally constitutive of the construction of the created
reality, without substracting anything to the consistency of the construction
(acosmism), or resolving the whole construction into its own unique essence
(pantheism, panlogism). We can therefore synthesize the difference between
Aquinas and Hegel using the following reflection of Cornelio Fabro :
About the foundation of the creation from nothing in Aquinas we can effectively
prospect the (real) nothing as the absolute metaphysical difference between the
creature and the Creator, between the essence and the esse (being), while on the
contrary for Hegel between the being and the nothing there is an exchange of
reciprocal essential membership. In this way, while Aquinas can grant to esse its
absolute emergence as act of whichever act, Hegel on the contrary must maintain
it confined within the formal sphere as unity of the opposites, therefore projected
in the always dissolving tension between being and not-being, of phenomenon
and noumenon referred to the expansion of the dimensions of space (nature) and
of time (history) (Fabro, 2004, p. 38).

From this difference of perspectives it would derive, according to Fabro
himself
A different interpretation of the history : as an actuation of the rational absolute
freedom according to Hegel, as an actuation of the merciful divine freedom for
the redemption from sin, according to Aquinas (Fabro, 2004, p. 38).

In the creative act, God does not resolve Himself into the Absolute Presence, and into the totality of being binding together all things, according to
Heidegger’s interpretation in his criticism to Christian creationism. On the
contrary, God preserves all His transcendence, namely His Identity-Unity,
subsisting beyond the being bestowed to creatures. We could also say at this
point with the Platonists that the Divine One is “beyond” the Being, if the
Being is considered as a principle that is the First Cause of the Finite. On the
contrary, we cannot say that the One is “beyond” the Being if the Being is
considered as the Divine Life, as a Principle that is absolutely transcendent,
and subsisting in a personal way. In the creation God does not pass into the
Finite by the nothing, but He annihilates the nothing by a “personal” creative
act, which is together expression of Being, of Wisdom, and of Love. This is a
statement suggesting implicitly the triadic structure of the creative act.
Because, indeed, the creative act is a free communication of being, the
nothing is taken away, in the sense that it is reduced to not-being made relative
to the being, made functional to the being as what is “different” from being.
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Moreover, because the creative act is an act of perfect intelligence, the
nothing is taken away, in the sense that, given the rationality of becoming, the
nothing is made relative as potency, that is, becoming is not the (contradictory)
passage of being to not-being and vice versa, but it is the passage from beingin-potency to being-in-act and vice versa. Therefore, the becoming receives in
itself its fulfillment of meaning, by excluding absolutely the contradiction, its
pure non-intelligibility.
Finally, because the creative act is an act of will, that is, a free gifting of
Love, the nothing is taken away, in the sense that it is reduced to privation of
goodness, so that it is annihilated any its power of baffling the value and the
good. The creative Will, indeed, as far as it is a Will, “estimates” / “evaluates”
/ “enhances” as a “good thing” everything is created, so to order the Finite by
assigning it its ultimate fulfilment.
Stating that the creative act is expression of the “personal” being of the
Absolute, and suggesting, without any pretension of demonstrating it, that
such an act reflects the “triadic” nature of God, leads us toward the thesis of
the Christian doctrine and theology, for which the creation is a work of the
Holy Trinity. However, dissociating ourselves from a Neoplatonic lecture of
the Trinity Mystery, it is fundamental to emphasize that, being the “First
Cause”, being the creator of everything that is other-than-Himself, it is not a
necessary moment inside the Trinity Life, like it seems to be for Hegel. According to Hegel’s perspective, indeed, the creation appears like a necessary
dialectical moment, by which the Trinity fulfills Her supreme truth, namely,
its being the Absolute Spirit. Cornelio Fabro interprets this Hegelian doctrine
as follows:
This Mystery (of the Holy Trinity) in which the exuberance of the divine life
celebrates itself in the absolute immanence of the divine essence is reduced by
Hegel to a process of “becoming-other” in which the origin of the Son and the
creation of the world belong to the same process. Then, and consequently, the
core of the Trinitary Processions is not the constitution and the distinction of the
Divine Persons by the opposition of their relationships and the position of each
of Them subsistent for Herself in the same divine nature, but this core is the
restitution of the unity of the Concept or of the Absolute Idea, that is, it his the
reversed process of coming back to the unity of the Absolute Spirit as identity of
the finite and of the Infinite (Fabro 1969, pp. 609-610).

It is necessary considering the creation as an act of absolute will-andfreedom, which is not identical with the essential freedom by which the Persons of the Holy Trinity love each other, like Christian metaphysicians such
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as Aquinas and Duns Scotus emphasized, by distinguishing adequately between the love by which God loves Himself, and love by which He loves the
creatures 2.
To conclude, we can say that the nothing clarifies the emergence of the
being, and precedes the being, because what an entity is, it is not the whole
being. The nothing then, clarifies the finitude of whichever entity, not because
the nothing enters as a real component of the being, but because it brings back
the limit of the being to its foundation, that is, the Being who brought the entity
out of nothing. In this sense, it is evident that the terminus a quo (“term-fromwhich”) of the creation is the nothing, and not the “first matter”, because the
matter is not the pure not-being, but it is a component of the real thing, intrinsically positive.
3. The creation is not from a pre-existing substrate: the creation of the formless matter
By using the Aristotelian notion of prote dynamis (“primary dynamism”
or “first matter”), Aquinas explains that the proprium of the creation from
nothing has not to be intended in a Neo-Platonic way as an ordering of chaos
from its outside, or as putting forms into the matter from its outside. The creation from nothing means that also the formless primary dynamism of matter
is inside the unique creative act by God. The universe is a dynamic whole, a
web of causal interactions. A primary dynamism denoted by Aristotle as prote
dynamis, and by Latins as “first matter”. Namely, as a finite substrate always
changing, different from the mechanical vacuum of Democritus and Newton,
and then from any conception assimilating the vacuum to a mathematical
“zero”. From such dynamic substrate all the bodily forms are caused. The
“quantum vacuum” of the contemporary fundamental physics is not the nothing, in the same way as the Aristotelian first matter is not the nothing, in the
same way as the formless earth, about which the Bible speaks, is not the nothing; on the contrary, it is the Newtonian mechanical vacuum that is similar to
the nothing 3.
It is necessary, therefore, to clarify attentively what “formless matter”
means and in which sense it is preceding the creative act, i.e., the formation
2

3
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of the bodily things. Following Aquinas’ reflections about this topic, we can
appreciate his capability of “conciliating” – we can say – two different visions
of the origins of the universe that today we could define as “creationist” and
“evolutionary”. Before all, Aquinas excludes the Neo-Platonic models of derivation of the bodily forms from the incorporeal ones:
Some people thought that all the forms of the bodies derive from the spiritual
substances, we call “angels” (…). These opinions have all one only source. Those
people are indeed searching for a cause of the forms, like if the forms are produced for themselves. On the contrary, Aristotle demonstrated that what is
properly produced is the compound of matter and form, while the forms of the
corruptible bodies pass from the being to the not-being without being generated
or corrupted, because it is the whole compound that is generated or corrupted.
Indeed, these forms have not the being: it is the compound that has the being
through them, because coming to the existence pertains to a thing in the same
way in which the being pertains to it. Now, because similar effects derive from
similar causes, we must not search for the cause of the material forms in an immaterial cause, but in a compound (of matter and form) (…). This is therefore
the production process of the material forms: they are not infused by an immaterial form, on the contrary the matter is put into act by an acting cause composed
(of matter and form) (S.Theol. I, 65, 4).

Then, Aquinas explains in which sense we must intend the precedence of
the formless matter with respect to the formation of material things:
Augustine thought that the formless state of the bodily matter preceded its formation not according to the temporal order, but only according to its origin, that
is, according to its nature. Other people, such as St. Basil, St. Ambrose and the
Chrysostom are for the temporal precedence. These opinions seem to contradict
each other, but the divergence is small, because St. Augustine intends for the
formless state something different from the other opinions. According to him,
the formless state of matter indicates lacking whichever form. In this case, it is
impossible to admit that this formless state had a temporal precedence, both as
to its formation, ad as to its differentiation. If we speak about its formation, this
is evident. Indeed, if the formless matter had a precedence of existence in time,
it means that it would have had an actual existence, as the creation requires, because the term of the creative action is a being in act. Now, what is act is form.
Stating that the formless matter existed precedingly without any form, it is like
stating a being in act without act: and this is contradictory. Neither it is possible
to oppose that matter received before a common form over which different forms
supervened, from which the differences would derive. In this way, we would
relapse into the opinion of the ancient naturalist philosophers. (…) We therefore
must say that the first matter was, neither created completely devoid of form, nor
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coated by a common form, but by distinct forms. Therefore, if in the formless
state of matter we want to see the conditions of the first matter that for itself has
no form, we have to say that this absence of form did not precede in the temporal
order its formation and its distinction, but, as St. Augustine said, in the order of
origin or of nature, in the very same way that potency precedes the act, and the
part precedes the whole. For other Saint Doctors, on the contrary, the formless
state does not exclude any form, but only that shapeliness (formositatem) and
that beauty that now stand out in the bodily creatures. It is in this sense that they
state the formless state of matter precedes its shaping (S. Theol., I, 66, 1).

To sum up, the creation of the formless matter triggers an evolutive process of development of the bodily forms toward their own perfection, towards
their own fulfilment. This process is sustained transcendentally by God. However, it is autonomous in its own dynamisms and its own causal interactions.
Therefore, Aquinas explains in the following way the statement of the Book
of Genesis (1:2): “The earth was formless and void”:
Some thought that by these words a formless state of matter in the sense of a
matter without any form and existing in potency as to any form. However, matter
cannot exist in nature without being shaped by some form. Indeed, anything existing in nature exists actually, and this is given to matter only by the form, which
is the act of matter. Therefore, no matter exists in nature without some form.
Moreover, because nothing can be contained in a genus that is not determined by
some difference to a species, the matter cannot be a being without being determined to some special mode of being, and this happens only through a form.
Therefore, in nature the matter cannot be without form. Then, if the formless
matter is conceived in that way, it is impossible that it preceded chronologically
its shaping, but it precedes its formation according to the natural order, in the
sense that what from which something is done, naturally precedes it (…). This is
the interpretation of Augustine. Others, on the contrary, conceived the formless
character of matter, not like if the matter was deprived of any form, but like when
we say that something has not yet its final completion giving it all its fulfilment.
According to this interpretation, we can think that (not only by nature but) also
chronologically the formless character of nature is preceding the formation of
things. Indeed, this interpretation seems to satisfy the exigences of ordering by
the wisdom of the Artifex who, bringing to existence the things from nothing,
did not establish immediately them after nothing into their ultimate natural perfection, but beforehand made them in an imperfect modality of being, and after
brought them to their perfect being. Therefore, on the one hand, it is evident that
their existence depends directly on God against those defending the uncreated
matter; on the other hand, it is evident that God is also the author of the ultimate
perfection of things, against those attributing to other causes the formation of the
inferior realities. This is the interpretation of Basil the Great and of Gregorius
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and of their followers. Because, no one of the two interpretations differs from the
truth of faith, and both meanings agree with the literal context of Scriptures, by
accepting both we also respond to both argumentations (Q. De Pot., q. 4, a.1).

fies:

In the same quoted text, responding to another objection, Aquinas speciIt is not said that matter was formless because lacking whichever form, or because it had one only form that was in potency as to all other forms, like the
ancient naturalist philosophers thought (…). On the contrary, it is called formless
matter because the forms of the composed bodies not yet supervened to matter,
with respect to which the forms of the elements (composing the bodies) are in
potency, and there are not yet the suitable situations (situs) of elements making
possible their generation, as we said before (Q. De Pot., q. 4, a.1, ad 13) 4.

The cosmological hypotheses that attempt to explain how the universe
was formed do not properly concern the problem of absolute beginning of being, which is not a chronological beginning. On the contrary, they concern the
derived problem of the beginning of the process of matter organization, from
which the actual universe derives. For instance, if we consider the well-known
hypothesis of the “big-bang”, it is evident that it is not an absolute beginning.
Indeed, the “big bang” is not from nothing, because before it something existed: at least, it had to exists the substrate from which the universe is progressively constituted, through a complex system of causal interactions.
Moreover, giving an ontological and cosmological dignity to the formless
matter in understanding the creative act allows us to exclude any form of Manichaeism and of Gnosis, conceiving the divine presence only in relationship
with the spiritual creatures, because it excludes as “bad” the material things
dominated by a negative divine principle. On this regard, it is possible to make
the following objection: if any efficient cause produces an effect that in some
sense is similar to the cause and God is the first efficient cause of matter,
therefore it must exist some similarity between God and matter. However, this
seems absurd because God is immaterial. The answer to this objection derives
from what we said till now: the matter is not the nothingness, but it is beingin-potency. The matter does not exist for itself, but always united to some
form. Therefore, the matter as far as shares the ratio entis, because it is beingin-potency, is a being in this modality, and on this regard it has some similarity
4

Note of the Editor. It is impressive the congruence of this Aquinas’ statement with the description of
matter at the so-called “very early” and “early stages” of the universe evolution of the actual cosmology (see the papers of Section I with its Foreword in this volume).
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with God, the Being-Most-Actual (Pure Act), even though, as far as pure potency, it is the most remote from God. The creation does not exclude the evolution of the universe, on the contrary, the two perspectives are adequately
composed, as we have seen. Because the action of the First Cause is supratemporal and transcendental, it is compatible with the evolution in the context of
matter becoming, which is the effect of the causal concourse of the second
causes and of the deployment of a project intrinsic to whichever creature.
4. Creation, time, and eternity
The creative act is absolutely outside time, and is acting simultaneously
as to whichever space-time event, because it is on another level that is transcendental and not categorial. God “First Cause” is not the first of the series
of the second causes according to a natural order, but it is the Cause transcending and founding them, because it makes the second causes and their
causal activities existing. In this sense, the activity of the First Cause is supratemporal, and for this reason it is simultaneous to all the instants of time
measuring the becoming, the mutations of the created universe.
In this sense, as St. Augustin noticed, it is meaningless asking “when”
God created the universe, because the absolute beginning of the universe did
not occur in time. Time is posed together with the creation and the matter
becoming (St. Agustin, Confessiones, XI, 10-13; De Civitate Dei, XI, 6; XII,
16). On this regard, Aquinas stated:
It is commonly said that the first created things are four: the angelic nature, the
empyrean heaven, the formless matter of bodies, and time. This, however, does
not fit with St. Augustin thought, who holds that the first two created entities are
the angelic nature and the bodily matter, without mentioning the empyrean
heaven. (…) Moreover, these two entities, namely, the angelic nature and the
formless matter, precede the formation of the creation, not according to the temporal order, but to the natural order. Therefore, if they precede the formation
according to the natural order, they must also precede the motion and the time
(Aquinas, S. Theol., I, q. 66, a.4).

In the light of the precedent discussion, it is therefore possible thinking
back at the issue of the eternity of the world. If we consider the eternity in
terms of duration in time, there is no contradiction between the creation from
nothing and the eternity of the universe, even though we, as Christians, because of our faith in the Revelation, refuse this thesis. On the contrary, if we
think at eternity on the metaphysical standpoint as an expression of an
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immutable absolute perfection, by interpreting in this way the Boethius wellknown definition 5, in this case there is contradiction between affirming the
creation from nothing by God of something other than Himself, and affirming
the eternity of the universe. In this way, indeed, creation would mean simply
that God is replicating Himself like if He were a Deus contractus (“contracted
God”) – so to return in such a way to the Hegelian interpretation discussed
before.
To sum up, the creation act of the material world is “outside” time, because time is only “inside” and not outside the universe. The biblical expression “in the beginning” is atemporal and metaphysical, not physical.
5. Conclusion: the freedom of the creative act
The expression “in the beginning” must be interpreted both as the affirmation of a creation in the Logos, and the affirmation of an Absolute beginning
of the creation, in which also time is created. The creation in time is a truth
believed by faith, while the creation as relationship of absolute dependence of
the reality on God, universal First Cause of being, is a philosophical metaphysical truth preambulum fidei.
Only after having affirmed the absolute transcendence, beyond any dialectics and any temporization of the First Cause, we can explain the freedom
and the gratuitousness of creation. God, indeed, is not the formal cause intrinsic to things: the things are not a mixture of God and matter. The universe is
not like a gigantic body of which God is the soul, and God cannot be reduced
to the universal cosmic life. The god of the larger part of the pre-Christian
philosophers is not creator: the world is eternal in its cyclicity, the matter is
eternal, and there is no true beginning of time reality and of the reality in time.
For the biblical Revelation, on the contrary, “in the beginning God created
heaven and hearth”. It is both an ontological beginning and then a time beginning. This beginning must refer to God’s act of freedom, because if there was
another motivation, different from the God freedom, for which God would
have created, God would be constrained by this motivation, and this is untenable. The world, therefore, exists because God wanted it, so that the unique
5

Note of the Editor: That is, the definition of eternity as tota simul, “all simultaneously in one only
instant”, in which no duration exists. Duration, indeed, as far as “succession of instants” is related
with becoming (mutability). It supposes, therefore, the existence of matter, or at least of some form
of potentiality, by which only the continuity of a duration as a succession of discrete instants, can
consist. Eternity in the sense of tota simul – of an unextended instant of infinite intensity of pure
actuality without any potentiality – can be therefore only an attribute of the divine perfection.
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ratio of the creative act is the divine freedom. The foundation of this free creative choice is the diffusive, communicating nature of the Good – in this sense
the creative act is an act of love. However, from this fundamental truth of the
diffusivity of Good only a necessity of supposition 6 and not an absolute necessity derives. God could not have created the world if he wanted.
The philosophical and theological thought needs at this point to reformulate the issue of nothingness in relation with the creative act. Indeed, as we
have seen, God is not immediately the ordering principle of a formless matter,
that is, He who transformed the Chaos into the Cosmos, but He is who brought
all reality out from nothing. God freely willed the creatures and remains faithful to his free choice. Not only the simple existence, but also the order, the
stability and the finalism of the becoming of the universe are ultimately, effects and expressions of the Absolute, Wise, Divine Love.
MATERIA INFORME E CREAZIONE DAL NULLA 1
1. Introduzione
Si propone una riflessione filosofica circa due aspetti riguardanti l’atto
creativo: 1) che cosa significa che la creazione (in senso attivo) è far essere
“dal nulla”; e: 2) che cosa significa che con la creazione è prodotta una materia
informe. Circa il 1° punto, si spiegherà la creazione dal nulla esplicitandola
nella ben nota espressione “creatio ex nihilo sui et subiecti”, per cui la creazione dal nulla da parte di Dio esclude una emanazione dalla stessa sostanza
divina ed esclude un sostrato preesistente rispetto all’atto creativo. A tal fine
proporrò un confronto tra un’interpretazione moderna della creazione, teoreticamente strutturata secondo il modello neoplatonizzante dell’emanatismo,
quale è quella di Hegel, che quasi concepisce l’atto creativo come un momento
dialetticamente necessario della vita triadica dell’Assoluto, e la concezione
“classica” di S. Tommaso, che interpreta la creazione dal nulla come espressione della trascendenza e della libertà di Dio creatore nell’atto creativo. Circa
il 2° punto, si cercherà di precisare il significato di materia informe quale sostrato da cui l’universo si sviluppa, che è cosa ben diversa dal nulla.
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2. Creazione dal nulla e non emanazione della stessa sostanza divina
L’espressione creatio ex nihilo non afferma in alcun modo l’esistenza del
nulla “prima” della totalità del reale; tale espressione afferma invece che tutto
l’essere dell’ente, ogni principio costitutivo della realtà, deriva dal Principio
Primo. Ogni ente pertanto è posto in atto d’essere da Dio creatore: ciò può
avvenire immediatamente (è il caso dell’essere spirituale dell’anima umana) o
mediante l’attività delle cause seconde. Le filosofie neo-parmenidee, neoeleatiche, che accusano il creazionismo cristiano di cadere nella contraddizione perché ammetterebbe l’essere del non essere non hanno ben capito il
significato della “creazione dal nulla” e hanno inteso il nulla come principio
costitutivo della creatura, quasi che le creature fossero un misto di essere e
nulla, il che sarebbe effettivamente inaccettabile. Una tale interpretazione
della creazione dal nulla, che fa del nulla quasi un principio entitativo, è ben
presente nella filosofia hegeliana, che ha avuto un influsso considerevole nella
storia del pensiero. Hegel per chiarire la questione del fondamento e dell’appartenenza del nulla all’essere, ha mantenuto ferma la verità della creazione,
pur interpretandola a suo modo, cioè nel senso che la presenza dell’Assoluto
risolve in se stessa, come Vita somma, la verità e l’attualità di ogni vita finita
nella sua forma universale. Per S. Tommaso il principio che regge il rapporto
tra Creatore e creature è la causalità; per Hegel si tratta piuttosto del principio
di appartenenza del finito all’Infinito, in cui l’emergenza del finito è quasi
nell’ambito del mero apparire, quasi un momento dialettico del comprendersi
dell’Assoluto come il risultato di se stesso. Sembra che in Hegel il mondo
come realtà creaturale rimanga appartenente a Dio in modo tale che la sua
propria essenza si risolva soltanto nell’esser posta (da Dio), mantenendo perciò la determinazione di far ritorno a Lui. Lo schema neoplatonico dell’exitusreditus viene spinto fino al punto da far perder consistenza ontologica al divenire, ridotto quasi ad un presentarsi dell’Assoluto, che prelude ad un ritorno
completo dell’Assoluto in Se stesso. Scrive Hegel:
In questa separazione, la Forma si distacca dal Contenuto, e, nella Forma, i differenti momenti del Concetto si scindono in sfere o elementi particolari. In ciascuna di queste sfere, il Contenuto assoluto si presenta: a) come Contenuto eterno
che nella sua Manifestazione permane presso se stesso; b) come Differenziazione
tra l’Essenza eterna e la sua Manifestazione, la quale, mediante questa Differenza, diviene Mondo fenomenico in cui entra il Contenuto; c) come il Ritorno
infinito e la Conciliazione infinita del Mondo esteriorizzato con l'Essenza eterna,
come il Rientro dell'Essenza stessa nell'Unità della sua pienezza a partire dal Fenomeno. Nel momento dell'Universalità, cioè nella sfera del pensiero puro - in
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breve: nell'elemento astratto dell'Essenza -, lo Spirito assoluto è dunque inizialmente il presupposto: esso, tuttavia, non permane chiuso, ma, in quanto potenza
sostanziale nella determinazione riflessa della causalità, è Creatore del cielo e
della terra. Ora, però, in questa sfera eterna lo Spirito assoluto non produce altro
che se stesso come proprio Figlio, e permane in identità originaria con questa
entità differente. Infatti, tale determinazione di essere il Differente dall'Essenza
universale si rimuove eternamente, e, attraverso questa mediazione della mediazione rimoventesi, la prima Sostanza è essenzialmente come singolarità e soggettività concreta: è Spirito (Hegel, 1830, pp. 911-913).

In tale prospettiva, il nulla in quanto negativo è concepito come costitutivo intrinseco del Finito, condizione del rapportarsi del finito all’Infinito: grazie alla negazione di sé il Finito viene ricondotto alla sua Verità, che è l’Infinito nel suo ristabilirsi (l’universale concreto). Dio produce e vuole il finito
ponendo se stesso come un che di altro e diventa perciò egli stesso altro, poiché ha di fronte a sé ciò che è altro. Questa è la prima negazione; ad essa segue
una seconda negazione, che riscatta Dio nella sua assolutezza, per cui il finito
viene “tolto” e riassorbito nella vita divina di cui è manifestazione. Il nulla si
ripropone nella prospettiva panenteista come una “forza”, un dinamismo dialettico-trascendentale, che giunge a capovolgere la formula creazionistica secondo cui omnis creatura sine Deo est purum nihil: per Hegel questo è vero
quanto è vero che anche Dio senza il mondo è “nulla”, nel senso che verrebbe
a ridursi a un’entità astratta. L’atto creatore diventa un autoporsi dell’Atto
Puro in modo tale che gli enti finiti e i loro rapporti siano sue determinazioni
e non suoi effetti. La creazione non è che un momento dialettico dell’Idea, una
“caduta” da Dio, che deve essere “tolta” e ripresa nella sua verità mediante
una “riconciliazione” compiuta dallo Spirito. Mi sembra che la teologia speculativa di Hegel, in cui il nulla ha un’irrinunciabile valenza dialettica nella
costituzione della realtà finita, rifletta quanto affermato da Hegel nell’Enciclopedia sulla coappartenenza di puro essere e nulla (Hegel, 1830, p. 235).
Nella Scienza della Logica Hegel ampiamente illustra la coappartenenza di
essere e nulla, trattando del cominciamento logico:
Il cominciamento non è il puro nulla, ma un nulla da cui deve uscire qualcosa.
Dunque anche nel cominciamento è già contenuto l'essere. Il cominciamento
contien dunque l'uno e l'altro, l'essere e il nulla; è l'unità dell'essere col nulla; ossia è un non essere, che è in pari tempo essere, e un essere, che è in pari tempo
non essere. Oltre a ciò l'essere e il nulla son nel cominciamento come diversi;
poiché il cominciamento accenna a qualcos'altro; - è un non essere che si riferisce
all'essere come a un altro; ciò che comincia non è ancora; va, soltanto, all'essere.
Il cominciamento contien dunque l'essere come quello che si allontana dal non
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essere, o lo toglie via considerandolo come contrapposto a lui. Ma, inoltre, quello
che comincia è già; in pari tempo, però, non è ancora. Nel cominciamento, dunque, questi opposti, l'essere e il non essere, sono immediatamente uniti. Vale a
dire che il cominciamento è la loro unità indifferente, indistinta. L'analisi del
cominciamento ci darebbe quindi il concetto dell'unità dell'essere col non essere... oppur quello dell'identità della identità con la non identità. Questo concetto
si potrebbe riguardare come la prima e più pura (cioè più astratta) definizione
dell’Assoluto (Hegel 1812-1816, pp. 59-60).

Nell’Inizio non c’è Opposizione o Differenza tra Essere e Nulla e, sempre
nell’Inizio, lo stesso Assoluto è Nulla. Il Divenire è possibile come Unità di
Essere e Nulla, contro il principio nihil a nihilo, che concepisce tutto l’essere
come eterno e che perciò, secondo Hegel (e non senza qualche ragione), conduce al panteismo naturalistico. La concezione tomista del rapporto metafisico
tra essere e nulla si precisa invece su una linea ben differente rispetto al sistema hegeliano. La causalità divina secondo S. Tommaso è posizione e fondazione assoluta e radicale dell’essere dell’ente, cosicché la realtà del nulla
della creazione è di natura riferenziale e non costitutiva.
Il cessare di essere è proprio delle creature non in quanto “ex nihilo fiunt”,
ma in quanto costituite dalla materia, principio di corruzione della forma sostanziale. Il cessare di un ente materiale è divenire un altro ente materiale. La
creazione attiva esprime dunque la relazione causale trascendentale tra l’Essere sussistente e l’essere contingente; relazione che non è reale dalla parte di
Dio, perché non è costitutiva dell’essenza divina né la arricchisce ontologicamente; è reale dalla parte delle creature, che non potrebbero esistere senza
questa relazione di dipendenza causale da Dio. Per l’Aquinate la causalità divina si presenta non come produzione di essere nelle coordinate spazio-temporali, cioè come causa naturale, o causa che è prima nella serie delle cause
seconde, ma come trascendentale partecipazione di essere e di attualità pura,
libero dono, e non momento dialetticamente necessario. In questa prospettiva
il nulla è presupposto all’essere finito e garantisce la libertà assoluta di Dio
Creatore: il finito ha una sua autonoma consistenza di essere, non assoluta, ma
partecipata, non apparente, ma reale. Il nulla, dopo la creazione, resta nulla,
perché non è il nulla che passa nell’essere della creazione e neppure l’essere
di Dio passa nel nulla e nel finito con l’atto creativo. Il non-essere non si dà
se non per opposizione relativa all’essere. Scrive a tal proposito S. Tommaso:
Quando si dice che una cosa è fatta dal nulla, la preposizione da (ex) sta a indicare
non la causa materiale, ma la sola successione; come quando si dice che dalla
mattina si va facendo mezzogiorno, cioè dopo la mattina viene il mezzogiorno.
Tuttavia, si osservi che la preposizione “da” o include la negazione espressa nel
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termine nulla (per esempio: dal non essere), oppure viene a sua volta inclusa dalla
negazione stessa (per esempio: non da un essere). Nel primo caso, resta affermata
la successione, ed esprime l'ordine della produzione, che si inizia da un non essere precedente. Se invece, la negazione include la preposizione, allora la successione viene trascurata, e l'espressione: “è fatto dal niente” ha questo senso:
“non è fatto di (o da) qualche cosa”; come se uno dicesse: costui parla di niente,
perché non parla di qualche cosa. Ebbene, in tutti e due i modi è vero che creare
è fare qualche cosa dal nulla. Ma nel primo caso la preposizione “da” indica successione, come si è detto; nel secondo caso significa rapporto di causa materiale,
che però viene negato 2.

Nessuno scambio di appartenenza essenziale deve affermarsi tra l’essere
e il nulla; il nulla dal quale Dio col suo atto creativo fa emergere la creatura è
precisamente quel che la creatura sarebbe fuori e senza di quell’atto del Creatore che ne causa l’essere. Si capisce allora in che senso la realtà creata proviene dal nulla: il dileguarsi nel non essere non costituisce la natura del finito
in quanto entità create (see Aquinas (Q. De Pot., q. 5, a. 3), tant’è vero che
Tommaso, alla fine della “terza via” per dimostrare l’esistenza di Dio, ammette l’esistenza di creature necessariae ab alio, che non possono non essere,
una volta create (cioè le creature spirituali). Questo discorso sul nulla nell’atto
creativo consente di orientarsi correttamente nella comprensione del Fondamento come realtà Prima e assoluta, totalmente costitutiva dell’edificio reale,
ma che non toglie consistenza all’edificio (acosmismo) né risolve l’intero edificio nella sua propria unica essenza (panteismo, panlogismo). Si può sintetizzare la differenza tra S. Tommaso ed Hegel sulla creazione dal nulla con la
seguente considerazione di Cornelio Fabro:
Sul fondamento della creazione dal nulla S.Tommaso può effettivamente prospettare il nulla (reale) come differenza metafisica assoluta fra la creatura e il
Creatore, fra l’essenza e l’ “esse”; mentre per Hegel fra l’essere e il nulla c’è uno
scambio di appartenenza essenziale. Ma a questo modo mentre S.Tommaso può
garantire allo “esse” l’emergenza assoluta come atto di ogni atto, Hegel invece
deve lasciarlo confinato nella sfera formale come l’unità dei contrari e quindi
proiettato nella tensione sempre dileguante di essere e non-essere, di fenomeno
e noumeno e riferito all’espandersi delle dimensioni dello spazio (natura) e del
tempo (storia) (Fabro, 2004, p.38).

Da tale diversità di prospettiva deriverebbe, secondo lo stesso Fabro, una
2
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opposta interpretazione della storia: come attuazione della libertà razionale assoluta in Hegel, come attuazione della libertà divina misericordiosa per la redenzione dal peccato in S.Tommaso (Fabro, 2004, p.38).

Nell’atto creativo Dio non si risolve nella Presenza assoluta e nella totalità dell’essere che unisce tutte le cose, come interpreta Heidegger nella sua
critica al creazionismo cristiano, ma mantiene tutta la sua trascendenza, ovvero la propria Identità-Unità, che sussiste oltre lo stesso essere donato alle
creature. Si potrebbe anche dire, a questo punto, con i platonici, che l’Uno
divino è “oltre” l’Essere, se l’Essere è considerato come principio che è Causa
prima del Finito; non si può dire, invece, che l’Uno è “oltre” l’Essere se l’Essere è considerato come la stessa Vita divina, quale Principio assolutamente
trascendente e sussistente in modo personale. Nella creazione Dio non “passa”
con la sua Essenza nel Finito attraverso il nulla, ma annienta/annichila il nulla
con un atto creativo “personale”, che è insieme espressione di Essere, di Sapienza, di Amore: affermazione, quest’ultima, con la quale si insinua che l’atto
creativo ha una struttura triadica. Poiché infatti l’atto creativo è libera comunicazione di essere, il nulla è tolto, nel senso che è ridotto a non-essere, relativizzato all’essere, reso funzionale all’essere, come ciò che è “diverso”
dall’essere. Poiché, ancora, l’atto creativo è un atto di perfetta intelligenza, il
nulla è tolto, nel senso che, data la razionalità del divenire, esso è relativizzato
all’essere come potenza; l’essere riceve pienezza di significato in sé medesimo, escludendo assolutamente la contraddizione, la pura inintelligibilità.
Poiché, infine, l’atto creativo è un atto di volontà, cioè una gratuita elargizione
di Amore, il nulla è tolto, nel senso che è ridotto a privazione di bene, ed è
annullato ogni suo potere di vanificazione del valore e del fine; la Volontà
creatrice, infatti, in quanto Volontà, “stima” / “valuta” / “valorizza” come
“cosa buona” ciò che ha creato, costituendo nell’ordine il Finito e assegnando
ad esso un compimento ultimo. Affermare che l’atto creativo è espressione
dell’essere “personale” dell’Assoluto, ed insinuare, senza pretendere di dimostrare, che tale atto rispecchia la natura “triadica” di Dio, conduce verso la tesi
della dottrina e della teologia cristiana per cui la creazione è opera della Trinità. Prendendo tuttavia le distanze da una lettura neoplatonica del Mistero
Trinitario, mi sembra importante precisare che l’essere “Causa prima”, creatrice di tutto ciò che è altro da Sé, non è un momento necessario interno alla
Vita trinitaria in quanto tale, come sembra affermare Hegel. Nella prospettiva
hegeliana, infatti, la creazione appare come un momento dialettico necessario
perché la Trinità realizzi la sua verità suprema, che è quella di essere Spirito
Assoluto; così interpreta Cornelio Fabro:
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Questo Mistero (della Trinità) nel quale effettivamente si celebra l’esuberanza
della vita divina nell’immanenza più assoluta della divina essenza, viene da Hegel ridotto ad un processo del “diventar-altro” nel quale l’origine del Figlio e la
creazione del mondo appartengono allo stesso processo. Poi, e di conseguenza,
il fulcro delle processioni trinitarie non è per Hegel la costituzione e distinzione
delle divine Persone mediante l’opposizione delle relazioni e la posizione di ciascuna per sé sussistente nell’identica natura divina, ma la restituzione dell’unità
del Concetto o Idea assoluta, ossia è il processo inverso di ritorno all’unità dello
Spirito assoluto come identità di finito e Infinito (Fabro, 1969, vol. I, pp. 609-610).

Occorre considerare la creazione come un atto di assoluta volontà-libertà,
non formalmente identico a quella libertà essenziale con cui si amano le Persone della Trinità, come hanno ben puntualizzato metafisici cristiani quali S.
Tommaso e Duns Scoto, distinguendo adeguatamente l’amore con cui Dio
ama se stesso dall’amore con cui Dio ama le creature. 3 In conclusione, si può
affermare che il nulla chiarifica l’emergenza dell’ente e precede l’ente, perché
l’ente non è l’essere; il nulla dunque chiarifica la finitezza dell’ente non in
quanto entra come componente reale dell’ente, ma in quanto riporta il limite
dell’ente al suo fondamento, cioè all’Essere che ha tratto l’ente fuori dal nulla.
In questo senso si capisce che il ‘terminus a quo’ della creazione è il nulla e
non la materia prima, perché la materia non è puro non-essere ma è parte
dell’ente reale, intrinsecamente positiva.
3. Creazione non da un sostrato materiale preesistente: creazione della materia informe
Usando la nozione aristotelica di prote dynamis, S. Tommaso spiega che
il “proprium” della creazione dal nulla non si deve intendere in forma neoplatonica, come porre ordine nel caos dal di fuori o come porre dal di fuori forme
nella materia. La creazione dal nulla consiste nell'affermare che tutto, anche
l'informe dinamismo primario della materia, si colloca dentro l'unico atto creativo di Dio. L’universo è un tutto dinamico, un intreccio di interazioni causali:
dinamismo primario, che Aristotele chiama prote dynamis e i latini denominano “materia prima”, un sostrato finito sempre in mutamento, diverso dal
vuoto meccanico di Newton e di Democrito e da ogni concezione che assimili
il vuoto allo zero matematico. Da questo sostrato dinamico sono causate tutte
le forme dei corpi. Il “vuoto quantistico” di cui si tratta nella scienza Fisica
3
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contemporanea non è il nulla, proprio come la materia prima aristotelica non
è il nulla; e come anche la terra informe di cui parla la Bibbia non è il nulla; è
piuttosto il vuoto meccanico di Newton ad assomigliare al nulla 4. Occorre
dunque ben chiarire che cosa significhi “materia informe” e in che senso essa
preceda, rispetto all’atto creativo, la formazione delle cose corporee. Seguendo le considerazioni di S. Tommaso a tal riguardo, potremo apprezzare
la sua capacità di “conciliare”, per così dire, due visioni dell’origine dell’universo, che oggi chiameremmo “creazionista” ed “evolutiva”. Anzitutto S.
Tommaso esclude i modelli neoplatonici di derivazione delle forme corporee:
Pensarono alcuni che tutte le forme dei corpi derivino dalle sostanze spirituali,
che noi chiamiamo angeli…[…]… Queste opinioni scaturiscono da una radice
unica. Costoro infatti vanno in cerca di una causa delle forme, quasi che le forme
siano prodotte per se stesse. Aristotele invece prova che propriamente viene prodotto il composto di materia e forma, mentre le forme dei corpi corruttibili passano dall'essere al non essere senza che esse si generino o si corrompano, poiché
è tutto il composto che si genera o si dissolve. Infatti tali forme non hanno l'essere; è il composto che ha l'essere per mezzo di esse; perché il venire all'esistenza
compete a una cosa nello stesso modo come le compete l'essere. Ora, siccome
effetti simili provengono da cause simili, non si deve ricercare la causa delle
forme materiali in una causa immateriale, ma in un composto (…). Tale, dunque,
è il processo produttivo delle forme materiali: esse non vengono infuse da una
forma immateriale, ma la materia viene attuata da una causa agente composta (di
materia e forma) (Summa Theol., I, 65, 4).

Quindi l’Aquinate spiega in che senso si debba intendere la precedenza
della materia informe rispetto alla formazione delle cose:
Sant'Agostino pensa che lo stato informe della materia corporea abbia preceduto
la sua formazione non in ordine di tempo, ma solo di origine, cioè di natura. Altri,
come San Basilio, Sant'Ambrogio e il Crisostomo, stanno per una precedenza di
tempo. Tali opinioni sembrerebbero contraddirsi, ma la divergenza è piccola,
perché Sant'Agostino per stato informe intende una cosa diversa dagli altri. Secondo lui, lo stato informe della materia indica mancanza di qualsiasi forma. In
tal caso è impossibile ammettere che questa informità abbia avuto una precedenza di tempo tanto sulla sua formazione, che sulla sua distinzione. Se parliamo
della formazione, è chiaro. Infatti, se la materia informe ebbe una precedenza di
esistenza nel tempo, vuol dire che ebbe una esistenza attuale, come esige la creazione, perché il termine della creazione è l'ente in atto; ora, ciò che è atto, è forma.
4
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Dire invece che la materia sia esistita in precedenza senza forma, è come affermare un ente in atto, senza atto: cosa contraddittoria. Né si può opporre che essa
ricevesse prima una forma comune e che poi le siano sopravvenute forme diverse
dalle quali sarebbero derivate le differenze. Si ricadrebbe infatti nell'opinione
degli antichi filosofi naturalisti (…). Bisogna perciò dire che la materia prima
non fu creata del tutto priva di forma, e nemmeno rivestita di una forma comune,
ma di forme distinte. Per conseguenza, se nello stato informe della materia si
vogliono vedere le condizioni della materia prima che per se stessa non ha forma
alcuna, dobbiamo dire che quella informità non ha preceduto in ordine di tempo
la sua formazione e distinzione, ma, come vuole Sant'Agostino, soltanto in ordine
di origine o di natura, allo stesso modo che la potenza precede l’atto e la parte
precede il tutto. Per altri Santi Dottori invece lo stato informe non esclude ogni
forma ma soltanto quella formosità e bellezza che ora risaltano nelle creature
corporee. Sotto questo aspetto affermano che lo stato informe della materia corporea precede nel tempo la sua formazione. (Summa Theol., I, 66, 1).

La creazione della materia informe avvia un processo evolutivo di sviluppo delle forme corporee verso un loro proprio perfezionamento, verso una
certa loro compiutezza; processo sostenuto trascendentalmente da Dio, ma autonomo nei suoi dinamismi e nelle sue interazioni causali. Pertanto, S. Tommaso così spiega l’affermazione del Libro della Genesi: "La terra era informe
e vuota":
Alcuni hanno pensato che con quelle parole venisse significata una informità
della materia nel senso della materia senza forma alcuna ed esistente in potenza
rispetto a qualsiasi forma; ora questa materia non può esistere in natura senza
essere formata da una qualche forma. Infatti, tutto ciò che si trova in natura esiste
attualmente, e questo è dato alla materia soltanto dalla forma, che è il suo atto;
pertanto, la materia non si trova in natura senza forma. Inoltre, poiché niente può
essere contenuto in un genere che non sia determinato mediante qualche differenza a una specie, la materia non può essere un ente senza essere determinata a
qualche modo speciale di essere, e questo avviene solo per mezzo della forma.
Perciò in natura non si trova la materia senza forma. Quindi se la materia informe
è intesa in questo modo, è impossibile che abbia preceduto cronologicamente la
formazione, ma la precede solo secondo l'ordine naturale, nel senso che ciò da
cui viene fatto qualche cosa naturalmente viene prima di quella cosa (…). Questa
è l'interpretazione di Agostino. Altri invece hanno inteso l’informità della materia non come se la materia fosse priva di qualsiasi forma, bensì come quando si
dice che è informe qualcosa che non ha ancora il suo ultimo compimento e non
ha ancora tutto il suo decoro. Secondo questa interpretazione si può pensare che
(non solo per natura ma) anche cronologicamente la informità della materia abbia
preceduto la formazione delle cose. In verità questa interpretazione sembra rispondere alle esigenze dell'ordine della sapienza dell'artefice, il quale portando
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le cose all'essere dal nulla, non le ha stabilite immediatamente dopo il nulla
nell'ultima loro perfezione naturale, ma prima le ha fatte secondo un modo di
essere imperfetto e poi le ha portate all'essere perfetto; cosicché da una parte è
chiaro che il loro essere procede da Dio contro coloro che sostengono la materia
increata; d’altra parte è chiaro che Dio è anche l'autore della loro perfezione,
contro coloro che attribuiscono ad altre cause la formazione delle realtà inferiori.
È questa l'interpretazione di Basilio Magno e di Gregorio e di altri che li seguirono. Poiché nessuna delle due interpretazioni si discosta dalla verità della fede
ed entrambi i significati concordano con il contesto letterale della Scrittura, accettandole entrambe rispondiamo alle une e alle altre argomentazioni (Q. de Pot.,
q. 4, a. 1) 5

Nello stesso testo, rispondendo a un’obiezione, S. Tommaso precisa:
Non si dice che la materia sia stata informe perché era priva di ogni forma o
perché avesse una forma sola, che era in potenza rispetto a tutte le forme, come
pensavano gli antichi filosofi naturalisti. Ma si chiamava materia informe perché
non erano ancora sopravvenute nella materia le forme dei corpi misti, nei confronti delle quali le forme elementari sono in potenza e non vi era ancora una
collocazione degli elementi conveniente alla loro generazione (Q. de Pot., q. 4,
a. 1, ad 13).

Le ipotesi cosmologiche che tentano di spiegare come si sia formato l’universo non toccano il problema dell’inizio assoluto dell’essere, che non è un
inizio cronologico, ma riguardano piuttosto il problema, derivato, dell’inizio
di un processo di organizzazione della materia da cui deriva l’universo attuale.
Per esempio, se consideriamo la nota ipotesi del “big bang”, è chiaro che non
si tratta di un inizio assoluto: infatti il “big bang” non sarebbe un evento proveniente dal nulla, perché prima di esso c’era qualcosa: almeno doveva esistere il sostrato da cui l’universo viene a costituirsi, mediante un sistema complesso di interazioni causali. Dare una dignità ontologica e cosmologica alla
materia informe nella comprensione dell’atto creativo consente inoltre di
escludere ogni forma di manicheismo e di gnosi, che concepisce la Presenza
divina soltanto in relazione alle creature spirituali ed esclude, come cattive, le
cose materiali, dominate da un principio divino negativo. Si può presentare, a
tal riguardo, la seguente obiezione: se ogni causa efficiente produce un effetto
che in qualche modo le è simile e Dio è causa prima efficiente della materia,
allora tra Dio e la materia dovrebbe esserci una certa somiglianza; ma ciò sembra assurdo, perché Dio è immateriale. La risposta a questa obiezione si
5

Seguo, con qualche lieve modifica, la traduzione di Battista Mondin presente nell'edizione dell’opera
delle Edizioni Studio Domenicano (Bologna 2003).
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desume da quanto già detto finora: la materia non è il nulla, ma ente in potenza; la materia non esiste per se stessa ma sempre unita ad una forma; conseguentemente la materia, in quanto partecipa della ratio entis, dato che l’ente
in potenza in qualche modo è, ha sotto questo aspetto una qualche somiglianza
con Dio, Ente attualissimo, sebbene essa sia da Dio lontanissima. Il creazionismo non esclude l’evoluzione dell’universo, anzi le due prospettive si compongono adeguatamente, come si è visto. Essendo l’attività della Causa Prima
sopra-temporale e trascendentale, essa è compatibile con l’evoluzione
nell’ambito del divenire, che è frutto del concorso causale delle cause seconde
e dello sviluppo di un progetto insito in ogni creatura.
4. Creazione, tempo, eternità
L’atto creativo è assolutamente “fuori” dal tempo, ed agisce in modo simultaneo rispetto a qualsiasi evento spazio-temporale, essendo su un altro
piano, trascendentale e non categoriale. Dio “Causa Prima” non è la prima
della serie delle cause seconde di ordine naturale, ma è la Causa che trascende
e fonda e fa essere le cause seconde e la loro attività causale. L’attività della
Causa Prima è dunque sopra-temporale, e per questo è temporalmente simultanea a tutti gli istanti di tempo che misurano il divenire, i mutamenti, dell’universo creato. Come S. Agostino aveva notato, non ha senso chiedersi
“quando” Dio ha creato, perché l’inizio assoluto dell’universo non è avvenuto
nel tempo; il tempo è posto assieme alla creazione e al divenire 6. In proposito,
così si esprime l’Aquinate:
Si dice comunemente che quattro furono le prime cose create: la natura angelica,
il cielo empireo, la materia informe dei corpi e il tempo. Questo però non s'accorda col pensiero di sant'Agostino, il quale ritiene che le due prime entità create
siano la natura angelica e la materia corporea, senza far menzione del cielo empireo (…). Queste due entità poi, cioè la natura angelica e la materia informe,
precedono la formazione del creato non in ordine di tempo ma di natura. E se
precedono la formazione in ordine di natura devono precedere così anche il moto
e il tempo (Summa Theol., I, 66, 4).

Alla luce di quanto sopra, si può ripensare la questione dell’eternità del
mondo: se si considera l’eternità come durata nel tempo, non c’è contraddizione tra creazione dal nulla ed eternità dell’universo, benché noi cristiani per
fede nella Rivelazione rifiutiamo questa tesi; se invece si considera l’eternità
6
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dal punto di vista metafisico come espressione di una immutabilità e perfezione assoluta, interpretando in questo senso la ben nota definizione di eternità
data da Boezio, allora c’è contraddizione tra affermare la creazione dal nulla
di altro da sé da parte di Dio e affermare l’eternità dell’universo: perché in tal
caso, la creazione significherebbe semplicemente che Dio replica se stesso,
quasi fosse un Deus contractus (e in tal modo torneremmo all’interpretazione
hegeliana precedentemente discussa). L'atto creativo del mondo materiale è
dunque fuori del tempo, perché il tempo è “dentro” e non fuori l'universo;
l’espressione biblica “in principio” è atemporale e di indole metafisica, non
fisica.
5. Conclusione: la libertà dell'atto creativo
L’espressione “in principio” si deve interpretare sia come l’affermazione
di una creazione nel Logos, sia come l’affermazione di un Inizio assoluto della
creazione, in cui anche il tempo è creato. La creazione nel tempo è una verità
creduta per fede; mentre la creazione in quanto relazione di totale dipendenza
della realtà da Dio, Causa Prima universale dell’essere, è una verità filosofica,
metafisica, che costituisce un “praeambulum fidei”. Solo dopo aver affermata
la trascendenza assoluta, oltre ogni dialettica e ogni temporalizzazione della
Causa Prima, si possono spiegare la libertà e la gratuità della creazione. Dio,
infatti, non è causa formale intrinseca delle cose: le cose non sono un misto
di Dio e materia. L’universo non è come un gigantesco corpo di cui Dio è
l’anima e Dio non può ridursi alla vita cosmica universale. Il dio della maggior
parte dei filosofi precristiani non è creatore; il mondo è eterno, il tempo è
eterno nella sua ciclicità, la materia è eterna, non c’è un vero inizio della realtà
del tempo e della realtà nel tempo. Per la Rivelazione biblica, invece, “in principio Dio creò il cielo e la terra”; si tratta sia di un inizio ontologico sia di un
inizio del tempo. Tale inizio deve ricondursi ad un atto di libertà di Dio, perché
se ci fosse un altro motivo, diverso dalla libertà divina per cui Dio avrebbe
creato, allora Dio sarebbe condizionato da questo motivo, il che è inammissibile. Il mondo, pertanto, esiste perché è voluto da Dio e perciò l’unica ratio
dell’atto creativo è la libertà divina; il fondamento di questa libera scelta creativa è la natura diffusiva, comunicativa, del Bene (in questo senso l’atto creativo è un atto d’amore); ma da questa verità fondamentale circa la diffusività
del Bene deriva solo una necessità di supposizione e non una necessità assoluta: Dio avrebbe anche potuto non creare se così avesse voluto. Il pensiero
filosofico e teologico ha bisogno a questo punto di riformulare la questione
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del nulla in relazione all’atto creativo: infatti Dio, come abbiam visto, non è
immediatamente l’ordinatore di una materia informe, Colui che ha trasformato
il Caos in Cosmos, ma è Colui che ha tratto tutta la realtà dal niente. Dio ha
liberamente voluto le creature e si mantiene fedele alla sua libera scelta. Non
solo la semplice esistenza ma anche l’ordine, la stabilità e il finalismo del divenire dell’universo sono, ultimamente, effetti ed espressioni dell’Assoluto
Sapiente Amore divino.
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Formless matter and the creation from nothing
MARIO PANGALLO
Abstract
In this contribution, the Author proposes a philosophical reflection about two aspects
of the creative act by God: 1) what does it mean the statement that creation (in its
active sense) is making something existing “from nothing”; 2) what does it mean that,
by creation, a “formless matter” is produced. As to the first issue, there exists a difference between “creation from nothing” and the Neo-Platonic notion of creation as “emanation”, according to which “creation” means that God inserts forms into a formless
matter from the outside of it because “emanating” from the immaterial divine nature
and are destined “to return” into the divine nature. This notion of creation as necessary
emanation in its double component of “exit-return” from-to God has been re-proposed
in the Modern Age in a purely immanent way in the “dialetheism” of Hegel’s philosophy,
in which the “nothing” is a component of “being” for justifying the matter “becoming”.
On the contrary, the creation from nothing in Aquinas is expression of the divine “transcendence” (versus Hegel’s immanence), and of the divine “freedom” (versus Hegel’s
“necessity”). Indeed, as to the second issue, the Author emphasizes that the creation
from nothing means that “nothing apart from God” is supposed to his creative act, so
that also the existence of formless “first” matter, in potency also to the physical elements, depends causally on God’s creative act (“First” Cause).
Keywords:
Creation from nothing; formless matter; emanation; transcendence; First Cause.
Abstract
In questo contributo, l’Autore propone una riflessione filosofica su due aspetti dell’atto
creativo di Dio: 1) cosa significa che creazione (nel suo senso attivo) rende qualcosa
esistente “dal nulla”; 2) cosa significa che per la creazione viene prodotta “una materia
informe”. Circa il primo problema, esiste una differenza fra la “creazione dal nulla” e la
nozione neoplatonica di creazione come “emanazione”, secondo la quale creazione
significa che Dio inserisce le forme in una materia informe “dal di fuori” di essa, perché
emananti dalla natura divina immateriale, e sono quindi destinate “a ritornare” nella
natura divina. Questa nozione di creazione come emanazione fu riproposta nella modernità dalla filosofia di Hegel, in un modo immanente per il “dialeteismo” della sua
filosofia, in cui il “nulla” è componente essenziale dell’ “essere” per giustificare il “divenire” della materia. Invece, la creazione dal nulla per l’Aquinate significa, per Dio, “trascendenza” (versus “immanenza”) e “libertà” (versus “necessità”). Infatti, riguardo al
secondo problema, creazione dal nulla significa che “nulla eccetto Dio” è supposto
all’atto creativo. Anche la materia informe, o materia “prima”, in potenza agli stessi
elementi fisici, dipende causalmente dall’atto creativo di Dio (“Prima” Causa).
Parole chiave:
Creazione dal nulla; materia informe; emanazione; trascendenza; Causa Prima.

10. Common esse and Subsistent Esse: the degrees of
created causality
MARCELO SÁNCHEZ SORONDO *

1. Introduction
As it is well known, for St. Thomas the very effect of creation is the esse
which is the effect that is exclusive to God, but this is the common esse because the esse per essentiam is God Himself who is unique and God does not
participate in Himself, otherwise there would be a single Being as envisaged
by Parmenides, and, of the moderns, by Spinoza. The common esse, as an
actus essendi participated in existent individuals, is received in the essence
and so multiplied: i.e., the esse per essentiam in God, who is Pure Act and
totality of perfection, divides in the creature into a dual participation – of the
essence and of the esse. The essence is conceived as deriving from God as
from the ideal fullness of all perfections, which is participated in differently
by creatures according to three fundamental formal degrees (esse, vivere, intelligere...). The participated actus essendi is the participation of God since
He is pure act. These are two moments that are evidently not distinguished in
God but must be divided (dirimere) in the creature and thus can be traced to
their own original derivation. As a result of his hermeneutics of the Aristotelian principle of the concrete (synolon), St. Thomas supports the distinction
between essence and act of being (actus essendi or esse) in ordine entis which
has as its counterpart in the dynamic order the separate creation of essence and
esse:
From the very fact that being is ascribed to a quiddity, not only is the quiddity
said to be but also to be created: since before it had being it was nothing, except
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in the intellect of the creator, where it is not a creature but the creating essence. 1
(De Potentia, q. III, a. 5 ad 2um)

This is the ‘Diremtion’ in the vertical order that has its counterpart in the
horizontal order. It is also known that raw material, as pure potency, is caused
only by God (see Summa Theol, Ia, q. 44, a. 2), 2 but also the form in its first
origin is co-created with matter, while in the process of natural becoming it is
informed by the potentiality of matter:
A form may be considered in two ways. First, in so far as it is in potentiality:
and, thus, God co-creates it with matter […]. Secondly, in so far as it is in act,
and thus it is not created, but is educed by natural agency from the potentiality
of matter. 3 (De Potentia, q. III, a. 4 ad 7um)

At this point St. Thomas had to explain how the deposit, so to speak, of
the forms created by God was stored in raw material, and how the process of
possible evolutive becoming, in the succession of generations and corruptions,
must lead to the act. For Aristotle, it is the agent, by virtue only of its own
form and supported by the respective causality of the stars (esp. the sun!) as a
universal cause of movement, which causes the new form in matter according
to specific likeness. Since matter is uncreated and the world is eternal, Aristotle cannot but admit in general the becoming of a compound from another
compound and he does not recognize a first origin to matter, much less to
form, on which the action of the horizontal agent remains dependent (see
1

2
3
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“Ex hoc ipso quod quidditati esse attribuitur, non solum esse, sed ipsa quidditas creari dicitur: quia
antequam esse habeat, nihil est, nisi forte in intellectu creantis, ubi non est creatura sed creatrix essentia”.
Egidio Romano says the same thing, but with greater realism, as for all of the relational sphere, between essence and esse: “Totum ergo est a Deo, et natura et esse. Immo sicut non generatur nec
materia nec forma, sed generatur compositum ex materia et forma: sic (quia in creatione essentia et
esse se habent sicut materia et forma in generatione) ideo non creatur per se nec essentia nec esse,
sed totum compositum ex essentia et esse” (Egidio Romano, 1550, prop. XXIV, fol. 81v. For a
broader treatise, Egidio refers to his previous ). Another text by St. Thomas is De Ver., q. 21, 5 ad
5um: “Creatura non solum est a Deo secundum essentiam; suam, sed secundum esse suum”. Also:
“Deus simul dans esse, producit id quod esse recipit” (De Potentia, q. III, a. 1 ad 7um). Leibniz
himself, but certainly not as strongly, was aware of the duality of the origin of the finite when he
wrote: “Verum est in Deo non modo esse fontem existentiarum, verum etiam essentiarum, quatenus
reales sunt, aut eius quod in possibilitate reale est” (Monadology, § 43).
I take the liberty of suggesting my essay (1990).
“Forma potest considerari dupliciter: uno modo secundum quod est in potentia; et sic a Deo [in]
materia concreatur, nulla disponentis naturae actione interveniente. Alio modo secundum quod est in
actu; et sic non creatur, sed de potentia materiae educitur per agens naturale”. The expression ‘et sic
a Deo materia concreatur’ is meaningless because the subject is the ‘form’. It should thus read: “Et
sic [form] a Deo materiae (or ‘in materia’) concreatur”.
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Summa Theol., Ia, 44, 2). Instead, St. Thomas, who located in God the origin
of all forms, had to indicate in some way the causal term of divine action in
the first foundation of essences and surprisingly he did not find anything better
than resort to St. Augustine’s rationes seminales and Aristotle’s active and
passive virtues.
2. The rationes seminales as virtutes activae et passivae
In this regard, the discussion of this subject that St. Thomas develops in
his Summa Theologica is symptomatic. It follows the more general discussion
of real activity which is the task of corporeal substances, in opposition to the
various forms of Platonic extrinsicism, meaning that it is not a question of
suppressing – with the seminal virtues – the efficiency of nature and its principles, but precisely the opposite. And this is confirmed by the very structure
of his article on the seminal virtues which is divided, in harmonious proportions, between Aristotle and St. Augustine, thereby providing a bold example
of synthesis (in the form of the overcoming of antithesis!) of Aristotelianism
and Platonism. The cornerstone of horizontal causality is the reality of Aristotle’s fu/sij in which an important place is reserved for the living:
2.1. The primary efficiency of nature especially in living beings
It is customary to name things after what is more perfect, as the Philosopher says [De Anima, II, 4, 416 b 23]. Now in the whole corporeal nature,
living bodies are the most perfect: wherefore the word nature has been transferred from living things to all natural things. For the word itself, nature, as
the Philosopher says [Metaph., V, 4, 1014 b 16], was first applied to signify
the generation of living things, which is called nativity: and because living
things are generated from a principle united to them, as fruit from a tree, and
the offspring from the mother, to whom it is united, consequently the word
“nature” has been applied to every principle of movement existing in that
which is moved. 4 (Summa Theol., Ia, q. 115, a. 2)

4

“Dicendum quod denominationes consueverunt fieri a perfectiori, ut dicitur in II de anima. In tota
autem natura corporea perfectiora sunt corpora viva, unde et ipsum nomen naturae translatum est a
rebus viventibus ad omnes res naturales. Nam ipsum nomen naturae, ut philosophus dicit in V Metaphys., primo impositum fuit ad significandum generationem viventium, quae nativitas dicitur, et
quia viventia generantur ex principio coniuncto, sicut fructus ex arbore, et foetus ex matre, cui
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2.2. The original principle of the efficiency of nature are the seeds of living
beings
Now it is manifest that the active and passive principles of the generation of living things are the seeds from which living things are generated. Therefore Augustine [De Trin., 3, 8] fittingly gave the name of “seminal virtues” [seminales
rationes] to all those active and passive virtues which are the principles of natural
generation and movement. 5 (Ibidem)

2.3. The ontological levels of seminal virtues, in God and in nature
These active and passive virtues may be considered in several orders. For
in the first place, as Augustine [De Genesi ad litteram, l. VI, c. 10] says, they
are principally and originally in the Word of God, as “typal ideas”. Secondly,
they are in the elements of the world, where they were produced altogether at
the beginning, as in “universal causes”. Thirdly, they are in those things
which, in the succession of time, are produced by universal causes, for instance in this plant, and in that animal, as in “particular causes”. Fourthly, they
are in the “seeds” produced from animals and plants. And these again are compared to further particular effects, as the primordial universal causes to the
first effects produced. 6 (Summa Theol., Ia, q. 115, a. 2)
Therefore, there are four universal causal planes: a vertical one which is
the Augustinian (and Dionysian) one of the preexistence in God in the divine
examples of all things, 7 and three horizontal planes which are the building

5

6

7
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colligatur, consequenter tractum est nomen naturae ad omne principium motus quod est in eo quod
movetur”.
“Manifestum est autem quod principium activum et passivum generationis rerum viventium sunt
semina ex quibus viventia generantur. Et ideo convenienter Augustinus omnes virtutes activas et
passivas, quae sunt principia generationum et motuum mortalium, seminales rationes vocat”.
“Huiusmodi autem virtutes activae et passivae in multiplici ordine considerari possunt. Nam [a]
primo quidem, ut Augustinus dicit VI super Gen. ad Litt.[c. 10], sunt principaliter et originaliter in
ipso verbo Dei, secundum rationes ideales. [b] Secundo vero, sunt in elementis mundi, ubi simul a
principio productae sunt, sicut in universalibus causis. [c] Tertio vero modo, sunt in iis quae ex universalibus causis secundum successiones temporum producuntur, sicut in hac planta et in hoc animali, tanquam in particularibus causis. [d] Quarto modo, sunt in seminibus quae ex animalibus et
plantis producuntur. Quae iterum comparantur ad alios effectus particulares, sicut primordiales causae universales ad primos effectus productos”.
However in his answer ad 4um he excludes that the divine examples can be defined as ‘seminal virtues’, but only ‘causal virtues’: “Dicendum quod ex verbis Augustini de huiusmodi rationibus seminalibus loquentis, satis accipi potest quod ipsae rationes seminales sunt etiam rationes causales, sicut
semen est quaedam causa; dicit enim in III De Trinitate [c. 8; P. L., 42, 875] quod ‘sicut matres
gravidae sunt foetibus, sic ipse mundus est gravidus causis nascentium’. Sed tamen rationes ideales
possunt dici causales, non autem proprie loquendo seminales, quia semen non est principium
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blocks, the first universal causes, that move the activities of nature, and, finally, those that are the seeds of plants and animals in the strict sense of the
word.
Here ‘seed’ thus has a broader and, at the same time, more intense meaning than usual, because it embraces everything that is required in the order
both of the specification of action and in the motion towards action by the
proximate horizontal agent. This indicates, inter alia, a certain distinction that
St. Thomas operates in relation to the biology of Aristotle since he extends the
term ‘seed’ also to the female element:
The seed of the male is the active principle in the generation of an animal.
But that can be called seed also which the female contributes as the passive
principle. And, thus, the word “seed” covers both active and passive principles. 8 (Ibidem, ad 3um)
These 'virtutes activae et passivae', ideally present in the divine mind, are
really present in the other three orders in the form of – one might say – the
virtual concentration and causal preconditions of nature: the fact that St.
Thomas identified the seminal virtues with Aristotle’s 9 ‘vires activae et passivae’ signifies the moment of insertion in the dynamic order between the vertical and horizontal causality that forms the new and original point in Thomas’
hermeneutics.
This mutual presence of Platonism and Aristotelianism in the Thomist
synthesis of horizontal causality can also be observed in the two short answers
in the article that we are analyzing:
2.3.1. Immanence in matter
These active and passive virtues of natural things, though not called “virtues” [rationes] by reason of their being in corporeal matter, can nevertheless

8

9

separatum”. This distinction is important for the explanation of the possibility of a miracle which is
said to go beyond the active and passive virtues in the determined concreteness that they have in the
singular substances (Augustine is quoted word for word in De Ver., q. 5, a. 9 ad 8um).
“Semen maris est principium activum in generatione animalis. Sed potest etiam dici semen id quod
est ex parte foeminae, quod est principium passivam. Et sic sub semine comprehendi possunt virtutes
activae et passivae”.
This identification can be observed from the first texts: cf. In II Sent., d. 18, q. I, a. 2, where the
Commentator is also evoked. However, in De Veritate the causality of the ‘vires activae’ is only of
an instrumental nature compared with the principal causality of heavenly beings: “Dicendum quod
virtutes activae in his inferioribus sunt instrumentales tantum; unde sicut instrumentum non movet
nisi motum a principali motore et agente, ita nec virtutes inferiores activae agere possunt nisi motae
a corporibus caelestibus” (De Ver., q. 5, a. 9 ad 3um).
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be so called in respect of their origin, forasmuch as they are the effect of the
typal ideas [rationes ideales]. 10 (Summa Theol., Ia, 115, 2 ad 1um)

2.3.2. Seminal virtues and local motion
These active and passive virtues are in certain parts of corporeal things: and when
they are employed with local movement for the production of certain results, we
speak of the demons as employing seeds. 11 (Ibidem, ad 2um)

One could therefore say that, in the horizontal order, we have two primary
causes of efficiency: local motion and seminal virtues: whereas local motion
is the first extrinsic efficient cause, the seminal virtues correspond to it as the
first intrinsic efficient cause. This terminology of the ‘intrinsic efficient cause’
is certainly not orthodox from the standpoint of Aristotelianism but, rather,
perhaps expresses – in my view – the synthesis to which St. Thomas aspired
in wanting to keep both Platonic vertical causality and Aristotelian horizontal
causality: in seeking to formulate this one might almost say that whereas horizontal causality is exercised according to the coordinates of space and time,
vertical causality somewhat transcends these coordinates by virtue of its universality. 12
The entering into activity of the ‘rationes seminales’ understood in this
way thus has a double principle: the particular immediate cause, which is a
singular substance of the same species of the effect generated, according to
the classic Aristotelian formula of Peter generates Paul, and a universal cause
which, embracing the entire species, maintains and contains – in the strong
sense – the reality, causality and possible development both of the entire
10

11

12
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“Dicendum quod huiusmodi virtutes activae et passivae rerum naturalium, etsi non possint dici rationes secundum quod sunt in materia corporali, possunt tarnen dici rationes per comparationem ad
suam originem secundum quod dicuntur a rationibus idealibus”.
“Dicendum quod huiusmodi virtutes activae vel passivae sunt in aliquibus partibus corporalibus, quae
dum adhibentur per motum localem ad aliquos effectus complendos, dicuntur semina adhiberi per
daemones”.
An interesting reference to Plato’s causal separatism with the explicit recourse to seminal virtues that
can be read in St Thomas’ last works may suggest a foundation for our formulation: the criticism of
causal separatism – “Haec autem positio quantum ad aliquid quidem veritatem habere potest, simpliciter autem vera esse non potest. Eorum enim quae accidentaliter alicui adveniunt, nihil prohibet
id quidem quod est prius, ab aliqua universaliori causa procedere; quod vero est posterius ab aliquo
posteriori principio; sicut animalia et plantae calidum quidem et frigidum ab elementis participant
secundum determinatum complexionis modum, quem modum obtient ex virtute seminali per quam
generantur” (De subst. sep., c. 11, n. 62).
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species and of a group of species and a group of genera, and even of the whole
of nature, if for no other reason than because of the fact that it is contained
and moved to its own mutations by the movement of the heavenly bodies.
It is clear that the physical doctrine of this influence of the heavenly bod13
ies, which is common to almost all the visions of the ancient world, today is
only interesting from the historical point of view. However, one could say that
it survives, transformed by the advances in new nuclear physics in all its many
current orientations which are increasingly directed towards physical factors
of universal significance. One may think of the theories of cosmic rays, relativity and quantum theory which may depend on primary atomic and subatomic forces for bodies, as is envisaged in the so-called standard model, and
also of primary cellular energies for living beings. Analogously, biologist Max
Delbrück (1906-1981), who was awarded the Nobel prize for medicine in
1969 for his research on bacteriophage viruses, affirmed, in an article on Aristotle, that the recently discovered genetic code was what Aristotle called formal principle (see Delbrück, 1971, pp. 50-55). Besides, when French hermeneutic philosopher Paul Ricœur founded the ontology of the self, as a subject
that is at once potentiality and actuality, he was inspired by Aristotle’s notion
of soul (see (Ricœur, 1992, pp. 307ff)).
But from the physical point of view, what can be observed in Aristotle’s
theoretical determination of natural becoming is the hitherto almost ignored
or little-considered fact that he placed local motion at the basis of all accidental and substantial transformation. So, his is not at all purely qualitative
physics, which appeals exclusively to hidden qualities: any qualitative change
depends on the local movement of juxtaposition and distancing, i.e. on the
physical energies of attraction and expansion that the standard model is trying
to describe today.
Going back to movement, it is St. Thomas himself who affirms the need
for local motion in any physical change in order to rule out that the heavenly
bodies can affect the dynamics of the spiritual part of our being:
13

The heavenly body is the primary analogate in the corporeal world and thus extends with its motion
its causality to all terrestrial bodies: cf. C.G., III, 24; De Potentia, q. V, aa. 7-10; De Malo, q. III, a.
2; Summa Theol., Ia, 104, 1; Ia-IIae, q. 109, a. 1; Quodl. III, q. III, a. 6 ad ob. The production of inferior
animals in the putrefaction processes was attributed to the causality of the heavenly bodies: cf. C.G.,
III, 69; De Potentia, q. III, a. 11 ad 12um, 13um e 14um, where Aristotle is quoted (Phys., II, 2, 194 b
13). The most complete text on the causality of heavenly bodies is De Malo, q. XVI, a. 10 where one
reads that they are responsible for all processes of generation and corruption: of imperfect animals
immediately, of perfect animals (including man) indirectly, ‘mediante virtute particulari quae est in
seminibus’. The purpose of God as regards the circular motion of the stars is the natural processes
and especially the generation of men: cf. Comp. Theol., c. 171. The causality of heavenly bodies is
at times defined as analogic (Summa Theol., Ia, 13, 5 e 45, 7 ad 3um), but more often as equivocal.
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Again, no body acts except through motion, as is proved in Physics. But things
that are immovable are not caused by motion, for nothing is caused by the motion
of an agent, unless the agent moves a passive subject during the motion. 14
(Summa Contra Gentiles, III, 84)

The doctrine of a direct dependence of intelligence on the phenomena of
the physical world is attributed to the Pre-Socratics who, according to Aristotle’s interpretation, did not distinguish intellect from sense, unlike Plato who
proposed immaterial ‘Ideas’ and Aristotle himself who introduced the ‘active
intellect’. It may be noted, however, that the abandonment of ancient physics
gave the Aristotelian principle of the horizontality of causal influence its full
consistency.
The third and last order of causality is divine influence, which immediately embraces and supports both particular and universal causalities. As has
been observed, the primary fact of all nature is local motion which is the prerequisite for all physical causality, both in the inorganic world and in the domain of life. Now, the principle of metaphysical reductio ad unum is also true
for local motion, namely all particular local motions depend on the universal
motion of the first motor which – in Aristotelian physics – is the astral body:
‘In the material beings we see that motion requires not only the form that is
the principle of movement and operation, but also the motion of the first motor. Now the first motor for material beings is the heavenly body. So, the very
heat of the fire, no matter how perfect, cannot be altered without the motion
of the heavenly body’. The universal motion of the stars corresponds to that
physical primal causal energy which is required to establish horizontal causality as a form of participation in its order. This is what has been seen as the
principle of causality of nature as regards all species and genera, so that in
this order the individual agent operates by virtue of a universal agent, which
is also physical. But local motion, whichever way it intervenes in natural processes, is an immanent principle in the world. Both the universal causality of
the heavenly bodies and that of the spiritual substances are intrinsically finite
and dependent. They therefore refer to the absolute First Mover: ‘But it is clear
that as all corporeal movements are reduced to the motion of the heavenly
body as to the first corporeal mover, so all movements, both corporeal and
spiritual, are reduced to the simple First Mover, Who is God’. Thus the whole
of created nature, both in all its particular causes and in its universal ones,
appends on the divine motion that gives nature its ultimate completion – the
14
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“Nullum corpus agit nisi per motum, ut probatur in VIII Physic. [c. 6, n. 9]. Quae enim sunt immobilia
non causantur ex motu: nihil enim causatur ex motu alicuius nisi in quantum movet passum dum
movetur”.
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transition of potency to act: ‘And hence no matter how perfect a corporeal or
spiritual nature is supposed to be, it cannot proceed to its act unless it be
moved by God; but this motion is according to the plan of His providence, and
not by necessity of nature, as the motion of the heavenly body’ (Summa Theol.,
Ia-IIae, 109, 1). So here we come back to St. Thomas’ metaphysical core,
namely that God must be the First Mover, He that moves every (universal and
particular, physical or spiritual) cause to action, since and because He is the
first giver of matter and of all forms, and from Him, as from the first act, every
act proceeds, both of being and of operating.
3. Particular nature and universal nature
The distinction of the three orders of causality, which is of considerable
importance in clarifying the novelty of the thought of St. Thomas in the dynamic order, can be understood clearly in a surprising context on the problem
of the cause of death and of the other defects of existence (Summa Theol., IaIIae, 85, 6: U. mors et alii defectus sint naturales homini?). Here particular
nature and universal nature which are projected on two planes, one physical
(the heavenly bodies), and one metaphysical (God), are explicitly distinguished. What is interesting here is the optimistic view according to which
evil as such affects particular nature, while in the framework of universal nature it turns out to be a good thing. We will limit our analysis to the first part
of the article which examines the dynamic structure of corruptible substances:
1. The two natures, particular and universal
We may speak of any corruptible thing in two ways; first, in respect of its universal nature, secondly, as regards its particular nature. A thing’s particular nature is its own power of action and self-preservation. And in respect of this nature, every corruption and defect is contrary to nature, as stated in Aristotle [De
Coelo, II, 6, 288 b 14], since this power tends to the being and preservation of
the thing to which it belongs. 15 (Summa Theol., Ia-IIae, q.. 85, a. 6)

2. Universal nature and the good of the universe
On the other hand, the universal nature is an active force in some universal principle of nature, for instance in some heavenly body; or again belonging to some
superior substance, in which sense God is said by some to be “the Nature Who
15

“De unaquaque re corruptibili dupliciter loqui possumus, uno modo, secundum naturam universalem;
alio modo, secundum naturam particularem. Natura quidem particularis est propria virtus activa et
conservativa uniuscuiusque rei. Et secundum hanc, omnis corruptio et defectus est contra naturam,
ut dicitur in II de caelo, quia huiusmodi virtus intendit esse et conservationem eius cuius est”.
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makes nature”. 16 This force intends the good and the preservation of the universe,
for which alternate generation and corruption in things are requisite. 17 (Summa
Theol., Ia-IIae, q. 85, a. 6)

3. The natural cycle of generation and corruption
And in this respect corruption and defect in things are natural, not indeed as regards the inclination of the form which is the principle of being and perfection,
but as regards the inclination of matter which is allotted proportionately to its
particular form according to the discretion of the universal agent. 18 (Ibidem)

4. Inevitability of death, with the exception of the human soul
And although every form intends perpetual being as far as it can, yet no form of
a corruptible being can achieve its own perpetuity, except the rational soul; for
the reason that the latter is not entirely subject to matter, as other forms are; indeed it has an immaterial operation of its own, as stated. 19 (Ibidem)

In the commentary to Dionysius, in a very similar context, the exposition
is more concise, but the quality of ‘natura naturans’ is firmly rejected for God
in the sense of ‘natura universalis’:
5. ‘Natura naturans’ as ‘natura universalis’
The universal nature is called the universal cause of all that naturally comes to
being. Now, God is the universal cause of all that naturally comes to being.

16

17

18

19
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The terms natura naturans for God and natura naturata for the universe can be found in St. Bonaventure who cites them as commonly known: “Dicendum quod natura non accipitur ita communiter, sed
pro natura creata. Unde non vult [Magister] dicere quod generatio Filii sit supra naturam aeternam,
quae est natura naturans, sed supra naturam creatam, quae consuevit dici natura naturata” (In III Sent.,
d. 8, ad dub. II; ed. Quaracchi minor, t. III, p. 189 a). The term ‘natura naturata’ is found in Averroes,
applied to the visible universe (cf. In l. I De Coelo, tc. 2; ed. veneta [minor] 1560,. fol. 7r: “Et hoc ita
fuit quoniam natura naturata ita fecit, et nos sequimur suum opus”).
“Natura vero universalis est virtus activa in aliquo universali principio naturae, puta in aliquo caelestium corporum; vel alicuius superioris substantiae, secundum quod etiam Deus a quibusdam dicitur
natura naturans. Quae quidem virtus intendit bonum et conservationem universi, ad quod exigitur
alternatio generationis et corruptionis in rebus”.
“Et secundum hoc, corruptiones et defectus rerum sunt naturales, non quidem secundum inclinationem formae, quae est principium essendi et perfectionis; sed secundum inclinationem materiae, quae
proportionaliter attribuitur tali formae secundum distributionem universalis agentis”.
“Et quamvis omnis forma intendat perpetuum esse quantum potest, nulla tamen forma rei corruptibilis potest assequi perpetuitatem sui, praeter animam rationalem, eo quod ipsa non est subiecta omnino
materiae corporali, sicut aliae formae; quinimmo habet propriam operationem immaterialem, ut in
primo habitum est”. See Summa Theol., Ia, q. 75, a. 2 e q. 76, a. 1 ad 4um.
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Therefore, some call Him the nature that natures. 20 (In l. De div. nom., c. IV, lect.
21)

6. Platonic and Aristotelian conception of ‘natura universalis’
Some therefore held that universal nature was something separate, common to
all natural things, just as separate man according to the Platonists was common
to individual men. However, since the species of things are not separate but the
same forms in existing matter are the principles of action, as is proved in VII
Metaphysicorum [Metaph. VII, 7, 1032 a, 17ff], it is better to state that universal
nature is the active forces of the first body, which is the first of its kind of natural
causes. 21 (In De div. nom., c. IV, lect. 21)

The first conclusion that we can reach as a result of the previous reflections on causality is that the cause of the esse, and the universal cause in general, is a cause of founding value, that is to say, it does not only cause the esse
or the general formalities, the metaphysical and physical order, but it is also
the cause that creates the cause of fieri in the possibility-potency-activity of
causing its own particular effect. If it were a picture the cause of esse would
be the source, the causes of fieri the streams that are fed and driven by the
force of the source which in itself does not divide.
4. It is a sign of greater power to participate in one’s own power
Assuming this, what remains is the universe in which the different natures
and species are individually equipped with their own operations which clearly
have their own proximate cause in their respective potencies, that is in the
active and passive virtues. God, says St. Thomas magisterially, could do everything on His own, but it is a sign of greater power to call others to participate
in His power (C.G., III, 69). So, as a corollary or second conclusion, we can
say that the physical causes produce physical effects both of a transient character (inorganic nature) and of an immanent nature (living nature), and the
20

21

“Sciendum est quod natura universalis dicitur causa universalis omnium quae naturaliter fiunt. Est
autem Deus universalis causa omnium quae naturaliter fiunt; unde et quidam ipsum nominant
naturam naturantem. Sed melius est ut natura universalis intelligatur causa universalis eorum quae
naturaliter fiunt in genere rerum naturalium”.
“Quidam ergo posuerunt naturam universalem esse aliquid separatum, communiter se habens ad omnia naturalia, sicut homo separatus, secundum Platonicos, communiter se habet ad homines singulares. Sed quia species rerum non sunt separatae, sed ipsae formae in materia existentes sunt principia
actionum, ut probatur in VII Metaphys., melius est dicendum quod natura universalis dicitur vis activa primi corporis, quod est primum in genere causarum naturalium”.
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spiritual causes produce spiritual effects and even physical effects in the
sphere of nature they can enter: the human soul as the substantial act of the
body and first principle of action, pure spirits inasmuch as they can make use
of physical causes. It is clear that the physical causes of the material world act
in accordance with their own nature; their effects are said to be necessary or
contingent, depending on the connection, necessary or contingent, which they
have with the principles of the corporeal essence (matter and form). 22 The situation of spiritual causes whose activities are necessary or free, depending on
whether they have a necessary connection with the formal object of intelligence and will, are similar; through them the spiritual substances implement
their own lives. And this general approach seems similar to the metaphysical
situation of the two supreme genera of ens, i.e. that of the common being of
nature and that of the subsistent being of the spiritual entities such as the human soul; being equally based on the divine creation and preservation, they
are in the same way secondary causes, and in acting depend in a similar way
on the First Cause.
5. Conclusion: natural secondary causes keep the quantity of being they
were created with
Therefore, on the one hand, there is the fact that all causality takes place
in the formal line, the agere is of the individuals who cause individual effects
in nature, but, on the other hand, any action, by producing an existence, affects
the esse as the act of the new essence. It would be as if, once created by God,
the natural world maintained – as a result of divine conservation – its ‘quality
and quantity of esse’, so to speak. In this way the generations, corruptions and
possible evolutions of forms into compounds, to which horizontal causality is
restricted, affect the same quality-quantity of esse, namely, for themselves and
properly, they determine change in the subjects called to the participation of
the esse: both of those that lose such participation because they lose their form,
which returns to the potency of matter, and of the new ones that obtain this
participation because they acquire new form. This is why in horizontal causality the direct term of causality is the form, while one can say that the esse
is caused in obliquo: but it, too, is caused, or better, is jointly caused in the
causation of the form.

22
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Here we could have the problem, which is very much debated today, of so-called ‘physical indeterminism’; but we should not restrict ourselves to the strictly metaphysical aspect of causality.
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To explain this better we can attempt an analogy between raw material,
which is the first condition as potency in physical becoming, and the common
esse as an act caused by God, who according to St. Thomas – as we have
already said – is the first condition of the exercise of created causality in general. And like all natural becoming it presupposes that matter, which is the
common subject of the succession of the forms that return to the inexhaustible
potency of matter and of the rise of the new forms, is led forth by this very
potentiality of matter: thus the esse is the first act that is assumed in order to
act because in order to operate everything must have first esse or the actus
essendi, which causes it to be, and is also the end to which the action of the
agent is directed since any process of causality tends to make it something
either of everything – in substantial changes – or in some new way, in accidental mutations. But just as a physical becoming that does not transform matter according to the rhythm of nature has neither meaning nor consistency, in
the same way the horizontal causal process, if it directly affects a mutation of
the forms, is a process because it places them in esse, i.e. because nature occurs in esse according to one form or other. 23 The form (and essence) is the
content or mode of being; the esse or actus essendi is the act. The being is the
being for the esse, and the being causes the being inasmuch as it is a being;
thus man who generates man, like this dog that generates that dog, is a being
and can cause since it already is, and it can communicate the canine nature to
that dog since giving this nature places it on the level of the esse and therefore
causes insofar as it causes the esse.
Therefore we will end by saying that the proper term of horizontal causality in the processes of generation, corruption and possible evolution is the
form that is the act of the corporeal essence; but one has to add that the inadequate and connotated term, which, however, still specifies the ultimate act of
becoming, is the esse. 24 All things become so that they can be, and the new

23

24

In this sense, and St. Thomas puts it magisterially, the esse is the ‘first effect’ which the particular
activities determine when passing to action: “Secundum ordinem causarum est ordo effectuum. Primum autem in omnibus effectibus est esse; nam omnia alla sunt in causa determinationes ipsius”
(C.G., III, 66, item).
St. Thomas also explains this by resorting to the principle of the metaphysical priority of the end: “In
omnibus causis agentibus ordinatis, id quod est ultimum in generatione et primum in intentione, est
proprius effectus primi agentis; sicut forma domus, quae est proprius effectus aedificatoris, posterius
provenit quam praeparatio cementi, et lapidum et lignorum, quae fiunt per artifices inferiores, qui
subsunt aedificatori. In omni autem actione esse in actu est principaliter intentum et ultimum in generatione, nam, eo habito, quiexit agentis actio et motus patientis. Est igitur esse proprius effectus
primi agentis, scilicet Dei. Et omnia quae dant esse, hoc habent in quantum agunt virtute divina”
(Summa c. Gent. III, 66, adhuc 2).
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being of a thing implies that the cause (or the different horizontal causes) that
has produced it was in esse:
Non-existence has no direct cause; for nothing is a cause except inasmuch as it
has existence, and a being essentially as such is a cause of something existing’. 25
(Summa Theol., Ia, q. 104, a. 3 ad 1)

The esse of the things that are subjected to generation, corruption and
possible evolution falls within the order of horizontal reality such as the form
and the essence which takes it and of which it is an act, and as it is specified
by the form, the essence and the active and passive virtues, its real vicissitudes
follow. Similarly, and in contrast, the esse of spiritual substances, which is
specified by their simple and incorruptible subsistence, is by these subsistent
forms brought to eternal permanence. Therefore, it becomes each time by direct creation, like the primordial ‘qualitas-quantitas essendi’ of the physical
world for the first time. And it is the vertical creative causality of God.
From this new interpretation of being as act of being (actus essendi), St.
Thomas explains the creation of nature as the passage from nothing to shared
being which supports and founds all the processes of generation, corruption
and evolution, and the creation of man in the image of God as the gift of a
necessary being (post-creationem) – as a result man endowed with a spiritual
soul, which is his substantial form united to his being like the rotundity of a
circle, is intrinsically incorruptible – means that the human being belongs to
the divine species albeit by participation (De Potentia, q. VI, a. 6 ad 5um).
Although he is obstructed by original and current sin, man is always capax
Dei because the absolute of his freedom is founded in the absolute of his being
(Ibidem, ad 4um). 26
Just as St. Thomas conceives the creation of nature and spiritual substances as participation of being, so he also explains the recreation of grace as
a participation of being. Both creations indicate for him the aurora of the participated being – already of nature, already of grace – in the night of nothing,
which can only shine forth from the Ipsum Esse. There are thus three modalities of being as act that go back to God and to His cause and assure the diverse
presence of Him in His creatures: the shared being of nature, the subsistent
25

26
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“Non esse non habet causam per se, quia nihil potest esse causa nisi in quantum est ens; ens autem,
per se loquendo, est causa essendi”.
“Impossibile est quod per peccatum tollatur bonum naturae, quod est aptitudo vel habilitas ad gratiam” (De Malo, q. II, a. 12). Also: “Sicut tenebra excludit lucem sibi oppositam, non autem
aptitudinem ad lucem, quae est in aere; similiter per peccatum excluditur gratia, non autem aptitudo
ad gratiam”.
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being of spiritual creatures, the being of the grace of Christ. All of these three
actuations of being participate at different levels of the internal procession of
the only being by essence of God that is communicated from the Father to the
Son in the Holy Spirit, according to Christian faith. 27
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oportet fieri per filium naturalem” (In Ep. ad Eph., cap. I, 5, lect. 1). Again, more radically: “Natura
cuiuslibet actus est, quod seipsum communicet quantum possibile est. Unde unumquodque agens agit
secundum quod in actu est. Agere vero nihil aliud est quam communicare illud per quod agens est
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Common esse and Subsistent Esse: the degrees of created causality
MARCELO SÁNCHEZ SORONDO
Abstract
This work is devoted to recall and remark the distinction between esse (being) as “Pure
Act” (“Subsistent Being”), and the “common esse” of the existence of things composing
the world. In this framework, “creation” consists in the timeless, unique “participation
of the ‘act of being’ (actus essendi)” to the different “essences” or “natures”, as far as
they are made available, according to different degrees of “perfection” (complexity), in
different locations of space and time, by the universe evolution. In this way, the proper
effect of creation is the existence of all things, metaphysically composed by essence
and act of being. In other words, what is proper of the Aristotelian ontology is that the
different natures or essences of physical things consist in the composition (synolon) of
potency (matter) and act (form), depending exclusively on physical (material and acting) causes. To this physical composition, Aquinas adds the metaphysical composition
of essence (potency), and act of being (act) participated by the Subsistent Being, on
which the existence of the totality of physical things (universe), with their differences
and their spatial-temporal becoming, ultimately depends.
Keywords:
Essence; act of being; participation of being; causality degrees; First Cause.
Abstract:
Questo lavoro è dedicato a ricordare e rimarcare la distinzione fra esse (essere) come
“Atto Puro” (“Essere Sussistente”) e l’ “esse comune” dell’esistenza delle cose che
compongono il mondo. In questo schema, la “creazione” consiste nell’unica, atemporale “partecipazione” dell’ ‘atto d’essere’ (actus essendi)” alle differenti “essenze” o
“nature”, nella misura in cui sono rese disponibili, secondo diversi gradi di “perfezione”
(complessità), in diverse localizzazioni spazio-temporali dall’evoluzione dell’universo.
In questo modo, l’effetto proprio della creazione è l’esistenza di tutte le cose, metafisicamente composta di essenza e atto d’essere. In altre parole, ciò che è proprio dell’ontologia aristotelica è che le differenti nature o essenze degli enti fisici consistono nella
composizione (synolon) di potenza (materia) e atto (forma), dipendenti esclusivamente
da cause fisiche (materiali e agenti). A questa composizione fisica, l’Aquinate aggiunge
la composizione metafisica di essenza (potenza) e atto d’essere (atto) partecipato
dall’Essere Sussistente, da cui ultimamente dipende l’esistenza della totalità degli enti
fisici (universo), con le loro differenze e il loro divenire spazio-temporale.
Parole chiave:
Essenza; atto d’essere; partecipazione dell’essere; gradi di causalità; Causa Prima.

SECTION III:
EPISTEMOLOGY AND HISTORY OF SCIENCE

11. Galileo, the impact of the telescope and the birth of
modern astronomy
OWEN GINGERICH *

1. Introduction
One of the leading misconceptions from the 2009 International Year of
Astronomy was the idea that Galileo’s brilliant telescopic observations proved
the motion of the earth. Allied with this myth is the parallel notion that the
Catholic Church stubbornly clung to the past, refusing to accede to the obvious
march of astronomical science. It is true, of course, that the Inquisition forced
Galileo under the threat of torture to recant his belief in Copernicus’s heliocentric system, but the efficacy of the Copernican system actually played a
very small role in the trial. Galileo would have dearly loved to explain to his
examiners how his observations made belief in the Copernican system more
intellectually respectable even though he had no irrefutable proof of the
earth’s motion, but this was an opportunity he never got.
So, let us examine the status of the sun-centered system from the pretelescopic world of Copernicus up to age of Galileo and beyond.
Ancient astronomers had long observed that, while the planets generally
moved eastward against the background of stars, occasionally they stopped
and then moved westward for a few weeks. Ptolemy modeled this so-called
retrograde motion by assuming that the planets rode on secondary circles, or
epicycles, which in turn traveled eastward on large carrying-circles, called
‘deferents’. The relative size of the epicycles with respect to their deferents
was established by observations of the duration and arc length of the retrograde motion. Thus, for Jupiter the epicycle was about a tenth as large as its
deferent, Saturn’s was comparatively smaller, and Mars’s was huge, about
2/3 as large as its deferent. In Ptolemy’s system, the mechanism for each
*
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planet was independent, or as Copernicus put it, more monster than man, with
an arm from one creature, a leg from another, and a head from yet another.
There was, however, a curious but entirely unexplained feature of the
Ptolemaic system. The retrogression of Mars, Jupiter or Saturn took place only
when the planet was directly opposite in the sky from the sun. In the Ptolemaic
system this was simply an ad hoc explanation – that’s how it was, with no
further explanation, or in the words of the medieval logicians, a quia situation,
a “fact-in-itself.” It was Copernicus, with his heliocentric arrangement, who
turned this ad hoc explanation into a propter quid, or “reason why” explanation.
In his Narratio prima or “First Report” on the Copernican system, Georg
Joachim Rheticus exclaims, “for all these phenomena appear to be linked most
nobly together, as by a golden chain.” It’s a poetic expression, but what, in
fact, can it refer to in the case of, say, Mars? Surely it is precisely this, the
closely linked solar position each time Mars goes into retrogression, approximately every other year. Since the retrogression occurs when Mars is at its
closest and the earth is speeding past it, this geometry must occur when Mars
is directly opposite the sun as seen from the earth. A glimpse at Copernicus’
heliocentric arrangement shows immediately why this “opposition” configuration is essential.
While the elegance and harmony of this argument was powerful, it was
not a proof of the heliocentric arrangement, particularly because throwing the
earth into a double motion, dizzily spinning on its axis and speeding in an
annual motion around the sun, seemed like nonsense. How could the earth
keep the moon in tow as it orbited the sun? And wouldn’t people be thrown
off into space from a planet spinning a dozen miles per minute? Or, as the
Nuremberg astronomer Johannes Schöner argued, it would surely be harder to
walk west than to walk east!
Besides these persuasive common-sense arguments, there were scriptural
objections as well. Did not Psalm 104 say that the Lord God laid the foundations of the earth that they not be moved forever? And Joshua, at the Battle of
Gibeon, asked God to command the sun, not the earth, to stand still.
Consequently, nearly every 16th-century astronomer accepted Copernicus’ De revolutionibus as an up-to-date recipe book for computing positions
of planets, but definitely not a description of physical reality. And the astronomers recognized that the heliocentric system made an observational prediction that failed. If the earth was really orbiting the sun, there should be tiny
effects in the positions of the stars as the earth changed its vantage point
throughout the year. But this effect was not observed. Copernicus had already
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offered an explanation: the stars were simply too far away. “So vast, without
any question, is the divine handiwork of the Almighty Creator.” Eventually,
in the time of Galileo, the Inquisition would censor this passage in Copernicus’ book. Why cancel such a pious statement? Because Copernicus’ words
sounded as if that was the way God had made the universe, and the Inquisition
wanted it all to be merely hypothetical. (And eventually, but not until 1838,
the minuscule annual parallax was finally detected. Copernicus was right; the
stars are very far away!)
As the 16th century drew to a close, a few bold astronomers began to take
the Copernican cosmology seriously as an actual physical description of the
universe. In England Thomas Digges wrote in his copy of De revolutionibus
that “The common opinion errs,” and he published an English translation of
the most cosmological chapter in the book, so that his countrymen “might not
be altogether defrauded of so noble a part of philosophy.” At Tübingen University in Germany, Michael Maestlin recoiled at the thought of the linear
speeds of the distant stars if they had to spin around a fixed earth every 24
hours, and he taught his young student Johannes Kepler about Copernicus.
Maestlin was an ambivalent Copernican, but Kepler took up the cosmology
and ran with it, even suggesting that the sun-centered arrangement was an image of the Holy Trinity.
Kepler soon prepared the first enthusiastic Copernican treatise since De
revolutionibus itself, and in 1596 Maestlin saw it through the press in Tübingen. Kepler was proud of his little book, and sent two copies with a friend
who was traveling to Italy. Both copies ended up in the hands of a young
physics and mathematics teacher in Padua, Galileo Galilei, who quickly wrote
a thank-you note to Kepler, indicating that he, too, held Copernican views, but
privately. Kepler answered, urging Galileo to stand forth publically with his
views, but Galileo held his silence.
All this changed dramatically in 1609. At the beginning of 1608, virtually
no one had a telescope. By the end of 1609 the new spyglass was ubiquitous.
And what began as a carnival toy was rapidly developed into a scientific discovery machine, most notably by Galileo.
2. How the telescope changed Galileo into a bold Copernican
Galileo received news of the Dutch invention in the spring of 1609. As
soon as he learned that it consisted of a tube with a lens in each end, he was
able to recreate the device. By August he was able to demonstrate an 8-power
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instrument to the Venetian senators, and by the end of November he had a 20power “occhiale” or “perspicillum” (as he called it, because the word telescope had not yet been proposed).
In that month Galileo turned his lenses to the moon, and to his surprise
and delight, he noticed little points of light in the dark part just beyond the
terminator, that is, the line separating the illuminated and the dark part of the
moon’s surface. Trained as an artist with an ability to understand light and
shadows, he immediately realized that these were mountain peaks just becoming illuminated by the sunlight. Throughout December 1609 he made additional watercolor drawings of the moon, immediately recognizing that the
moon was actually earthlike with mountains and valleys. Within a few weeks
he even thought of a way to determine the heights of the lunar mountains, as
great as four miles, which is only a modest exaggeration. His discovery of the
earthlike nature of the moon’s surface was an immense revelation to him, because the Aristotelian vision of the heavens was that the pure, incorruptible
celestial objects were totally different from the corruptible, ever-changing
earth. What he was seeing was a direct challenge to the time-honored view
from antiquity.
In the following month Galileo made an even more dramatic discovery.
Four previously unknown little stars in the vicinity of Jupiter turned out to be
moons circling the king of the planets. Galileo, who had long yearned to leave
his professorship in Padua for a position at the Medicean court in Florence,
now saw a golden opportunity. He would name the moons “the Medicean
stars” in the hopes of capturing Cosimo de’ Medici’s attention. His proposed
book reporting his new discoveries would in effect become a job application,
and he was in a desperate hurry to get it printed before someone else scooped
him with these sensational findings. The first part of his manuscript went to
the printer in Venice at the beginning of February; the final book, Sidereus
nuncius or Sidereal Messenger, was ready by mid-March.
After being only a timid Copernican, Galileo’s astronomical findings converted him into a flaming Copernican. Yet he was cautious lest his enthusiasm
block his chances for the appointment in Florence. Nevertheless, he allowed
himself a pro-Copernican statement: “Here we have a fine and elegant argument for quieting the doubts of those who, while accepting with tranquil mind
the revolutions of the planets about the sun in the Copernican system, are
mightily disturbed to have the moon alone revolve about the earth and accompany it in its annual revolution about the sun.” For, as he goes on to argue, the
moons of Jupiter don’t get lost, so why should the earth’s moon pose a problem?
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These discoveries did not, of course, prove the Copernican cosmology,
but they provided a psychological framework for thinking about the cosmos
in new terms. His discoveries and his flattering naming of the Jovian moons
won him the coveted post at the Medicean court, and soon after his arrival in
Tuscany he made yet another discovery, which, while it did not prove the motion of the earth, at least it disproved the traditional Ptolemaic ordering of the
universe.
There is some evidence that Galileo liked his sleep – though he occasionally stayed up past midnight, his observational log books show that he virtually never rose before dawn to make an observation. Hence he missed looking
at Venus while he was in Padua, because this brightest of all planets was in
the pre-dawn morning sky. But by August of 1610, when he had taken up
residence in Florence, Venus had moved into the western evening sky. Galileo
had every reason to believe that Venus shone by reflected light, so it should
exhibit phases like the moon. He had even demonstrated in his Sidereal Messenger that the earth itself shines by reflected light, thus illuminating the moon
to produce the phenomenon known as “the old moon in the new moon’s arms.”
At first Venus showed no obvious phases, but by the beginning of December a half-moon phase was clearly visible. If Venus moved on a Ptolemaic
epicycle forever beyond the sun, it would move back toward a full phase, but
if Venus moved around the sun (as in the Copernican system) it would become
a crescent phase. Galileo didn’t want to lose priority for another spectacular
discovery, but he would lose all credibility in the Florentine court if he gambled and lost. What to do? He concealed his hoped-for discovery in a cryptic
Latin phrase, Cynthiae figuras aemulatur mater amorum, meaning “the
mother of loves (Venus) emulates the shapes of Cynthia (the moon),” and then
he scrambled the letters, producing a double-blind anagram. He sent the anagram to Prague, where the Kepler, a lover of puzzles, tried fruitlessly to crack
it. For a month Galileo bided his time as Venus slowly evolved into a crescent.
Ptolemy was wrong! Galileo had scored again!
But had the telescope proved the Copernican arrangement? The arrangement, yes, but not necessarily the motion of the earth. Two decades earlier the
Danish astronomer Tycho Brahe had proposed an alternative model in which
the planets circled round the sun, while the sun itself revolved around a fixed
earth. Thus, the Tychonic system predicted the same Venusian phases as the
Copernican system.
Meanwhile, the Grand Duchess Christina (Cosimo’s mother and the
power behind the Medicean throne) had posed a question for Galileo: Could
the Copernican system be reconciled with Holy Scripture? For example,
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Joshua at the Battle of Gibeon asked the Lord to stop the sun, not the earth.
Galileo pondered these issues, consulted writings of Saint Augustine, and
composed an answer. The Bible, he said, speaks in common language so that
it can be widely understood. It teaches how to go to heaven, not how the heavens go. In other words, it is neither a cosmological treatise nor a scientific
textbook.
3. Copernican troubles in Rome
A few years later Galileo traveled to Rome in an attempt to persuade the
Catholic hierarchy to leave open unsettled cosmological questions. Alarmed
conservatives reacted, annoyed because an amateur theologian was telling
them how to interpret Scripture when they were trying to maintain solidarity
against the Protestants north of the Alps. Galileo soon learned that Copernicus’ De revolutionibus would be prohibited “until corrected,” that is changing
the text in a few places to make sure readers understood that it simply described an astronomical model and not physical reality.
Cardinal Bellarmine, an Inquisitor and Rome’s leading theologian, notified Galileo that he believed that Copernicus always spoke hypothetically, not
positively. “For to say that assuming the earth moves and the Sun stands still
saves all the appearances better than eccentrics and epicycles is to speak well.
This has no danger in it, and suffices for the mathematicians. But to affirm
that the sun is really fixed in the center of the heavens and that the earth revolves around the sun is a very dangerous thing, not only irritating the theologians and philosophers, but also by injuring our holy faith and making the
sacred scriptures false… To demonstrate that the appearances are saved by
assuming the sun is at the center and the earth is in the heavens is not the same
thing as to demonstrate that in fact the sun is in the center and the earth is in
the heavens.”
Clearly Bellarmine meant that just because the phases of Venus could be
explained by the Copernican system did not mean that the Copernican system
had been proved, since the Tychonic system with a fixed earth also explained
the phases of Venus. Much as Galileo would have liked to find an irrefutable
physical proof of the Copernican system that would have persuaded Bellarmine, he did not succeed, and Bellarmine ordered Galileo not to hold or teach
the heliocentric system.
Eventually, after Bellarmine had died, and when a friend of Galileo’s
from Tuscany ascended the Papal throne as Urban VIII, Galileo believed that
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he had received permission to write about cosmology. By this time Galileo
was convinced that the tides provided physical evidence for the motion of the
earth, but Urban cautioned Galileo not to use The Flux and Reflux of the Sea
(that is, the tides) as the title of his book, because that would focus too much
attention on what Galileo believed was proof of the earth’s motion. “After all,”
Urban declared, “God in his infinite wisdom could have created the tides in
many other ways, including some beyond human intellect,” thus repeating
what had been Bellarmine’s argument earlier.
Galileo proceeded to write a brilliant dialogue (Dialogo) in the vernacular
Italian, using the argument from the tides as a grand climax at the end, and
placing Urban’s words in the mouth of an Aristotelian commentator named
Simplicio. There really had been a sixth-century Aristotelian philosopher
named Simplicio, but Galileo’s readers must surely have taken the name as a
pun for “simpleton.” This was not a smart move on Galileo’s part, for Urban’s
advisors thought that placing the Pope’s words in the mouth of a simpleton
was a direct insult. His ill-advised joke only helped to make the situation more
tense when Galileo was called before the Inquisition with the charge “vehement suspicion of heresy.” Ultimately Galileo was allowed to declare that he
had not believed in the Copernican system, but he was found guilty of disobeying orders by teaching heliocentrism. His jail sentence was commuted to
house arrest for the remainder of his life.
4. What went wrong?
Nearly four centuries later Pope John-Paul II reopened the case, and
stated that ironically Galileo had been a better theologian than those he was
contending with, and he repeated the aphorism that “The Bible teaches how
to go to heaven, not how the heavens go.”
So, what had gone wrong back in the 17th century? First of all, it was not
a question of a conservative Catholic Church trying desperately to hold back
the floodgates of cosmological progress. To us the Copernican system seems
reasonable and uncontroversial, and we applaud Galileo for seeing this so
clearly. But to beggars and princes, merchants and churchmen, essentially
everyone with very few exceptions, thought the idea of a spinning earth was
completely ridiculous. So, in 1616 when Pope Paul V asked the Qualifiers of
the Holy Office for an opinion, they already knew the answer: the motion of
the earth was obviously crazy, and they looked to the few Scriptural passages
that might touch on this for an answer. The eleven consultants agreed: To say
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that the sun is the center of the universe is foolish, absurd, and formally heretical, while to say the earth moves is foolish and absurd in philosophy and erroneous in faith. Unfortunately, they were locked into a simplistic literalism
and lacked the vision to entertain other cosmological possibilities. Though
their opinion was not made public, it sat festering in the Vatican archives and
proved toxic as the plot unfolded against the background of the Thirty Years
War and the attempt to create doctrinal solidarity against the Protestant banner
of Sola Scriptura! (Scripture alone!)
While Galileo’s Dialogo failed to produce the irrefutable proof he so
much sought, nevertheless, it was “the book that won the war.” It was the
account that, together with his telescopic breakthroughs, made it intellectually
respectable to believe in something as counter-intuitive as a moving earth.
But when did the proofs come? When was the “aha! moment” when at
last the Copernican system was proven?
Today basic astronomy texts present two key pieces of evidence as proof:
the Foucault pendulum, which demonstrates the rotation of the earth, and the
tiny annual stellar parallax that demonstrates the revolution of the earth around
the sun. But after Foucault swung his famous pendulum in the Pantheon in
Paris in 1851, there was no dancing in the streets to celebrate the proof of the
Copernican cosmology. Nor had there been joyous celebrations after stellar
parallax was reported in 1838. These were too late! Everyone who mattered
had long since been persuaded in a moving earth by the increasing coherence
of physical ideas following Newton’s Principia of 1687. Newton’s mathematical studies of gravitation showed why persons would not be spun into space
by a whirling earth. And they predicted the oblateness of the earth caused by
its spin – something that wasn’t verified until the measurements by Maupertuis published in 1738. Finally, the recovery of Halley’s comet in 1758 provided a popular confirmation of the Principia and its physics.
There simply wasn’t an “aha! moment.” Science works primarily by persuasion, not by dramatic, irrefutable proofs. Confidence in the Copernican
system developed slowly as evidence accumulated. Our understanding of the
universe today is founded on the openings provided by Galileo and Kepler and
Newton, truly the new astronomy. It is based on plausibility and coherency. If
Bellarmine could have understood that, perhaps the “Galileo Affair” would
never have happened.
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Abstract
One of the main misconceptions as to Galileo’s affair is the idea that his brilliant telescope observations proved the motion of the earth. Allied with this myth is the parallel
notion that the Catholic Church stubbornly clung to the past, refusing to accede to the
obvious march of the astronomical science. With his paper, the Author argues that
even if it is true, of course, that the Inquisition forced Galileo to recant his belief in
Copernicus’ heliocentric system, on the other hand, the effectiveness of the Copernican system played a very small role in Galilei’s trial. Finally, what clearly emerges from
this contribution is that certainly Galileo would have liked to show his examiners how
his observations made the belief in the Copernican system more intellectually respectable. Nevertheless, because he is aware of not having any irrefutable proof of the
earth’s motion, this was an opportunity he never got.
Keywords:
Galilei’s telescope; heliocentrism; Galilei’s trial; Copernican system; earth motion.
Abstract
Uno dei principali malintesi sulla questione galileiana è l'idea che le brillanti osservazioni telescopiche di Galileo dimostrassero il movimento della terra. Alleata con questo
mito è l'idea parallela che la Chiesa cattolica si sia ostinatamente aggrappata al passato, rifiutandosi di aderire all'ovvia marcia della scienza astronomica. Con il suo articolo, l'Autore sostiene che anche se è vero, ovviamente, che l'Inquisizione costrinse
Galileo a ritrattare la sua fede nel sistema eliocentrico di Copernico, d'altra parte, l'effettività del sistema copernicano giocò in realtà un ruolo molto piccolo nel processo a
Galilei. Infine, ciò che emerge chiaramente da questo contributo e che a Galilei sarebbe certamente piaciuto mostrare ai suoi esaminatori come le sue osservazioni rendessero più intellettualmente rispettabile la credenza nel sistema copernicano. Tuttavia, poiché era consapevole di non avere alcuna prova irrefutabile sul moto della terra,
fu un’opportunità che non usò mai.
Parole chiave:
Telescopio di Galilei; eliocentrismo; processo a Galilei; sistema copernicano; moto
della terra.

12. From physical to metaphysical cosmology: the Aristotelian path
ENRICO BERTI *

1. The Aristotelian path
What may be called the Aristotelian “path” goes from a physical cosmology, where by this expression I mean a vision of the universe determined by
the science of nature, to a metaphysical cosmology, that is, a vision of the
universe that attains to a metaphysical principle, which transcends physical
reality. It is well known, in fact, that Aristotle, at the end of his book Physics,
particularly in the eighth book of this work, in order to explain what he believed to be the eternal movement of the first heaven, or heaven of the fixed
stars, is forced to admit the need for an “unmoved mover”, that is, of a principle that, for the very fact of being unmoved, is removed from the physical
world, characterized by movement, and therefore was defined as “metaphysical”, in the sense that this term has taken on in Western philosophical tradition.
Even more well-known is that Aristotle takes up this subject again in Metaphysics, specifically in book 12, which all theologizing commentators, both
ancient and medieval, Muslim and Christian, considered the culmination of
the entire work, precisely because it contains the demonstration of the need
for an unmoved mover and the description of its nature as that of a god, in fact
of “God”. There is no doubt, therefore, that Aristotle moves from a problem
of physical cosmology, that is, of explaining the circular, continuous and eternal movement of the heavens around the earth, and arrives at a metaphysical,
*
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in fact, even “theological” solution (obviously in the sense of what will then
be called “natural theology”), which still remains linked to a specific cosmological concept, one which conceives the universe as being formed by two
concentric spheres, the heaven and the earth (the concept that Thomas Kuhn
called “the two spheres universe”), and therefore can be categorized as metaphysical cosmology (Kuhn 1957).
In this process, which is quite well-known to people involved in the field
of philosophy, the particular connection that it establishes between physical
(that is, “scientific” in the modern sense of this term) cosmology, and metaphysical cosmology is not always known. Oftentimes, because of the use that
theologizing commentators have made of it, the physical premise that characterizes the process has been overlooked and it has been transformed into an
almost exclusively metaphysical process. The model of the latter is based on
the famous “first way” of Thomas Aquinas to prove the existence of God. This
goes, as we know, from the realization of the existence of movement to the
affirmation of the need for a cause, that is, a mover, then to the affirmation of
the need for a first mover, due to the impossibility of going on to infinity, and
finally to the demonstration that this first mover is immobile, due to the impossibility that it be simultaneously in potency and in act with respect to the
same movement.
Now, it is curious the fact that this metaphysical schematization reflects
more the demonstration of the unmoved mover that Aristotle presents in Physics than the one he presents in Metaphysics. In Physics, in fact, Aristotle starts
from the existence of movement in general, affirms the necessity that movement be caused by a mover (book 8, chapter 4), goes back to the need for a
chief mover for the impossibility of going on to infinity, shows that this chief
mover cannot move itself, because in such a way it would be in potency and
in act with respect to the same movement, and therefore concludes its immovability (book 8, chapter 5). Later he applies this argument to the universe, explaining that movement produced by an unmoved mover must necessarily be
uniform, continuous and eternal, and therefore, can be nothing other than the
circular movement of the heavens around the earth (book 8, chapters 6-9).
Consequently, an outcome of a metaphysical nature seems to be used to justify
a cosmology of a physical nature, the two spheres vision of the universe.
Instead, in his Metaphysics, Aristotle takes the inverse path, that is, he
moves from the admission of an eternal movement, the circular movement of
the heavens around the earth, and argues that such movement requires an unmoved mover, because, if its mover were to move, it would be in potency, and
if it were in potency, it could also not pass to act, that is not move, which is
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excluded from the eternal and continuous character of the movement which it
is called to explain, in other words, the circular movement of the heavens
(book 12, chapter 6). This process moves clearly from a physical cosmology
to arrive at a metaphysical principle, the unmoved mover. It is true that later
Aristotle elaborates the metaphysical character of this principle, explaining
that, if it is pure act, and therefore unmoved, its act must be an activity that is
totally compatible with the most absolute immovability, which in his opinion
is thought (book 12, chapter 7). In parenthesis, it is interesting to note how
this identification of the pure act with thought is owing to the affirmation that
the activity of the unmoved mover is pleasure and that the most pleasing act
is thought. Precisely for the fact of being thought, that is, life, eternal and
pleasing, makes it possible for such a principle to be considered a god, given
that for the Greeks the gods were immortal and blessed beings.
However, Aristotle, always in Metaphysics, immediately poses the question of how many these principles are, and responds that there are many, specifically as many as are necessary to explain the eternal movements, that is,
the movements of the heavens, each one understood as a sphere rotating on its
own. And since the spheres rotating on their own should explain not only the
regular motion of the first heaven, that is, of that which will then be called the
heaven of the fixed stars, but also the apparent irregular movements of the
planets, which can be explained only as the result of a multiplicity of regular
motions, that is, circular, motions, the number of eternal movements, or
spheres, turns out to be 55. This, therefore, must be the number of unmoved
movers, which in this way, each being a god, come to reestablish the polytheistic framework of the Olympic religion, even if Aristotle acknowledges above
all of them a first unmoved mover, and therefore a first god, the mover of the
first heaven, which the commentators, both Muslims and Christians, identified
with “God”, that is, the God of the Bible (book 12, chapter 8).
It is precisely the path outlined in Metaphysics, therefore, that reveals the
fundamentally physical nature, that is, scientific, in the modern sense of the
term, of Aristotle’s metaphysical discourse. In fact, it presupposes above all
the model of the two spheres universe, with the earth as the unmoved center
and the heavens rotating around it. This model is not specifically Aristotelian,
as often is said, but is common to all antique Greek cosmology prior to Aristotle, with the exception perhaps only of the Pythagoreans, and finds its most
complete expression in Plato’s Timaeus. What Aristotle adds to it is the theory
of homocentric spheres, which Eudoxus of Cnidus, the great mathematician
and astronomer, a contemporary of Plato, and his pupil Callippus had elaborated to explain the apparent irregular movements of the planets, responding
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in this way to a question posed by Plato himself, that of how “to save the
phenomena”, that is, how to return the apparent movements of the planets to
regular movements.
Therefore, physical cosmology enters in huge proportions into the metaphysical discourse of Aristotle, but for a reason that should be appreciated
above all by modern and contemporary philosophers, that is, for the need to
“come to terms with the science of his time”. The astronomy of Eudoxus and
Callippus was, in fact, the last great discovery of the science of the fourth
century B.C. and Aristotle, as a philosopher who was on top of and attentive
to the science of his time, took this into account. In fact, we could say that
Aristotle took into account even too much the astronomy of his time, further
developing calculations and arriving even at increasing the number of celestial
spheres necessary, in his opinion, to explain the movements of the planets,
which he brought from Eudoxus’ 26 and Callippus’ 33 to as many as 55. All
of this took place in the context of an attitude that was extremely respectful of
science, which expressed itself in affirmations such as
[T]he number of movements must be established on the ground of the investigations performed by the branch of mathematical sciences most akin to philosophy,
such as astronomy, [or] [a]s to the question of how many movements there actually are we will quote, to give a general idea, what some mathematicians assert
[and] as for the rest, for some things we must investigate for ourselves, for others
instead we must rely on those who dedicate themselves to research; and if those
who research the matter deem that it is necessary to add to what has been said,
we must take into consideration all their conclusions, but trust only the more
rigorous ones. (Metaphysics 12, 8, 1073 b 3-17)

Besides the respect for science, in particular for mathematics, in Aristotle
there is also the conviction that physics is not a mathematical science, and
therefore does not have the character of absolute exactness and of absolute
necessity which in his opinion characterize mathematics. Instead, he sees it as
being a less exact, more “flexible” science, one that is more approximate,
which enunciates not what always happens, in all cases, but only what happens
“most of the time”“, that is, in the majority of cases and therefore with exceptions to the rule (see Physics 2, 8 and Metaphysics 2, 3). He affirms, in fact:
It is not necessary to demand mathematical exactness in everything, but only in
those things which do not contain matter. Consequently, the method of mathematics does not correspond to physics. In fact, all of nature, without a doubt,
contains matter (Metaphysics 2, 1, 995 a 14-17)
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There are beings which exist invariably and out of necessity (necessity not understood in the sense of compulsory, but – as already established – in the sense
that they cannot exist in any way different from how they are), while there are
others that exist neither necessarily nor always, but only ‘most of the time’”.
(Metaphysics 6, 2, 1026 b 27-30)
All things which are by nature are generated in this way either always or most of
the time. (Physics 2, 8, 198 b 33-35)

This character of flexibility and approximation that Aristotle attributes to
physics, was not always given the necessary consideration, as we will see,
both by those who appealed to Aristotle, such as, for example, the great logician of the sixteenth century Jacopo Zabarella, and by those who disagreed
with his physics, but not with his logic, such as Galileo Galilei.
2. The transformations of the Aristotelian path in ancient and medieval times
The specifically metaphysical moment of the Aristotelian path from physical cosmology to metaphysical cosmology did not undergo any substantial
change during ancient times. It lent itself to the syncretistic synthesis operated
by the followers of Aristotelianism, Platonism and of Stoicism, first in the
Hellenistic age and then in the Imperial age, when the notion of that “God of
the philosophers” to which Saint Paul refers in his discourse to the Athenians
began taking shape. This notion, in fact, puts together Timaeus’ Demiurge
with the first unmoved mover, thought of thought, of Aristotle’s Metaphysics
(in fact, of his earlier dialogue On Philosophy, famous above all in the Hellenistic age), and with the God of the Hymn to Zeus by the Stoic philosopher
Cleanthes of Assos and the Phenomena of the Stoic poet Aratus of Solis. However, from an argumentative point of view it does not add anything to the
proofs developed by Aristotle in Physics and Metaphysics.
Not even Alexander of Aphrodisias, the most celebrated of ancient commentators on Metaphysics, adds anything to Aristotle’s arguments, rather he
deforms them, introducing the idea that the first unmoved mover is the exemplary cause and end of the heavens, which moves on its own to imitate the
immobility of the mover with the type of motion which most resembles it, that
is the rotation of a sphere sur place. Also the Neoplatonics (Plotinus,
Porphyry, Iamblichus, Proclus) and the Aristotelian commentators inspired by
them, while adding to the concept of the God of philosophers the idea, taken
from the Judaic-Christian Bible, of one God, origin of the entire universe (by
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emanation, not by creation), they do not bring new arguments of a metaphysical nature to those developed by Aristotle.
Instead, the specifically physical moment of the Aristotelian path, that is,
that regarding the structure of the physical universe, underwent profound
transformations with respect to the stage it had reached with Aristotle, while
remaining in the framework of the geocentric model of the two-sphere universe. Eudoxus’ and Callippus’ theory of homocentric spheres, in fact, was
soon replaced not so much by the mixed geocentric and heliocentric system
of the Pythagorean-Platonic-Aristotelian Heraclides Ponticus (4th century
B.C.), a sort of precursor of Tycho Brahe, nor by the heliocentric hypothesis
advanced without luck by Aristarchus of Samos (3rd century B.C.), as by,
above all, the introduction into the geocentric system of the so-called epicycles and eccentrics, by Apollonius of Perges and Hipparchus of Nicaea (3rd2nd century B.C.), totally incompatible with the universe of Aristotle. He, in
fact, had conceived Eudoxus’ homocentric spheres as being formed by ether,
in other words by matter, however incorruptible and transparent, which made
them difficult to be crossed by rotating planets on epicycles, in other words,
around a point located on a deferent circumference, as Apollonius and Hipparchus sustained in their attempt to explain in that way their apparent retrocession.
The theory of epicycles (circles upon circles) and eccentrics (circles with
a center other than the earth) was definitively consolidated, in antiquity, by
the renowned astronomer Ptolemy of Alexandria (2nd century A.D.). With his
Syntaxis Mathematica (Mathematical Collection), called Almagest by the Arabs and destined to condition all of medieval cosmology, both Muslim and
Christian, he not only accepted and spread it but further complicated it, introducing the so-called “equant points”, that is, points outside the center, with
respect to which the undulating movements of the planets could be considered
uniform. The astronomical-cosmological system which therefore was passed
down from the Middle Ages to the Modern Age is not the Aristotelian one, as
oftentimes believed by those who allow themselves to be influenced by the
character of Simplicius from the Dialogue Concerning the two Chief World
Systems by Galileo, but rather the Ptolemaic one, which is totally incompatible
with Aristotelian physics and cosmology and is destined to prevail in the scientific community well beyond the attempts to replace its heliocentric system,
made by Copernicus (due to the complexity of the Ptolemaic system) and by
Galileo (on the basis of a new physics).
The orthodox Aristotelian philosophers of the Middle Ages - the Muslim
Averroes, the Jew Moses Maimonides and the Christian Thomas Aquinas -
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clearly saw the incompatibility of the Ptolemaic system with Aristotelian
physics and cosmology and did not hesitate to side with Aristotle, relegating
the Ptolemaic system to the level of simple mathematical hypothesis, not necessarily true. Thomas, in fact, wrote:
The hypotheses that these astronomers have devised need not necessarily be true.
Even if with such suppositions the appearances are saved, it is not necessary to
say that they are true, because the appearances concerning the stars may perhaps
be saved in some other way, by some other means not yet devised by men. (In
Aristotle De coelo et mundo, 2, 17, 41)

And he explained the reason for this thesis as follows:
It is possible to explain the same thing in two different ways. The first consists
in proving a certain principle in a sufficient way; thus, in physics [scientia naturalis] we give a sufficient reason to prove that the motion of the heavens is uniform. In the second way, we do not bring in a reason which proves the principle
sufficiently, but the principle being posited in advance, we show that its consequences agree with the facts. Thus, in astronomy, we posit the hypothesis of epicycles and eccentrics because, by making this hypothesis, the sensible appearances of the heavenly motions can be preserved; but that is not a sufficiently
probative reason, for they might perhaps be preserved by another hypothesis.
(Summa Theol. I, 32).

With these words Thomas shows that he is well aware of the two main
methods practiced by the sciences, synthesis and analysis, or the “compositive” method and the “resolutive” method, where the first demonstrates the
truth of the conclusions, that is, of the consequences, on the basis of the premised truth, and the second demonstrates the truth of the premises based on the
truth of the conclusions. As Aristotle had already pointed out, in mathematics
analysis is as dependable as synthesis, because the propositions are necessarily
linked to one another, and therefore the truth of the conclusions necessarily
implies the truth of the premises. However, the same is not true in physics,
because the concatenation between premises and conclusions is not required
as in mathematics, but it is possible to derive true conclusions from false premises. Aristotle, in fact, writes:
If it were impossible to prove truth from falsehood, it would be easy to make
analyses, for then the propositions would be necessarily convertible. Let us assume, in fact, that A is true and that, if this is true, these things, for example B –
things which I know are true – are true. From the latter [B] I will prove that the
former [A] is true. However, conversion is more common in the mathematical
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sciences (en tois mathêmasin), because they do not assume anything accidental
(also for this reason they differ from the arguments used in discussions), rather
only definitions. (An. post. 1, 12, 78 a 5-12)

This means that verified facts may be explained based on different premises or hypotheses, that is, based on either true or false premises, and therefore
the truth of the facts does not guarantee the truth of the premises, or the hypotheses. 1 However, this is clear only if we do not consider physics as a
strictly mathematical science, as it was for Aristotle. If instead physics is considered to be as rigorous as mathematics, then we risk mistaking analysis for
a sure proof method also in physics.
Naturally, despite this defense by Thomas and his Muslim and Jewish
predecessors, of Aristotelian physics against Ptolemaic astronomy, in the medieval authors the metaphysical framework is completely changed. Aristotle’s
unmoved mover was identified with the God creator of the universe introduced by the Bible, which is located totally outside the physical cosmology of
both Aristotle and Ptolemy. Instead, what remains linked to physical cosmology is the type of argumentation used to demonstrate this God.
3. Misconceptions of the Aristotelian path in the modern age
In the 16th century the Aristotelian distinction between physics and mathematics ended up being for the most part neglected, with the elaboration of the
so-called regressus method, applicable indistinctly to all the sciences, be they
physical, mathematical or metaphysical. It consists, roughly: a) in a first path,
which in physics goes from effects to causes, that is, from experience to principles, and in mathematics goes from consequences to premises, or from theorems (which before being resolved are problems) to axioms or definitions,
called “resolutive method” or analysis, and identified with that which Aristotle
called the “demonstration of what”, and the Scholastics, demonstration a posteriori; and b) in a second path, complementary to the first, which in physics
goes from causes to effects, that is, from principles to experiences, and in
mathematics goes from premises to conclusions, called “compositive method”
or synthesis, and identified with that which Aristotle called the “demonstration
of why”, and the Scholastics demonstration a priori. The one who formulated
this method most rigorously, which then became the most influential, was the
Aristotelian logician Jacopo Zabarella, who nevertheless completely
1
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misunderstood the distinction established by Aristotle between the mathematical use and physical use of analysis, interpreting Aristotle’s clarification that
analysis is certain only “in the mathematical sciences” (en tois mathêmasin),
as meaning “in all disciplines” (in disciplinis), and therefore also in physics. 2
It is also interesting, though not always remembered, the fact that Galileo
also adhered to this method, which he learned from his visits as a young man
to the Jesuits of the Roman College, who were profoundly influenced by Zabarella. In fact, Galileo also believed that physics, in particular astronomy, was
structured like mathematics, that is, that it proceeded first with the resolutive
and then with the compositive method, and in that way was able to provide
“necessary demonstrations”, that is demonstrations endowed with necessity,
not only from causes to effects, but also from effects to causes. Furthermore,
in logic he always considered himself, as we know, totally Aristotelian, referring to the Aristotelianism of his time, that is, above all of Zabarella. The novelty that Galileo introduced in regressus were the experiments, the “sensible
experiences”, that is, the so-called experimental method, aimed at assuring the
truth of the effects, that is the truth of the conclusions. However, he did not
doubt that, once the truth of the conclusions was determined, they would be
enough to guarantee the truth of the hypotheses from which they sprung, transforming them in unmitigated principles. 3 He wrote, in fact, in Dialogue Concerning the two Chief World Systems:
SIMPLICIUS: Aristotle first laid the basis of his argument a priori, showing the
necessity of the inalterability of the heavens by means of natural, evident and
clear principles. He afterward supported the same a posteriori, by the senses and
by the traditions of the ancients.
SALVIATI: What you refer to is the method he uses in writing his doctrine, but I
do not believe it to be that with which he investigated it. Rather, I think it certain
that he first obtained it by means of the senses, experiments, and observations, to
assure himself as much as possible of his conclusions. Afterward he sought
means to make them demonstrable. That is what is done for the most part in the
demonstrative sciences; this comes about because when the conclusion is true,
one may by making use of analytical methods hit upon some proposition which
is already demonstrated, or arrive at some axiomatic principle; but if the conclusion is false, one can go on forever without ever finding any known truth (Galilei,
1907, 7, pp.75-76).

2

3

For the corresponding documentation I refer to Berti (1992).
Also for the documentation of these affirmations I refer to Berti (1991 and 1995).
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This conviction was common even to an Aristotelian such as Cardinal
Robert Bellarmino, notwithstanding his famous appeal to the difference between mathematical hypothesis and physical demonstrations contained in his
letter to Fr. Antonio Foscarini, which is worth reproducing here at least in part,
because it seems to coincide with analogous considerations by Thomas Aquinas referred to above.
It seems to me that your Reverence and Sir Galileo act prudently by limiting
yourselves to speaking hypothetically and not absolutely, as I have always understood Copernicus did. For to say that, by assuming that the earth moves and
the sun stands still, one saves all the appearances better than by postulating eccentrics and epicycles is to speak with excellent good sense. This has no danger
in it, and it suffices for mathematicians. But to wish to affirm that the sun is really
fixed in the center of the heavens and merely turns upon itself without traveling
from east to west, and that the earth is in the third heaven and revolves very
swiftly around the sun, is a very dangerous thing, likely not only to irritate all the
scholastic theologians and philosophers, but also to harm our Holy Faith by rendering Holy Scripture false.” And further on: “I say that if there were a true
demonstration that the sun is in the center of the universe and the earth in the
third heaven, and that the sun does not circle the earth but the earth circles the
sun, then one would have to proceed with great care in explaining the Scriptures
that appear contrary, and say rather that we do not understand them than that
what is demonstrated is false. But I will not believe that there is such a demonstration until it is shown to me. (Galilei, 1907, 12, pp.171-172)

Here, as we can see, Bellarmino considers both the Copernican and the
Ptolemaic theories to be mathematical hypothesis, but is convinced that the
Scriptures sustain geocentricism and, in order to change that interpretation, he
demands from Galileo an absolutely necessary demonstration of heliocentrism, as if it were a matter of deciding between two absolute truths. The paradox is that Galileo held the same conviction. As we know, he claimed to have
found the argument that proved in an absolutely necessary way the truth of the
Copernican theory and he pinpointed it in the phenomenon of the tides, which
he explained as a consequence of the earth’s movement. And yet Galileo had
understood, as we see from letters he wrote to Benedetto Castelli and Madame
Christina, that the Scriptures do not need to find confirmation in necessary
demonstrations, because they do not teach us the way the heavens go, but rather how one goes to heaven. We should not be surprised, therefore, that a
theologian of the court, like Father Niccolò Riccardi, “Master of the Sacred
Palace”, that is the pope’s official theologian, shared this same logic avowed
by Cardinal Bellarmino and by Galileo himself.
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It is known, in fact, that when Galileo asked imprimatur for the publication of Dialogue Concerning the two Chief World Systems, Father Riccardi,
responsible for such authorizations, presented him with three conditions: 1)
To change the title, which in the original version was On the ebb and flow of
the sea, in other words, it alluded to the tides being proof of the motion of the
earth and therefore of heliocentrism; 2) To present the Copernican theory as a
simple mathematical hypothesis, capable of saving the appearances, “answering all contrary indications which may be put forth by experience and Peripatetic philosophy”; 3) To include the observation made to him some years earlier in private audiences by Pope Urban the 8th, according to whom the argument of tides, which demonstrated the necessary character of heliocentrism,
could have limited God’s omnipotence, because God could make the phenomenon of tides depend on other causes, not known to us, rather than on the motion of the earth. 4 It is interesting here the license which the Pope’s theologian
gives Galileo to criticize “Peripatetic philosophy”. This license demonstrates
that the Church was not so much concerned with defending Aristotelianism,
as many still contend, as much as defending her interpretation of the Scriptures. But above all it is interesting to note the importance attributed to the
argument of the tides as proof of the necessary structure of the universe, by
Galileo himself, and also by the pope, if it is true that he brought up the objection that such an argument would have limited divine omnipotence.
It is known that Galileo ably circumvented the three conditions posed to
him by Father Riccardi. He changed the title to that which became famous
Dialogue Concerning the two Chief World Systems, but then printed the premise “To the discreet reader”, where he sustains the purely hypothetical nature
of the Copernican theory, in print that differs from the rest of the work, almost
suggesting a substantial irrelevance. Finally, he puts the pope’s argument at
the end of the dialogue, but in the mouth of the character Simplicius, who
plays the part of a fool, thus throwing the pontiff, once his friend, into a rage.
For these reasons the Dialogue was put in the Index and Galileo was sentenced
to abjuration and to house arrest.
Aristotelianism played no role in this entire matter, because, if the Aristotelian distinction between the necessary character of the mathematical propositions and the approximate character of the physical propositions had been
kept in mind, it would have avoided mistaking an argument such as the tides
for a contradiction of the Scriptures. Above all, what was not kept in mind
4

See the letter from Father Riccardi from 24 May 1631 to Clemente Egidi, General Inquisitor of Firenze, reported in Favaro (1907).
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either by the presumed “Aristotelians” or by Galileo was the unreliability of
mathematical analysis in matters of physics, clearly affirmed by Aristotle.
In conclusion, it is true that in Aristotle metaphysical cosmology is conditioned by physical cosmology, since the demonstration of the need for an
unmoved mover, pure act and thought of thought, is founded on the acknowledgment of the eternal circular movement of the heavens around the earth, and
the number of unmoved movers that it is necessary to acknowledge depends
on the number of celestial spheres needed to explain the apparently irregular
movements of the planets, which follow from the theories of the homocentric
spheres of Eudoxus and Callippus. However, it is also true that Aristotle does
not attribute to physical cosmology, and to physics in general, the same kind
of necessity that he attributed to mathematical demonstrations, and which
modern Aristotelians (not the medieval ones), as well as Cardinal Bellarmino,
Pope Urban the 8th and Galileo himself, attributed to physical cosmology.
Only in recent times, after the so-called second scientific revolution, the
one which took place between the 19th and 20th centuries due to the influence
of the theory of relativity, the uncertainty principle and quantum physics, did
we understand the character, not necessary but approximate, that is, statistically probable, of science in general and therefore of the same physical cosmology, that same approximate character which according to Aristotle distinguished physics from mathematics. Thus, only in recent times has there been
less of a danger of a conflict between physics and metaphysics, that is, it was
reestablished, mutatis mutandis – thanks to the construction of a new physics
– that harmony between the two disciplines, between science and philosophy,
which existed in Aristotle’s times. Furthermore, that danger had already completely disappeared with the introduction of a creationistic metaphysics, dating back to the Bible, which conceives creation essentially as a free act, and
therefore frees creation from any character of necessity. Such metaphysics is
incompatible only with mechanistic determinism, which was acknowledged
in various ways by the Aristotelians of the 16th century and by the first modern
philosophers (Galileo, Descartes, Spinoza), while the science of today is no
longer deterministic and therefore is no longer incompatible with creationistic
metaphysics.
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Abstract
The aim of this contribution is to show that in recent times there is less danger of a
relentless conflict between physics and metaphysics, than it was at the beginning of
the Modern Age. The Author emphasizes how, after the second scientific revolution
we abandoned the pretension of an apodictic value of the scientific truth, in name of
its only hypothetical value. This hypothetical value of the physical sciences, that was
evident for Aristotle – even though based for him, differently from us, on the refusal of
using mathematics in physics – allows to recover the harmony, lost at the beginning of
the Modern Age, between physical and metaphysical cosmology. Indeed, the famous
Aristotelian logician of XVI cent. Jacopo Zabarella reinterpreted Aristotelian duality between the causal and the demonstrative syllogism in terms of the distinction between
“the resolution method” from the conclusions to the premises, and the “composition
method” from the premises to the conclusions. Galilei that, against the Aristotelian
physics, recovers the Archimedean usage of mathematics in physics, nonetheless
uses Zabarella’s logic, so pretending erroneously of giving an empirical proof of the
necessary value of the Copernican premises.
Keywords:
Resolutive method; compositive method; Aristotelian physics; Copernican science;
Galilei’s trial.
Abstract
Lo scopo di questo contributo è mostrare che negli ultimi tempi il pericolo di un conflitto
irriducibile tra fisica e metafisica è minore di quanto non fosse all'inizio dell'Età Moderna. L’Autore evidenzia come dopo la seconda rivoluzione scientifica si sia abbandonata la pretesa apodittica delle verità scientifiche a favore della loro reale natura
ipotetica. Questa ipoteticità della fisica, già chiara ad Aristotele – anche se basata per
lui sulla rinuncia all’uso delle dimostrazioni matematiche in fisica –, permette allora un
recupero dell’armonia persa all’inizio della modernità tra cosmologia fisica e metafisica. Infatti, il famoso logico aristotelico del XVI sec. Jacopo Zabarella aveva reinterpretato la dualità aristotelica fra sillogismo causale e dimostrativo nei termini del “metodo risolutivo” dalla conclusione alla premessa e del “metodo compositivo” dalla premessa alla conclusione. Galilei, pur rifiutando la fisica aristotelica poiché recupera l’uso
archimedeo della matematica in fisica, tuttavia usa la logica di Zabarella, pretendendo
così di dare erroneamente mediante il metodo risolutivo una prova empirica della verità
necessaria delle premesse copernicane.
Parole chiave:
Metodo risolutivo; metodo compositivo; fisica aristotelica; scienza copernicana; processo a Galilei.

13. Science, religion, and the doctrine of the two Books
MARCELLO PERA *

1. The shipwreck of atheism
In 1668, a very young and worried Leibniz wrote:
[O]ur century is fruitful alike of science and of impiety. For through the admirable improvement of mathematics and the approaches which chemistry and anatomy have opened into the nature of things, it has become apparent that mechanical explanations – reasons from the figure and motion of bodies, as it were – can
be given for most of the things which the ancients referred only to the Creator or
to some kind (I know not what) of incorporeal forms. The result was that truly
capable men for the first time began to try to save or to explain natural phenomena, or those which appear in bodies, without assuming God or taking him into
their reasoning. [...] Unfortunately there are others who have gone even further
and who now doubt the authority of the sacred scriptures and the truth of history
and the historical record, thus bringing an unconcealed atheism into the world.
(Leibniz, 1669b, pp.109-110)

He took up the same point the following year. In a letter to J. Thomasius,
referring to his own philosophical project, Leibniz wrote:
I believe this philosophy is a gift of God to this old world, to serve as the only
book, as it were, which pious and prudent men may use to escape the shipwreck
of atheism which now threatens us. Though my acquaintance with learned men
has been very slight and recent, I shudder when I think how many I have met
who are at once brilliant thinkers and atheists. (Leibniz, 1969a, p.102)

The leading figures of the Scientific Revolution wished to avoid a clash
between traditional religion and the new science. They rejected atheism. They
resorted to a view I will call the doctrine of the two books, in homage to
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Galileo who analytically developed it. According to it, the relation between
Science and Religion can be accommodated. Conflicts between the two can
be reduced, if not completely eliminated, by assigning scientific and religious
claims to two separate domains, scientific method and Revelation, each governed by its own authority, the scientific community on one side, and the
Church on the other.
The doctrine of the two books belongs to the lasting heritages of modernity. It is part and parcel of those Great Divisions – between Science and Faith,
Religion and Politics, Law and Morality, public square and private sphere,
institutionalized reason and comprehensive doctrines – with which modern
thought has come to replace the old Grand Synthesis between God, Nature and
the human beings. In order to accomplish such a historic transformation, modernity has introduced a set of equations – which may be called secular equations – that we still take for granted: for example, that Reason coincides with
Science; that Science stands for logico-mathematical and experimental
knowledge; that scientific knowledge is the only meaningful discourse; that
Ethics is the same as customs; Politics the same as power; Law the same as
positive legislation.
The net effect of these equations has been that whole areas of human experience – religion in the first place – once beheld as rational, are no longer
considered so. Confined to the field of emotions, deprived of objective value,
they have been taken for relics of old myths, and finally dismissed as obstacles
to progress. David Hume eventually gains the upper hand over Leibniz:
When we run over libraries, persuaded of these principles, what havoc must we
make? If we take in our hand any volume of divinity or school metaphysics, for
instance, let us ask, “Does it contain any abstract reasoning concerning quantity
or number?” No. “Does it contain any experimental reasoning concerning matter
of fact and existence?” No. Commit it then to the flames: for it can contain nothing but sophistry and illusion. (Hume, 1963, p.165) 1
Christian religion is no exception: “not only was [it] at first attended with miracles, but even at this day [it] cannot be believed by any reasonable person without
one” (Hume, 1963, p. 131). 2

As a whole, modern scientific reason has had its share of successes, which
it is only fair to pay homage to, but of failures as well, which it would be risky
not to consider. The doctrine of the two books belongs to the latter. Today the
relationship between Science and Religion does not appear as pressing an
1
2
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issue as it used to be in Galileo’s time. As the authority of the Church is getting
weaker and the prestige of Science is becoming irresistible, concerns of academic and political prudence have suggested a non-belligerent attitude. Yet
tensions have not disappeared and continue to burn under the ashes, chiefly
because the doctrine of the two books has changed its skin. Traditionally conceived as accommodationist (the two books are parts of the same text created
by God, like the two sides of a coin), it is nowadays considered to be isolationist (the two books are different, separate, incommensurable texts). How is
it that a doctrine devised to promote science and extol religion, ensuring a
peaceful coexistence to both, continues to foster conflicts instead? Do these
conflicts depend on misinterpretations on both sides or do they possess a genuine theoretical source? How can clashes, open or latent, be avoided? I believe
this to be the most urgent question of all.
In the first part of this paper I will present the doctrine of the two books.
In the second I will focus on its failings. In the third I will argue that Science
is not irrelevant to Faith. In the fourth part I will finally suggest a different
approach. In his Regensburg lecture in 2006 and on other occasions Pope Benedict XVI has maintained the need for “broadening our concept of reason.” I
believe the Pope’s challenge should be met – if only because of the enormous
odds at stake: moral responsibility in our laboratories, mutual understanding
among people within our States, orderly progress in our civilization. The shipwreck of atheism is still with us, and no salvage is possible if all faiths are
equated, neglected, and repressed. If we reckon that Modernity is the age of
reason, then a new critique of reason should be our starting point.
2. The doctrine of the two Books
Let us suppose that a knowledge claim is advanced or endorsed by a number of authoritative members of the scientific community; let us now assume
that that claim is prima facie incompatible with a second one contained in the
Scriptures and accepted by the Church’s tradition and magisterium. How can
an accommodation be reached and the needs of both parties be met? Galileo
addressed precisely this problem. In his famous four Copernican letters
(1613-1615) and in the Considerations on the Copernican Opinion (1615), he
confronted the issue by advancing three main theses.
First thesis. Two domains or, in the language of Galileo, two “books”,
exist: the Book of Nature and the Book of Scripture. These books differ on
two separate grounds: (a) ontologically, because their object matter and
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consequently their goals vary: the first book examines the constitution of the
universe, the second focuses on the salvation of our soul; and (b) epistemically, because the two books draw their knowledge from different sources: the
Book of Nature avails itself of mathematics and observation, while the Book
of Scripture is based on Revelation and tradition.
Second thesis. The two books, though different, spring from the same
source, God. Since two truths cannot contradict one another, God cannot dictate to Nature a truth other than what He revealed in the Scriptures. Thus, a
statement considered true by Science cannot run contrary to one the Scriptures
consider sacred.
Third thesis. Given the nature of the two books, their authors’ intentions,
and the principle of non-contradiction, discrepancies may only be fictitious,
and must and can therefore be solved. Since Nature responds to fixed, immutable laws we have no liberty to change, and since the Scriptures do not lie,
but may in fact be misinterpreted, it follows that theologians must provide for
a reading of the Scriptures compatible with scientific truths.
We now know Galileo reported a scientific defeat but a theological victory. Not only is his doctrine of the two books nowadays integral part of the
conventional wisdom of scientists, it has also been accepted by the Church.
The Constitution Dei Filius of Council Vatican I (1870) has stated that “there
is a two-fold order of cognition, distinct both in its principle and in its object;”
the encyclical Providentissimus Deus (1893) has affirmed that “no real contradiction can arise between the theologian and the student of natural sciences,
as long as they keep within their boundaries;” and the same has been maintained by the Constitution Gaudium et Spes of Council Vatican II (1965). In
an address to the Pontifical Academy of Sciences on 31 October 1992, John
Paul II observes that “paradoxically, Galileo, a sincere believer, showed himself to be more perceptive in this regard than the theologians who opposed
him.” Also, He did not fail to show appreciation on various occasions for Galileo’s theses.
Namely, with regard to Galileo’s first thesis, in a speech on 15 November
1980 at the Cologne Cathedral, John Paul II says: “faith and science belong to
two different orders of knowledge, that are not superimposable.” In the same
speech, the Pope states concerning the second thesis: “between a reason, truthoriented according to its God-ordained nature and qualified for the acquisition
of truth, and a faith that springs from the same Divine source of all Truth, no
fundamental conflict may arise.” With reference to the third thesis, again in
his address to the Pontifical Academy of Sciences, He notes: “the theologians
of the time, who sustained that the Earth is the center of the universe, were
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mistaken in thinking that our mastery of the structure of the physical world is
somehow determined by the literal reading of the Scriptures.” For this reason,
the Pope made the point that the Constitution Gaudium et spes (§ 36) speaks
of a “legitimate autonomy of science.”
Is the “Galileo affair” closed forever, then? Let us not reach too hasty a
conclusion, because tensions remain which have less to do with the good will
and intentions of the key characters than with the logic of their game. To understand why the whole issue may yet spark off again, we should note two
ambiguities contained in Galileo’s third thesis.
In a passage of his Letter to the Grand Duchess Christina, Galileo distinguishes between conjectural natural propositions (such as, “The stars are animate”) and proven natural propositions (for example, “The Earth is spherical”)
and writes that “as to the first type, I have no doubt at all that, where human
reason cannot reach, and where consequently one can have no science, but
only opinion and faith, it is appropriate piously to conform absolutely to the
literal meaning of Scripture”(Galileo, 1615, p.104). Ought we to conclude that
the Scriptures are only competent on questions that go beyond human reason
and therefore are not rational? Or should we instead believe that the Scriptures
are competent on questions that are now conjectural, but could in future be
dealt with by science? In the latter case, conflict between Science and Religion
is simply delayed and may later re-emerge at any moment. In the former case,
conflicts do not arise, merely because the authority of the Scriptures is reduced
to the level of a book of recommendations and prayers, though divinely inspired.
Galileo’s second ambiguity reinforces his first. In a different passage of
his Letter to the Grand Duchess Christina, Galileo distinguishes “purely physical propositions which are not matters of faith” from “supernatural propositions which are articles of faith” (Galileo, 1615, p.101). Should we to be led
to believe that no propositions exist that are both natural and of faith? If such
propositions do not exist, then a genuine conflict between science and religion
may never occur, because natural propositions are not a matter of faith and
propositions of faith are not natural. Moreover, if the two sets of propositions
never can overlap, then freedom of science would be complete, because science could never in any case interfere with faith. If, on the contrary, some
natural propositions may also be of faith, then quite the opposite will be true:
conflicts between science and faith may arise and science’s freedom may
never be complete.
The question now at hand is: can Galileo’s ambiguities be solved in a way
satisfactory to both believers and scientists? In other terms, can we conceive
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that the two books deal with two separate domains? Or should we rather admit
that, as a matter of principle and not for contingent reasons, the Book of Nature
and the Book of Scripture do overlap each other and, as a consequence, may
indeed come into conflict?
3. Science is not irrelevant to faith
Let us first consider how Galileo himself did solve the problem. From his
doctrine of the two books he drew a very strong conclusion: he stated that
natural propositions are irrelevant or indifferent in relation to our salvation.
I need not overindulge here in quotations, but two passages are worth
mentioning. The first is drawn from Galileo’s Letter to Father Benedetto Castelli, in which he writes: “the authority of the Holy Writ has merely the aim of
persuading men of those articles and propositions which are necessary for
their salvation and surpass all human reason”(Galileo, 1613, p.51). The second comes from the Letter to the Grand Duchess Christina: “the Holy Spirit
deliberately avoided teaching us such [natural] propositions, inasmuch as they
are of no relevance to His intention, that is, to our salvation”(Galileo, 1615,
p.95).
Galileo’s solution appears reasonable. Of what consequence can it be for
our soul’s salvation whether, for instance, nerves stem from the heart rather
than from the brain, blood circulates in one direction rather than in the other,
combustion takes place by oxygen intake rather than by the release of phlogiston, the Earth revolves or stands still at the centre of the universe, et cetera?
Apparently, no consequence is involved, because, to put it in the famous
words of Cardinal Baronio quoted by Galileo, “the intention of the Holy Spirit
is to teach us how one goes to heaven, and not how heaven goes” (Galileo,
1615, p.96). In fact the same can be said about any subject matter of scientific
investigation.
The thesis that science is irrelevant to religion is however only apparently
reasonable. John Paul II’s words in His speech at the Pontifical Academy on
3 October 1981 are highly revealing: “the Sacred Scripture simply wishes to
declare that the world was created by God, and to teach this truth it expresses
itself in the terms of the cosmology of its day […] The remainder of the teaching about the origin and structure of the universe is beyond the intent of the
Bible.” In His address again at the Pontifical Academy in 1992 the Pope observes: “truly, the Scriptures are not concerned with the details of the physical
world, whose acquisition is entrusted to human experience and reasoning.”
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In the Pope’s speech, Galileo’s ambiguities are solved and his thesis that
science is irrelevant to religion is denied. The proposition “The world has been
created by God” presupposes the proposition “The world has an external
cause.” Such a proposition cannot be regarded as a “remainder” or “detail” to
be freely entrusted to scientific enquiry: it is a proposition of faith that a believer must follow and is in no condition to reject. But at the same time it is a
natural proposition, falling within the competence of scientists, who may accept or reject it. This proves that, for the believer, the Scriptures cannot be
irrelevant to science, and science can not be indifferent to the Scriptures, because each one sets limits on the other.
It could be objected that the question of the origin of the universe still is
unsolved for cosmologists, in a somewhat similar fashion to the question of
whether the stars are animate, to recall Galileo’s example. This is true, but a
Galileo reborn would in good faith request today the same autonomy he asked
for in his time for his theory of the Earth’s mobility: “who wants to fix a limit
to the human mind?” On the other side, a Bellarmine reborn would rebut in
the same good faith, and in the same spirit of the day: “faith can set such a
limit.”
The conclusion we can draw is that the book of Nature and the book of
Scripture can be distinguished, but not separated or isolated. The two books
have points of contact, intersect and partially overlap: certain propositions are
at the same time natural and a matter of faith. As natural propositions, scientists consider them to be under their competence; as propositions of faith, believers think of them likewise. It might then happen, and in fact does happen,
that in order to make a proposition of faith legitimate, some natural propositions must necessarily be excluded. For one to be met and accepted as true,
the other must be rejected and held as false. For one to be pursued or promoted, the other must be dismissed or neglected. In other words: science has
no absolute pass. The Constitution Gaudium et Spes is clear on this point: “if
by the autonomy of earthly affairs we mean that created things and societies
themselves enjoy their own laws and values which must be gradually deciphered, put to use, and regulated by men, then it is entirely right to demand
that autonomy.” However, “if the expression, the independence of temporal
affairs, is taken to mean that created things do not depend on God, and that
man can use them without any reference to their Creator, anyone who
acknowledges God will see how false such a meaning is” (§ 36).
What appears clear is that not all scientific propositions are patently irrelevant to faith, like in the case of blood circulation or of the Earth’s movement.
There are cases in which the irrelevance is controversial, and in fact disputed.
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To give some examples, Christian faith is, to say the least, at odds with the
core theses of Socio-biology, Psychoanalysis, Evolutionism, Mind-Body
identity, et cetera. As John Paul II declared in his speech to the Pontifical
Academy of Sciences on 22 October 1996, “theories of evolution which, in
accordance with the philosophies inspiring them, consider the spirit as emerging from the forces of living matter or as a mere epiphenomenon, are incompatible with the truth about human beings. Nor are they able to ground the
dignity of the person.” Pious XII’s encyclical Humani generis (1950) raised a
similar point. The Pope tells us that the Church needs to “take into account”
scientific truths, but then, quite correctly in my view, highlights the fact that
there are scientific hypotheses Christian believers cannot accept, not even in
the form of hypotheses, because they would deprive faith of any value. For
example, “when there is question of […] polygenism – the Pope wrote – the
children of the Church by no means enjoy such liberty [...] [I]t is in no way
apparent how such an opinion can be reconciled with that which the sources
of revealed truth and the documents of the Teaching Authority of the Church
propose with regard to original sin, which proceeds from a sin actually committed by an individual Adam and which through generation is passed on to
all and is in everyone as his own” (§ 37).
Truly, a competent theologian might be able to reconcile the doctrine of
original sin with evolutionary theory (which confirms once again Galileo’s
injunction that revising is always responsibility of the theologians), but the
fact remains that the theologian’s re-interpretation of the Scriptures implies
that Faith may set further limitations to scientific investigation. Maintaining
that even such limitations are temporary and that the re-interpretation game
can be played over and over again is like maintaining either that there are no
limits to faith, or that faith is irrelevant to science, precisely the opinion Pious
XII strongly opposed.
My conclusion is that the doctrine of the two books does not shelter science and religion from possible conflicts. If boundaries between the two may
always be redrawn, conflicts are avoided, but faith in the long run thus loses
its weight. If certain boundaries are settled once and for all, faith is safe but
then disputes with science arise. Which leads to the last point I wish to make:
how can we revise or replace the doctrine of the two books?
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4. “Broadening the concept of reason”
I will rapidly sketch five of the several options available, each with its
advantages and disadvantages.
First. Science may be left free to reach its own conclusions, but by so
doing it deprives them of the seal of truth. In this case, the revision does not
concern science proper but the epistemology of science. Clearly, if the aim of
Science were simply to “save the phenomena” by calculating them, as maintained by a long tradition spanning from Plato to at least Pierre Duhem, then
no conflict between science and religion could ever arise, because a calculation is not a proposition and therefore cannot contradict a truth of faith. Such
a solution is radical but scarcely acceptable to scientists, whose instinctive
realism guides them to investigate “the way things really are.” Instrumentalism deprives science of its intrinsic ethics: to speak the truth, to ascertain how
the world is truly made.
Second. The same could be done for the epistemology of religion, considering the truths of faith not as authentic propositions, but rather as exhortations or prescriptions or commandments. For example, a sentence such as
“God created man in his image” could be understood not as a description of
what God actually did, but as in fact recommending a certain behaviour – to
respect all human beings – that we consider to be the only possible moral option. As recommendations do not have a truth value, they cannot contradict
any descriptions, and therefore no conflict between science and religion can
arise. But this solution is clearly unacceptable to the believer: his faith tells
him a true story, with true consequences, and not merely a story useful for
some edifying purpose. Even if one were to follow Kant and take revealed
religion as a “vehicle” accompanying and giving efficacy to moral truths, the
fact remains that for a believer, especially a Christian believer, moral norms
are effective because they depend on the true commandments dictated by the
true God. A revealed religion cannot be treated instrumentally: it affirms the
truth about man and the way of his salvation.
Third. Science might be considered as a preliminary step towards religion, a sort of preamble. Once interpreted or completed metaphysically, a
physical theory could be held as evidence or as indication or a substantiation
of God’s presence, will, and design. This solution, commended by many scientists and theologians, certainly has the advantage of bridging a gap between
science and faith. Its weakness lies in the fact that such a bridge is by no means
stable: if a certain scientific theory is intended to “lead” to God today, what
might happen tomorrow with a different theory? For example, if we take the
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Big Bang theory to support Biblical creation, what could we conclude if it
were superseded, say, by a steady-state theory? Or, to take another example,
if we assume that quantum mechanics leads us to an image of nature containing states of affairs, including human behaviour, that cannot be predetermined,
therefore possessing a certain intrinsic margin of “choice” or “freedom”, what
can we say then about genetics, which seems to equate humans to blind machines? To claim that a scientific theory “confirms” a dogma of faith does not
seem a very prudent course of action, since it would be later impossible to
contend that a different theory “disproves” it. Galileo was right when he
wrote: “Who wants the human mind put to death? Who is going to claim that
everything in the world which is observable and knowable has already been
seen and discovered?” (Galileo, 1615, pp.96-97).
Fourth. We may assume Science as not self-sufficient and that religion
comes to its aid, providing its foundation and the secret of its success. This
means both to acknowledge that the foundations of science – above all the
intelligible nature of reality – cannot be proven, but only accepted by faith,
and to admit that the very idea that science progresses towards a single and
final truth depends on believing in the existence of such a truth and in He who
has created it. This solution, too, has been endorsed by many eminent scientists and bridges a gap between science and faith. In this case, though, the
bridge is apparently misplaced, not connecting the right banks, because the
faith on which science is reputedly grounded is not the same as the faith in a
personal God. The God of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob, the God of Salvation, is
not the God of philosophers, who worship the God of Nature. Leibniz had
already stressed this point, by writing that Descartes’ God “is not a God like
the one we imagine or hope for, that is, a God just and wise, doing everything
possible for the good of creatures” (Leibniz, 1679, p.242). Pascal had epitomized the matter in two words: “Descartes, useless and uncertain” (Pascal,
1954, n.195).
The fifth solution is the most promising, but also the toughest and most
challenging one of all: “broadening the concept of reason”. As I have already
mentioned, modernity has come to accept the equation between Reason and
Science and between science and logico-mathematical knowledge. Furthermore, in addition to such equations, modernity has created a rift between Science and moral and religious values. To broaden the concept of reason
amounts to questioning such equations and divisions.
Reading Galileo anew casts a better light on the origin of these divisions.
Galileo distinguished between de facto assertions, which are descriptive of
states of natural affairs, and de fide assertions, which are prescriptive about
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our salvation. Galileo’s view that faith prescriptions survive no matter which
science descriptions are admitted, was finally absorbed into “Hume’s law”,
the so called “Great Divide”: prescriptions (ought) cannot be inferred from
descriptions (is), judgements of value cannot be derived from judgements of
fact. It is thanks to this separation that modernity has come first to sanction
the distinction between science and religion, and morality, then to proclaim
the autonomy of science, and finally to confine faith into the realm of subjectivity, emotionality, personal taste, and so on. If the Great Divide is accepted,
the question of whether Reason has anything useful to say to Faith (apart from
internal questions of logical consistency), and Faith anything relevant to tell
to Science (apart from external questions of metaphysical framework) does
not even arise. This way, a wall of separation is effectively built, the cornerstone of many similar walls modernity has erected: between politics and religion, laws and morality, public square and private sphere, institutions and
comprehensive doctrines, and so on.
Very few thinkers today take the Great Divide literally. For instance, we
realize today that the boundary between what is descriptive and true or false,
and what is prescriptive and ought to be recommended or condemned, is trespassed even in the heart of scientific inquiry. The acceptance of a scientific
theory is a complex process, involving not only the relation between that theory and the facts it is called to explain, but other factors as well: social, metaphysical, aesthetic, and religious. We have also come to understand that epistemic values, which are an integral part of that process, are in their logical
status no different from moral values. Facts and values intermingle in Science,
too. If Science is equated with Reason, Reason cannot simply be equated with
reasoning in terms of logic, mathematics, experiments alone. It must cover all
the elements we take into consideration to assess whether something is true or
not.
If the concept of Reason is broadened, the competent community also
grows larger and more extended. Scientists, theologians, moralists, artists, and
others find themselves working together, as interlocutors rather than counterparts, engaged in dialogue rather than dispute. While the Great Divide erects
walls to protect isolated specialists, broadened reason fosters free interchange
among people from different fields. In the underlying view of the Great Divide
values are hindrances to knowledge, and our understanding of the world
should not be tainted by personal or social distortions. Broadened reason believes instead that values are part of the game, i.e.: understanding the world
implies accommodating to it through a corporate process that embraces all
human dimensions.
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In essence, a “critique of broadened reason” may be attempted. The difficulty of the task depends on the historical fact that modernity with its equations has prevailed not only on the strength of its philosophical arguments, but
also owing to its practical – economic, political, social – effects. In short, due
to the benefits of the secularized life-style of Western culture.
In the beginning, secularization wasn’t deliberately inimical to religion.
Galileo did not consider science to be at odds with religion, and neither did
Kant consider religion as overruled by science, nor did Locke envisage a society without religious bonds. Secularization acquired an aggressive attitude
towards religion and ethics only in later times. This state of affairs is not irreversible, indeed it can and should be changed. There is more at stake here than
just philosophy, we have the possibility of nurturing a non-self-destructive
form of civilization.
To conclude. The doctrine of the two books came to light to guarantee the
peaceful coexistence of science and religion. This objective is stil remote. If
we broaden the concept of Reason, disputes between Science, Philosophy and
Religion will cease to be deadly struggles between separate worlds, and will
become internal negotiations about the best way of understanding the one single world of human experience. The success of the endeavour is possible, so
we ought to try.
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Science, religion and the doctrine of two Books
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Abstract
In the first part of this paper the Author presents the doctrine of the two Books, that of
Nature or Science and that of Faith or Religion. The second part is devoted to focus
the weakness of this doctrine. In the third part, the Author investigates one side of the
relations between the two distinct domains, arguing that Science is not irrelevant to
Faith. Finally, in the fourth part, it is suggested a different approach – starting from the
discussed “Regensburg Lecture” of Pope Benedict XVI in 2006 – based on the need
for “broadening our concept of reason”.
Keywords:
Science; nature; religion; faith; broadened reason.
Abstract
Nella prima parte di questo articolo l'Autore presenta la dottrina dei due Libri, quello
della Natura o Scienza e quello della Fede o Religione. La seconda parte è dedicata a
mettere a fuoco la debolezza di questa dottrina. Nella terza parte, l'autore indaga un
lato delle relazioni tra i due domini distinti, sostenendo che la scienza non è irrilevante
per la fede. Infine, nella quarta parte, viene suggerito un approccio diverso – a partire
dalla discussa “Lezione di Ratisbona” di Papa Benedetto XVI nel 2006 – basato sulla
necessità di “allargare il nostro concetto di ragione”.
Parole chiave:
Scienza; natura; religione; fede; ragione ampliata.

14. Historical-epistemological considerations on the
cosmological principle
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1. Introduction
In 1917, Einstein had just completed the theory of general relativity, but
he knew that he had not yet accomplished his “philosophical” task of eliminating any inertial effect due to space as such, in other words, he had not yet
demonstrated what he will call “Mach’s principle” (Einstein, 1918), according
to which the inertia of bodies should derive only from other bodies.
He used this gedankenexperiment. Let’s take two spheres of deformable
material (Einstein, 1916) and assume that one rotates with respect to the other
in a universe otherwise empty. According to Newtonian physics it would turn
out that the rotating sphere should get deformed. This deformation would only
be due to its rotation with respect to space. Einstein wanted to demonstrate
that this was impossible: deformation should not be caused by space but by
other masses.
Einstein was not sure that the field equations of general relativity would
have respected this principle. For this reason, he tried to apply them to the
universe as a whole, in order to find a global solution able to demonstrate
Mach’s principle. So, he wrote a paper, entitled Kosmologische Betrachtungen zur allgemeinen Relativitätstheorie (“Cosmological considerations on
the general theory of relativity”), published in February 8, 1917, by the Prussian Academy of Sciences of Berlin. Actually, he did not succeed in this intent,
since less than a couple of months later Willem De Sitter showed that there
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exists a solution that assignes inertial physical attributes to space as such, albeit in the absence of matter.
However, what is most important is that, by means of his essay, he
founded scientific cosmology, perhaps without fully realizing it. The study of
cosmos, until then rather philosophical-speculative, acquired a solid physicalmathematical structure (that of general relativity), and hence a scientific dignity which was not fully enjoyed before. We notice, en passant, that according
to the great historian of cosmology Jacques Merleau-Ponty (1965, pp.51-52),
the merit of the foundation of scientific cosmology perhaps should not be attributed only to Einstein, but also to de Sitter, with whom Einstein kept up an
assiduous correspondence on the problem of inertia 1 already since 1916.
Let us see very briefly two points of Einstein’s paper. First Einstein shows
that the Newtonian universe is unstable. In fact, if we remove from an infinite
and homogeneous distribution of stars a sphere with all its contents, gravity
goes to zero inside the sphere because of Poisson’s theorem (also called shell
theorem). But, if we replace the stars at their original position inside the
sphere, they should collapse towards the center. It is necessary, therefore, to
add some repulsive force to the attractive force of gravity.
Afterwards, Einstein goes on to apply general relativity on a cosmological
level. It is worth reading his words:
According to the general theory of relativity the metrical character (curvature) of
the four-dimensional space-time continuum is defined at every point by the matter at that point and the state of that matter. Therefore, on account of the lack of
uniformity in the distribution of matter, the metrical structure of this continuum
must necessarily be extremely complicated. But if we are concerned with the
structure only on a large scale, we may represent matter to ourselves as being
uniformly distributed over enormous spaces, so that its density is a variable function which varies extremely slowly. Thus, our procedure will somewhat resemble
that of the geodesists who, by means of an ellipsoid, approximate to the shape of
the earth’s surface, which on a small scale is extremely complicated. (Einstein,
1917, from Bernstein and Feinberg, pp. 21-22)

Here Einstein is sketching what many years later the English astrophysicist and mathematician Edward A. Milne will formally introduce and call
“Einstein’s cosmological principle” (hereafter CP). 2 From a strictly physical
point of view, this principle affirms that space is homogeneous and isotropic,
1

2
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In particular, Einstein tried to replicate to de Sitter’s initial conviction about the incompatibility of
general relativity with the relativity of inertia.
See (Milne, 1935, p.19).
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namely that the distribution of matter is uniform: at any point is more or less
the same – as in the sea water – and that every direction is equivalent – just
like a sprinkling of a garden watering can (in a stationary situation).
However, we do not go on here in the presentation of Einstein’s paper,
which goes beyond the limits of our reflection. 3 On the following pages, instead, we will see, in section 2, some moments of the debate that took place in
the thirties around the PC. In section 3, its analysis will be continued, but focusing on the most recent positions of some prominent scholars, and by also
introducing the Copernican principle, about which some doubts will be raised
on the alleged reasons favouring it. This latter principle will be the focus of
section 4, where we will reaffirm its hypothetical nature and will hint at which
revolutions our image of the cosmos could undergo in case such a hypothesis
would be rejected. Finally, our conclusions in section 5.
2. The debates in the thirties
In 1931 Einstein, returning to the cosmological question, will be more
explicit, better highlighting the two “assumptions” (O’Raifeartaigh &
McCann, 2014, p.65) of his work of 1917: 1) “all locations in the universe are
equivalent” (ibid.), and 2) “spatial structure and density should be constant
over time” (ibid.). He kept the first, but obviously rejected the second, under
the push of the new astronomical data produced by Hubble favouring an expanding universe.
As stated above, in 1935, Milne formally introduced Einstein’s cosmological principle, namely that first assumption. But it must be emphasized that
Milne’s approach to this principle differs from that of Einstein. Milne (1935)
formulates the PC in this way: two particle-observers A and B are said to be
equivalent if what A observes of B is equal to what B observes of A. A system
of particle-observers satisfies PC whether two equivalent particle-observers
get the same result in all their measurements regarding the system. Then, PC
states that in our universe all pairs of equivalent particle-observers find the
same results in all the measurements they perform. This is not what Einstein
actually said: he provided an ontological and not an epistemological definition
of the principle. The assumption underlying cosmological models does not
have an operational nature but regards the physical reality. That is, PC does
not claim that all equivalent observers have the same results, but that space
3

On Einstein and cosmology, see (Smeenk, 2014).
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points are equivalent. From now on, we will always refer to this ontological
form of the principle.
In the 1930s, while relativistic cosmology was moving its first steps, the
PC, and more in general Milne’s approach, suffered a strong frontal attack by
authoritative scientists, in particular Herbert Dingle, Arthur Eddington and
Richard Tolman, supporting a radical form of empiricism. These criticisms
culminate in an emphatic, and almost insulting, intervention on Nature, in
mid-1937, 4 by Dingle, entitled “Modern Aristotelism”. According to Dingle,
Milne’s approach, so informed with general principles not founded in observations and not derived by induction, was rampant cosmological mysticism
passing itself off for science, a betrayal of the true scientific method. His paper
provoked a large set of answers from well-known scholars.
Eighty years later, it’s fun to see the historiographic prejudices that acted,
and unfortunately still act, in scientific culture. Aristotle, the founder of empirism, was instead considered to be, by Dingle, the standard-bearer of the
rationalists, against Galileo, actually well-known Platonic! Apart from this
folklore, in the further response of Dingle (1937b, p.1011) appeared the source
of his thought, that is, Newton, who declared to “infer from experience” and
“not to make hypotheses”. 5
Actually, it is well known that neither Newton 6 nor Galileo 7 were aware
of the method they were inventing, which will be said “hypothetical-deductive
method”. The first to have expressed it adequately is perhaps Christian Huygens at the beginning of his Traité de la lumiere (1690):
There will be seen in it demonstrations of those kinds which do not produce as
great a certitude as those of Geometry, and which even differ much therefrom,
since whereas the Geometers prove their Propositions by fixed and incontestable
Principles, here the Principles are verified by the conclusions to be drawn from
them; the nature of these things not allowing of this being done otherwise. It is
always possible to attain thereby to a degree of probability which very often is
scarcely less than complete proof. To wit, when things which have been demonstrated by the Principles that have been assumed correspond perfectly to the phenomena which experiment has brought under observation; especially when there
are a great number of them, and further, principally, when one can imagine and
foresee new phenomena which ought to follow from the hypotheses which one

4
5
6
7
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employs, and when one finds that therein the fact corresponds to our prevision.
(Huygens, 1912, pp.vi-vii)

This passage is nothing more than a lucid and extraordinarily precursor
description of such a method, which, still in the second half of the nineteenth
century, was not able to impose itself, except for important exceptions. 8
Among the answers to Dingle, only astrophysicist William McCrea seems
to have clear ideas, recognizing that the CP has a hypothetical-deductive nature:
What Dr. Dingle has done is to reopen the question of the relation of mathematical physics to experimental physics, since he claims to detect a new and perverted point of view in the former. Now a system of mathematical physics, apart
from the alleged perversion, is the working out of the mathematical consequences
of certain hypotheses. The worth of the theory is judged on one hand by the fewness and simplicity of its hypotheses, and on the other by the closeness of the
agreement of its predictions with the results of observation. (McCrea, 1937, p.
1002)

In the 1930s, the epistemological debate on the foundations of sciences
was very wide, 9 so that after the migration of many European scholars to the
United States, the journal Philosophy of Science was founded in Chicago. On
the first issue of 1934, in an essay entitled “On the method of theoretical physics”, Einstein traces the guidelines of his hypothetical-deductive conception:
Reason gives the structure to the system; the data of experience and their mutual
relations are to correspond exactly to consequences in the theory. On the possibility alone of such a correspondence rests the value and the justification of the
whole system, and especially of its fundamental concepts and basic laws. But for
this, these latter would simply be free inventions of the human mind which admit
of no a priori justification either through the nature of the human mind or in any
other way at all. (Einstein 1934, p.165)

In 1939, on the same magazine, McCrea again discusses the problem of
the history and status of cosmological theories; in particular, he defends
Milne’s approach and attribute him a hypothetical-deductive procedure, that
8

9

Up till now, to our knowledge, there doesn’t exist an history of the hypothetical-deductive method in
modern scientific thought. See, however, Losee (1993, ch. 9-10). It is not our intention to counter
inductive with hypothetical-deductive approach, which are complementary in scientific practice, but
to note how a lot of physicists are particularly reassured by the first and wary of the second, at least
in words.
Particularly, in the journal Erkenntnis, founded in 1930 by Carnap and Reichenbach.
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is, a priori assumption of the CP and a posteriori control of its validity on the
basis of the comparison of the “model universe so constructed with the universe of experience” (McCrea, 1939, p.151). Actually, although McCrea has
cleared the nature of the hypothetical-deductive method that he had perhaps
deduced from Einstein’s paper of five years earlier, the plausibility of his attribution is doubtful. In fact, Milne himself, in his famous book of 1935, states:
Whether the universe may be expected to be representable by a system satisfying
the cosmological principle is a metaphysical question. [...] My own private opinion is that the universe must satisfy the cosmological principle, because it would
be impossible for an act of creation to be possible which would result in anything
else. [...] With God all things are not possible. (Milne, 1935, p. 69)

He, therefore, places the PC as a kind of a priori uniformity, unquestionable, essential for making cosmology and even for giving a sense to God’s
creation! His formulation is methodologically deficient because of its strong
apriorism, but also because of its anti-realism and his rejection of general relativity. 10
Together with McCrea, other scholars, including the historian of scientific thinking George Gale, attribute to Milne the full methodological awareness of the status of the CP. In our opinion, the sources do not seem to confirm
this thesis.
3. Some more recent positions and the Copernican Principle
The forties and fifties were certainly not very lively both for general relativity 11 and cosmology. 12 However, in the early of fifties, it began to spread
Bondi, Gold and Hoyle’s steady state theory, which denied the evolution of
the universe, by hypothesizing the eternity and infinity of the universe, together with a continuous creation of new matter. Bondi’s position, as rebuilt
by Gale and Urani (1999), would have been influenced by Popper’s falsificationism and would have fully respected the hypothetical-deductive method.
But Bondi assumed the perfect cosmological principle, that is, a stronger thesis than the simple CP, according to which the universe is not only spatially
homogeneous and isotropic, but it’s also unchanging in time (more or less as
10

11
12
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As is well known, Milne’s model of the expanding universe did not include the gravitational interaction, so only special relativity was taken into account, not general relativity.
See (Eisenstaedt, 1989).
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Einstein had suggested in 1917 and denied in his aforementioned paper of
1931, driven by Hubble’s results). Actually, Bondi will be forced to abandon
his point of view too, especially because of the discovery, in 1965, of the cosmic background radiation by Penzias and Wilson, which raised the hot big
bang model as the new paradigm of cosmological models.
The sixties and seventies were a period of rebirth for general relativity
and cosmology. In one of the most important and classical treatises on these
two disciplines, the theoretical physicist Steven Weinberg dwells upon the PC
by saying:
The real reason, though, for our adherence here to the Cosmological Principle is
not that it is surely correct, but rather, that it allows us to make use of the extremely limited data provided to cosmology by observational astronomy. If we
make any weaker assumptions, as in the anisotropic or hierarchical models, then
the metric would contain so many undetermined functions (whether or not we
use the field equations) that the data would be hopelessly inadequate to determine
the metric. On the other hand, by adopting the rather restrictive mathematical
framework described in this chapter, we have a real chance of confronting theory
with observation. If the data will not fit into this framework, we shall be able to
conclude that either the Cosmological Principle or the Principle of Equivalence
is wrong. Nothing could be more interesting. (Weinberg, 1973, pp.408-409)

Here Weinberg emphasizes the “practical” utility of the PC, but in a clear
hypothetical-deductive approach that allows theoretical hypotheses (principles), in case the PC does not agree with observations, not only to be put aside
without any dramas, but to constitute, also in such a case, a further reason of
knowledge and then of fruitful interest.
Over the last forty years, as a result of ever-widening data on cosmic
background radiation, 13 which confirmed its isotropy with a precision up to 1
of 105 , the inductivist or radically empirical point of view (such as Dingle’s
one), which actually never died, has regained strength.
Paradigmatic enough of this attitude is the reasoning proposed by Ellis,
authoritative cosmologist, in his contribution to Butterfield and Earman’s
Handbook of Philosophy of Physics (2007, pp.1220ff). The visible universe is
about 13 billion light years. On the other hand, by looking far into space also
means looking into our past light cone, namely, on one hand, we have no information on what happens outside our light cone, on the other, what we come
to know about astronomical objects concerns how they were and not how they
are. Nonetheless, we have a large amount of data that make us think that at a
13

See the recent (Saddeh et al., 2016).
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distance of 300 million light years – unlike what happens in our solar system,
in the Milky Way, and in the cluster of galaxies we are part of – the distribution of matter is homogeneous. Furthermore, as we have already said, the cosmic background radiation is strongly isotropic.
These observational data are not sufficient, however, to empirically justify the assumption of isotropy and homogeneity. We recall that homogeneity
does not imply isotropy, but isotropy, with respect to all points, implies homogeneity. Furthermore, we have to take into account that it is impossible for
us to get observational data from another place in the universe. Since we are
talking about a light cone of 13 billion light years, even if we could move for
20,000 years at the speed of light, we would not be in a (significative) different place in the universe.
To move from our limited observational data, which suggest isotropy and
homogeneity, to CP, we must assume what is called “Copernican principle”,
according to which we are not in a privileged position in the universe. This
principle is often legitimized through two historical-philosophical arguments.
According to the first, Copernicus, Bruno and Cusano have shattered the
image of Ptolemy-Aristotelian cosmos, according to which the Earth and man
would be at the center of the universe. We must not therefore assume that we
are in a particular position of the universe, so Copernican principle holds.
In reality, this argument is based on a fallacy said quaternio terminorum:
in fact, the term “privileged” may mean two different things: 1) to be in the
center; 2) not to be in a typical position, that is a position from which something special is observed (on average). The history of astronomy has only
shown that the first statement is wrong, not the second one. Let’s take an example: we are in the Sahara desert, at any point: the probability that we are
exactly in the geometric center of the desert is very small, whereas the probability that we are in a point where we can see (on average) things that from
another point cannot be seen is much higher. In fact, it is clear that if we are
in the middle of the desert we see only sand, but if we are not far from the
edges of the desert, the landscape will be much more variegated. In other
words, there is only one point that is the geometric center of the desert, there
are many points from which the view is homogeneous and many others from
which the vision is inhomogeneous. So that, returning to cosmology, even if
the probability of being in the center of the universe is almost zero, that of
being in a point seeing a particular kind of perspective is much higher.
The second argument affirms that we have no reason to believe that our
perspective is different from the others. This is a fallacy, too. We shouldn’t
confuse, indeed, “not having reasons to believe that ...” from “having reasons
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to believe that not ...”. The lack of reasons is not a good justification, unless
we already assume homogeneity and isotropy at all points of space. 14
We don’t find good arguments favouring the Copernican principle, apart
from an aprioristic desire for symmetry; desire, among other things, rather
unlikely to satisfy, at least from a statistical point of view. In fact, considering
the set of all the possible cosmological models deducible from general relativity, those so strongly symmetrical (as the one embodying the CP) occupy a
space of almost null measure in that set, in practice they would have zero
chance of realizing.
Therefore, the semi-empirical justification proposed by Ellis and many
others is not convincing. On the other hand, Ellis himself realizes this situation
and concludes: “Establishing a Robertson-Walker geometry [i.e. spatial homogeneity and isotropy] for the universe relies on plausible philosophical assumptions. The deduction of spatial homogeneity follows not directly from
astronomical data [...]” (Ellis, 2007, p.1226). Furthermore, for now, we have
no data on what there is “behind” CBR, namely on what happened before the
decoupling between matter and radiation occurred around 380,000 years after
the big bang. 15 Finally, isotropy at the time of decoupling does not imply the
isotropy at any other time of the history of the universe. 16
It should be pointed out, however, that recent years have not seen, at least
to our knowledge, purely a priori attitudes, such as the following one, shown
by Livio Gratton, one of the most prominent Italian astrophysicists of the past
generation, who, in a paper of 1975 for the Accademia Nazionale dei Lincei,
affirmed:
[…] [T]he position of the cosmological principle (Copernican) in modern scientific thought: it is an epistemological principle, as the principle of energy conservation; so we cannot question it because of experimental results, as no experimental result can question the principle of energy conservation. (Gratton, 1975,
p.119; our translation from Italian)

Rather, today some cosmologists, moving from an inductive perspective,
are forced at the end to fall into a certain a priorism, but without those emphatic connotations like Gratton, who even arrives to delegitimize the diriment
14

15

16

This is the famous “principle of insufficient reason” or “principle of indifference”, discussed in the
calculus of probabilities by Laplace and Keynes. See (Strevens, 1998).
Perhaps, the recent direct detection of gravitational waves will make possible, in a not distant future,
astrophysics based on them (more precisely, on alleged primordial gravitational waves) which will
allow us to obtain information on the state of the universe before decoupling.
Some Bianchi’s cosmological models, for example, have a homogeneous and isotropic geometry
only for defined periods of time (see Ellis, Maartens & MacCallum, 2012, ch. 18).
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power of observations. Paradigmatic of this methodological “confusion”, is
the case of Wolfgang Rindler, who, after beautiful pages on the empirical basis of cosmology and in particular of the CP, concludes:
The a priori demand for the homogeneity of a cosmological model is called the
cosmological principle—though a better name would be ‘cosmological axiom’.
It is sometimes loosely formulated by saying that every galaxy is equivalent to
every other. It eliminates such in themselves reasonable models as island universes, in which boundary galaxies are atypical; or ‘hierarchical’ universes where
galaxies form clusters, clusters form superclusters, and so on ad infinitum, since
then no region is large enough to be typical. Homogeneity is a simplifying hypothesis of great power. Whereas non-homogeneous model universes involve us
in global questions, the beauty of homogeneous models is that they can be studied mainly locally: any part of them is representative of the whole.
The assumption of isotropy everywhere is even stronger. As we have seen in the
preceding section, it implies homogeneity. We accept it as a working hypothesis,
which is very strongly supported by the evidence. (Rindler 2006, p. 358)

It’s evident how the great theoretical physicist oscillates between apriorism and empiricism, without having clear the hypothetical-deductive character
of the CP.
Instead, much more shareable, for us, is the position of another great astrophysicist, Jim Peebles, who, replying to Ellis, observes in his classical textbook of 1993:
We must live with the fact that observations at great distance always will be
schematic [...]. The consolation, if there is one, is that the ideal of a world picture
pieced together from data alone is not a realistic model for any branch of physical
science. The time is long past when people claimed with Newton that they framed
no hypotheses, that they worked from the empirical to the theoretical. That never
was the whole truth, and it is very far from the way science works now. [...] We
do learn from this extraordinarily successful physical science [i.e. quantum physics] the tactic of validation by indirect tests. That is the way science is done and
the way cosmology operates. (Peebles 1993, p. 9)

Peebles’ criticism of empiricism is frank, as well as his reaffirming the
scientific method actually followed by scientists, exactly the hypothetical-deductive one.
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4. Present and future
Let’s try to make the point of the situation really briefly. The homogeneous and isotropic cosmological models, called Friedmann-Lemaȋtre-Robertson-Walker (FLRW) models, given their high symmetries, are not realistic
models as they do not represent the inhomogeneities we observe (matter focused on planetary systems, stars, galaxies, etc.). Consequently, the standard
models actually used today in cosmology are perturbated FLRW models,
namely quasi-isotropic models at every point, and therefore spatially quasihomogeneous (inhomogeneous at small scales, homogeneous at large scales).
The reason for assuming these symmetries is the remarkable isotropy we
measure around us, after having mediated on scales sufficiently bigger than
those of galaxy clusters (and after having also taken into account our peculiar
speed with respect to CMB). As isotropy applies to all observations, it turns
out that in the observable regions of the universe both the spacetime structure
and the distribution of matter are highly isotropic. But this observational result
can arise from two opposite states of things: 1) a real isotropy of the universe
in every region, which also implies a real spatial homogeneity, and makes our
terrestrial point of view quite typical; 2) a “fictitious” isotropy, in the sense
that the universe is actually spatially anisotropic and inhomogeneous, but we
do not notice it because we do not realize we are located in a particular place
that makes the universe appear spherically symmetrical. As said, one usually
tends to prefer the first option, on the basis of the alleged validity of a Copernican principle. But, in reality, we can measure the isotropy of CMB and of
other sources only from a unique worldline, that of our galaxy, so that, from a
theoretical point of view, such isotropy is compatible not only with FLRW
models, but also with spatially inhomogeneous models (still expanding),
spherically symmetrical about a center (which in our case might coincide with
the Milky Way), the simplest of which are called Lemaȋtre-Tolman-Bondi
(LTB) models.
One of the perhaps less known, but not less significant, aspects is that in
a scenario of the type outlined by LTB models, the cosmological image of the
universe we currently have could change drastically. Consider, indeed, that
the observations concerning the supernovae that in 1998 led to the conclusion
that the universe expansion is accelerating because of the so-called dark energy, in a LTB scenario may also be compatible with (in the sense of being
the effect of) an inhomogeneous universe on large scales, in which we would
be located at the center of a large empty region. It has been shown that also
other cosmological data we have today would be compatible with these
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models, so the acceleration and the consequent hypothesis of the existence of
dark energy would fall. Thence, this new scenario, whose general consequences have not yet been studied, would remain in a coherent picture in
agreement with observations. 17
In short, although the Copernican principle is a central pillar of the current
view of the cosmos, it is often forgotten that observations, without presupposing its validity, would be far more ambiguous and “open” than they are
thought to be. The key question is then whether this principle is truly reliable
within the observable region of the universe. In the last few years, at least 4
types of tests have been prepared by cosmologists in the hope to verify it. We
cannot enter here into the details, 18 but what we are pleased to register is that
research is posing the problem of how to bring into question the Copernican
principle. Ellis himself, in the recent treatise on the relativistic cosmology of
which he is co-author, makes amends, in a sense, for what he wrote in the
aforementioned Handbook of 2006, where he considered uncheckable the Copernican principle. This does not mean that he has adopted a hypotheticaldeductive approach, but by extending, so to speak, his empiricism also to the
Copernican principle, he has made it fully hypothetical, dodging at least the
typical probabilistic fallacy seen just before. Let’s see, in fact, what he and the
other two co-authors write, responding to those who judge unlikely LTB universes:
Whatever one’s philosophical views may be, they will have to give way to the
empirical data. If the tests mentioned above show the universe is spatially inhomogeneous, philosophers and cosmologists alike will have to accept this as a
fact. Any theories on probability would have to be adjusted to such an empirical
fact.
[...] What is testable and what is not testable in cosmology is a key issue: theoretical prejudices about the universe’s geometry, and our place in it, must bow to
such observational tests.
[...] Overall, the validity or not of the Copernican Principle is a core issue that
will not go away. It should be subject to continued examination and testing. (Ellis, Maartens & MacCallum 2012, p. 415)

17
18
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5. Conclusions
Gale’s (2015) observation, according to which today is obvious that physics proceeds through a hypothetical-deductive method, is not taken for
granted, as we have shown in the case of the CP. This method, although formulated for the first time by Huygens in the seventeenth century, is often not
present in the mentality of scientists, which are, instead, mostly tied to Newton’s slogans “to feign no hypotheses” and “to deduce from phenomena”.
Nonetheless, the epistemological status of the CP is exactly that of a bold hypothesis that, presupposing the Copernican principle together with the application of general relativity to the universe as a physical system, produces experimentally verifiable consequences, such as CBR and the abundances of
light elements in the universe. Thus, the inferential logic that supervises contemporary cosmology is simple, albeit daring: from the universal validity of
general relativity along with the CP, it is derived the standard model, which,
at least in certain areas, is so far confirmed. It follows that for now we do not
have to abandon any of these two assumptions. It is clear that further experimental and theoretical discoveries – able, for instance, to wipe out the basis of
the Copernican principle – could convince us to reject, by modus tollens, 19
that deduction, eliminating one assumption, or the other, or even both, in the
wake of a genuine hypothetical-deductive approach.
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Historical-epistemological considerations on the cosmological principle
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Abstract
The “Cosmological Principle”, that is, the hypothesis that the universe is homogeneous
and isotropic when observed on large scales, was implicitly introduced by Einstein in
1917, in the paper that actually founded the modern relativistic cosmology. Today, this
principle is still one of the fundamental bricks of the entire theoretical building of cosmology, despite its epistemological status has often been misunderstood by several
scientists. In this contribution, the Authors analyze some of the reflections that eminent
scientists have devoted to this principle since the third decade of last century, emphasizing several misunderstandings in approaching it. According to the Authors, a similar
fate concerned another principle, tied to the cosmological one and equally crucial for
cosmology: the “Copernican Principle”, according to which we do not occupy a privileged position in the cosmos. The Authors, briefly discuss its epistemological status,
concluding that the proper way in which both principles should be understood is that
of the hypothetical-deductive method of the empirical sciences.
Keywords:
Cosmological principle; homogeneity of the universe; isotropy of space; Copernican
principle; scientific cosmology.
Abstract
Il “Principio Cosmologico”, cioè l'ipotesi che l'universo sia omogeneo e isotropo quando
osservato su larga scala, fu implicitamente introdotto da Einstein nel 1917, nello scritto
che di fatto fondò la moderna cosmologia relativistica. Oggi, questo principio è ancora
uno dei mattoni fondamentali dell'intera costruzione teorica della cosmologia, nonostante il suo status epistemologico sia stato spesso frainteso da diversi scienziati. In
questo contributo gli Autori analizzano alcune delle riflessioni che eminenti scienziati
hanno dedicato a questo principio a partire dal terzo decennio del secolo scorso, sottolineando alcuni malintesi nell'approcciarlo. Secondo gli Autori un destino simile ha
avuto un altro principio, legato al principio cosmologico: il “Principio Copenicano” secondo il quale noi non occupiamo una posizione privilegiata nel cosmo. Gli Autori ne
discutono brevemente lo statuto epistemologico, concludendo che il modo appropriato
in cui ambedue i principi devono essere compresi è quello del metodo ipotetico-deduttivo delle scienze empiriche.
Parole chiave:
Principio cosmologico; omogeneità dell’universo; isotropia dello spazio; principio copernicano; cosmologia scientifica.

SECTION IV:
THEOLOGY AND SCIENCE

15. The tales of creation (Gn 1-3). A teaching in life
for mankind
INNOCENZO CARDELLINI *

1. Introduction
The theme of this volume is well suited to biblical narrations of creation,
due to their highly poetic and rational composition. Moreover, the divine creative act changes the pre-existent, vacuous, dark and thus unintelligible chàos,
into kòsmos. Each element of creation, be it animate or inanimate, takes up a
defined and delimited form: the universe becomes intelligible.
As the belief that these narrations represented “the word of God” grew
stronger in time, new and unconventional approaches to these texts have developed. Such premise has created a strong link between the texts and the narration’s historical truthfulness; thus, Biblical accounts had to match real
events, historical figures and real situations, even when all was decidedly
wondrous.
The exegete, even in a remote age, was aware that some parts of the Biblical narration had to be interpreted in an allegorical or didactic way without
them being historically accurate and thus ridiculous. One thinks of Judges 9
(Jotam’s tale), which had always been interpreted in its fabled literary genre
in order to explain its meaning; the matter is much more difficult when one
has to interpret the tales of the Patriarchs (Gen 12-40), the epic exodus from
Egypt (Exod 5-15), the Synaitic pericope and Moses (Exod 19-40), the wandering in the deserts for 40 years (Num 10, 10-36, 13), the Balaam pericope
(Num 22-24) and so forth. The group of texts in Gen 1-11, which serves as
‘preparation’ for the foundation of Israel, includes narrative features that are
intertwined with myth, legends and sagas. However, many believe these tales,
too, to be historically accurate.
*
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Myth is the literary genre that is closer to Creation accounts (Gen 1, 1-2,
4a; 2, 4b-3, 24). Unfortunately, many nowadays deem myth to be an imaginary narrative (see Cicero, 1992, 2, §70) that is far from reality; if well written,
it can be interesting from a literary standpoint, but it still remains a fable. Myth
(see Termini, 2012), on the other hand, especially during the Sumerian and
Semitic eras – and obviously in archaic Greece (see Graf, 1985) – holds a
decidedly noble function. In it, the narrators used descriptions of situations
that were concrete and specific, imaginary or imagined, fantastic or plausible,
in order to grasp the essence of things, the world, life, and thus to consequently
legitimise mankind’s behaviour. A great deal of time separates us from the
time when they were composed: it is thus difficult for us to understand all of
their meaningful connections, allusions and grasp all their nuances in order to
perceive the profound sense of the mythical narrative as it was for those who
listened to it at the time.
For historians and philologists, the text of Gen 1-3 must be read and interpreted based on myth as a literary genre. Scholars know that what is important is the message rather than the consequentiality of description. As a
matter of fact, when one historicises the details of each fact recounted in the
narrative, each and every possible interpretation becomes unreasonable and
absurd. It is useless to compare the tales of Creation (Gen 1-3) to modern scientific data; the quarrels between Creationism (Creation happened as described in Gen 1-3) and Evolutionism, between Monogenism and Polygenism
are pointless. These misunderstandings have been (and still are) possible because these texts, in their role as conveyors of Divine revelation, have been
unquestioningly been given absolute and indisputable historicising truth.
2. The teaching of Gn 1, 1-2, 4a
Whichever interpretation one is to give in the tale of Creation (Gen 1, 12, 4a) 1 to the term berē’šît (v. 1), it means “in the beginning” (thus underlining
the temporal beginning of the universe), or “the beginning” of God’s creative
action (see Weippert, 2004), v. 1 reveals the first and most important truth that
typifies and founds the Sacred Text: God is the creator of heaven and hearth,
thus of everything. It is a solemn incipit, that even though not formally present,
still includes a warning for man so that he should always remember,
1
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A comparison with Egyptian and Mesopotamic texts can be found in Atwell (2000), Johnston (2008),
Walton (2008).
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everywhere and at all times, that he is a creature and that only God is the
Creator. 2 The tale of creation begins at v. 2 with the description of the preexistent situation with three nominal sentences: 3 the earth was a formless void,
the darkness 4 was over the tehôm and a divine gale was (meraḥepet) sweeping
over the waters. 5 God intervenes: he changes pre-existent chaos into the kosmos by setting precise boundaries to all creatures, thus making everything and
every life intelligible. The apex of creation (vv. 26-27), underlined by a narrative device (the plural “Let us make”), is ’ādām (“humanity”). Adam’s dignity is highly elevated compared to that of the rest of creation, since Adam
was made (see Janowski, 2008, pp.142-143) in the image of the Creator (Gen
1, 26a-27a). 6 Hence, in Gen 9,5-6 he is forbidden from killing his fellow men
(...kî beṣelem ’ælōhîm ‘āsâ ’et hā’ādām). Moreover, Adam has been given a
role to play within Creation (Gen 1, 26-28). God’s blessing does not only pertain to the words “be fruitful and multiply”, but also to Adam’s mission and
authority over the environment and living beings. The sense of Gen 1,1 is
hereby fully expressed: human beings, men and women, even though made in
the image of God, still remain creatures. The debate, which has been going on
from a remote age, is centred upon the meaning of the two verbal roots rdh
and kbš:

2

3
4
5
6

Many scholars have written about this issue: should v. 1 be seen as the protasis “at the beginning of
God’s creation, heaven and earth…” with the apodosis in v. 2 “the earth was…”, or in v. 3 “God then
said…”, by meaning that in this case v. 2 was some sort of parenthetical element. Or, if v. 1 was to
be seen alone as a majestic incipit. In modern times, the first solution was followed by Beyer (1971),
Orlinski (1983) and Rechenmacher (2002). The latter, among the two models of the first solution,
prefer to interpret v. 1 as the protasis, v. 2 as some kind of parenthetical element and v. 3 as the
apodosis, thus linking together vv. 1-3. For an all-encompassing view of the issue, see Bauks (1997).
An extremely influential study has been that of Von Soden (1982). The scholar, on the basis of Mesopotamic literature, defines Gen 1,1 as a Mottovers, that is an incipit (more than a title, which would
be an anachronistic definition), in which (v. 1) only a few words express the main idea underlying all
that follows. Schmidt (1973), Zenger (1983), Rottzoll (1991), Bauks (1997, p.92) define v. 1 as an
Überschrift, a sentence that is already complete in itself; of the same opinion is also Weippert (2004).
Recently, Stipp (2004/2007) after presenting the issue over the expression berē’šît (188-190), concludes by deeming v. 1 a sentence in and of itself, defining it as a Mottovers. The same conclusion is
reached by Oswald (2008). However, in his opinion, berē’šît underlined the start of God’s creative
activity: Als Erstling(swerk) hat Gott...geschaffen.
See the various interpretations in Schmidt (1973, pp.76-86), Orlinski (1983, p. 208), Rottzoll (1991,
pp.252-254), Bauks (1997, pp.110-141); Rechenmacher (2002, pp.8-16), Weippert (2004, pp.10-15).
On the idea of chaos evoked by the term tehôm see Bauks (1997, pp.118-126), Rechenmacher (2002,
pp.16-20).
On the specific use of ’ælohîm as indication of a superlative, see Thomas (1953, pp.210-217). See
also Schmidt (1973, p.84), Bauks (1997, pp. 132-141), Rechenmacher (2002, p.14).
On this topic, with reference to Mesopotamic literature, see Schüle (2005), Herring (2008). See also
the summary in Dohmen (2008). See also Janowski (2008, p.167).
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v.26b: [Let us make Adam]…wejirdû [future, 3rd person pl.: and they will be
masters] 7 of the fish of the sea and the birds of heaven, the cattle and all the wild
animals of the earth and of the reptiles that creep along the ground.
v. 28aβb: [God said to Adam, male and female,]… fill the earth wekibšuhā [plural
imperative with 3rd pers. sing. suff. referring to the earth: and subdue it] 8 ûredû
[plural imperative: and subdue] the fish of the sea, the birds of heaven, the cattle
and all the creatures that creep on earth.

Many studies attempt at making sense of these two verbs (rdh and kbš): 9
according to some scholars, they stand for a legitimisation of mankind’s power
over Creation (see Gerstenberger, 1994, pp.247-248; Wöhrle, 2009, p.172, fn
3); others, more recently, understand the meaning of these verbs (vv.
26b.28aβ.28b) in the sense of ‘managing’, guiding or ‘taking care’ of Creation
(see Wildberger, 1976, pp.560-561; Lohfink, 1988, pp.11-28; Rüterswörden,
1993, pp.88-90; Janowski, 1993, pp.184-191). To this date, opinions differ.
However, Gen 1,26.28 belongs to a different literary genre compared to the
cited texts: “regal ideology”, certainly a vision of the world that is neither
linked to tyranny nor oppression 10. Such authority was given to mankind by
7
8

9

10
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The use of plural indicates that the term ’ādām must be intended as a collective noun: men. On this
matter, see Schmidt (1973, pp.145-146).
In TM , the “w” is defective scripta and from the form wkbšh one could read wekibšehā in the sense
of “you (male), go on and subdue her (the woman)”, see GnR § 8,12 in Vegas Montaner (1994,
p.118), Strack & Billerbeck (1924, p.373). However, this interpretation is not documented in the
textual tradition. In PSam, the “w” is plene scripta. See also TgO wtqwpw ‘lh; TgFrg wkbjšu jth; TgN
wkbjšw jth; TgJ wtqwpw ‘lh; Syp wkwbšwh; LXX kai\ katakurieu/sate au)th=j; Aquila, Symmachus and Theodotion translate with kai\ u(pota/cate au)th\n.
The root kbš in the form Qal is used twice in the figurative sense of God “treading on” guilt (Mic
7,19) and the stones from the enemies of Judas and Ephraim (Zech 9,15); four times in the sense of
“enslaving” (Neh 5,5; 2Chr 28,10; Jer 34,11.16); once in the sense of “using violence” (Est 7,8). In
the form Nifal, it appears five times in the sense of “being subjugated”, with reference to the Earth
(Num 32,22.29; Josh 18,1; 1Chr 22,18) and a daughter (Neh 5,5); in the form Pi‘el it appears once
in the sense of “subjugating” nations (2Sam 8,11). The root rdh I “dominating, ruling” is used twentyfour times, usually in the sense of “ruling with oppression”. The use of rdh I is more complex than
that of the root kbš and generally expresses an activity carried out by man over other men (Num
24,19; 1Kgs 5,4.30; 9,23; 2Chr 8,10; Isa 14,2.6; Ezek 29,15; Ps 110,2; 72,8), where often tyranny
joins sovereignty. Based on such semantic assumption, one must not be amazed at the fact that in
Gen 1,26-28, too, the two terms have been interpreted in the sense of “a true domination”. For a
summary of views until 1974, see Westermann (19994, pp.209-214). See also an unusual point of
view by Gerstenberger (1994, pp.246-250), Stipp (2001, pp.113-148); for an overview on current
studies, see Wöhrle (2009, p.172, ffnn 3-4). See also Zobel (2008), Wagner (2004) and finally the
analysis by Wöhrle (2009, pp.173-183).
On the interpretation of the role given to human beings in vv. 26-28, the matter is still being debated.
Gerstenberger (1994, pp.242-246) believes that the reference to the role of “dominator” arrives from
different contexts, possibly from Psalm 8, whose contents had then been used in Gen 1,26-28, which
would express concrete interests, such as the justification of the sacrificing of animals for cult and
the use of earth for one’s wellbeing. Recently, Wöhrle (2009, pp.176 and 187) tries to demonstrate
with reference to Mesopotamic literature that in vv. 26-28 it is impossible to think of authority
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divinity just like a shepherd guides his flock. 11 Comparative reference with
cuneiform literature shed light on the cultural background upon which Gen
1,26-28 was based. Normally, scholars take into account Sumerian creation
narratives and great Accadic epics such as Atra Hasis Enuma Eliš, which describe the way mankind was created and which underline the motive that
prompted the gods to create man. 12 In Gen 1,26-28, however, the slant is

11

12

managed in the sense of regal ideology. Rather, he views it as a precise order to make the earth a
liveable habitat for animals, too, without any obvious legitimisation of the indiscriminate use of violence on them. These theses, though well thought-out, do not convince me, due to the fact that Gen
1,2-2,4a represents a perfect vision of creation, where there is no sign of violence. It is to this very
idyllic state that descriptions of the messianic times refer to. The human being, which was made in
the image of the Maker, is thus called to represent Him in creation when the latter was still in harmony
and peace. See Westermann (19944, 209-214, 218-222), Janowski (1993, pp.183-198), Rüterswörden
(1993, pp.81-130), Dohmen (2008, pp.29-32).
Throughout the history of Accadic literature, the metaphor of the shepherd is often used (Sum. SIPA
and Acc. rē’û). The gods are qualified as being rē’û “shepherds who look for pastures for men”.
When the divinity chooses a king that will represent it on earth, the attribute of “shepherd” qualifies,
among others, the king himself. Išbierra was elevated as shepherd by Enlil in Sumer; An granted
Iddin-Dagan the gift of knowledge, regality and the office of shepherd; a significant text in this regard
can be found in the prologue and the epilogue of the Hammurabi Code. After stating he had been
chosen by the gods to justly rule Babilon, he confers upon himself numerous attributes, among which
that of shepherd: “I Hammurabi, the shepherd (rē’ûm) chosen by Enil… shepherd of men”. Moreover,
in the epilogue, he states: “Enlil gave me the role of the shepherd (rē’ûtu) and I have not been negligent”. During the Neo-Assirian era, each king is the proud holder of the title of ‘the shepherd’, who
is wise (eršu), strong (gašru), faithful (kīnu), heavenly (tabrītu), trustworthy (taktu), vigilant (na’du),
pious (mutnennû), cautious (muštālu), respectful (palhu) and ‘a shepherd who takes good care’
(zāninu). In many texts, the kings and the faithful have turned to the gods asking them to grant the
office of shepherd which they could then employ towards the population. Nebuchadnezzar II prays
Šamaš so that “for the people’s good, a just sceptre, a rightful office of shepherd and a lawful regal
wand would be the symbol of his regality forever”. The author of a coronation hymn asks the gods to
allow Ashurbanipal to be a shepherd of justice (rē’ûti mīšari), so that he can “make the subjects of
Enlil graze on wealth and justice”. The theme found in the ‘shepherd metaphor’ ideologically mirrors
the desire of justly ruling one or more territories in favour of one or more peoples, abiding by the
primordial parameters established by the divinity, who in ancient thought is always the one true
owner of the flock (i.e. humanity). On the Accadic sources, see CAD R, 302-303 and310-311 and
313-314; ER, 243-250; Seux (1976, pp. 65, 109, 112, 122, 499, 510, 513, 517, 529 and 530; 19801983, pp.162-164), Oded (1992, pp.113-116), Arneth (1999). On the use of the shepherd metaphor
in the Old Testament and in Mesopotamic literature, see Cardellini (2005).
See, in the brief Sumerian poem Enki and Ninmah, line 23: kin-si-dín-mi-ir-e-ne-ke4 «a substitute of
the gods creates (so that they can be freed of their hard labour)» and line 30b: «(Mother…) impose
the gods’ labour (to the new substitute being)», see Lambert 1992, p.130. In the bilingual creation
tale KAR 4, line 27 reads iškar ilī lū iškaršina “let the gods’ hard labour be their duty (the men’s)”,
see Lambert (2013, p.354).
The Atra-hasis myth reads:
I, 1-6: When the gods were like men, they endured hardship and lifted the basket, which was big.
And the yoke was very heavy. It was too tiring. The great Annunaki gods thought they should make
the Igigi endure the hardship instead.
[The gods had a meeting]
I, 20-22: In the end, (the Annunaki) decided [to impose the yoke] to the Igigi. [The latter kept on]
digging [drains], a vital task for the nation.
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completely different: there is no reason for man’s creation; rather, the narrative only underlines how he has been created with a superior dignity to that of
other beings, and it is for this reason that Adam is given a high mission. This
text must not be compared with other tales of creation; rather, it should be
likened to Mesopotamic narratives in which divinity, while trying to re-establish order after the Flood, 13 comes down to Earth in search for someone who

13
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I, 25-26: [They dug] the Tigris [and the Euphrates].
[The Igigi got tired. They made a loud noise and with all their tools they went to the god Enlil’s
palace so that they could depose him. Thus Anu, Enki and the Annunaki immediately summoned a
council to face the situation. In the end, they found a soulution: the creation of humanity, which
would carry out the work instead of the Igigi]
I, 189-194: Since [Beletili is here, the matrix], it will create mankind in order to carry out the work
for the gods. They asked the goddess and the gods’ midwife, the experienced Mammi: “you will be
the matrix to create mankind!”
I, 195-202: So she creates the human prototype that will carry the yoke Enlil had imposed. Mankinds
will do the gods’ work. So Nintu told the great gods: “I cannot do this alone, but with help from Enki
the operation is possible; only he can purify everything”.
See von Soden (1994, pp.618-619 and 623).
The Flood is a sign of destruction, and the first element of life’s re-birth is represented by regality
(I,39-42): “The flood ended. After the flood had ended, when regality descended from the skies, regality was at Kiš...” see AS 11, p. 76. The institution of regality, in its uniqueness, dates back to the
god Enlil, whom is given attributes that would later be transferred to the kings: see TUAT 1, 330336; Edzard, (1980-1983), Labat (1939, pp.29-39), AGE, 300-301, SBP, 124 lines 27-28; ZA 41, 195
Vs. lines 5-11; 196 Rv. lines 5-10. In regal inscriptions, regality is a gift received from the divinity
and the king becomes the most important person among his own people. In the archaic age, a tale
tells the story of Enki giving his own daughter Inanna regal power (SKIZ 128-135, I lines 23-24;
TSA, 148, I lines 23-24), but also that An chose Lipit-Ištar (SKIZ 14, I lines 35-46) and that he
appointed Marduk the lord of heaven and earth; Enlil gave him full ownership of the heavens and
earth (MIO 12/2, 66 lines 6-10). Inanna also gave Eannatum from Lagaš lordship over Kiš: “to
Eannatum, the man who is faithful to Girsu’s orders, to Eannatum, king of Lagaš, the goddess Inanna
has demonstrated her love: together with lordship (nam-ensi) over Lagaš, she gave her lordship
(nam-lugal) over Kiš” (FAOS 5/1, 149-150, A lines V 23-VI 5). During the paleo-babylonian era,
Šamaš gave Hammurapi eternal regality (JNES 7, 268 lines 5-12, line 10 šarrūtam dārītam; LIH I
no. 59, 14-19; no. 94, 24-30; no. 95, 10-16; IRSA 212 IV C6b, 17-30; 216 IV C6h, 25-37; see also
MIO 12/2, p. 64 lines 15-19). Šamši-Adad I received from Ištar the gift of continuously-renewable
lordship (a-na ša-a-ti...pa-la-am ed-de ša-am; EAK I, 9 III lines 6-9; see also ARI I § 142); in the
following column, the gods refuse to place their trust in an evil king: Ištar “took away (from the evil
king) the kingdom and the power (šar-ru-us-sú u pa-la šu), which he will give to someone else”
(EAK I, 10 IV lines 21-25; ARI I § 144). Dagan gives regality to Mari (RA 33, 49-50 lines 9-10);
Samsuiluna, Enlil’s beloved (na-ra-am), receives the sceptre of life (ZA 44, 34 lines 37-52). During
the reign of the Kassites (Or 23, lines 14-16; KAR I no. 19) the belief is confirmed that without
Šamaš, there is no sceptre, no crown, no throne, no regal vestments. Later in time, various other
examples can be found in which the gods choose the king. For the neo-Assirian period, see for example AKA, 280 I lines 76-77; RIMA 2, 198-199; Seux, (1980-1983, p.167). For the neo-Babilonian
period, see VAB 4, 280 VII lines 45-53: “I (Naboned) am the king, your (Marduk) heart’s favourite:
fill my hands more than those of the kings whom you have called in the past”. Nabû lovingly granted
lordship to Nebuchadnezzar, since the latter had been wholeheartedly faithful to him (i-na gi-mir
libbi-ja ki-i-nim) and was filled with the fear of God (VAB 4, 122 I lines 33-39). In line 29 Nebuchadnezzar stated he had walked the streets that were beloved by the gods (a-la-ak-ti ili ír-te-ni-iddi). Marduk called Nebuchadnezzar to lordship for eternity (šú-ma-am da-ír-a-am iz-ku-ra a-na šar-
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will be worthy and able to rule the population, take care of it and guide it like
a shepherd does his flock, thus abiding by God’s will in applying the kittu u
mišarum and the anduraram šakanum. 14
This point of view is termed “regal ideology”. Epic and religious-narrative images of cuneiform literature thus become significant as the cultural
background that sheds light upon Gen 1,26-28. God, during the sixth day,
ended Creation and underlined its continuity as He ordered the beings to be
fruitful and multiply, and to mankind to govern the Earth and the other beings
(see Wildberger, 1976, pp.560-561; Stendebach, 2007, p.692). When the
Lord, at the end of the sixth day, said that what had been done was ṭôb me ’ōd
(literally, “very good”), he underlined its intrinsic functionality. ‘Good’ and
‘beautiful’ are undoubtedly noble categories belonging to ethics and aesthetics, but they do not fully express the concept: Creation functions perfectly
because it fully conforms to the Creator’s project (see Walton, 2008, pp.5657). Mankind’s mission (vv. 26-28), with the use of kbš and rdh, lies in the
responsibility of making sure God’s deeds keep on reflecting the original project (see Maul, 1999, pp.201-214).
Thus, the idea of man as chosen by the Divine as its substitute, or even as
a ‘foster child’ that rules the population according to right and justice, is also
present in old-Testament literature. One can find many references to the concept of “regal ideology”. Abraham (Gen 18,19) received an order to lead his
people and all his descendants through the way of the Lord, thus exercising
his right and justice (‘śh mšpṭ wṣdqh); the Queen of Sheba (1Kings 10,9) said

14

ru-ú-tim) since he was filled with the fear of god (YOS I no. 44 II lines 25-26; ZA 2, 133 lines 1418; VAB 4, 142 I). Sin lovingly accepted Naboned, since the latter had always shown he venerated
his divinity (VAB 4, 290 II lines 17b-22); he did not govern because he craved power, but because it
had been the gods’ will (ZA 56, 219 I lines 7-10; 240-241; see also AnSt 8, 48 H1 B I lines 40-44a).
The Persian Cyrus Cylinder states that Marduk went looking for a just king: he found Cyrus and
called him to lordship (ZA 64, 196 line 12); line 14 also says that the god was pleased with Cyrus’s
good deed and just heart. Darius, too (TUAT 1, 422 V lines 11-12) had received lordship from the
divinity. In some texts, rather than having been chosen, the king is even described as a creature (banû)
of divinity; see Mayer W.R. (1987), Ein Mythos von der Erschaffung des Menschen und des Königs,
in Or 56, 55-68 specifically pages 63-64; see also the Hammurabi Code II lines 14-15; IV lines 2728; Rv. XXVII line 42; IRSA 216 IV C6h; 220 IV C7b II 5-III 17. Ashurbanipal is a creature of the
gods (binûtu), ER, p. 63-64; ZA 2, 132-133 no. 6 line 14. The concept of regality is so deeply-rooted
that it appears in every era, from the most ancient times until the Seleucid era (in VAB 3, 132 I line
28 Antiochus I Soter asks Nabû for a regality that is founded upon justice). For an overview on the
theme of regality in the Ancient Near East and in the Old Testament, see Cardellini I. (2010).
See Otto E. (1997; 1998), with a comprehensive bibliography on the subject; see also Pettinato
(2000), Cardellini (1999, pp.1423-1424; 2002; 2010). In Assirian texts, the kings feel as if they are
the custodians of creation’s order; they often dispense law and justice in society, an ethic that had
been demanded by the gods; see Janowski (2002, pp.96-97).
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that the Lord had made David king 15 to administer law and justice (‘śh mšpṭ
wṣdqh) and to defend foreign people, orphans and widows, the weakest categories of society, as a tangible sign of the knowledge of God (Jer 22,15). The
same is to be said for the requests the gods made of Mesopotcamic kings as
discussed above. In the Old Testament, the Lord Himself expected that the
chosen people live according to law and justice (Isa 5,7). Psalm 72 contains
(see Arnet, 2002, pp.155-169; Janowski, 2002; Rüterswörden, 1993, p.96) all
the characteristics of “regal ideology”; the Divinity endows its ‘chosen one’
with law and justice (mšpṭ ~ ṣdqh), so that he may rule the people with law
(ṣdq) and fair judgement (mšpṭ). Moreover, freeing (jš‘) the poor, the needy
and the oppressed (vv. 3-4.12-14) is his mission; thus, his authority will stretch
(rdh) from sea to sea to the limits of the Earth (v. 8) and all kings and nations
will do him homage and serve him (v. 11). In this context, one must note the
use of the verb rdh to express the governing role of the king-Messiah over the
whole universe, even though there is no specific mention to other living creatures. This, on the other hand, happens in Psalm 8: man (v. 6) has been
crowned (‘ṭr) with glory (kbwd) and beauty (whdr). In v. 7, the psalmist goes
as far as clearly stating that God himself has made man the lord (tamšîlēhû) 16
of what He had created. In the following passage, one reads that “all things
had been put under his feet (Adam’s)”, that is sheep (ṣōneh), cattle (’alāpîm)
and even wild beasts (bahamôt śadāj), birds (ṣipporîm) and fish (dāgîm). The
psalmist’s point of view (see Janowski, 2007, pp.66-68), albeit with slightly
different terminology, is the same as that of the author of Gen 1,26-28. Some
even believe that Psalm 8,5-9 had inspired the author of Gen 1,26-28 (See
Gerstenberger, 1994, pp.138 and 140) 17. In Wisdom (9,2-3) man’s mission on
earth is summed up with clear reference to Gen 1,26-28. Solomon invokes
God (Wisdom 9) and explains the concept of Gen 1,26-28; the Creator has
shaped (kataskeua/zein) man with wisdom (t$= swfi/#) so that he would
have authority (i(/na despo/zein) on creatures (kti/smata) and so that he
would guide (i(/na die/pein) the world with sanctity and justice
(e)n o(sio/thti kai\ dikaiosu/n$), but also so that he would judge in a fair
manner. According to the author of these verses, the Lord had created man
with particular care (t$= swfi/#), in order to justify the latter’s mission as an
authoritative ruler of creation (see Scarpat, 1996, pp.213-217).
15
16
17
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See also Isa 9,6; 11,3-5; 42,1-4; Jer 23,5; 33,15.
The form hifil of māšal + be in the sense of «guiding, dominating» underlines the fact that authority
is given to man by God; in Mic 5,1 the word mōšel «dux» refers to the king-messiah.
The scholar maintains that Gn 1,26-28 was not written in one go, and that it could have been derived
from Ps 8,4-9, in which the text speaks about the four groups of animals, albeitwithout mentioning
the dominium terrae. See also Schmidt (1973, pp.140-142)
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3. The teaching of Gen 2,4b-3,24
The origin of this narrative must be found during the Achaemenid period.
In the Persian vision of the world, the evidence of good and evil justifies the
existence of strong ethical dualism within the life of men. The author of Gen
2-3 disagreed by teaching that there is only one God, and that He is good; it
was the creatures who broke authentic relations and thus spread evil on Earth
(see Gerstenberger, 2005).
The tale of Creation in Gen 2,4b-3,24 is sure to belong to the context of
Mesopotamic creation myths. In it, God is once again likened to a ‘potter’
(Ea/Enki) who moulds a clay puppet. 18 In cuneiform literature, according to
the most widespread tradition, man was made up of a mixture of clay and
divine blood; clay indicated the body’s corruptibility, while blood was the element that remained ‘alive’ after the body had decayed, a clear reference to
God’s enlivening breath in Gen 2,7. According to Nippur tradition, such ‘element’ is called zi-šà-gál (living spirit in the heart); in the tale known as the
Debate Between Sheep and Grain (l. 36), the living spirit (zi-šà-gál) is given
to humanity (see Pettinato, 1971, p. 86). 19 At Eridu the god Enki gave man his
“spirit of wisdom (geštu)”. In the Sumerian texts, two important terms are
used:
•
•

TI, similar to Hebrew nepeš, indicates the life of all beings that are capable
of moving (unlike plants, which live but do not move);
ZI, which is typical of rational beings, just like Hebrew rûaḥ in Gn 2-3.
When someone dies, ZI exits the dead man’s mouth (last breath), but it
does not die, nor does it decay like clay; it descends into a place called
KUR.NU.GI4.a (Accadic: erṣet lā tari) “the land of no return”.
The Atra hasis epic (I, 223-230) reads:
The god Weila, the keeper of knowledge, was sacrificed during the assembly (of
the gods). With his flesh and his blood Nintu mixed clay, so that god and men
would mixed in the clay.

In the Enuma Eliš epic, the god Marduk is thinking about creating man
(VI, 6):
18
19

Genesis has its own unique stance compared to Mesopotamic creation narratives; see Jul-

lien & Jullien (1995, pp.63- 67).
See also the corresponding Accadic expression šiknāt napištim (AHw, 1141.1234). On
the difficulty in reading lines 30-32 of Enki and Ninmah, see Lambert (1992, pp.133-134).
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I want to bring Lullu to life and his name will be man (li-uš-ziz-ma lul-la-a lu-ú
a-me-lu šùm-šu)

and line 33 reads:
[W]ith his blood (that of the rebel god Kingu), he created humanity (amelūtu).

Will mankind be guilty of something that transcends it, since it has been
shaped with the blood of a rebel god? In the bilingual KAR 4 text, lines 25-26
read:
Let us kill the gods Alla and let us form humanity with their blood (ina damēšunu
inibnâ amīlūta).

The narration in Gen 2,4b-3,24 is centered upon man and woman. In Gen
1,27 the human being, man and woman, is presented as a ‘fact’, while Gen
2,7-24 tells the history and origin of the two sexes: Gen 2,7-18 only mentions
men, then at the end of the chapter in vv. 23-25 the text mentions both men
and women (see Borgonovo, 1994, p. 98; Dohmen, 2008, pp.41-44). In vv.
19-20 the narrative ends by underlining that, among the animals, man has
never found a similar being. In vv. 22-23a woman is created last, not separately like animals, but from ’ādām himself: the two live together, since a human being cannot live alone (see Borgonovo, 1994, pp.82-85; Dohmen, 1993).
The text, therefore, does not refer to the submission of women (’iššâ) to men
(’îš), since both of them belong to the same being (see Dafni, 2001, pp.582584), exactly like in Gen 1,26-27. In Gen 3,1-7.14-19.20-21 the woman is seduced by the Serpent: “you will become like God” (Gen 3,5): then, she herself
convinces the man to eat the forbidden fruit, and both find themselves united
in guilt and punishment (See Albertz, 1993).
In Gen 2,17 the ban is only aimed at the man; the woman has not yet been
created. However, in Gen 3,2-3, the woman acknowledges the ban itself: but
there is a small justification. The ban is given to the man by God himself,
while the woman becomes aware of it through hearsay. The Divinity (Gen
3,22-23a) says that “’ādām has become like one of us in knowing good from
evil, but he must not be allowed to reach out his hand and pick from the tree
of life too, and eat and live for ever”. This is why God expelled him from the
Garden. With the expression “knowing good and evil”, ’ādām’s moral autonomy is affirmed; but, according to the tale of Eden, such autonomy is undoubtedly founded upon God. Man’s authentic autonomy on an existential level (as
we would call it nowadays) is a theonomic autonomy. The explanation of good
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and evil does not necessarily indicate a principle of good and a principle of
evil, as believed at the time in dominant Persian culture (see Otto, 2007,
p.126). For the author of Gen 2,4b-3,24 there is only one principle, which
created good; evil has entered the world through the Serpent, which represents
a distorted use of autonomy on man’s part.
4. Final remarks
Exegetes have wondered what God’s original project actually was; theologians, on the other hand, have found themselves confronted with a number
of different explanations, some given by various didactic texts of the Old Testament itself, some by extremely authoritative interpretations by New Testament authors such as St. Paul, who deemed Adam not to be mere literary imagination.
Many of these explanations, based on the historical truthfulness of people
and mythical events, have been presented in order to justify a theological system or an idea that was already present in the cultural environment of theologians-exegetes, who are often uninterested in investigating what the Biblical
text actually meant, when it was written and why it was composed. Especially
since the ancient author (later termed hagiographer) has been deemed to be
the ‘pen of God’. Tackling the issue of ancient texts written by men and received as inspired throughout a long historical process and considering the
results of ongoing historical-philological research is especially necessary
nowadays, in order to frame a reasonable theological analysis, which must
necessarily be based upon the Sacred Scripture (Dei Verbum no. 24). Such
reflection cannot be based on the gathering of ‘convenient’ Biblical affirmations or denials that have been eradicated from their narrative, historical, juridical, sapiential, mythical, aetiological, didactic and ethical contexts. Rather,
it should take into account the general and authentic sense of the texts in the
compositional, cultural and historical circumstances, in which these narrations
originated and developed. Thus, one must also accurately ponder the complexity of the hermeneutical historical process that was experienced by the community of the faithful, since generally such process is linked to dominant cultural expressions (affirmative or negative) that are defining features of each
period: some must be rejected as obsolete; others should be valued as constantly current.
These examples seem to point to the fact that right from the beginning
man was put in charge and appointed a just guide of creation, provided he was
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to be favourably inclined to God (o(sio/thj). Once again, therefore, we find
the concept of man – the extremely noble creature – being called to respect
God’s project as it is inscribed in the created universe, so that the latter should
keep on functioning according to the original divine project. Unfortunately, in
ancient priestly narrative, Adam does not rightly perform his task as “king” of
all creatures who should care for creation; in Gen 6,5 in fact, the author says
that all of humanity had been corrupted and all its thoughts were evil. The
Creator’s project had thus not been fulfilled: man had made himself God and
had carried out his own project into the world. This was the cause of the Flood,
which only Noah 20 the righteous and his family would survive. Noah was the
only just man in the eyes of God: he was to care for Earth and the creatures
according to the plan originally set in Gn 1,26-28. Such chaotic view of the
world, that is when man forgets about his Maker, is often found in the Scriptures; a famous instance is Hos 4,1-3, when man lacks “loyalty (’emet), faithful love (ḥesed) and knowledge of God (da‘at ’ælōhîm)”, the Earth is ruled by
perjury, lies, adultery, death and destruction; there will be bloodshed and the
whole of creation, including the fish in the sea, will be overturned. The tarnishing of the “knowledge of God (da‘at Jhwh) and the subsequent spread of
Evil required further creative intervention, changing man’s heart of stone into
a new heart of flesh (Ezek 36,26; Jer 31,33). Since the covenant with Noah
after the Flood, the Maker’s new task would be that of reinstating mankind as
the ruler of creation in the new history of salvation, which would take shape
in a new, renewed humanity without ybris, respectful of the divine project that
lies in every leaf, flower and heart for the rightful functioning of creation.
3.1. Specific Abbreviations
For further usual abbreviations of Serials and Journals, see Schwertener
(1994).
AGE
AKA
AnSt 8
ARI I
AS 11
CAD R
20
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Tallqvist (1938).
Budge & King (1902).
Gadd (1958).
Grayson (1972).
Jacobsen (1939).
Reiner & Roth (1999).

See Janowski (2008, pp.162-163).
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EAK I
ER
FAOS 5
IRSA
JNES 7
KAR
LIH I
MIO 12/2
Or 23
PSam
RA 33
RIMA 2
RLA 6
SBP
SKIZ
Syp
TgFrg
TgJ
TgN
TgO
TSA
TUAT
VAB 3
VAB 4
YOS I
ZA 2
ZA 41
ZA 44
ZA 56
ZA 60
ZA 64

Borger (1964).
Seux (1967).
Steible (1982).
Sollberger & Kupper (1971).
Gelb (1948).
Ebeling (1919).
King (1898).
van Dijk (1966).
Ebeling (1954).
von Gall (1918).
Thureau-Dangin (1936).
Grayson (1991).
Edzard (1980-1983a).
Langdon (1909).
Römer (1965).
Peshitta Institute (1972ff).
Klein (1980).
Diez Macho (1977ffa).
Diez Macho (1977ffb).
Sperber (20043).
Castellino (1987).
Kaiser (1982ff).
Weissbach (1911).
Langdon (1912).
Clay (1915).
Winkler (1887).
Frank (1933).
von Soden (1938).
Röllig (1964).
Wilcke (1970).
Berger (1975).
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The tales of creation (Gn 1-3). A teaching in life for mankind.
INNOCENZO CARDELLINI

Abstract
The exegete, even in a remote age, was aware that some parts of the Biblical narration
had to be interpreted in an allegorical or didactic way, without any pretension of being
historically accurate. For historians and philologists, the text of Gen 1-3 must be read
and interpreted based on myth as its proper literary genre. Scholars know that what is
important is the message rather than the sequence of descriptions. It is useless to
compare the tales of Creation (Gn 1-3) with modern scientific data: the quarrels between Creationism (creation as described in Gn 1-3) and Evolutionism, between Monogenism and Polygenism are simply pointless. These misunderstandings have been
(and still are) possible because these texts, in their role as conveyors of the Divine
revelation for the believers, have been confused with unquestionable historical truths.
The purpose of this contribution is, then, to show how humans have tried to give word
to the Divine revelation, telling and imagining the way in which the Divine creative act
gave origins to our ordered and intelligible “cosmos”.
Keywords:
Allegoric tales; creation; divine revelation; creationism; evolutionism.

Abstract
L'esegeta, anche in epoca remota, era consapevole che alcune parti della narrazione
biblica dovevano essere interpretate in modo allegorico o didattico, senza alcuna pretesa di essere storicamente accurate. Per storici e filologi, il testo di Gen 1-3 deve
essere letto e interpretato basandosi sul mito come genere letterario proprio. Gli studiosi sanno che ciò che è importante è il messaggio piuttosto che la sequenza di descrizioni. È inutile confrontare i racconti della Creazione (Gen 1-3) con i dati scientifici
moderni: i litigi tra Creazionismo (creazione come descritta in Gen 1-3) ed Evoluzionismo, tra Monogenismo e Poligenismo sono semplicemente inutili. Queste incomprensioni sono state (e sono tuttora) possibili perché questi testi, nel loro ruolo di veicolanti
della rivelazione divina per i credenti, sono stati confusi con verità storiche indiscutibili.
Lo scopo di questo contributo è, quindi, mostrare come l'uomo abbia cercato di dare
parola alla Divina rivelazione, raccontando e immaginando il modo in cui l'atto creativo
divino ha dato origine al nostro "cosmo" ordinato e intelligibile.
Parole chiave:
Racconti allegorici; creazione; rivelazione divina; creazionismo; evoluzionismo.

16. The reception of General Relativity in
Pavel A. Florenskij
LUBOMIR ŽAK *

1. Introduction
The choice of presenting the thought of P.A. Florenskij (1882-1937) in
the context of this Volume allows us to highlight the ideas and intuitions of an
admirably original scholar who was well versed in both the humanities and
science: philosophy, theology, philology, art theory, mathematics, geometry,
physics, biology, mineralogy, chemistry and many others. Such mastery he
was able to gain and exploit regardless of the hardships all intellectuals had to
endure in post-Revolution Russia, the new regime deeming them untrustworthy and potentially dangerous.
What strikes us when we come into contact with Florenskij’s thought and
work is undoubtedly his encyclopedic knowledge, but also his utterly polyphonic forma mentis, which was able to combine different themes and perspectives by establishing both “‘horizontal sequences’ (argumentative developments) and ‘vertical links’ (links between different levels)” (Tagliagambe,
2006, p. 15). The meaning of such ‘orchestration’ is intimately connected to
what he deemed the main purpose in life: “opening new paths for a future and
global view of the world” (Florenskij, 1994, p. 38) that would be able to grasp
and describe the complexity of reality (see Žak, 2017; Tagliagambe, Spano &
Oppo, 2018). One must underline the fact that Florenskij, as he recognized in
mathematics the primary and essential prerequisite of the forthcoming worldview, undertook such ambitious enterprise while being fully aware that he
would have to rebuke the dogmatism of ‘pre-made’ scientific theories; he
would thus have to establish experience (a concrete contact with the object of
*
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his scientific enquiries) as the starting point of his work. Careful observation
of nature and the painstaking work inside well-equipped laboratories were his
connatural and favourite tasks, which he carried out even while being held
prisoner inside the gulag.
However, one must also remember that ever since he began his studies at
Moscow University’s Mathematics and Physics Faculty until his arrest in
1933, Florenskij was in close contact with distinguished Russian scholars,
with whom he was able to follow recent advancements in scientific research.
This explains why he did not miss the publication in Russia of the translation
of the studies devoted to the theory of relativity, mainly those by A. Einstein.
As a matter of fact, Florenskij had already briefly mentioned the theory of
relativity in 1915 as part of the essay The Meaning of Idealism, where he reflected upon time as the fourth coordinate of space. And even though he never
wrote anything that was entirely aimed at scientifically studying relativity, he
often referred to it directly or indirectly in many of his works. For example, in
1918, he cited the principle of relativity during the lectures on cult he held at
the Theological Academy in Moscow; in 1921, he mentioned it in the book
Iconostasis, where he developed the theme of ‘reverse time.’
However, there is a work from 1922 where Florenskij not only cited both
Einstein and the Special and General Theory of Relativity; he also suggested
a decidedly unusual approach to it, which sparked the interest of many contemporary Russian intellectuals, mathematicians, physicists, and writers, at
the same time causing criticism by the scientists who had adhered to the ideology backed by the new regime. I am referring to the brief, yet speculatively
interesting booklet titled Imaginary Points in Geometry. The Expansion of the
Domain of Two-Dimensional Images in Geometry (1991) 1 which is of fundamental importance for this paper. If Florenskij is known for being an interpreter of Einstein’s theory of general relativity, he has undoubtedly gained
such reputation due to this text. However, once he had written it, his interest
in the theory of general relativity did not fade out: he used it as one of the
theoretical reference points during the lectures he held between 1923 and 1925
at the State’s Technical-Artistic Ateliers which were published after his death
and given the title Analysis of spatiality (and time) in Works of Visual Art.
However, both explicit and implicit mentions to the principle of General Relativity are also present in his essay on Reverse Perspective, but also in his
1
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reflections upon space-time, which he sent from the gulag to his son Kirill on
January 16-17th and April 3rd, 1936, his ‘scientific legacy.’
My paper will not focus on the theoretical aspects of Florenskij’s understanding
of the Theory of General Relativity; instead, I will examine various examples of
how he received this theory in the context of his reflections upon philosophical
and theological themes. Since Imaginary Points in Geometry is such an essential
text for this subject, that booklet will be the starting point of my talk.

2. The Theory of Relativity: proof of the existence of the imaginary
Imaginary Points in Geometry was written in several stages: paragraphs
1-7 were composed in August 1902, while Florenskij was studying at the
Mathematics and Physics Faculty; the latter sections (8-9) were drafted twenty
years later: the eighth paragraph was added in 1921, and the ninth – the one
containing direct mention to the Theory of Relativity – one year later. 2
The originality of the ninth paragraph lies in the fact that it suggests comparing Einstein’s theory with the 34th Canto of Dante’s Inferno, where the
poet described a mysterious event that happened while he and Virgil were descending into Hell. During the descent, both “maintain a vertical position, with
their head pointing to the place from which they came, Italy, with their feet
towards the center of the Earth. However, when the poets reach Lucifer’s
waist, they suddenly tip upside-down, their feet pointing towards the Earth’s
surface and their head pointing in the opposite direction” (Florenskij, 1991, p.
45). However, that’s not all: as they emerged from a crater, the poet ascends
to Mount Purgatory and the celestial spheres. From there, “after he had gazed
upon God’s Glory in the Empyrean, he finds himself back in Florence, without
having de facto come back” (Ibidem, p. 46). This peculiar fact is precisely
what Florenskij found interesting:
Dante always moves in a straight line, and in Heaven he is standing with his feet
pointing towards the place he descended from[.] [So,] since he had always moved
in a straight line, and since he turned upside-down only once during his journey,
the poet reaches the starting point in the same position as he had left it. Therefore,
had he not turned upside-down en route, he would have reached his starting point
head-down. (Ibidem)

2

Among the vast research on the Florenskij’s thought developed in paragraph 9, see (Bethea, 2009,
pp.149-165) in particular chapter 5: Relativity and Reality: Dante, Florenskij, Lotman, and Metaphorical Time-Travel; (Oppo, 2015).
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By examining the narration in the Divine Comedy, Florenskij concluded
that
[T]he surface upon which Dante moves implies the fact that if the direction pivots, one returns to the starting point in an upright position, while a rectilinear
motion with no inversion causes the body to be upside-down should it return to
its starting point. (Ibidem)

Florenskij explained,
Evidently that was a Riemann surface (since it contained closed straight lines);
secondly, that surface was unilateral, since it overturned the perpendicular line
that moved upon it. These conditions suffice in geometrically characterizing
Dante’s space as compliant with elliptical geometry. (Ibidem)

According to Florenskij, the phenomenon Dante described could be
proven and examined further by modern physics through the theory of relativity. In fact, by using the principle of Special Relativity, one can show that no
physical experiment will ever prove Earth’s motion around the Sun: therefore,
the Copernican system is none other than metaphysics “in the most deleterious
sense of the term” (Ibidem, p. 47). As for Earth’s rotation upon its axis, which
too had been studied by Copernicus, the theory of General Relativity (as explained by Ph. Lenard) showed that “there is not and there cannot be evidence” (Ibidem, p. 48) for it, either.
However, according to Florenskij, the most interesting data emerged
when the principles of Special and General Relativity are used in reference to
the speed of light principle: 𝑐𝑐 = 3 · 1010 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐/𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠. In his opinion, the Theory
of Relativity allows us to re-interpret the concept of maximum cosmic velocity
𝑐𝑐, thus serving as an aid in understanding the innermost sense of the speed of
light as the ‘ultimate limit.’ Why should such velocity be deemed an ultimate
limit? According to the Russian scholar, the reason lies in the fact that exceeding it would imply the generation of entirely new conditions of life that would
transcend our earthly experience. This does not mean that such conditions are
unthinkable, nor unimaginable. The core of the issue lies in recognizing that
“when there exist velocities that are equal or superior to 𝑐𝑐, life in the world is
qualitatively different from how it is with velocities that are lesser than 𝑐𝑐.”
Moreover, the “shift between the scopes of this qualitative distinction can only
be conceived as discontinuous” (Ibidem, p. 49).
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To imagine the effects the new situation would cause (velocity exceeding
𝑐𝑐), one must assume that the

[F]eatures of bodies that belong to a moving system, when observed by a motionless one, depend on the essential value
𝛽𝛽 = �1 −

𝑣𝑣 2
𝑐𝑐 2

where 𝑣𝑣 is the system’s speed of movement and 𝑐𝑐 the speed of light. As long as
𝑣𝑣 is less than 𝑐𝑐, then 𝛽𝛽 and all other features remain immanent to earthly experience; when 𝑣𝑣 is equal to 𝑐𝑐, 𝛽𝛽 = 0, and when 𝑣𝑣 is higher than 𝑐𝑐, 𝛽𝛽 becomes imaginary. In both latter cases, a twofold qualitative ‘leap’ of the relative features
occurs. (Ibidem, p. 50)

When 𝛽𝛽 = 0 the “length of bodies becomes zero, their mass becomes infinite and so does their time when observed from the outside. In other words,
the body loses its extension; it becomes eternal and gains absolute stability”
(Ibidem). On the other hand, when 𝑣𝑣 > 𝑐𝑐, “time runs the opposite way so that
effects precede cause”, and this causes the “body’s length and mass to become
imaginary” (Ibidem). Therefore, one can picture how “reduced to zero, a body
bursts through a surface with corresponding coordinates and by tipping over,
it acquires imaginary features” (Ibidem, p.51). This is when new qualitative
conditions arise for existence in space, marked by imaginary parameters. The
latter, however, are to be viewed as objectively real parameters that actually
exist. In the sense that
[J]ust like collapsing doesn’t cause a geometrical shape’s destruction, but rather
a mere passage to the other side of the surface and therefore accessibility to creatures that dwell on this side, in the same way the body’s imaginary features are
not a sign of its unreality, but rather a mere witness of its passage into another
reality. (Ibidem, p. 51)

Florenskij has no hesitation: imaginaries actually exist and are part of the
complexity of reality. Each space is twofold,
[S]ince it is made up of real and coinciding vectorial Gauss surfaces; however,
the transition between a real surface and an imaginary one is only possible
through breaking the space so that the body can tip over. (Ibidem)
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Florenskij also maintained that the duality of space (and thus of reality
itself) cannot be fully explained by the theory of ‘two worlds’, the invisible
one that Dante calls Empyrean and the earthly-visible one: 3 the idea of ‘imaginary’ is a complex one that implies numerous intermediate stages of twofold
spatiality. At the same time, he was convinced that body particles surpassing
the speed of light were not the only viable means of experimenting the breakage of space and the body tipping over. These are the exact same themes the
Russian scholar had tackled in many works, all of which had explicit or implicit reference to Einstein’s theory of general relativity.
3. Space-time and its multiplicity
Florenskij stated that to further develop the theme of imaginaries (and the
structural duplicity of real/visible – imaginary/invisible in space), one prerequisite was especially necessary. He even wrote about it in a letter he sent from
the gulag on January 16th-17th, 1936, in which he explained that space-time
is not only real, but also crucial for natural phenomena. Since space-time is a
real entity (and neither a subjective, nor fictitious one), it acts; and as an internal form, it is a crucial factor of natural phenomena. This idea was obviously
“linked to the Relativity Principle” (Florenskij, 1998, p. 369), thus increasing
interest in the structure: undoubtedly that of natural phenomena, but in primis
that of space-time itself and for the key element in such structure: the surface’s
curvature.
Florenskij’s interest for the structure and the curvature of the space-time
surface was explained in a letter from the gulag dating back to April 3rd, 1936,
where the scholar reaffirmed that the space-time surface (and thus all physical
surfaces) are curves that have an average curvature different from zero. It is
the surface’s curvature itself that causes the real distinction between bodies;
moreover, it determines the existence of what is external and what is internal,
and thus also of what is on one side of the surface as its real face, as opposed
to what is on the other side as an imaginary reality.
Therefore, the surface’s curvature, since it is a feature of a specific timespace, is to be considered as a true form with a particular potential, since it
creates a field of forces that determine the occurrence of phenomena. Thus,
one could state that
3
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[A]ll processes happen on the surface, on the border between INTERNAL and
EXTERNAL. However, such border is a much more complex entity than one
would think. As we penetrate into the depths of the body, we set a new boundary:
this – and not the body’s inside – is what we study and the subject of our research.
(Ibidem, p. 429)

The same letter, however, also contained an important caveat that was on
the exact same wavelength as Einstein’s theory: since space-time is an undivided whole, then evidently “the curvature of the surface is not abstract from
geometry; rather, it complies with all coordinates, including those of time”
(Ibidem). This implies that the occurrence of events upon surfaces with various curvatures is different: thus, on a specific surface, time passes with a different speed compared to another surface with different curvature (See Ibidem,
pp. 429-430).
These remarks by Florenskij are actually similar to the thorough reflection upon space-time he had already expressed during his lectures at the technical-artistic Ateliers. These lectures include arguments that are extremely relevant for our theme, that Florenskij advanced after he had established that
Euclid and Kant’s concept of space had ultimately been surpassed by modern
physics, primarily due to the two relativity principles. With them, scientists
had been able to prove that the main features of space are
[F]initeness, inhomogeneity, anisotropy, multi-dimensionality (five dimensions
in Eddington’s theory), its curvature is different from zero (it also varies in different points), multivocity and – according to a specific approach (the use of
imaginaries) – its non-connectedness. (Florenskij, 2000, p. 283)

But there is more: Florenskij insists upon the need to recognize that, as in
our daily lives we experience being part of reality, the concept of physical
space appears to be intrinsically connected to that of geometric and psychophysical space.
As he speaks about physical, geometrical and psycho-physiological
spaces, does Florenskij aim at identifying three different spaces that actually
exist, or is he suggesting three possible cognitive approaches to one single
spatiality: a physical, geometrical or psycho-physiological conception of the
same space? The answer is found in his 1925 lectures on spatiality: in them,
by referring to Einstein, W. K. Clifford, H. Poincaré, H. Weyl and A. Eddington, he reaffirmed the importance of having discovered how spatial properties
depend on the so-called field of forces (see Ibidem, p. 83). He recalled how
Riemann had already stated that the foundation of metrical relations must be
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found in cohesive forces that act upon it; above all, thanks to Einstein and
Weyl, it had been possible to excellently develop such mathematical intuition,
which according to Florenskij possessed an extremely deeper meaning and a
more extensive range of potential uses compared to what is usually believed.
One must consider that a ‘field’ is a gathering of many different forces:
this is the answer. Each force, on the one hand, possesses one shared feature
that defines it as a force: we can use the term force for “everything that is
capable of acting and producing variations in the characteristics of reality”
(Ibidem, p.83); firstly, the variations in the curvature degree of the space surface; on the other hand, these forces are of different kinds, which explains why
“each one’s activity only shows when objects are sensitive to their influence;
should such sensitivity lack, then the force remains unknown” (Ibidem). This
means that each specific force determines the curvature of a particular space
(that corresponds to the type of each force). Moreover, if there exist particular
forces, then the respective spaces must exist, too, within one single reality.
But which forces are we talking about? Florenskij cites gravity, crushing
force, magnetic force, light force, all of which pertain to physics and geometry. To them, he adds the force of attention, the force of spectacle and the force
of the spoken word, thus leading us into thinking that such list could be very
long indeed. Therefore, “even smell, taste, various mystical emotions,
thoughts and sensations have spatial features” (Ibidem, p.110), which means
they are governed by their respective forces. Each force creates a specific curvature on a specific spatial surface with unique features.
However, as he reiterated that the existence of many forces implied the
existence of many spaces, Florenskij insisted on the need to consider reality
as a whole whose multi-spatiality does not mean disintegration, but rather connection and coordination. Within a unique reality that is intrinsically multispatial, being ‘out-of-place’ can definitely happen, since some elements appear to be external compared to others: this causes them to be positioned in
their own space, in a different position from that of the elements in other
spaces within a unique reality. However, even though we recognize them as
external and do not confuse different elements, we are still capable of perceiving them as a whole, as something that is connected and coordinated (see
Ibidem, pp.110-111). This shows a fundamental truth about reality itself as an
organic ensemble, a differentiate unity and a united multiplicity.
All of the above shows how complex Florenskij’s thoughts were about
spatiality, which was geometrical, physical and psycho-physical altogether
with the reason of such conjunction. He maintains that the understanding of
space through geometry and physics must not be detached from concrete
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experience of reality, which is mainly guaranteed by its psycho-physical perception. Each space, as a matter of fact, is determined by a field of forces that
is internally complex: such complexity cannot be sufficiently grasped nor described by neither physics, nor geometry alone.
The originality of Florenskij’s ideas is even more apparent when one considers how his thought further developed in later years. I am mainly referring
to the notion that spatiality (different spaces and their curvature) is not only
an a priori reality someone has to confront as he is born to life in a pre-existent
real environment. Rather, spatiality is also a reality man can create and determine when he establishes a force or force field that create a specific surface
curvature on a given space. At the same time, I am also referring to the idea
that Florenskij developed based on relativity, in which space and time are two
different – yet intrinsically united – realities. This theory lies on the pre-requisite that multiple spaces coincide with numerous times since the speed of
time (a sequence of moments in time) depends on the curvature degree of the
surface upon which a given body is moving. Therefore, if different forces create different surface curvatures – thus creating different spaces – then there
must also be different times that pass at different speeds. All of this determines
the complexity of one unique reality, both as a whole and in its specificity.
This is precisely how one must interpret Florenskij’s idea regarding the
possible breakage of surfaces and subsequently the body tipping over. Whoever was with that given body on one side of the surface sees the said body as
imaginary and endowed with new features.
4. The prerequisites of imaginary experience
The text of a lecture Florenskij gave in 1924, which was transcribed by
one of his students, reads:
Time always passes in new directions with new aims and – in a precise and substantial meaning – is irreversible. This is common knowledge of time and space.
I will now try to prove that such theory is wrong. (Ibidem, p. 371)

It is erroneous because the concept of time must not be limited to physics:
rather, it must also be open to the idea of ‘psycho-physical’ time. An example
of this is the reality of dreams, which Florenskij mentioned during the lecture
and tackled much more in-depth in the Iconostasis essay. In the first pages of
the work, by referencing K. du Prel’s idea of instantaneous time and F.W.
Hildebrandt’s research, Florenskij explained that first of all the spatial355
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temporal context within which oneiric images are born is the fine line that
separates sleep and wakefulness. These images are born as an immediate passage from one to the other sphere of psychic life, and eventually to the field
of memory. Even though they are transferred to daytime conscience and develop in the temporal succession of the visible worlds, these images “have a
unique, incomparable time, a time that cannot be measured in terms of the
visible world, a ‘transcendental’ time” (Florenskij, 1996, p. 34). Therefore,
dreams allow us to travel with conscience towards another system with a new
measure of time, which is entirely different from the time the previous system
possessed.
According to Florenskij, even though it does know about relativity,
thanks to an elementary experience such as that of dreaming, humankind can
quickly recognize that each separate system has its own time traveling at its
own speed and by its own measure. Only a few people can grasp another, much
more surprising fact: the time of dreams can pass at infinite speed and even
reverse its direction by revolving on itself at infinite speed. This demonstrates
that time can be
[W]holly instantaneous and can flow from future to past, from effects to causes.
This happens in our dreams precisely when we are moving from the visible world
to the invisible, between the actual and the imaginary. (Ibidem, p. 35)

However, all of this can be prompted by a single external stimulus, which
nevertheless is elaborated and processed using two consciences: the daily conscience and the nocturnal. A voice from outside, coming into contact with the
bed’s cold headboard or any other external stimulus has the power to wake us
up immediately: the person, however, experiences the awakening as a sequence of many extended events. Eventually, but only in the end, the very
cause of the awakening appears in a symbolic form as the ending point of the
story (for example, touching the cold headboard with your naked neck causes
to dream a long and dramatic story that ends precisely when the ‘guillotine’
hits the neck, and the person immediately wakes up) (see Ibidem, pp.40-41).
Dreams – the elementary and universally human experience of reality’s
complexity – are the means by which one can reach the imaginaries in space
and time. But the deeper meaning of such ‘turning upside down” must be
found – according to Florenskij – in the Christian faith, which has the appropriate concepts and descriptions. He states:
Don’t we recognize in this reverse world, in this ontological mirror reflection of
our world, the sphere of the imaginary, an imaginary which is nevertheless actual
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for one who is oneself turned upside clown, who reaches into the world’s spiritual density – an imaginary truly real in the way one is oneself real? Yes, this
realm is real in essence – and not in a way completely different from the reality
of our world, for whatever God creates is blessed into unity; rather what the journeyer to the other side sees and what the deceased also contemplates is the same
existence as here. The true countenances and spiritual forms of things are seen
by one who has himself realized his own true, original countenance, that countenance which is the image of God (and the Greek for which is ἰδέα); for the ideas
of the Existing One see, having been themselves illumined by the Idea, and
thereby in and through themselves they reveal to our world here the ideas of the
supreme world. (Ibidem, p. 42)

Dreams are obviously not the only means of entering the imaginary’s
space-time dimension. Artifacts, for example, allow a similar experience, even
though in this case space-time and the experience of the imaginary are totally
different: their core is the basic idea of ‘artistic work. However, both dreams,
artifacts and their creation show the existence of one given fact: the human
being is structurally ready to experience the imaginary. “The life of our own
psyche, yes our own soul’s life”, Florenskij explains,
[I]s the truest basis upon which we may learn about this boundary between the
two worlds. For within ourselves, life in the visible world alternates with life in
the invisible, and thus we experience moments – sometimes brief, sometimes
extraordinarily fleeting, sometimes even the tiniest atom of time – when the two
worlds grow so very near in us that we can see their intimate touching. At such
fleeting moments in us, the veil of visibility is torn apart, and through that tear –
that break we are still conscious of at that moment – we can sense that the invisible world (still unearthly, still invisible) is breathing: and that both this and another world are dissolving into each other. (Ibidem, p. 33)

These words might seem to be part of a spiritual argument aimed at supporting the idea that human beings are compatible with the type of peculiar
experiences that mystical theology deals with. This is not precisely the case:
such conclusion does not embrace Florenskij’s intuition about the soul as a
meeting-point of the “two worlds.” He, as a matter of fact, referred to the
structural cognitive aptitude all men possess, which if seriously contemplated,
is crucial for their cognitive experience of reality. Florenskij even underlined
this theme in a letter from the gulag (February 21st, 1936), which he wrote to
his son Kirill:
The (minor) principle of relativity is simply based on the necessary feature everyone knows about, but that no-one ever confronts in real life. In short, since we
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are living, we come into communication or directly admit its possibility, not
through [physical – L.Z] space, but above space, thus exceeding perceptions. […]
One must recognize that communication through non-physical means is actually
possible: thus, the theory of knowledge so many people abide by must be reconstructed from its foundations, with all the consequences that may incur. We
‘know’ something not because we see, hear, smell or touch it, far from it. If we
see, hear, smell and touch something, it’s because we have ‘known’ it before and
grasped its authenticity and direct reality – though unconsciously or ‘above’ our
conscience. Thus, perception must only be considered as the means by which
that object is transferred from the conscious to the unconscious, and not as the
material of the conscience’s own contents. This is absolutely clear to me, but I
am not sure I’ve been able to fully explain the essence of the issue. (Florenskij,
1998, p. 671)

According to our Author there is some sort of innate instinct that can
grasp the specific ‘points’ that act as the crystallization fulcrum of a global,
metaphysical-empirical vision of reality. Florenskij writes from the gulag:
However, one cannot express in words the way in which these points differ from
the others and someone who lacks intuition but is intelligent and learned, does
not see that these specific points give access to the underground realms of being.
Goethe knew about them, and so did Faraday and Pasteur. The majority of people
if obviously too intelligent to abandon themselves to this immediate feeling and
to see these specific points in the world: therefore, they remain barren. (Ibidem,
p. 419).
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The reception of General Relativity in Pavel A. Florenskij
LUBOMIR ŽAK
Abstract
This contribution will not focus on the theoretical aspects of Florenskij’s understanding
of the theory of General Relativity. The Author examines, on the contrary, the reception
of General and Special Relativity Theories by Florenskij in the context of his philosophical and theological reflections. Since a brief and yet speculatively interesting booklet
of 1922 – titled Imaginary Points in Geometry. The Expansion of the Domain of TwoDimensional Images in Geometry – Florenskij not only revealed a deep and informed
interest and understanding of this topic but also suggested an unusual approach to it,
which sparked the interest of many contemporary Russian intellectuals, not only mathematicians, and physicists. The booklet shows how deep were the mathematical and
physical reflections of Florenskij about a reversal of the time-arrow, as far as written
on an “inner” space-time defined on imaginary numbers. This is intended as a dimension internal to matter, related also to the spiritual life, and not less real than the “outer”
space-time defined on real numbers, because both depending on the action of different
force fields on the space-time “complex” structure. What is amazing is that these reflections were inspired by Florenskij’s original commentary to a passage of Dante’s
Inferno chant of his Divina Commedia.
Keywords:
Theory of Relativity; Real space-time; imaginary space-time; time-arrow; inner time.
Abstract
Questo contributo non si concentra sugli aspetti teorici della comprensione di Florenskij della teoria della Relatività Generale. L'Autore, invece, esamina la ricezione della
Teoria della Relatività da parte di Florenskij nel contesto delle sue riflessioni filosofiche
e teologiche. Muovendo dall’analisi di un opuscolo, breve ma interessante dal punto di
vista speculativo, del 1922, intitolato Imaginary Points in Geometry, Florenskij rivelava
non solo un profondo e informato interesse e comprensione dell’argomento, ma suggeriva un approccio insolito che risvegliò l’interesse di molti intellettuali russi suoi contemporanei, e non solo matematici e fisici. L’opuscolo mostra quanto profonde fossero
le riflessioni di Florenskij circa un’inversione della freccia del tempo, in quanto scritta
su uno spazio-tempo “interno” definito sui numeri immaginari. Questo tempo era inteso
come una dimensione interna alla materia, relata anche alla vita spirituale, ma non
meno reale dello spazio-tempo “esterno” definito sui numeri reali, perché ambedue
dipendenti dall’azione di diversi campi di forza sulla struttura “complessa” dello spaziotempo. Ciò che è sorprendente è che queste riflessioni furono ispirate dall’originale
commento di Florenskij a un passo del canto dell’Inferno della Divina Commedia di
Dante.
Parole chiave:
Teoria della Relatività; Spazio-tempo reale; spazio-tempo immaginario; freccia del
tempo; tempo interno.

17. From physical cosmology to the theological
cosmology. The analogy path.
CHARLES MOREROD *

1. Where can we find God?
I interpret this title in the following way: “physical cosmology” means
knowledge of the material world. There are several scientific theories describing the physical world, but the fundamental fact is that what we know, more
or less well enough, is first of all the material world. Can we transition from
that kind of knowledge to knowing an immaterial and infinite being?
The presence of religion throughout history at least proves that the issue
of God can be interesting. However, as Saint Anselm perfectly put it, one
question arises:
Domine, si hic non es, ubi te quaeram absentem? Si autem ubique es, cur non
video praesentem? [Lord, if you are not here, where shall I seek you, being absent? But if you are everywhere, why do I not see you present?]. (Anselm,
Proslogion, ch.1)

Normally, we know something when we see it, to the extent that our body
seems to be geared towards our eyes as if they were its apex, through which
our rational soul is able to receive the most fundamental of things: knowledge
of the truth.
Therefore, the simplest way to know God would be by seeing at Him.
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2. Seeing God?
The first problem arising for Saint Anselm is “cur non video?” There is
no need to be agnostic to say that: “No one has ever seen God” (Jn 1:18). Sure,
Christians believe we shall see him after having died in grace or, possibly,
after having been purified, as Pope Benedict XII taught us in 1336:
The souls of all Saints [...] have seen and see the Divine essence [w]ith an intuitive vision and even face to face, without the mediation of any creature by way
of object of vision; rather the divine essence immediately manifests itself to
them, plainly, clearly and openly. (Benedict XII, 1336)

After death, we can see God “without the mediation of any creature”: in
other words, not through some image obtained through abstraction, since in
that case we would not see God directly and, anyhow, God is not the kind of
subject from which an abstractive process might originate. We need help exceeding the powers of our knowledge:
When any created intellect sees the essence of God, this becomes the intelligible
form of the intellect (ipsa essentia dei fit forma intelligibilis intellectus). Therefore, it is necessary that some supernatural disposition should be added to the
intellect in order that it may be raised up to such a great and sublime height.
(Aquinas, Summa Theol., I, q. 12, a. 5)

This situation necessarily requires Divine help. Our impossibility to see
the Divine essence with our natural cognitive powers is not like the impossibility to see the dark side of the Moon – which has been quite radical for a
long time. That impossibility was remarkable, but it has been overcome. God’s
vision, instead, is a radical impossibility for any creature. Basically, the impossibility for a creature to know the essence of God does not depend upon
most creatures’ limited abilities, but rather upon the fact that our actions depend upon our nature: what human beings do is done by human beings and
not by angels or dogs. Creatures’ cognitive acts are limited by their creatural
abilities, which cannot rise up to God’s level:
It is impossible for any created intellect to see the essence of God by its own
natural power. For knowledge is regulated according as the thing known is in the
knower. But the thing known is in the knower according to the mode of the
knower [Cognitio enim contingit secundum quod cognitum est in cognoscente.
Cognitum autem est in cognoscente secundum modum cognoscentis]. Hence the
knowledge of every knower is ruled according to its own nature. If therefore the
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mode of existence of anything which is known exceeds the mode of existence of
the nature of the knower, it must result that the knowledge of the object is above
the nature of the knower. […] It follows therefore, that to know self-subsistent
being is connatural to the divine intellect alone; and this is beyond the natural
power of any created intellect; for no creature is its own being, forasmuch as its
being is participated. Therefore the created intellect cannot see the essence of
God, unless God by His grace unites Himself to the created intellect, as an object
made intelligible to it. (Aquinas, Summa Theol., I, q. 12, a. 4)

The fact that a man, whose knowledge originates from the senses, cannot
see God is quite clear. But among God’s creatures there are other intelligent
beings, i.e. angels. And their intelligence, by nature, knows what is true without being limited by the senses. But angels do not know things in their proper
nature – unlike God who knows all things by His self-knowledge – and they
need some “image” (species intelligibilis) that is not received from the senses
but directly from God. (Aquinas, Summa Theol., I, q.55, a.1‐2). Angels, too,
cannot see God directly, but they see God through a creature, because of their
nature as angels:
This mode of knowing God is connatural to an angel, namely, to know Him by
His own likeness refulgent in the angel himself. However, knowing God through
a created image is not the same as knowing God’s essence […]. Hence it does
not follow that an angel can know the essence of God by his own power. (Aquinas, Summa Theol., I, q. 12, a. 4, ad 1)

Only God can see God by nature. No creature can, because it is a creature.
However, this does not mean that beatific vision, in which the Divine essence
becomes directly joined to our intellect, deprives us of our human nature. Humans truly see God in heaven (and not an image of God) and it is really man
who sees God (and not some kind of “former man”). What happens is something way beyond our nature, but not in conflict with it: we are not confined
to sensory knowledge, and this is already true in this world (where sensory
knowledge is a starting point, but not always a destination). By nature we are
able to know spiritual reality, so we can be elevated to a higher mode of knowing a spiritual reality.
Since, therefore, the created intellect is naturally capable of apprehending the
concrete form, and the concrete being abstractedly, by way of a kind of resolution
of parts; it can, by grace, be raised up to know separate subsisting substance, and
separate subsisting existence. (Aquinas, Summa Theol., I, q. 12, a. 4, ad 3)
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Therefore, seeing God requires something that is beyond creatures’ natural cognitive powers, albeit without contradicting their nature. Although several theologians have accepted the possibility, based on Saint Augustine’s authority meditating on Saint Paul’s visions, that someone might have glimpses
of beatific vision in this world (Lavaud, 1930), it is clear that this is not a very
common way to know God, since no one can ever see God without dying (see
Ex 33: 20).
If habitual vision is not enough to know God and beatific vision is not
accessible in this life, can we think about some other kind of evidence?
3. Is God’s existence evident?
Something that is not visible might be evident based from what can be
seen. For example, anybody who knows what a man is can infer that this specific man either still has or has had parents in the past. By the same token, can
we say that whoever understands what God is can recognize Him? Descartes
seems to think along these lines:
For example, he clearly perceives that a triangle is clearly contained in the idea
of triangle and that its three angles are equivalent to two straight angles: in the
same way, this is enough for him to realize that the necessary and eternal being
is contained in the idea of the supremely perfect entity, and consequently, that
the very perfect Being in question must exist. (Descartes, 1982, p.10)

Therefore, is it enough to understand the word “God” in order to know
that He exists? This would leave a number of open questions on a number of
God’s characteristics. For Saint Thomas there is no such evidence, even if we
might be deceived by social factors:
There are some persons to whom the inquiry seeking to demonstrate that God
exists may perhaps appear superfluous. These are the persons who assert that the
existence of God is self-evident, in such wise that its contrary cannot be entertained in the mind. It thus appears that the existence of God cannot be demonstrated. (Aquinas, Summa c. Gent., book 1, ch. 10)
[…]
In part, the above opinion arises from the custom by which from their earliest
days people are brought up to hear and to call upon the name of God. Custom,
and especially custom in a child comes to have the force of nature. As a result,
what the mind is steeped in from childhood it clings to very firmly, as something
known naturally and self-evidently. (Aquinas, Summa c. Gent., book 1, ch.11)
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People living in a society might consider something that is not self-evident as being evident. This does not apply only to the idea of God’s existence,
but also to the idea of God as a perfect being. Saint Thomas added on this:
Nor does it follow immediately that, as soon as we know the meaning of the
name God, the existence of God is known. It does not follow first because it is
not known to all, even including those who admit that God exists, that god is that
than which a greater cannot be thought. After all, many ancients said that this
very visible world was God. (Aquinas, Summa c. Gent., book 1, ch. 11)

Contact with pagans – with the works of ancient pagans or contemporary
polytheists – shows how God’s understanding, which was implied in Saint
Anselm’s argumentation, is a Christian idea rather than a philosophical evidence, just to quote an example 1. Anyhow, even accepting that the idea of God
obviously implies His existence, the transition from the idea of the perfect
thing to its existence is denied by atheists. Saint Thomas already realized this
from his Christian society:
Yet, granted that everyone understands that by this word god is signified something than which nothing greater can be thought, nevertheless, it does not therefore follow that he understands that what the word signifies exists actually, but
only that it exists mentally. Nor can it be argued that it actually exists, unless it
be admitted that there actually exists something than which nothing greater can
be thought; and this precisely is not admitted by those who hold that God does
not exist. (Aquinas, Summa Theol., I, q. 2, a. 1)

It seems fair to consider that there are a number of men for whom God
does not exist or for whom there are deities who are very different than the
God of Christians. The existence of such men is evident, therefore the existence of God, or of some of his attributes, is not evident. To be more precise,
God’s existence is not evident to us, because God’s existence and attributes
are evident to anyone who understands what God is. But, actually, we are not
able to understand the nature of God:
1

See (Sokolowski 1982, p.10): «Before examining this understanding of God, and before showing
how it is necessary for Anselm’s argument, we might observe what it has to tell us about the setting
within which Anselm reasons. This understanding of God, as capable of being without the world, as
capable of being all that there is, with no lessening of goodness or greatness, is a Christian understanding. It is not the appreciation that pagans have of the divine, and it is not that which naturally
comes to mind when people think about the sacred and the ultimate. If this understanding of God is
necessary for Anselm’s argument, then the Christian influence does not extend only to the prayers
and the motives that surround the argument; it enters into the definition of the terms that support
Anselm’s reasoning».
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For assuredly that God exists is, absolutely speaking, self-evident, since what
God is, is His own being. Yet, because we are not able to conceive in our minds
that which God is, that God exists remains unknown in relation to us. So, too,
that every whole is greater than its part is, absolutely speaking, self-evident; but
it would perforce be unknown to one who could not conceive the nature of a
whole. Hence it comes about that “our intellect is related to the most knowable
things in reality as the eye of an owl is related to the sun” as Aristotle put it.
(Aquinas, Summa c. Gent., book 1, ch. 11)

What God is, then, is totally evident, but only to God. To us, understanding the Divine essence is not possible; therefore, the road based on evidence
is barred to us. At this point, can we accept not to look for something?
4. God cannot be seen, therefore let’s not waste time looking
God cannot be seen. Let is not waste time with questions to which we
cannot find the answer and deal with other things. Is this solution satisfactory?
Actually, setting a question aside does not make it go away. The question lingers on and becomes unavoidable once we wonder why anything exists. This
concept was summarized very effectively by Norberto Bobbio, an agnostic
philosopher:
It is a traditional question, but I have no answer: why existence rather than nothingness? I never pretended to have an answer and I do not even know who might
answer this ultimate question, if not by faith […]. And when I am confronted by
questions to which no answer can be given – because I am sure of this: I cannot
give an answer, although I belong to mankind which has made unbelievable progress – I feel like a tiny grain of sand in this universe. And to deny that this
question has any sense, like some analytical philosophers would like to do, seems
a play on words to me. Probably this depends upon my inability to go beyond.
But when I feel I have come to the end of my life without having found an answer
to ultimate questions, my intelligence is humiliated. Humiliated. I realize that I
do not know. This is what I call “my religiosity”. I do not know whether this is
right, but this is ultimately what religious people think when faced with mystery.
(Bobbio, 2000, p. 8)

Avoiding the question on the reason of our world’s existence is disrespectful towards human intelligence, which naturally tries to understand
things. And this refusal to think is what the former atheist Antony Flew called
a dogmatic atheism:
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We see how easy it is to let preconceived theories shape the way we view evidence instead of letting the evidence shape our theories. [...] And in this, it seems
to me, lies the peculiar danger, the endemic evil, of dogmatic atheism. Take such
utterances as ‘We should not ask for an explanation of how it is that the world
exists; it is here and that’s all’. (Flew & Varghese, 2007, p.86)

Whether we like it or not, we try to understand what things are and why.
Once we find something, we relate this to what we already know and then we
start looking again. This is how our mind works. Amelia Varcácel, the contemporary agnostic Spanish philosopher, unwillingly acknowledged this
point:
Despite religion’s irrationality, reason is religious. It needs to totalize things, and
we cannot escape this […]. (Camps & Varcácel, 2007, p. 172)

Our intelligence is open to the infinite and will not stop before this. On
this point, Saint Thomas agrees with Amelia Varcácel, although he was not
saddened by this state of things like she was:
Our intellect, furthermore, extends to the infinite in understanding; and a sign of
this is that, given any finite quantity, our intellect can think of a greater one. But
this ordination of the intellect to the infinite would be in vain unless an infinite
intelligible reality existed. There must, therefore, be some infinite intelligible reality, which must be the greatest reality. This we call God. God is, therefore,
infinite. (Aquinas, Summa c. Gent., book 1, ch. 43)

Even if we consider our actions, Saint Thomas added, if everything we
do is always propelled towards something lying yonder, without ever finding
unity, the natural movement of human life becomes a vain and absurd endeavor:
If we should proceed to infinity in our desire for ends so that one end should
always be desired on account of another to infinity, we will never arrive at the
point where a man may attain the ends desired. But some men desire fruitlessly
what they cannot get, consequently the end they desire would be useless and vain.
And yet such desire is natural: we have already said that goodness is what everybody naturally desires; hence natural desire would be groundless and illusory.
But this is impossible. The reason is that a natural desire is nothing else but an
inclination belonging to things by the disposition of the First Mover, and this
cannot be frustrated, therefore it is impossible to proceed to infinity in our desire
for ends. (Aquinas, Sent. Lib. Ethic., book 1, lect. 2)
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To summarize:
The ultimate end of human life is contemplation of God. If, therefore, man is not
able to attain to this, in vain would he be constituted; because that is vain, according to the Philosopher, which is directed to an end, but which does not attain
it. And this not fitting, as is said in Psalm 88: 48: “For how vainly you have made
him”. (Aquinas, Script. sup. Sent., book 1, dist. 3, q. 1, a. 1)

God cannot be seen and is not evident; but we cannot avoid looking for
Him. What shall we do? What we do with any other question we face, as human beings. We start from sensory knowledge, because that is the human way
of knowing things.
5. Knowing God starting from the World
God is not evident to us, but the world is quite evident; and our knowledge
naturally begins with knowing the natural world. Therefore, let us begin from
the world to know God. God cannot be seen in the world, but what can be seen
prompts us to find its cause:
Although God transcends sense and the objects of sense, nevertheless sensible
effects are the basis of our demonstration of the existence of God. Thus the origin
of our own knowledge is in sense, even of things that transcend sense. (Aquinas,
Summa con. Gen., book 1, ch. 12)

According to Saint Paul, the world is a manifestation of God for those
who want to think along these lines, and this possibility is made clear by the
fact that those who do not realize this are considered to be at fault:
The wrath of God is being revealed from heaven against all the godlessness and
wickedness of people, who suppress the truth by their wickedness, since what
may be known about God is plain to them, because God has made it plain to
them. For since the creation of the world God’s invisible qualities – his eternal
power and divine nature – have been clearly seen, being understood from what
has been made, so that people are without excuse. For although they knew God,
they neither glorified him as God nor gave thanks to him, but their thinking became futile and their foolish hearts were darkened. (Rom 1:18‐21)

To look for God starting from the world, first of all we must look for the
cause of what we see. And the reason to look for the cause is that nothing we
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can observe is enough to explain its existence, and even less the existence of
the cosmos. This was Saint Augustine’s meditation in Ostia (Rome):
What we said went something like this: “If to any man the tumult of the flesh
were silenced; and the phantoms of earth and waters and air were silenced; and
the heavens were silent as well”; indeed, if the very soul grew silent to herself,
and went beyond herself by not thinking of herself; if fancies and imaginary revelations were silenced; if every tongue and every sign and every transient thing
– for actually if any man could hear them, all these would say, ‘We did not create
ourselves, but were created by Him who abides forever’. (Augustine, Conf.,
IX.10, 25)

Meditating on the world can lead us to state one cause, but this gives rise
to a fundamental problem. Worldly beings are limited, but can we find a cause
for them that is not limited? Kant’s critique points specifically to this aspect:
Now I assert that all attempts of a merely speculative use of reason in regard to
theology are entirely fruitless and by their internal constitution null and nugatory,
but that the principles of reason’s natural use do not lead at all to any theology;
and consequently, if one did not ground it on moral laws or use them as guides,
there could be no theology of reason at all. For all synthetic principles of understanding are of immanent use; but for the cognition of a highest being a transcendent use of them would be required, for which our understanding is not
equipped at all. If the empirically valid law of causality is to lead to an original
being, then this would have to belong to the causal chain in objects of experience;
but then it, like all appearances, would have to be conditioned. (Kant, 1998, p.
586, A636/B664-A637/B665)

To express the same concept without resorting to typical Kantian terms:
if we work our way back to the cause, starting from what we see around us –
i.e., limited beings –, we will find a limited being. Saint Thomas considered
the problem of the relationship between limited effects and an unlimited
cause:
From effects not proportionated to the cause no perfect knowledge of that cause
can be obtained. Yet from every effect the existence of the cause can be clearly
demonstrated, […] and so we can demonstrate the existence of God from His
effects; though from them we cannot perfectly know God as He is in His essence.
(Aquinas, Summa Theol., I, q. 2, a. 2)

Climbing up the chain of limited causes actually leads us to posit an unlimited cause, as Stephen Davis summarized:
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Suppose we can explain the existence of E because E was created by D. And
suppose we can explain the existence of D and C because both were created by
B. And suppose we can explain the existence of B because it was created by A.
What, then, is the explanation of the existence of A? It seems that this very problem will exist no matter what, what sort of universe we envision, no matter how
many contingent beings it contains. Something ‐ the temporally or logically first
member of the set ‐ will remain unexplained. (Davis, 1997, pp. 74‐75)

It is limited beings themselves who lead us to posit a cause that is unlike
them, a cause that does not need to be caused, even if we cannot know it at its
same level, because of its necessary diversity. Therefore, we have to be very
careful not to confuse the cause with its effects. For this purpose, Saint
Thomas resorted to a three-fold rule, which he borrowed from Pseudo-Dionysius the Aeropagite. The first principle is that we can talk about God as the
cause of what we observe:
Hence Paul found in Athens an altar inscribed: To the unknown God. The reason
for this is that man’s knowledge begins with things connatural to him, namely,
sensible creatures, which are not proportioned representing the divine essence.
But man is capable of knowing God from such creatures in three ways, as Dionysius says in The Divine Names. He knows him, first of all, through causality.
For since these creatures are subject to change and decay, it is necessary to trace
them back to some unchangeable and unfailing principle. In this way, it can be
known that God exists. (Aquinas, Sup. Epist. B. Pauli ad Rom. lect., ch. 1, lect.
6)

The second and third principles urge us not to confuse cause with effect,
because the cause is excellent – which means greater - and because difference
is infinitely greater than likeness (God is infinite and simple):
Secondly, He can be known by the way of excellence. For all things are not traced
back to the first principle as to a proper and univocal cause, as when man produces man, but to a common and exceeding cause. From this it is known that
God is above all things. Thirdly, he can be known by the way of negation. For if
[God] is a cause exceeding [his effects], nothing in creatures can belong to him,
just as a heavenly body is not properly called heavy or light or hot or cold. And
in this way, we say that God is unchangeable and infinite; and we use other negative expressions to describe him. (Aquinas, Sup. Epist. B. Pauli ad Rom. lect.,
ch. 1, lect. 6)

Now we have come to the analogical discourse, on how we can talk about
a God who cannot be seen, who is not even indirectly evident, but who is
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worth talking about. We can know something about this God through our reason starting from His effects on the world, but with the risk of ending with a
God who is like the world; and this is what analogy should allow us to avert.
6. Inter puram aequivocationem et simplicem univocationem
When we talk about God, we must avoid confusing Him with the world,
thanks to the “rules” of excellence and denial. If, for example, we use expressions such as «The Lord is my rock, my fortress» (Psalm 18:2), it is not too
difficult to grasp its metaphorical intention: the Lord is not a rock. But if we
say that God is good or that He lives, do we really think that God is not good
or does not live? 2 In any case, causality comes into play: God is the cause of
both rocks and goodness. Using the causality principle in the various instances
is verified through the principles of excellence and denial. In the case of goodness, or any truly positive and spiritual perfection, we might say that it exists
in this world because it exists in God:
So when we say, “God is good”, the meaning is not, “God is the cause of goodness”, or “God is not evil”; but the meaning is, “Whatever good we attribute to
creatures, pre-exists in God”, and in a more excellent and higher way. Hence it
does not follow that God is good, because He causes goodness; but rather, on the
contrary, He causes goodness in things because He is good; according to what
Augustine says, “Because He is good, we are”. (Aquinas, Summa Theol., I, q. 13,
a. 2)

Nothing would exist in this world if God did not exist. Sometimes created
things are first of all created. God is not material, and Saint Thomas discarded
his usual restraint to accuse David of Dinant of saying stultissime when he
suggested the notion of God as primary matter 3. A material creature comes
from God without God Himself being material. However, existence and goodness for material creatures come from God who both exists and is good.
Hence, we must perceive God’s precedence with respect to His creatures: God
2

3

See. Aquinas (Summa Theol.): “There are some names which signify these perfections flowing from
God to creatures in such a way that the imperfect way in which creatures receive the divine perfection
is part of the very signification of the name itself as ‘stone’ signifies a material being, and names of
this kind can be applied to God only in a metaphorical sense. Other names, however, express these
perfections absolutely, without any such mode of participation being part of their signification as the
words ‘being,’ ‘good,’ ‘living,’ and the like, and such names can be literally applied to God.” (Ia,
q.13, a.3, ad1)
See Aquinas (Summa Theol.): “[…] David de Dinando, qui stultissime posuit Deum esse materiam
primam” (I, q. 3, a. 8).
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exists beforehand, as our cause, although we know God’s effects before knowing that God is the cause. The need to start from creatures does not depend
first of all upon what God is, but upon what we are. Since we cannot know
God, we must speak starting from the world:
Now because we do not know the essence of God, the proposition is not selfevident to us; but needs to be demonstrated by things that can be demonstrated
by things that are more known to us, though less known in their nature – namely,
by effects. (Aquinas, Summa Theol., I, q. 2, a. 1)

However, we must be careful not to use words about God with the same
modus significandi that applies to creatures. 4 First we know the world and we
speak about God with the words we learned from the world, but the world
exists because God exists first:
Thus, all names applied metaphorically to God, are applied to creatures primarily
rather than to God, because when said of God they mean only similitudes to such
creatures. For as “smiling” applied to a field means only that the field in the
beauty of its flowering is like the beauty of the human smile by proportionate
likeness, so the name of “lion” applied to God means only that God manifests
strength in His works, as a lion in his. Thus, it is clear that applied to God the
signification of names can be defined only from what is said of creatures. But to
other names not applied to God in a metaphorical sense, the same rule would
apply if they were spoken of God as the cause only, as some have supposed. For
when it is said, “God is good”, it would then only mean “God is the cause of the
creature’s goodness”; thus, the term good applied to God would include in its
meaning the creature's goodness. Hence "good" would apply primarily to creatures rather than to God. But as was shown above (Article 2), these names are
applied to God not as the cause only, but also essentially. For the words, “God is
good”, or “wise”, signify not only that He is the cause of wisdom or goodness,
but that these exist in Him in a more excellent way. Hence as regards what the
name signifies, these names are applied primarily to God rather than to creatures,
because these perfections (represented by those names) flow from God to creatures; but as regards the imposition of the names, they are primarily applied by
us to creatures which we know first. Hence, they have a mode of signification
which belongs to creatures, as said above (Article 3). (Aquinas, Summa Theol.,
I, q. 13, a. 6)

To talk about God, we use words we initially use to talk about creatures,
but being aware that these words apply to God in a different sense. However,
this sense cannot be totally different, otherwise we would not be able to say
4
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anything about God. Therefore, words do not carry exactly the same sense in
every circumstance (i.e. they are not univocal), but they do not have a completely different sense either (i.e. they are not equivocal). Terminological analogy points towards a sense that is partly the same and partly different:
Univocal predication is impossible between God and creatures [...] All perfections existing in creatures divided and multiplied, pre-exist in God in a simple
unity. Neither, on the other hand, are names applied to God and creatures in a
purely equivocal sense, as some have said. Because if that were so, it follows that
from creatures nothing could be known or demonstrated about God at all; for the
reasoning would always be exposed to the fallacy of equivocation. Such a view
is against the philosophers, who proved many things about God, and also against
what the Apostle says: “The invisible things of God are clearly seen being understood by the things that are made” [Rom 1:20].
Therefore, it must be said that these names are said of God and creatures in an
analogous sense, i.e., according to proportion. Now names are thus used in two
ways: either according as many things are proportionate to one, thus for example
“healthy” predicated of medicine and urine in relation and in proportion to health
of a body, of which the former is the sign and the latter the cause; or according
as one thing is proportionate to another, thus “healthy” is said of medicine and
animal, since medicine is the cause of health in the animal body. And in this way
some things are said of God and creatures analogically, and not in a purely equivocal nor in a purely univocal sense. For we can name God only from creatures
[...] Now this mode of community of idea is a mean between pure equivocation
and simple univocity. (Aquinas, Summa Theol., I, q. 13, a. 5)

The analogical way to speak about God is not a play on words. The aim
of the discourse is to communicate the truth. We speak about God and His
creatures in an analogical way because of what God and His creatures are.
God simply is. Creatures’ essence, the fact of their existence, comes from God
(therefore they are not next to God, so as to limit His infinity, but they exist
from God and to some extent within God). This is what Saint Thomas summarized in terms of participation of being:
‘Being’ (ens) is predicated in the manner of an essence of God alone, inasmuch
a divine being (esse) is subsistent and absolute being. However, it is predicated
of any creature in the manner of participation, for no creature is its being but
rather is something which has being. (Aquinas, Quodlibet, II, q. 2, a. 1)

Here we also find a reason to state God’s existence; since all beings in
this world have all received their existence, then there must an entity that exists independently:
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Therefore there must also be something which is to all beings the cause of their
being, goodness, and every other perfection; and this we call God. (Aquinas,
Summa Theol., I, q. 2, a. 3; fourth way)

Since God’s mode of existing is unlike that of His creatures, His mode of
acting is different too: agere sequitur esse. God is, we are, but in a way that is
partly the same and partly different. The same applies to acting, also insofar
as participation is concerned: we can take action because God takes action in
us (i.e. God gives us the possibility to take action, albeit respecting the mode
of acting that is peculiar to that creature’s nature, e.g. human freedom). In
order to understand the importance of this point, suffice to think about an objection to God’s existence quoted by Saint Thomas, that is that creatures’ actions can be explained through creatures’ actions, without God:
Everything we see in the world can be accounted for by other principles, supposing God did not exist. For all natural things can be reduced to one principle which
is nature; and all voluntary things can be reduced to one principle which is human
reason, or will. Therefore, there is no need to suppose God’s existence. (Aquinas,
Summa Theol., I, q. 2, a. 3, obj. 2)

This objection is always present. It was already found in the background
of the Protestant critique on human causality (we are not saved by our works,
priests do not give us grace, only God does). 5 We find this again in Richard
Dawkins, the contemporary atheist:
I am continually astonished by those theists who, far from having their consciousness raised in the way that I propose, seem to rejoice in natural selection
as ‘God’s way of achieving his creation’. They note that creation would be a very
easy and neat way to achieve a world full of life. God wouldn’t need to do anything at all! (Dawkins, 2006, p. 118)

The conflict between creatures’ actions and God’s actions comes from
not considering the difference between God and His creatures in their respective essences and actions. Creatures exist and act thanks to God. God can act
through His creatures, just like we can do something with the help of a tool
(such as a hammer) or another person:
Now, it seems difficult for some people to understand how natural effects are
attributed to God and to a natural agent. 1. For it does not seem possible for one
action to proceed from two agents. So, if the action whereby a natural effect is
5
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produced proceeds from a natural body, it does not proceed from God. 2. Again,
when a thing can be done adequately by one agent, it is superfluous for it to be
done by many; in fact, we see that nature does not do with two instruments what
it can do with one […]. 3. Besides, if God produces the entire natural effect, then
nothing is left of the effect for the natural agent to produce. So, it does not seem
to be possible to say that God produces the same effects that natural agents produce. However, these points present no difficulty […]. The same effect is not
attributed to a natural cause and to divine power in such a way that it is partly
done by God, and partly by the natural agent; rather, it is wholly done by both,
according to a different way, just as the same effect is wholly attributed to the
instrument, and also wholly to the principal agent. (Aquinas, Summa con. Gen.,
book III, ch. 70)

God can act at His own level through causes that exist and act at a lower
level. But the two causes interact nonetheless, like a pen and a writer both
writing a text. If both agents are univocal, i.e. they exist and act at the same
level, then none of them does it all: for example, two men carry a table so that
none of them has to carry it all. But the same principle does not apply to analogous causes: each one can do 100% at the same time, just like writer and pen
both write 100% of the text. And God does not necessarily have to depend
upon us, Saint Thomas added:
Nor is it superfluous, even if God can by Himself produce all natural effects, for
them to be produced by certain other causes. For this is not a result of the inadequacy of divine power, but of the immensity of His goodness, whereby He has
willed to communicate His likeness to things, not only so that they might exist,
but also that they might be causes for other things. Indeed, all creatures generally
attain the divine likeness in these two ways. (Aquinas, Summa con. Gen., book
III, ch. 70)

Therefore, the analogical mode of speaking considers both the difference
and some sort of likeness between God and His creatures. Not speaking analogically basically forces us to choose between God and the world: either to
exclude the reality of the world or of some of its actions, or to deny God. And
the revelation does not radically change the situation, because it implies
knowledge of the world and a language as communication vehicles:
Faith clearly presupposes that human language is capable of expressing divine
and transcendent reality in a universal way—analogically, it is true, but no less
meaningfully for that. Were this not so, the word of God, which is always a divine
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word in human language, would not be capable of saying anything about God.
(John Paul II, 1998, § 84)

7. Conclusion
Have I spoken of physical cosmology? I think so, although I have done it
in a fundamental way: by physical cosmology I mean the knowledge we can
have of the world. Undoubtedly, there are several contemporary theories on
what the world is, physically speaking. But the fundamental issue which is
expressed by the title of my contribution – From Physical Cosmology to Theological Cosmology – is: how can we transit from knowing the world to knowing God? Can we elude this question?
When we see at the world, we do not see at God, and God is not even
indirectly evident. Then should we give up thinking about this? But if we do,
we relinquish a fundamental human need: that of understanding things, to understand their causes and put these partial understandings together. Since we
are human beings, we cannot destroy our wish to fundamentally know the
truth and act accordingly. But we cannot even act as if we were not human
beings: our knowledge originates from the world, the material, physical world.
For talking about God, we have to start from knowing the cosmos.
The risk with this approach is that of confusing God with the world,
whereas God is not like the world. The question about God starts exactly from
the acknowledgement that everything is finite in the world, and the world requires a cause that is not. The words that are used to speak about God have a
sense that encompasses both Divine infinity and creation’s finite nature. We
exist, in our finite mode, because the infinite God allows us to exist. When we
use a word which first applies to worldly things to speak about God, we must
remember that when such word apply strictly to God (God lives, God is
good…), this happens in a sense that is partly similar (otherwise we would not
be able to say anything about God) but mostly different: God is good before
we are, and at an infinite level.
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From physical cosmology to theological cosmology. The analogy path.
CHARLES MOREROD
Abstract
Undoubtedly, there are today several cosmological theories on what the World is, and
how it is constituted. Nonetheless, the fundamental question tackled in this contribution, as mentioned in its title is: how can we pass from knowing the world to knowing
God as its Author? Can we elude this question? When we look at the World, we do not
see God and God is not, even indirectly, evident, the Author argues. A further intriguing
question is, therefore, posed: should we give up thinking about this issue? “Maybe yes”
one may answer. But if we do – this is Author’s honest conclusion – we are ignoring a
fundamental human need. Because we are human beings, we cannot destroy our innate desire to know the truth in its physical and metaphysical foundation, and to act
accordingly, for acting responsibly. Nonetheless, we cannot act responsibly as if we
were not human beings that are part of the cosmos we are investigating: our
knowledge, indeed, also in its unavoidable metaphysical components, originates always from the material, physical world. No physics exists without metaphysics, whichever it is, but no metaphysics exists without physics.
Keywords:
Physics foundations; metaphysics foundation; creation; analogy; theological cosmology.
Abstract
Certamente vi sono oggi molteplici teorie cosmologiche su cosa il Mondo sia e come
sia costituito. Nondimeno, la questione fondamentale esaminata in questo contributo,
come indica il titolo è: come passare dalla conoscenza del mondo alla conoscenza di
Dio come suo Autore? Possiamo eludere questa domanda? Quando guardiamo il
mondo, non vediamo Dio e Dio non è, anche indirettamente, evidente, sostiene l'Autore. Si pone quindi un'ulteriore intrigante domanda: dobbiamo smettere di pensare a
questo tema? "Forse sì" si potrebbe rispondere. Ma se lo facciamo – questa è la conclusione onesta dell'Autore – stiamo ignorando un bisogno umano fondamentale. Poiché siamo esseri umani, non possiamo distruggere il nostro innato desiderio di conoscere la verità nella sua fondazione fisica e metafisica, e agire di conseguenza, per
agire responsabilmente. Nondimeno, non possiamo agire responsabilmente come se
non fossimo essere umani che sono parte di quel cosmos che stiamo indagando: la
nostra conoscenza, anche nelle sue inevitabili componenti metafisiche, ha come punto
di partenza sempre il mondo materiale, fisico. Non esiste fisica senza metafisica, comunque la si intenda, ma neanche esiste metafisica senza fisica.
Parole chiave:
Fondamenti della fisica; fondamenti della metafisica; creazione; analogia: cosmologia
teologica.

18. Science, philosophy, and theology in dialogue on
cosmology: is a synthesis possible?
RINO FISICHELLA *

1. The quest for a new paradigm
As I have previously mentioned to Your Highness, I delivered three public lessons on the subject of the four Medicean planets and my other observations, and
having had the full hearing of the Study, I have made each one capable and satisfied that finally those who were the primary and bitterest opponents advocating
against the things written by me, seeing their claims lost and desperate in fact,
forced by necessity or by virtue, coram populo have affirmed not only to be persuaded, but even prepared to sustain and defend my doctrine against any philosopher who dared challenge it […]. The works that I have to bring to completion
are mainly two: De sistemate seu constitutione universi, an immense conception
and full of philosophy, astronomy and three books: De motu locali, a science
entirely new, having none other, ancient or modern, discovered some of the many
symptoms that I prove to be admirable in natural and violent motions, that I may
with reason denominate it a new science that I myself have recovered in its principles: three books on the mechanics, two regarding the demonstrations of principles and foundations and one on the questions. And even though others have
broached the same subject, all that has heretofore been written does neither in
quantity or quality surpass of a fourth of what I have compiled […]. Finally, as
to the title and pretext of my service, I should like, that along with the epithet of
Mathematician, that Y.H. added that of Philosopher, as I profess that the years
devoted to the study of philosophy largely exceed the months I dedicated to pure
mathematics. 1 (Galilei, 1610, pp. 349ff.)

Notwithstanding the narrative style, this letter of Galileo is marked by an
especially remarkable significance. In fact, it can be argued that this writing
*

1

Bishop, President of the International Council for Promoting the New Evangelization, former Rector
of the Pontifical Lateran University.
My italics for the terms pertaining to philosophy.

AQUINAS, Year LXIII, 2020/I-II, pp. 381-392
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put an end to the concept of the philosophy of nature, as conceived by Aristotle, and paved the way for a new vision of the world and of nature as a whole.
On three occasions, Galileo refers to “philosophy”, and for this, he asks to be
recognized by the title of “Philosopher”. He is also aware that all of the previous works cannot be compared to what he has discovered; he claims to have
created a “new science” and the language adopted is marked by peculiar terms:
“I show”. Under certain angles, it can be said that what ancient cultures described as the philosophy of nature, with Galileo and Newton becomes modern physics. The difference, that is not only terminological, is not painless for
those who wish to understand what is real and comprehend its essence.
To enter consistently into the true revolution introduced by Galileo with
his “new science”, we ought to refer briefly to Aristotle’s conception of cosmology. In Physics he addresses the question distinguishing between celestial
and mundane physics. While the former thrives upon a circular motion, the
latter settles over a rectilinear motion. As realized, the universe is an immense
sphere, which is nonetheless finite since it is sealed by the ultimate dome
where the fixed stars lie. The cosmic order is thus described in the same manner as a series of concentric spheres that are contiguous with one another. Indeed, also for Aristotle, movement is a peculiar feature of the cosmos and of
nature; there is a “becoming” that generates, alters and degrades. However,
the universe is eternal, it has no beginning and it has no end, even though it is
not infinite as relates to space, since there is a center around which all the rest
revolves, namely, the Earth. On one hand, the immobility of the Earth at the
center of everything makes more evident the movement of the cosmos and of
all the celestial spheres; on the other hand, externally, the dome of the fixed
stars with the rotating spheres and their planets (see Physics, Book VIII, 45,255b 13-256a 21; Caltagirone, 2001, pp.121-128).
The geocentric principle thus gives way to the new discoveries proposed
by the telescope. A closed and confined world is accordingly understood as
an infinite universe, which no longer enables the identification of a center.
However, the history of the past centuries has shown that the centrality of the
Earth is replaced by the centrality of man who observes the dynamic movement of the universe. Thus, man discovers that the cosmos evolves and progresses, that it has it own laws that determine its movement and its evolution.
This vision, that had appeared to become the definitive one, undergoes
further transformations when man places himself at the center giving rise to a
micro cosmos that conditions not only his own existence, but also that of the
surrounding cosmos. Before Creation and its infinite space that it presents, not
only to our eyes but especially to our mind, unavoidable questions are raised.
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It is not my intention here to delve into the interpretative meanderings of the
theories developed in this regard. The cosmological or anthropic principles
are attempts that in the course of the decades have conveyed the interest for
the subject, which have been marked by further evolutions capable of voicing
the intelligence of philosophers.
Be that as it may, there remains a fundamental question: is there a mutual
determination between cosmology and anthropology? Is man’s self-conception inevitably transmitted to the cosmos? And is it possible that what is expressed by the cosmos determines man’s self-understanding? These questions
have no easy answer if addressed within the realm of only one science. Thus,
never as in other similar cases is there the need for a strong interdisciplinary
action that thrives on the various expertises leading to a global approach
tasked with delivering a meaningful response.
2. Which principle for the reading of the cosmos?
However, this perspective cannot ignore the paradigmatic transformation
which occurred over the decades, which has led to a diversified understanding
of reality. While in the past Galileo could visualize the cosmos in movement,
accompanied by an objective phraseology which led to the understanding of
an objective reality, contemporary man does not comprehend neither the need
for an objective reality nor does he believe that it can be achieved. In other
words, is the intelligibility that is discovered in real life – which, take heed,
was the explicit postulation of the first pioneers of the observation of nature –
p art and parcel of the natural world, or is it a mental projection of the individual? Does the objective language of the cosmos that I can retain thanks to
faculties that enable its elaboration and perception exist? Or is it the result of
an arbitrary – albeit conventional – creation we adapt to? Yet another question
is raised. In the age of modernity man thought that nature had not only to be
respected. Indeed, it was also necessary to adapt personal existence to the natural world and to its laws. Conversely, today we no longer consider ourselves
the guests of the large cosmic realm, but its architects. Now man is the one
who dictates the rules and the criteria for the understanding of reality. And
since we have become the new demiurges, we cannot be subjected to the laws
and languages which have not been created by ourselves in the first place. It
even appears that we no longer feel obliged to explain our behaviour after
having accurately planned our biological destiny along with that of the natural
realm in writing or in a laboratory.
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As it can be assumed, the disregard for the mutual relationship between
cosmology and anthropology could facilitate both visions of reality, but it
would clash with man’s obligatory acknowledgement of himself and of the
surrounding realm. If we were to opt for a fragmentary path, cosmology and
anthropology would indeed fail to relate to one another. But if the aim is to
have a unitary vision of reality, it is necessary to consider what contemporary
man thinks of himself and of the world. In this self-understanding, a twofold
determination process is inevitably developed, which tends to replace certain
and objective knowledge with prospective, casual and probabilistic
knowledge. However, this condition cannot be isolated from the new form of
knowledge that we have acquired. The new role played by the multiplication
of information and the speed of its transmission deserves particular examination. In previous historical phases knowledge developed at a gradual – notably
slow – pace. This meant that each new discovery was carefully cherished and
preserved for the time when the new knowledge would be developed. Today,
this is no longer the case. All of our current achievements are immediately
overshadowed by a new discovery that is born, which develops and in turn is
led to eclipse soon after. Thus, scepticism prevails when faced with unchanged
truths. The axiom semel verum semper verum is hence viewed as non-comprehensible philosophical archaeology. But if this happens in man, are there
eternal and unchangeable laws governing the cosmos which set limits on
knowledge?
A prior question underlies such reflections. Before addressing the interpretation of the vision of the universe and of man, we ought to ask ourselves
about the value of human knowledge, notably its relationship with reality. As
previously mentioned, the plethora of information, accompanied by fragmentary expertise, each with its own sphere marked by particular content and procedures, calls us to question the issue. The recognition that knowledge has led
to a deeper vision of reality is obvious; unfortunately, what is not said is the
quasi-total lack of communication among the different scientific branches.
There ensues the experts’ absolutism, merely focused on the subject of specialisation regardless of the contribution to other areas of knowledge. If to this
is added the reference to the language adopted, we ought to ask ourselves if
we’re on the same wavelength when scientists, philosophers, and theologians
speak of “determinism”, “causality”, “necessity”, “contingence” … A consideration of this kind highlights the need for an epistemology that is capable of
taking the burden of acknowledging the procedures pertaining to the various
scientific branches, while at the same time laying the grounds for a unified
understanding and a unitary vision of knowledge. For this we are primarily
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called to reconsider the evolution of modern sciences with a major hermeneutic effort.
“The most incomprehensible fact of the universe is that the universe is
comprehensible”. Einstein’s oxymoron inevitably brings to mind the self-definition of modern science. In fact, Galileo focused on the universe and interpreted it in a mechanical and mathematical way. He discovered the laws that
allowed us to identify objective reality. However, this created a fissure between the cosmos and its discoverer, observer and interpreter. This vision of
science was considered of lesser importance and was circumscribed in a corner of the foundations under way. Philosophy was thus tasked with its investigation, as it was viewed on a minor plane compared with the new knowledge
that was gaining increasing momentum with experimentation. This was not
without pain, since it marked the beginning of the marginalization of philosophy and theology, relegated to dealing with reflections on nature and not with
the developments in the realm of cosmology.
3. A new telescope to grasp the meaning
First of all they must have perfect lenses to represent objects clearly, distinctly
and without haze […] in fact if the instrument is not such, the attempt to see all
that we had seen in the skies will be in vain.
If the instrument is not of the above, one will try to see all those things but to no
avail (Galilei 2009, p. 93).

This is Galileo’s observation that deserves to be taken as the methodological approach to correctly and silently attempting to investigate a complex
question, namely, the possibility of a feasible synthesis among cosmology,
philosophy, and theology. Each one of these three sciences has its own “instrument” designed for observation; each one with its own method to enter the
field of cosmology and draw sensible conclusions without crossing the line
and risking incompetence on the issues put forward. The first constraint in
formulating the synthesis is, however, the epistemic subject that is called to
fulfil it. The undersigned is a theologian, with a vision of cosmology primarily
and entirely based on the notion of Creation.
As for cosmology, we are aware that its developments are linked to astronomical observation. We feel powerless looking at the Universe and at our
attempt to understand its secrets. Only in our own Milky Way there are at least
200 billion stars, planets, thousands of clusters and nebulas. According to the
Hubble telescope findings, we should be in good company with at least 50 to
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100 billion galaxies, not to mention some who hypothesize the presence of
almost 1,500 billion galaxies. Considering that each one of these galaxies is
believed to have some 200 billion stars each, the numbers by themselves could
be grounds for surrender. Nevertheless, there ensues the legitimate decision to
proceed. It is enough to think of the connection between the telescope and the
camera to understand that knowledge can enable the identification of the systems’ movements and their evolutions. This study, as acknowledged, led to
the application of evolutionary theory also to the stars. Therefore, the hypotheses applied to the earth in explaining the relationship among the various animal species, is now generalized, inevitably influencing cosmological developments. After all, we are focusing on the development of experimental research that entails, malgrè lui, a philosophical implication we cannot do without, that continuously demands updating on the principles and concepts themselves that are transformed in the light of new astrophysical discoveries.
It is evident that cosmology has played an important role in the history of
philosophy. Indeed, as regards the Aristotelian system, the questions regarding the link between anthropology and cosmology, posed at the beginning of
this paper, find in Aristotle a consistent answer. The understanding of the universe coincided with the image of man; both were moved towards a telos that
guaranteed its fulfilment. In various Renaissance systems the concept remains
the same; relations based on reciprocity and harmony characterize man and
the universe.
Today it is probably necessary to re-establish the same ties in view of the
new findings. It would be dangerous for philosophy engaged in anthropological reflection to limit its speculation only to the ethical and psychological
domains. If it was incognizant of the physical realm, it would be unversed in
its reflection on man, or at least the reflection would only be partial. If it is
aimed at a true theoretic commitment, philosophy must commit itself to considering the universe where man dwells, as he is acknowledged, and which is
the relationship between the two subjects at stake. The knowledge of the physical realm must thus be part of the organizational chart of philosophical and
theological knowledge deriving from the actors’ traditionalist vision of these
disciplines, or stemming from the need to tackle consistently the anthropological issue that inevitably involves them both at a deep level.
Contemporary reality is experiencing a new situation. Whichever our
judgement might be, it assimilated the information that changed the previous
view of the world. Here, however, our goal is not to eliminate – as someone
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imprudently suggested 2 – the earlier understandings of metaphysics and of
theology. Cosmological knowledge does not erase the metaphysical or theological questions; rather, it places it in a different domain. A modern concept
of cosmology presents the universe not only according to data acquired experimentally – whenever possible – but also by developing theories with a typically anthropological value. Matter, space and time, movement, causality…
are not distant from the self-understanding that man has of himself and of his
surroundings. Laws produced by cosmology with reference to the universe
cannot simply be identified with all that happens in it; it would be a gratuitous
identification and far from being scientific, because it is impossible to verify.
To simplify, I assume the notion of some astrophysicists according to
whom the star formation phenomena will still last for about a hundred billion
years, after which the “star era” will start declining, in a ten to one hundred
billion years time-scale, when the smallest and oldest stars of the Universe,
the weak red dwarfs, will end their life-cycle. When the stellar evolution will
come to an end, galaxies will be made up only of compact objects: brown
dwarfs, white dwarfs, cool or cold (black dwarfs) neutron stars and black
holes, and we will enter the so-called “degenerate era” of the Universe. At the
end, because of gravitational pull, all stars might fall into the super solid central black holes or might be shattered into the inter-galactic space due to collisions. Even if far away in time, this vision is purely theoretical, and yet, it
highlights the coming of an end we must give an answer to. Placed before the
end of the world, man cannot delay as if nothing were happening or as if he
weren’t involved. He needs to give his interpretation even to a theory such as
this one because – willing or not – it brings us back to the basic question of
meaning.
This is where theology directly comes into play. Theological knowledge
is not fixed to the Biblical view on the creation of the world. The theologian
knows that this page is always subject to interpretation because it expresses a
way through which the sacred author conveyed his knowledge of that time. In
this perspective, it is appropriate to mention Saint Augustine, whose farsighted and deep thought still lingers in our days as a true master of
knowledge. Suffice it to refer to the less known text De Genesi Ad Litteram to
understand Saint Augustine’s perception of the existing scientific relations,
specifically on cosmological issues. He criticizes Christians for relying on a
literal interpretation of the Holy Texts to interpret “scientific” questions. This
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methodology, according to St. Augustine, is dangerous both for the correct
interpretation of the Holy Scriptures and for the credibility of faith.
Usually, even a non-Christian knows something about the earth, the heavens, and
the other elements of this world, about the motion and orbit of the stars and even
their size and relative positions, about the predictable eclipses of the sun and
moon, the cycles of the years and the seasons, about the kinds of animals, shrubs,
stones, and so forth, and this knowledge he holds to as being certain from reason
and experience. Now, it is a disgraceful and dangerous thing for an infidel to hear
a Christian, presumably giving the meaning of Holy Scripture, talking nonsense
on these topics; and we should take all means to prevent such an embarrassing
situation, in which people show up vast ignorance in a Christian and laugh it to
scorn. The shame is not so much that an ignorant individual is derided, but that
people outside the household of faith think our sacred writers held such opinions,
and, to the great loss of those for whose salvation we toil, the writers of our
Scripture are criticized and rejected as unlearned men. (Gen. Ad Litt., 1, 19, 39)

If today we were to replace “the infidel” with the “scientist”, the meaning
of Saint Augustine’s consideration wouldn’t change. In another excerpt, the
Bishop of Hippo is even more explicit:
At this point it passes my mind to remember that one must avoid a mistake that
I already warned about in the first book. As written in the Psalms: (God) established the earth upon the waters, nobody must think of founding on this text of
the Scriptures to fight those who reason with subtle disquisitions on the weight
of the elements. They in fact, not having followed the authoritative statement of
our Scriptures and understood the sense, will more easily be fooled by the Holy
books instead of rejecting what they have understood with proven demonstrations and or have learned through evident experiences. (Augustine, Gen. Ad Litt.,
2,1,4)

The use of the terms selected by Augustine deserve special notice; he
said: “certain demonstrations” (certis rationibus perceperunt) and “through
evident experiences” (experimentis manifestatissimis probaverunt); it is typical scientific language in its modern conception based on experience derived
from repeated experiment. When reading this text, many will be surprised by
this last quotation:
It is likewise commonly asked what we may believe about the form and shape of
the heavens according to the Scriptures, for many contend much about these matters. But with superior prudence our authors have forborne to speak of this, as in
no way furthering the student with respect to a blessed life – and, more important
still, as taking up much of that time which should be spent in holy exercises […].
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Many, in fact, discuss these issues that instead the authors of our Holy Scripture
more wisely set aside, because those who study them do not benefit to achieve
happiness and what’s even worse, occupy very precious time that should be dedicated to problems of eternal salvation […]. Prevent that somebody, through ignorance of divine passages, finding anything in our Bible or hearing anything
cited from it of such nature as may seem to oppose manifest conclusions, should
be induced to suspect their truth when they teach, relate and deliver more profitable matters. Hence it is necessary to say briefly that the sacred writers knew the
truth concerning the shape of the sky, but the Holy Spirit did not desire that men
should learn things that are useful to no one for salvation. (Augustine, Gen. Ad
Litt., 2,9,20)

I am not aware of how well Galileo knew the text by Augustine, but he
was definitely of a similar mind when he wrote to Princess Christina, mentioning the famous phrase: «That the intention of the Holy Ghost is to teach
us how to go to heaven, not how the heavens go».
As can be noted by this simple example, our great tradition of wisdom is
in line with true scientific progress and with the consistent relationship between faith and reason. When this harmony was lacking, theologians fell into
the trap of a single rational explanation, triggering serious problems in the
credibility of the content of faith itself. Returning to our question, what remains intact for us is God’s act of creation that seeks to provide the answer to
the following question: why is there something instead of nothing? The entire
universe in its fullness is the work of the Creator’s project freely put into being
so that everything belongs to Him because it is the foundation of the whole of
the Creation. The acknowledgement of the love bestowed by God, who created the universe from nothing and put man at its height, is an answer which
does not erase the new understanding of the Universe. Indeed, theology sees
in it the need to understand how to address the question of matter, energy and
becoming, whose foundation, according to faith, can only be God.
As Benedict XVI stated in his message to participants in this Conference
(Lateran ’09 International Conference ‘1609-2009. “From Galilei’s Telescope to Evolutionary Cosmology”, November 29th – December 2nd, 2009),
It is probable that over and above his intentions, the Pisan scientist’s discovery
also made it possible to go back in time, prompting questions about the very
origins of the cosmos and making it clear that after emerging from the Creator’s
hands, the universe also has a history […]. Today too the universe continues to
give rise to questions to which mere observation does not succeed in giving satisfactory answers. If the analysis of the phenomena remains closed in on itself, it
risks making the cosmos seem like an insoluble enigma. (Message of His Holiness Benedict XVI to Msgr. Rino Fisichella, November 26, 2009)
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Something, in fact, will always be missed and won’t be able to fully satisfy the mind that questions the universe’s origin and end. According to us,
noteworthy are the words John Paul II addressed to scientists at the end of his
Encyclical, Fides et ratio:
I cannot fail to address a word to scientists, whose research offers an ever greater
knowledge of the universe as a whole and of the incredibly rich array of its component parts, animate and inanimate, with their complex atomic and molecular
structures. So far has science come, especially in this century, that its achievements never cease to amaze us. In expressing my admiration and in offering encouragement to these brave pioneers of scientific research, to whom humanity
owes so much of its current development, I would urge them to continue their
efforts without abandoning their sapiential horizon within which scientific and
technological achievements are wedded to the philosophical and ethical values
which are the distinctive and indelible mark of the human person. Scientists are
well aware that the search for truth, even when it concerns a finite reality of the
world or of man, is never-ending, but always points beyond to something higher
than the immediate object of study, to questions which give access to Mystery:
(John Paul II, 1998, p.106)

In one word, the question of sense remains common to all three sciences
that we are addressing. This is what deserves to be the basic common denominator, which, while acknowledging the respective research and methodology
peculiarities, unites them in the attempt to gather achievements, culminating
into an overarching vision. Paradoxically as it might seem, in the presence of
the permanent question of the meaning of life and of Creation, the time has
come to discover a new telescope capable of consistently pinpointing the answer to the needs of the human person without further delay, without lingering
over fascinating assumptions incapable of providing solid answers. To reconsider life is the true challenge that everyone must jointly address, for giving a
wholesome and meaningful answer to the question about the cosmos and
about man in particular.
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Abstract
In the past centuries geocentrism was replaced by the centrality of man who observes
the dynamic movement of the universe – anthropocentrism. The Author’s intent is to
outline the theoretical space for formulating and trying to answer specific and fundamental questions: is there a mutual determination between cosmology and anthropology? Does human self-understanding involve necessarily the comprehension of the
cosmos? And, reciprocally, is it possible that the cosmos evolution is determining human self-comprehension? These issues have no easy and conclusive answers, and
overall, they cannot be addressed within one only disciplinary realm, either scientific
or philosophical. Therefore, as the Author suggests, we need a strong interdisciplinary
effort that thrives on different types of expertise, for developing a global approach able
to offer meaningful responses, because (not despite!) they are systematically incomplete and always perfectible.
Keywords:
Creation; cosmos evolution; cosmology; anthropology; interdisciplinarity.

Abstract
Nei secoli passati il geocentrismo è stato sostituito dalla centralità dell'uomo che osserva il movimento dinamico dell'universo: l'antropocentrismo. C'è una determinazione reciproca tra cosmologia e antropologia? L'autocomprensione umana coinvolge
inevitabilmente anche il cosmo? E, reciprocamente, è possibile che ciò che è prodotto
dal cosmo nella sua evoluzione determini l'autocomprensione dell'uomo? Questi problemi non hanno semplici e conclusive risposte e, soprattutto, non possono essere
affrontati all'interno di un unico ambito disciplinare, scientifico o filosofico. Pertanto,
come suggerisce l'Autore, occorre un forte sforzo interdisciplinare che viva su diversi
tipi di competenze, per sviluppare un approccio olistico in grado di offrire risposte significative, perché (non nonostante!) sono sistematicamente incomplete e sempre perfettibili.
Parole chiave:
Creazione; evoluzione cosmica; cosmologia; antropologia; interdisciplinarietà.

19. “Causa Prima” and “Causae Secundae”
GEORGES COTTIER *

1. Introduction
The problem of first cause and second causes belongs to the field of metaphysics, more precisely to that sector of “first philosophy” that Aristotle
called theology, that is, science of the divine. Christian thought, while recognizing its legitimacy, calls it natural theology to distinguish it from that theology that has the task of scrutinizing the revealed mystery. Natural theology is
presupposed to it. When, under the influence of Judeo-Christian tradition, philosophy had fully explained the concept of creation, the distinction was manifested in its full extent. Moreover, in the history of thought, this doctrine has
always been disputed, especially in the tradition of nominalism.
The problem has become acute with the emergence of Galilean science,
as opposed to Aristotelian physics, an ontology of nature, as its object is the
ens mobile.
It should be noted that the distinction, obvious to us, between science and
philosophy was not so clearly perceived. Galilean science was presented as a
new philosophy. The opposition not only affects the results, but more fundamentally there are two methods and two ways of conceiving knowledge and
its object. Thus, was born a new chapter of epistemology, not perceived as
such at the beginning.
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2. The Cartesian turning point
These are two approaches to nature with different questions. Are they
compatible? Historically the emergence of Galilean science caused a great
cultural disturbance. It is appropriate to question the meaning of this crisis.
Take one significant example: the denial of second cause by the tradition that
began with Descartes.
Galilean science is characterized by an innovative method. It proceeds
with assumptions that must be supported by experimental observations, where
measurements occupy a central place. The appropriate language of this science is mathematics. Language, in this sense, should not be construed as an
arbitrary system of signs, but rather as an appropriate instrument of expression, because it is appropriate to the nature of the object. The object itself is
understood in the mathematical reality. It is the corresponding language that
belongs in a certain way to logic.
The mathematical formulation seems, in many cases, more than a translation of universal significance of the empirical experience, to have probative
value and it tells us, as mathematics, something of the reality itself. Already
this observation deserves some discussion.
But the question that we asked in turn presupposes another, that is, to
what extent does this type of successfully privileged inquiry of the new science have a unique character that renders null any question of another kind?
Many people think along these lines and the various forms of positivism proceed from this belief. If this conviction is well founded, metaphysics becomes
a historical curiosity, perhaps exciting, but from now on, without any meaning. That is the question on which I propose to you some comments.
Descartes cannot be considered a disciple of Galileo; in fact, he does not
seem to have had a great esteem for him. Gilson speaks of indifference. 1 Probably the Cartesian philosophy would not have existed if there had not been
before the revolution of Galileo. In any case, I must say that Galileo and Descartes belong to the same school of thought that both are protagonists of their
period’s shift to a scientific approach to nature.
Regardless of the differences between the two thinkers, we can start from
their common orientation. It is certain that in approaching reality, the experimental aspect is stronger in Galileo, while Descartes is based on mathematical
abstraction.
The idea that mathematics is the only exact science and that its method is
the key criterion of the scientific value of a science was developed throughout
1
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the fifteenth century before becoming firmly established in Galileo’s time
(Swiezanski, 1990, p. 213). Descartes, in a sense, brings this concept to completion.
Moreover, he conceives mathematical physics not only as a science which
has been an effective method, but as philosophy, totally changing its meaning
and internal structure.
It is true that Aristotle’s physics, which deals with the mobile entity, is a
philosophy of nature. In relation to its object that does not belong to the highest degree of abstraction from matter, (physics) needs to be extended in the
first philosophy or metaphysics, which refers to beings that do not depend intrinsically on matter, and for this reason considers being in all its universality.
Descartes rejects such architecture of philosophy. Knowledge is thus likened
to a tree of which metaphysics is the root, physics is the trunk and mechanics,
medicine and morality, its fruits. Thus, metaphysics is subject to physics.
3. Cogito
In this perspective, according to the philosopher, the ideas are the direct
objects of our knowledge. The ideas that impose themselves clearly are the
mathematical ideas that have an exemplary value in that they are clear and
distinct, “claires et distinctes.”
We are therefore to rely exclusively on these ideas, formulated negatively, on ideas that eliminate any doubt. This is the famous cogito ergo sum,
which thus constitutes the first principle of philosophy. From this principle,
through a chain of clear and distinct ideas, namely of simple ideas, the philosopher (re)constructs the world as God created it.
Before considering this aspect that concerns us directly, we must stop at
the metaphysical presupposition. In fact, to eliminate any possible doubt, Descartes uses God. He assumes that an evil genie (“malin génie”) deceives us.
To be fully protected from such a deception, the clear and distinct ideas need
a guarantee that is the authenticity of God. This warranty is given to us by the
idea of perfect. This idea cannot come from our knowledge of the realities
around us, which are all imperfect. This idea is innate and cannot have any
other cause than the perfect being, which is God.
In this way, Descartes gives a divine foundation to physics that looks like
a real-world system. Cartesian metaphysics is not limited to establishing evidence of God’s existence. It contains a doctrine of the soul of equal importance. The human soul is a substance in itself, a “thinking substance” of
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which we have immediate knowledge; it is no longer a bodily form. The consequence of this dualism is that soul and body are considered distinctly; the
human body is thus a body like the others, built and working according to the
laws of mechanics. Animals without a (spiritual) soul are inertial machines.
For the subject which concerns us here we must emphasize two consequences. The principles that explain the world are simple and depend directly
on God. The world can be explained from the extension (“l’étendue”) which
is equivalent to the geometric space, and motion, i.e. local motion. Matter
(“l’étendue”) appears initially as a passive chaos, which then receives its configuration and its differentiation from the rules of motion. And as these rules
come from God himself, the world constructed by the philosopher on the basis
of perfectly clear and distinct ideas looks like the world created by Him, who
preserves the world condoning the principles he created at the outset. These
principles, as we have seen, are created directly by God, who, being omnipotent and free, could have done otherwise.
4. The occasionalism of Malebranche
Descartes is well aware that this belief is opposed to the original Aristotelian doctrine of causality and, more directly, to the very idea of second
cause. The notion of cause is replaced with the idea of law. The “substantial
forms” are subjected to criticism that concludes with their inadequacy.
The conclusion is the affirmation that if only God acts, there is no action
by the creatures in the sense of causal action.
All this is sufficient to continue our discussion. But I must add that Descartes opened the way for a philosophical movement that deserves our critical
attention; this movement finds its most extreme expression in Malebranche,
leaving behind a problem of which Leibniz, Malebranche’s critic, was unable
to free himself completely.
We must say a word on the occasionalism of Malebranche that extends
to the extreme some statements of Descartes. Malebranche casts God in the
Cartesian cogito and in the “clear and distinct” idea conceived according to
the mathematical model. God thinks the world according to this model as an
infinite matter subjected to the laws of motion. So, we must see the world as
God sees it. In fact, the knowledge we have of things is not from the senses,
but it is knowledge in God. Moreover, divine perfection and wisdom require
the simplicity of the ways in which God acts. The principle of simplicity as a
result is incompatible with the idea of an action of the creatures, which would
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introduce a complexity in the governance of the world opposed to divine wisdom. Only God acts. To Him only belongs effectiveness. Thus, a particular
event is an opportunity for God to apply the general law. Thus, it is only from
outside that the general laws are binding on individuals. 2
5. An extrapolation
The history of modern occasionalism, to which I referred, touches a philosophical problem. It comes from the extrapolation of principles, criteria and
method—valid in a particular field of knowledge, that of modern science of
nature—from the principles of general knowledge as such.
Does such extrapolation proceed from an inner necessity? Moreover, is it
truly correct to substitute inner causality of things to the general law that is
imposed from outside?
These shifts, often taken for granted, from the viewpoint of a particular
discipline with general statements invite rather to reflect on the plural nature
of our approach of reality. These different approaches that each has a specific
purpose must be articulated together.
There is another problem: to what extent is a particular discipline based
on assumptions of a philosophical nature?
The occasionalism, which we considered in its modern form, in its generality, also requires other general thesis: the idea as a foundation of
knowledge, the idea of the univocity of the being and the idea of essentialism.
These are fundamental issues that we do not have to address in this context.
In general, we say that the phenomenon is significant in its impact on the entire
culture, and as a discovery in a specific area of knowledge: the exploration of
nature. We are at the level of mentality.
In this perspective, we see the full extent of the turn made by Descartes
as far as the purpose of knowledge is concerned. Entering the speculations of
scholastics is a waste of time. The purpose of the whole edifice of knowledge
is practical, so the new science itself leads to technology. Our knowledge of
the facts depends on the type of questions we ask about the reality we experienced.
This account contains no subjectivism. It only indicates a character of our
questioning. This has to do with a certain aspect of reality with, as a result, the
non-consideration of other aspects. This selection is fully justified as it is the
2

In carrying this theme my full gratitude goes to the fine document of Ferrandi (2003), in particular,
about Descartes, Malebranche and Leibniz (pp. 87-162).
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condition for a rigorous knowledge. This is a demand of heuristics and methods. But the proven effectiveness of the method cannot become a pretext to
identify the non-consideration of certain issues with their denial.
On the contrary, the epistemological reflection highlights the pluralism of
approaches and points of view on reality. This pluralism is fully justified. It is
the task of epistemology to determine the articulation of the different viewpoints. In this sense, one can speak of philosophical fact, indicating the appearance or the dimension of the actual subject of the philosophical question.
The philosophical question is very simple: simple in the sense that it is the
first that comes to mind, simply because all ask that question, although its
elaborated formulation is not so easy.
6. The mutation
We must distinguish in the Physics of Aristotle, on the one hand a range
of views and representations that, with advances in knowledge, have proven
false and on the other philosophical insights of extraordinary fertility. Such is
his doctrine of motion seen in the light of the being and his needs.
In the Cartesian view, instead, motion has the value of received principle
and, as such, does not require any explanation. It is in fact the idea of motion,
reduced to only local motion, as ordering law of “l’étendue.”
In the Aristotelian view, the meaning is much broader: it covers any form
of change and mutation (mutatio). In the light of being, mutatio looks like a
paradox that requires clarification. In fact, experience shows us the existence
of beings that are born and die. This is the process of generation and corruption.
The phenomenon is universal at the level of our material world. The process of birth, that is of emerging into existence, and of death, that is of knowing corruption, impact concrete beings, i.e. individuals. We have general ideas
of beings and of their elements: they are individual subjects, characterized by
their form, exercising their existence. Also, if they are singular beings who are
under the law of birth and death, the phenomenon always implies the interplay
of singular beings with other singular beings. From this comes a double line
of questioning. The first concerns the structure of the concrete being, of the
elements that compose it. The second analyzes the actions of beings, carried
out or assumed actions.
To account for the universal phenomenon of “change” (mutatio) Aristotle
analyses beings as made of potency and act. A being exists as it is in act, but
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before its actuation it is not pure nothing (nihil), it potentially exists in a potency to be actualized. This actualization is given by the form, principle of
determination, while the potency is pure indetermination. The form and the
potency do not exist separately. The concrete being, the substance, is composed of both, potency and act. In fact, the potency is always, as a subject,
under a determination, which is the actualization due to the form. In the world
of physical beings, the passive, potential element is matter; the decisive factor,
that gives to the being what it is, is its substantial form.
From the pure matter (raw material) to the fulfilled information of a being, there are different degrees of actualization. A being already achieved in
act may remain in potency in relation to other forms. In a living being, the soul
is form of the body, i.e. it gives it its unity, its organization and its functions;
it ensures that this body is a living body. Potency cannot by itself pass into
act. The production of a being, by the eduction of its form from its being in
potency in matter, requires the intervention of acting causes.
In general, the cause is presented as a principle characterized by an influx
of a being onto the caused. Under analysis, it seems that cause has a similar
meaning. According to the Aristotelian philosophy of nature, there are four
types of causes (Ferrandi, 2003, p.189ff). We have already alluded to matter
and form, which are the causes that constitute the thing. Let us clarify that the
formal cause is either the intrinsic form of the thing, or the form of the similitude of which the thing is made (exemplary form, which is extrinsic). The
third kind of cause is the efficient cause, the acting principle of change and
rest, the agent or the motor. The fourth kind is the goal, telos, it is in function
of the goal that the agent exercises its causality.
7. First cause and second causes
These brief references were necessary and sufficient to propose some
considerations on the relationship between the first cause and the second
causes.
The essences of the things that belong to our world is defined by form
and matter. In the singular subject, the form “informs”, determines matter. But
with form and matter I do not give account of the whole reality. The essence
of man is valid, both for the man that exists actually, and for the man that
exists in potency, in some causal concourse able to make him actually existing. Therefore, in relation to the essence, existence adds a new more perfect
actuality. Indeed, the essence of whichever being, as such, does not give
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existence to itself. It receives existence from another existent thing (the cause),
so that, to close the chain, it is necessary to suppose the first cause, God, in
whom essence and existence are coincident. In a word, who is the esse per se
subsistens. Also, when a substance is placed in existence, it remains as a potential in relation to a number of perfections, which it will acquire through its
operations. Created substances reach their full perfection through action. In
this sense, the dynamism of beings is polarized by their actions.
Beings are in correlation with each other. They exercise their causality in
an active and passive sense. This is an experimental fact. Moreover, experience shows another basic phenomenon. A cause which exercises its causality
is at the same time under the influence of another cause. The interaction and
the concatenation of causes is a general phenomenon. As far as there is a subordination in the causing itself, this subordination of the causes – as Aquinas
reminds us when talking about the proofs of the existence of God – cannot go
up indefinitely. There is therefore a primary cause with respect to which all
the subordinated causes are called second causes. But this is not to be interpreted in the sense of univocity.
The divine causality is all-embracing. Nothing happens or occurs without
it. This causality has per object precisely the being himself. This statement
will manifest all its depth when philosophy, under the influence of JudeoChristian revelation, will integrate the concept of creation. Creating, in the
proper sense, means producing the reality of the whole being, matter and form,
from nothingness, ex nihilo. Only God, ipsum esse subsistens and Actus purus,
can create. Being itself is, in the thing, what is deepest, intimius, the most
radical act, the act of being.
Divine causality is therefore unique and belongs to God alone. We do not
speak of the causality of the creatures in a univocal sense. This is real, but it
belongs to the order of the substantial or accidental mutation. It always starts
with a premise that already exists. The causality of creatures makes a reality
go from its potency to its actual existence. This is a process. Creation is without premise and if we express it as a process: ex (out of) nihilo, this is because
of the nature of our knowledge that has direct experience of mutation.
Moreover, the action itself is of the being, is of the act. As such, it supposes the divine motion. Created things are called second causes because these
are entirely subject to the first cause and depend on it. Their causality is real:
the horse generates a horse, that is, it transmits its specific form.
We must not imagine that in the emergence of a new being, the divine
cause and the created cause are two partial separated causes since the latter is
included in the active power of the former. The effect is entirely of the first
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cause, which gives being to everything exists, and of the second cause that
produces something existing, in this sense a being similar to itself, or in the
case of art, a reality corresponding to the idea that the artist has conceived in
his/her mind. So, the effect is ultimately all of the first cause, and secondarily
but not less really, all of the second causes.
The theory of the effectiveness of the second causes was considered by
Malebranche as the most dangerous idea of ancient philosophy, beacuse it
came from a pagan background (Ferrandi, 2003, p.107).
On the contrary, Aquinas sees in the participation of creatures in the faculty of causing, a specific metaphysical dignity that is the fruit of divine goodness. As you can see, the issue has an impact on the very idea of God.
8. Conclusion
I presented the doctrine of second causes and of their effectiveness following an indirect way, i.e. according to the radical challenge by modern occasionalism. The problem, therefore, presents itself as an epistemological
problem.

Descartes starts from the certainty of the “clear and distinct” idea
which has its paradigm in mathematics, and he rebuilds the world according to two simple ideas: “l’étendue” which corresponds to a geometric view of matter, which is passive, and motion, sufficient to explain all the changes experienced by matter that are how things are configured.
Descartes, in this, extrapolated, applying to philosophy as such a
valid method in a defined field of reason, the field of exact sciences.
Thus, the method becomes the method of reason as such.
The problem that arises as a result is the problem of the amplitude of
reason, of the multiplicity of its activities, of its articulations. The pluralism of specifically distinct activities implies the diversity of methods
appropriate to each field, except for the general laws of reason.
Both Descartes and Malebranche who develops his principles deny
the very idea of second causes. The laws that take their place act from
the outside.
The task of metaphysics is therefore to highlight the relevance of the
doctrine of the causes that originated with Aristotle. Then, in the light
of the doctrine of creation, it presents as God’s own work the solution
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of the problem about the relationship between the first cause and the
second causes. The starting point of metaphysical reflection is the original experience, in the light of being, of the contingency. The contingent
being does not possess in itself its raison d’être. As contingent, its existence depends on another existing being, or contingent cause, and
then, ultimately, it depends on a necessary non-caused cause.
To conclude, I talked about a philosophical experience, although it
is really an experience that, at a stage more or less inchoative, every
man shares. Whatever be the system of the world, before its elaboration,
the issue of the contingent being raises the question of causality. There
is no incompatibility with the mathematical approach to natural sciences, because there is no contradiction between different epistemological approaches.
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Abstract
The issue of the distinction between the “First cause” and the “second causes” pertains
to the field of metaphysics, more precisely of that “first philosophy”, which Aristotle
called “theology”, the science of the divine. Christian thought, while recognizing its legitimacy, calls it “natural theology”, for distinguish it from that theology that has the task
of scrutinizing the revealed mystery. This contribution shows how this doctrine has
always been disputed, especially in the tradition of ancient “nominalism”, and of modern “occasionalism”. The problem has become more acute with the emergence of the
Galilean science and its opposition to the “old” Aristotelian philosophy of nature, because the Galilean science has the foundation of its demonstrative power in the mathematical laws of physics. Unfortunately, the rationalistic interpretation of the foundations of the physical laws from Descartes on, led to the progressive confusion between
“law” and “cause” with the reduction of the latter to the former, and the consequent
interpretation of the modern science as a “philosophy of nature”. But such a confusion
is solved as soon as we consider that physics and metaphysics have two distinct methods and two different ways of conceiving the rational knowledge and its object.
Keywords:
First Cause; second causes; metaphysics; natural theology; philosophy of nature.
Abstract
La questione della distinzione tra la “causa prima” e le “cause seconde” appartiene al
campo della metafisica, più precisamente di quella "prima filosofia", che Aristotele
chiamava “teologia”, la scienza del divino. Il pensiero cristiano, pur riconoscendone la
legittimità, la chiama “teologia naturale” per distinguerla da quella teologia che ha il
compito di scrutare il mistero rivelato. Questo contributo mostra come questa dottrina
sia sempre stata contestata, soprattutto nella tradizione dell’antico “nominalismo” e del
moderno “occasionalismo”. Il problema, secondo l'Autore, si è acuito con l'emergere
della scienza galileiana e la sua opposizione alla “vecchia” filosofia della natura aristotelica, poiché la scienza galileiana trova il fondamento del suo potere dimostrativo nelle
leggi matematiche della fisica. Sfortunatamente, la fondazione razionalistica delle leggi
fisiche da Descartes in poi, ha portato alla progressiva confusione fra “legge” e “causa”,
con la riduzione della seconda alla prima e la conseguente interpretazione della
scienza moderna come una filosofia della natura. Ma una tale confusione è risolta non
appena consideriamo che fisica e metafisica hanno due metodi distinti e due modi
diversi di concepire la conoscenza razionale e il suo oggetto.
Parole chiave:
Causa Prima; cause seconde; metafisica; teologia naturale; filosofia della natura.

20. Afterward : biblical cosmology.
GIANFRANCO RAVASI *

1. Introduction
On a purely phenomenological level, it is easy to reconstruct the biblical
understanding of the cosmos which adopts models from the civilisations of
the ancient Near East. The basic structure is made up of the earthly platform
over which a gigantic dome is raised, the firmament (raqia’). Above it vibrate
celestial oceans of rainwater, while under the earth’s surface, agitate chaotic
waters of the lower infernal ocean, surrounding the foundations of the earth
that is the columns that support the platform. Obviously our interest is different from that of a historian of science: ours in fact is an exquisitely hermeneutical approach and is oriented at isolating the underlying conception of the
cosmic being. In this light Galileo’s observation in his famous letter to Abbot
Benedetto Castelli remains pertinent: “The authority of the Holy Spirit sought
to persuade men of those truths that, being necessary for their salvation and
overcoming every human discourse, they could not be made known through
other science, nor known through other means except through the mouth of
the same Holy Spirit”. The “truth” that the Bible intends to communicate,
while expressing itself through historical-scientific models and structures and
connotated languages, is not so much of the “scientific” as theological type,
that is “the truth, cause of our salvation,” to use the Second Vatican Council’s
expression (Dei Verbum n.11).
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2. Philosophy of Creation
A first consideration could be with a philosophical slant. The Bible offers
a true and proper work of de-mythyzing of the cosmological materials which
assume from the surrounding cultures. In the famous Akkadian-Babylonian
poem Enuma Elish the setting is in fact cosmogenic: the cosmos is conceived
as the fruit of a theogenic and intra-divine battle: the victorious god, Marduk
becomes a creator and reduces to matter his antagonist Tiamat, the defeated
negative “abyssal” divinity, while the human creature itself is born of the
blend of dust of the ground and the blood of the god Qingu, another rebel
divinity. So, there is, then, a conception that we could define as pantheistic.
This notion was also implied in another form in the “solar” divinisation in
Egypt (Horus, Amon, Aton and so on, who incarnated the divinised sun).
All this changes radically in the Hebrew scriptures where Tiamat is
simply tehôm, that is the lower aquatic abyss referred to above, and the sun
and moon are reduced to being luminaries, that is “the greater light to rule the
day, and the lesser light to rule the night;” (Gen. 1:16-18), that is mere cosmic
clocks to regulate the circadian rhythm, and the chronological and liturgical
calendar. The de-sacralisation of creation is then confirmed by the fact that at
the centre of creation is placed simply ha-’adam, in Hebrew “man” and not
the king, an incarnation of the divinity as for example happened in the Babylonian rite of akîtu, the spring new year, in which the theogonic and cosmogonic primordial event was mythically reproduced in the sovereign. A de-sacralisation and a de-mythyzing which permit precisely the introduction of the
concept of creatio ex nihilo.
It presupposes the philosophical category of “nothing”, at first sight
hardly practicable in a culture with a symbolic-realistic matrix such as the Semitic one. Actually, it is acquired by way of symbols. We read, in fact, that
before creation “the earth was tohû wabohû and the darkness covered the
abyss” (Genesis 1:2). Tohû wabohû in its rude and raw phonetic is an onomatopoeic form to evoke a desert surface, desolate and squalid and indicates an
absence of life. It is silence and death, that is, the exact opposite of being. The
“darkness” is the negation of light, the first created reality, while the “abyss”
(the tehôm cited above) is the void, the antipode of every entity. At this point
it is easy to understand that the desert, darkness, and abyss are the obscure
triad of nothing that is conquered by the creative divine word.
Indeed, we can proceed to a further stage. In biblical cosmology, the concept of “finitude”, of limit is also clearly delineated. Being is the infinite, in
the metaphysical sense, for it is not identified with God and is therefore
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suspended over the crater of nothing. This unstable equilibrium between being
and nothing, of reality and limit, is symbolically represented in the clash between the dry land and the sea that in the battle of the coast finds its ideal
boundary in the sea; as the book of Job relates with images of great poetic
fragrance and under the form of rhetorical interrogation: “Or who shut in the
sea with doors, when it burst forth from the womb; when I made clouds its
garment, and thick darkness its swaddling band, and prescribed bounds for it,
and set bars and doors, and said, `Thus far shall you come, and no farther, and
here shall your proud waves be stayed'?” (38:8-11; see also Proverbs 8:29).
In the myths of the natives of the Holy Land, the Canaanites, Yam, that is the
Sea, was the negative god of the chaos who opposed Baal, the creator god; in
the Bible he is reduced to the status of “nothing”, but remains under the control
of the only Creator.
There is, then, what we could call a “cosmological philosophy” that naturally supposes a principle of transcendent causality: “In the beginning God
created the heavens and the earth […]” (1:1). A philosophy that predisposes a
distinction between transcendence and immanence through a recourse to the
category of the efficacious word: “God said: Let there be light! And there was
light” (1:3). It is a philosophy that as a result proposes a conception of being
and of nothing through the symbolism of chaos, especially the aquatic one.
Naturally with the arrival of Hebrew in the Hellenistic civilisation and with a
different ideal and linguistic instrumentation, also can be added, formal affirmations, such as that proclaimed in the Second Book of Maccabees: “Contemplate the heavens and the earth and see all that is in them; then you will
know that God has not made them from existing things (ouk ex óntôn)” (7:
28).
3. Theology of Creation
The transit to a theological conception is evident. The first Cause that acts
as Creator is not an indecipherable fate, but a person who operates knowingly.
The biblical God is not “a muddle of strings in which you can not see the end”
as an archaic Sumerian text says of the god Enlil, but a person who produces
poiémata: Philo the famous Judaeo-Alexandrian philosopher, played on the
double connotation of this Greek term as “works” and “poems”, that is creatures are divine acts and word. In this way can be configured the possibility of
a theology of creation that has before it two paths, that of fides and of ratio.
Above all ratio. There exists an “inductive” way, which Thomas Aquinas
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codified in his “five ways” and which the Bible expresses in a suggestive symbolic way, for example through the marvelous joyful song of Psalm 19: “The
heavens proclaim the glory of God and the firmament shows forth the work of
his hands. Day unto day takes up the story and night unto night makes known
the message. No speech, no word, no voice is heard yet their span goes forth
through all the earth, their words to the utmost bounds of the world” (vv.2-5).
How significant is this idea of a silent but objective message, ineffable
but open to all! It is what Jean Daniélou would call the universal “cosmic
Revelation” to which draws very closely that of the Bible (not for nothing
Psalm 19 goes on to celebrate the Torah). In a more “theoretical” form the
Greek-Alexandrian book of Wisdom will affirm that “the greatness and the
beauty of the creatures analógôs theoreítai their Creator” (13: 5). These two
Greek words chosen by the sacred author are important: on the one hand they
introduce the sense of “analogy” which will become classical in philosophy
and Christian theology, and on the other side it speaks explicitly of a theoría,
that is a “theoretic” contemplation that is argued and established. It is a theme
that will be taken up by St Paul to suggest the possibility of a (even if imperfect
and insufficient in its view) natural knowledge of God: “The invisible perfections [of God], or its eternal power and divinity, are contemplated and known
[nooúmena!] by the creation of the world through the works [poiémata] made
by him” (Romans 1: 20).
There is then a rational theological elaboration following the principle of
induction from effect to cause, “to the eternal from time” as Dante said (Paradise XXXI, 38). But there is another course which proceeds along another
channel of knowledge which is “meta-rational” (however not irrational) and
that nevertheless has always an internal coherence and which belongs to the
horizon of fides. It is the way of Divine Revelation and is the one which the
biblical Scriptures witness constantly in different forms, especially symbolic.
We will seek now to offer two examples. Let us go back to the opening page
of Genesis, a text which is schematic and priestly, fruit of the so-called Priestly
Tradition, which arose in the era of Israel’s Babylonian exile (VI century BC).
It is precisely the literary structure adopted to reveal that being is a “cosmos”
and not just a “creation”, that it has in itself a design with its own wisdom
(through which you can reach to the one who conceived it).
In fact, the use of a hebdomadary scheme to describe creation is a way of
revealing that it is tôb, that is “good and beautiful”. And so, there is a multiplication of the use of the sevenfold symbolism: seven fixed formulae uphold
the entire story, seven times the key word is repeated: bara’, “to create”;
thirty-five times (7 × 5) resounds the name ‘Elohîm, “God”; the first phrase
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is composed of seven words, just as the second is of fourteen […]. The creative
action is seen as a separation-organisation, onto which follows beautificationornation. So, there is the awareness that there exists a divine project in creation, something that God himself makes explicit when he polemically asks
Job: “Who is this that obscures divine plans (‘esah) with words of ignorance?”
(38: 2) A plan that at a purely rational level can seem incomprehensible; yet –
as the magnificent sixteen scenes of the divine discourse show (four with its
multiples is the number which refers to the cardinal points and therefore to the
totality of being) – the cosmic system holds and is coherent and is marvellous,
and therefore is the fruit of a meta-rationality, of a transcendant ‘esah.
It is a form of ulterior logic that cannot be obtained with pure and simple
rational research, as relevant as this may be, as we have already shown, but
through a Revelation-Communication. It is the mystic way of vision, as Job
declared as the real seal of his quest: “I had heard of thee by the hearing of the
ear, but now my eye sees thee” (42:5). Faith adds something more to the
“heard about” from the various philosophical-theological theorems, an opening for further understanding, which is grace, revelation, disclosure. And this
is the true “intelligent design” which precisely because of its epistemological
statute cannot be inserted as given in the itinerary of research of phenomenal
science. It in fact deals with two methodological levels that belong to different
plans, that between themselves are immeasurable, reciprocally indescribable
and in themselves non-conflictual, according to the (well known) formula of
Stephen J. Gould and his Non-overlapping Magisteria (NOMA).
This, however, does not exclude that both have their own “truth”, their
own dignity, science tending to the interpretation of data, of facts, of the
“how” of the “scene”, of the phenomenon, while theology (with philosophy)
is stretched out in the identification of the ultimate meaning, of the “why” of
the “foundation”. However, given that the subject considered is the same (being, man, cosmos) we cannot exclude on principle that a dialogue, an encounter with fruitful results is possible (think of the contribution that philosophy
has made to science regarding the categories of time and space). As John Paul
II observed in his Letter to the Director of the Vatican Observatory (1 June
1988), “we must overcome all regressive tendencies that lead to a form of
unilateral reductionism, fear, self-isolation. What is absolutely central is that
each discipline continues to enrich, to nourish and provoke the other to be
more fully what it should be”.
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4. Eschatology of Creation
We cannot ignore the fact that biblical cosmology looks not only retrospectively at the origins but also prospectively casts its look on the future of
the created. Here too we need to adopt a healthy hermeneutics that does not
exchange the expressive model with the content. So, it is clear that several
times the symbolic apocalyptic apparatus is used (think of the book of Daniel
or the Apocalypse itself). This includes a final conflagration as the cancellation of the current cosmos and history, considered only as a negative sign because of evil and sin. Exemplary is this passage from the Second Letter of
Peter “The present heavens and earth have been reserved by the same word
for fire, kept for the day of judgment and of destruction of the godless … then
the heavens will pass away with a mighty roar and the elements will be dissolved by fire, and the earth and everything done on it will be destroyed”
(3:7.10).
The real message, expressed through this arsenal of diverse images, is
really more than being aimed at describing the end of the world, is oriented to
illustrate the ultimate end of being. And here we have the theological affirmation according to which creation does not have nothingness as an estuary or
landing, but a new creation into which will fall some fundamental coordinates
of the actual structure of reality. Time and space as they are currently experienced will be obliterated and eternity and infinity will be entered into: “There
shall be one continuous day, not day and night, for in the evening time there
shall be light … The city had no need of sun or moon to shine on it, for the
glory of God gave it light” (Zechariah 14:7; Revelation 21:23). The depicted
limit will also be knocked down, as has been seen in the symbol of the sea:
“Then I saw a new heaven and a new earth. The former heaven and the former
earth had passed away, and the sea was no more”, and then “there shall be no
more death or mourning, wailing or pain, (for) the old order has passed away”
(Revelation 21:1.4). So St Paul in a famous page of his theological masterpiece, the Letter to the Romans introduces a radical cosmic tension towards
an eschatological fullness already experienced in an embrional way, and on
this thesis will be grafted the famous elaboration made by Teilhard de Chardin, destined to recover the proposal of evolution advanced by science. As the
Apostle writes: “For creation awaits with eager expectation the revelation of
the children of God; for creation was made subject to futility, […] in hope that
creation itself would be set free from slavery to corruption and share in the
glorious freedom of the children of God. We know that all creation is groaning
in labor pains even until now” (8:19-22). The destination is described with a
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surprising Pauline phrase: “God may be pánta en pásin, all in all” (1 Cor 15:
28). A “pantheism” that is certainly not ontologically radical for such would
contrast with Christian theology, but soteriological, founded on redemption,
on a new creation, on a “resurrection” inserted in that cosmos freed from the
prison of time and space.
The discourse must stop here, for Scripture itself is essential in this regard. It, however, leaves space for hope and especially trust and respect with
regards to the created, to which, among other things we are tied by a basic
fraternity, being sons of the dust of the ground, that is of matter (Gen 2:7) but
also of the light, not only in the physical sense but also the transcendent. This
is why biblical religion is not a-cosmic but proudly connected to creation and
to history, to space and to time. Their questions and the related answers are,
certainly, “metaphysical” but are born of awe before the marvellous physical
epiphany of the universe. The loss of contemplation is an injury both to science and to faith as Chesterton wrote: “The world shall perish not for lack of
wonders, but for lack of wonder.” And so, it is with the poetic words of the
Psalmist, forerunner to Pascal, that we can conclude this short glance at the
biblical concept of cosmology:
I look up at your heavens, made by your fingers,
at the moon and stars you set in place.
Ah, what is man that you should spare a thought for him,
The son of man that you should care for him? (Psalm 8: 4-5).
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Afterward: biblical cosmology
GIANFRANCO RAVASI
Abstract
This contribution offers a fresh and readable synthesis of the Biblical Cosmology, as it
is expressed in the Chapters 1-2 of the Book of Genesis that is common to the Traditions of the three “biblical religions”, Judaic, Christian, and Islamic, with their different
confessions. It also offers a biblical account of “eschatology”, that is of the final destiny
of the universe and of humans. The Author gives a triadic analysis – phenomenological, philosophical, and theological – of the biblical texts, with the systematic effort of
connecting the biblical language with our Western and even scientific language. At the
same time, he defines in a synthetic but effective way the limits and the possibilities of
such an operation that is anyway unavoidable, because our comprehension depends
necessarily on the linguistic community to which we belong.
Keyword:
Creation; biblical cosmology; biblical eschatology; biblical language; scientifical language.
Abstract
Questo contributo offre una originale e leggibile sintesi della cosmologia biblica, come
viene espressa nei capitoli 1-2 del Libro della Genesi che è comune alle Tradizioni
delle tre “religioni bibliche”: giudaica, cristiana e islamica. Offre anche un sintetico resoconto della “escatologia” biblica, cioè del destino finale dell’universo e degli uomini.
L’Autore ci dà un’analisi triadica – fenomenologica, filosofica e teologica – dei testi
biblici, con lo sforzo sistematico di connettere il linguaggio biblico con quello occidentale e addirittura scientifico. Allo stesso tempo delinea in modo sintetico ma efficace i
limiti e la possibilità di una tale operazione che è in qualche modo inevitabile, perché
la nostra comprensione dipende necessariamente dalla comunità linguistica cui apparteniamo.
Parole chiave:
Creazione; cosmologia biblica; escatologia biblica; linguaggio biblico; linguaggio scientifico.

NEWSLETTER
by Philip Larrey

Chronicles from the Philosophy Department
Due to the “Lockdown” of the University from March 10th until the new
Fall semester, most of the activities of the Philosophy Department have been
suspended. There were several conferences and seminars planned for the second semester of the current academic year, but they were either cancelled or
postponed. Specifically, the Chair of St. Thomas Aquinas in the Contemporary Age had programmed a debate on the theme of “Peace, God’s Gift to
Humanity” on March 12th at noon, yet it was not possible to have it. Also, the
Research Area of “Edith Stein and Contemporary Thought” had planned a
Round Table Discussion on the theme of “Phenomenology of Life”. For
March 16th, the subject to be debated was “The Value of Life”; for April 27th,
the topic chosen was “The Meaning of Intentional Living”; and on May 11th,
the theme was “Curing Life”. Prof. Patrizia Manganaro and Prof. Anna Maria
Pezzella were the co-responsibles.
2020 – 2ND WORLD LOGIC DAY
“Logical Models to Converge to Common Good”
The Research Area IRAFS in collaboration with Chair of Social Ontology
organized a one-day event on the theme of “Logical Models to converge on
the common good” on January 14th, from 2:00 PM until 4:00 PM. Prof. Raffaella Giovagnoli lead the round table and provided insights for the conclusion.
Several activities took place “on-line” through the platform which the
University has adopted called “Webex” from Cisco.
SEMINARS FOR DOCTORAL STUDENTS
On April 23rd, there were communications from the Dean, Prof. Emmanuele Vimercati, to the students concerning the on-line mode of the Seminars
this year, due to the Covid-19 emergency. To begin the morning session, Prof.
Martin Nkafu Nkemnkia spoke on “Origin and vital roots of African thought”,
while Prof. Philip Larrey lectured on “Human intelligence and artificial
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intelligence”. On April 24th, Prof. Gianfranco Basti dealt with the notion of
“Human life and artificial life”, while Prof. Irene Kajon spoke on the theme
of “Hans Jonas about man: the sense of responsibility as a response to the
over-sensitive. On April 27th, Prof. Flavia Silli offered thoughts concerning
“The integral hermeneutics of life in the philosophy of Blondel's Action. On
the same day, Prof. Emmanuele Vimercati spoke on the subject of “Biology
and cosmology in stoic philosophy”. On April 28th, Prof. Roberto Di Ceglie
reflected on “The meaning of life between divine providence and human expectation, and the following day, April 29th, Prof. Michael Konrad lectured on
“How to recognize the meaning of life? Reason and truth in John Henry Newman”.
During the month of May, the Seminar series continued. On May 5th, Prof.
Mario Pangallo delivered a paper on “The relationship between intellectual
life and volitional life in the constitution of the free act in St. Thomas”, while
Prof. Patrizia Manganaro dealt with the subject of “Leben ist erleben. The
meaning of ‘living’ in Husserl and Stein”. On May 15th, the concluding lecture
was offered by Prof. Leonardo Messinese, dealing with “The ‘factual life’ in
the Fribourg writings of Heidegger”. For this last Seminar the Organizing
Committee was held by the International Research Area "Metaphysics in Contemporary Philosophy".

OPEN DAY
On May 28th, the Philosophy Department participated in a workshop
geared to informing potential students about the formation offering of the University. Prof. Emmanuele Vimercati offered introductory remarks, and Prof.
Giulio Alfano continued the reflections with a talk on the current political situation in Italy from an historical perspective. Prof. Philip Larrey spoke briefly
about the ethical dimension of actual research in artificial intelligence, while
Prof. Gianfranco Basti offered reflections on the need that future philosophers
will have for computer programming. The orientations were well accepted by
the on-line participants.
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Pier Luigi GENTILI, Untangling Complex System. A Grand Challenge for Science,
CRC Press – Taylor & Francis Group, Boca Raton, London – New York 2019,
pp. 568, $ 74,95. [ISBN: 978-1-4665-0942-9]
In the Preface of the book Untangling Complexity. A Grand Challenge
for Science, Pier Luigi Gentili asks ontological questions about the properties
of something: “What are the common features of Complex Systems? When
and how do the emergent properties emerge?” (p. xv). The relationship between something and its properties is at the core of philosophical research.
That is not occasional intention of the book: to explore and present complex
systems by also exploring their philosophical dimension.
The aim of the book is not, of course, merely philosophical. On the contrary, the book is an authentic handbook in complex science, where one can
find different disciplines and approach to complexity in thirteen chapters and
five appendixes. So that chemistry, physics, biology, mathematics, and computer science strongly contribute to understanding the new way of complexity.
Gentili’s research is philosophical for its starting point, its method, and its
conclusions.
1. The starting point: the philo-physicists.
Actors and actresses of the “wonderful adventure in complexity” (so Gentili outlines his research) are neither scientists, technicians, physicists, nor they
are experts of any other discipline. They are philo-physicists (p. 1), i.e., people
fond of nature. However, the word assets a double root: philo- recalls philosophy, physicist recalls nature as physis, close to the ancestor term for “scientist”, which was “philosopher of nature”.
The travel through complexity proposed by Gentili resembles a philosophical travel to appreciate how science allows us to understand nature and
technics today. Only when one is both a scientist and a philosopher he/she can
hope to discover the right perspective in order to answer the challenge of the
natural world and its complex phenomena, which have been revealed in the
last century and need an explanation.
How have the complex systems been developing in the history of science
and technology? In the Introduction (pp. 1-20) Gentili offers a large perspective of the history of science. This is divided into three great periods. The first
one is the so-called “practical period”, which takes place before the birth of
philosophy. During this period “humans, spurred by their necessities, were
particularly ingenious in making artifacts for solving practical problems” (p.
AQUINAS, Year LXIII, 2020/I-II, pp. 419-422
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3). Serendipity helped humans on many occasions, for example, to use well
the iron and the bronze. Subsequently, the so-called “philosophical period”
occurred. This started from the polymathie approach, when philosophers were
able to juxtapose different nuclei of knowledge until the definition of the Really Big Questions about the origins of everything. Finally, the third period is
the “experimental period”, where simplicity, mechanism, law, universality,
reversibility became the ideals of modern science. In this period, Gentili included also the three revolutions that overturned the way to look at nature:
Relativity, Quantum, and Complexity Revolutions. Three new approaches to
the natural phenomena: for each of them progresses in mathematics played a
key role. Mathematics contributed to the development of computational methods, which characterize science today.
To understand complexity in the third period, it should be borne in mind
that history of science can be also focused through three other steps, from the
complexity point of view, which Gentili points out on several occasions. In
the Classical Mechanics, scientists analyzed phenomena by few variables and
universal laws, putting the simplicity of the nature in the center. The results of
this kind of science was incredible, with many inventions like telephone, radio, internal combustion engine and many other. At the end of XIX century,
Statistical Mechanics was developed: a system with many variables, interpreted by probability and statistics to represent an unorganized complexity.
These are the cases of thermodynamics and quantum mechanics. During the
XX century, scientists began to research about the Complexity Paradigm for
science: few variables, great variability, and susceptibility of natural systems,
for exploring their self-organization so to produce an Organized Complexity.
2. The method: science, interdisciplinarity, and history of science
To outline complexity, Gentili draws a rich pathway, full of precious historical landmarks and interdisciplinary remarks. The thermodynamic approach opens the inquiry, posing problems as to what reversibility and irreversibility are (Chapter 2, Reversibility or Irreversibility? That is the Question!, pp. 21-40) and how much out-of-equilibrium systems are widespread
(Chapter 3, Out-of-Equilibrium Thermodynamics, pp. 41-96). Recalling the
development of thermodynamics and the assessment of the definition of entropy, the Author discusses the Second Law and the impossibility to breach it
even with the employment of artificial intelligence. Most physical systems are
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out of equilibrium: the universe, planets and stars, human beings and living
bodies.
In these systems, the entropy changes in a time interval must be approximate to a local equilibrium so that the microscopic fluctuation can be overlocked. After an interesting list of cases as heat conduction and chemical reactions, the non-equilibrium thermodynamics in the linear regime is introduced through some experimental proofs and laws. Because an irreversible or
spontaneous transformation ceases when it reaches the equilibrium, self-assembly phenomena may occur (Chapter 4. An Amazing Scientific Voyage:
from Equilibrium up to Self-Organization through Bifurcations, pp. 97-115).
With clear mathematics, the theory of bifurcation is explained (pp. 101-111).
Also, ecosystems and economy involve complex systems (Chapter 5. The
Emergence of Temporal Order in the Ecosystems, pp. 117-146; Chapter 6. The
Emergence of Temporal Order in the Economy, pp. 147-166).
Many examples come from the living systems: metabolism, enzymes,
glycolysis, cellular processes, epigenesis, homeostasis and so on, are all
events whose behavior is understandable as phenomena of temporal self-organization (Chapter 7. The Emergence of Temporal Order within a Living Being, p. 167-195). Similarly, in chemistry (Chapter 8. The Emergence of Temporal Order in a Chemical Laboratory, pp. 197-240).
The three other chapters deal with a more physical and mathematical discussion (Chapter 9. The Emergence of Order of Space, 241-316; Chapter 10.
The Emergence of Chaos in Time, 317-378; Chapter 11. Chaos in Space: The
Fractals, 379-413). An interesting discussion is dedicated to the chemical
waves, dissipative structures emerging in reaction-diffusion systems (pp. 269280).
The last two chapters summarize a general view of complex systems
(Chapter 12. Complex Systems, pp. 415-455) and figures out some new leads
in complex research (Chapter 13. How to Untangle Complex Systems?, pp.
457-501). What is a complex system is? According to Gentili (p. 491): “(1)
networks with many nodes; (II) in out-of-equilibrium conditions; (III) which
exhibit emergent properties”. The background perspective is based on the fact
that complex systems connect components and elements of the system into an
organic whole. The whole precedes the parts; the whole is more than the sum
of the parts. Thus, non-linearity and non-additivity, irreversibility, amplification (positive and negative) of disturbances, sensitivity to initial conditions,
deterministic chaos, symmetry break, bifurcation, self-organization, emergency, order and organization, modularity, hierarchy, dependence on the path
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and historicity: these are some of the features of complex systems about which
this book contributes to explaining.
3. Conclusion: how science works at thinking what science is
What will the future of science be? In the recent past, a large European
research group has been working on this issue during the five years 20082013, to verify and possibly redefine international research lines (H. Andersen, D. Dieks, W.J. Gonzales, T. Uebel, G. Wheeler, New Challenges to Philosophy of Science. The Philosophy of Science in a European Perspective, vol.
IV, Springer, Dordrecht 2013). The following issues emerged, which were the
subject of analysis: fundamentals and method of philosophy of science; use of
formal methods; philosophy of life sciences; cultural and social dimension of
the philosophy of science; philosophical aspects of sciences.
Complex systems offer to the philosophy of science a speculative territory
where applies these perspectives, and Gentili’s book offers a valid instrument
to start the inquiry because it touches different scientific fields and problems.
Exercises and open questions for each chapter are proposed: a valid practice
that helps to in-depth appreciate the theoretical contents. The Author persistently asks for how science changes and what science is; he also suggests that
it does not changes in a Kuhnian way and that science of complex systems
challenge the conception of science. Categories using which we intend “science” are what changes: the classical image of science, as deterministic and
universal, is not completely adequate to the Complex systems.
As the philosopher of science Ernan McMullin wrote in a famous paper
(“The Goals of Natural Science”, in Proceedings and Addresses of the American Philosophical Association 58, 1984, pp. 37-46), scientific rationality
must be philosophically legitimated. For this aim, a philosopher of science
must first understand what science is working on, then how science does it
and, finally, what natural systems studied by science are. This volume offers
a comprehensive view of complexity that will surely be useful to philosophers
of science.
Flavia Marcacci
Pontifical Lateran University (Vatican City)
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Flavia MARCACCI, Cieli in contraddizione. Giovanni Battista Riccioli ed il terzo sistema del mondo, Aguaplano Ed., Perugia, 2018, pp. 257, €20,00 [ISBN10: 8885803113]
Although a global study of the contribution made by Catholic religious
orders to science is not currently available, historiography has been paying
attention to this problem for some time, studying the contributions from less
known religious scientists. In medieval times, many members of the two mendicant Franciscan and Dominican orders contributed to science with interesting research, both in the field of optics and mathematics, and in chemistry and
pharmacology. As far as the Modern Age is concerned, the Jesuits played the
leading role: the stimulating research carried out by Ugo Baldini, Andrea Battistini, Mordechai Feingold, Antonella Romano, Rivka Feldhay documented
that they were the “scientific order par excellence”.
Many Jesuits have been distinguished men of science: such as Christoph Clavius, Christoph Scheiner, Niccolò Cabeo, Paolo Casati, Giovanni
Battista Riccioli, Francesco Maria Grimaldi, Giuseppe Biancani, Gaspar Schott, Athanasius Kircher, and Francesco Lana Terzi. They are mathematicians and astronomers of great depth, such as Clavius, Riccioli and
Biancani; but also ecclectic encyclopedists, such as Lana Terzi and Kircher,
attracted by all sorts of erudite curiosities, and interested in disciplines that
today would be considered pseudoscientific, such as alchemy. In-depth studies
of the individual characters are indispensable for this "scientific undergrowth"
to come to light and to broaden the general picture of research in the history
and philosophy of science.
The volume to which we refer goes in this direction. It is dedicated to the
figure of a great Jesuit astronomer, Giovanni Battista Riccioli (Ferrara, 1598
- Bologna, 1671), one of the most interesting Italian scientists of the XVII
century and whose works were known throughout Europe. Considered among
the most erudite scholars of his century, Riccioli’s production was extremely
wide, ranging from astronomy to geography, from chronology to theology.
Before providing a brief review of the book contents, a few observations
should be shared, starting with a detail that will surely impress the reader. The
book, with an elegant typographic layout, reproduces the famous Almagestum
novum (1651) on the cover, one of Riccioli's most important works. It represents the virgin Astrea, who had intensively fascinated Frances Yates (F. A.
Yates, Astrea: the imperial theme of the sixteenth century, London-Boston,
1975; in traduzione italiana Astrea: l'idea di impero nel Cinquecento, Torino,
1978). The goddess symbolizes theoretical astronomy: her hands hold a
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balance, with two chains attached at each end of the yoke. Two large discs
reproducing the two great “systems of the world” are then suspended: Copernicus’ world vis-à-vis the one defended by the author, i.e, a variant of Tycho
Brahe’s system - 1546-1601, with the latter being heavier and representing the
“third system of the world”. Riccioli’s astronomical approach is, thus, all condensed into this image. The Jesuit’s production is chronologically placed in
the period following the introduction of the telescope and before the great
Newtonian synthesis. In this period, there were three systems of the world
discussed by astronomers; in addition to the model of Ptolemy, abandoned de
facto, and of Copernicus’, who later triumphed, there was the semi-geocentric
intermediate system voiced and proposed by Tycho Brahe. This system - Earth
allocated at the center of the cosmos with the Moon and Sun revolving around
it, while the other planets revolve around the Sun- attracted the attention of
many astronomers, although for Galileo himself it remained rather marginal.
The Jesuits, however, supported it especially after Galileo's condemnation. Iin
particular, Riccioli provided a variant, that is, he maintained the geocentrism
by referring it to the Moon, Sun and Saturn and making the other planets (Mercury, Venus and Mars) rotate around the Sun.
Why did such receptive astronomer not convert to the heliocentric system? Was Riccioli a conservative, a man of science with little courage, or, on
the contrary, a misunderstood innovator inclined to satisfy the traditional cultural approach of the institution he belonged to? It is difficult to answer this
question because Riccioli’s works have not yet been read on time. As the author underlines in the Introduction, although he was not among the “winners”
of the scientific revolution, the pages of this Jesuit are “an obligatory passport
to enter the de facto astronomy of that time” showing all the concrete problems
an astronomer had to deal with.
The volume is structured in six chapters preceded by introduction and
followed by conclusion; in addition to the various indexes (images, tables,
names) the text is completed by a large bibliography and a useful appendix (Il
sistema di Riccioli), which contains the main passages of the Almagestum
novum in which the Jesuit proposes his solutions to the various astronomical
problems faced.
In the introduction the aims and specific features of the research are
spelled out, drawing attention to the importance of the accurate study of figures such as Riccioli in order to identify those secondary but nevertheless important aspects linked to the scientific revolution. Avoiding any minor element
in contrast with the canonical vision of modern science risks producing deep
epistemological flaws.
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In support of this thesis of the author, we can recall that more than a few
philosophers - just think of the provocations of the post-popperians Lakatos,
Feyerabend, Laudan - reflecting on the intrinsic dynamics of science, has
shown how scientific theories are often hard to die. Thus, what seems evident
today because based on clear experimental evidence, for so long has not possessed enough strength to reject old “systems” that were able to save phenomena. This does not escape the shrewd historian. It is enough to visit the ancient
libraries’ collections to see how still in the middle of the eighteenth century
theoretical scaffoldings were still alive, such as the Aristotelian-Ptolemaic
one, which instead the manuals on the history of science, understood perhaps
exaggeratedly by Kuhn as a sort of guide for tourists, often claim to be long
outdated. Riccioli, like others of his Order, even though he used telescopes to
describe the sky and made refined experiments, did not convert to the Copernican model, but proposed and strongly supported a variant of the Tychonic
system. The Jesuit would show, according to the author, the other side of the
scientific revolution, that of “perplexed” and perhaps not very “reckless” scientists, but in any case, endowed with extraordinary competence and equipped
with many arguments.
A second important point is the following. Marcacci draws the attention
on the Jesuit’s contribution to astronomy using the powerful Almagestum
novum as the main source and integrating the analysis of the work with reference to other works by Riccioli, in particular his Astronomia reformata
(1665). The scholar often recalls the importance of reference to questions of
natural philosophy and theology for a full understanding of Riccioli’s science.
In this way, even historians of philosophy are urged to seize the opportunity
of future in-depth investigations into these aspects of our thinking. The analysis of his De Distintionibus Entium in Deo, et in Creaturis (see p. 60) would
be undoubtedly interesting. It, indeed, shows a deep knowledge of the different theological schools, with Riccioli trying to reconcile the Scottish positions
- dear to the Franciscan school - with the Thomist positions supported by the
Dominicans and also, since the first hour, by most Jesuits.
In order to create the conditions to better understand Riccioli's work, the
volume proceeds with chapter one (1543-1686: the whole world in one model,
many models for one world, pp. 23-56) to the treatment of the main unresolved
technical issues common to Pre-Copernican and Copernican astronomy. To
these the new discoveries were added with the telescope and the practical
needs of those, for example sailors, who needed accessible manuals in order
to correctly calculate the positions of stars and planets.
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The second chapter (L’emblematico caso di Giovanni Battista Riccioli,
pp. 57-78) outlines the figure of Riccioli, providing an overview of his life
and works and outlining, through essential lines, his intellectual profile. The
fifth paragraph is particularly interesting: here the author strongly highlights
the methodological and epistemological approach of the astronomer, underlining how he was substantially oriented towards a sort of realistic probabilism.
In the third chapter (Il terzo sistema del mondo, pp. 79-112) the treatment
of Riccioli’s astronomical system is specified. He had tried to substantially
answer all the complex problems that engaged most astronomers in the midseventeenth century. Marcacci explains very well how the Jesuit – making a
partially similar attempt to that of the Italian astronomer Giovanni Antonio
Magini – came to elaborating and promoting his own variant of the "third system of the world", that is the tychonic one.
The author, with a technical expertise that is difficult to find in many
historians of science, then enters with confidence in the geometric details
highlighting the importance of the “Ricciolian vision”. This is accompanied
by the complexity of this vision, enriched with philosophical and theological
aspects. For example, the problem of the dimensions of the universe, declared
rather big but not infinite: Riccioli looks for mathematical and physical reasons and then investigates what can be beyond the cosmos and concludes that
astronomy cannot answer this question. This problem is extensively dealt with
in chapter five (Perché l’universo, perché così. Elementi di Filosofia naturale,
pp. 79-112). Here another important issue, that of nature, substance and the
corruptibility of the heavens, is addressed. This theme had assumed, beyond
some daring anticipation in the theological field such as that of the Franciscan
Matteo Ferchio (1583-1669, De caelesti substantia, et eius ortu, ac motu in
sententia Anaxagoræ philosophi celeberrimi. Venezia 1646), a whole new dimension in the 17th century, just after the Galilean “discoveries”. Also the
question of the cause of the movement of the heavens and the various hypotheses linked to it are treated in these pages.
Chapter four goes into the astronomical questions (Il cielo alla prova dei
fatti, pp. 113-183). The problems particularly relevant after the introduction
of the telescope, such as the fall of gravity, the tides, the nature and substance
of the sun, heat and sunspots, are solved by Riccioli respecting empirical data
and observations. The chapter also contains the description of Riccioli’s geometric epic-epicycles system, which the author discovers among the pages of
the Almagestum novum: the system was based on variable eccentric and epicycle to obtain planetary spiral motions, with technical details that an
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astronomer of that time could understand and apply with certainty, more than
he could understand Kepler’s ellipses.
From a philosophical point of view, the “Riccioli case” raises at least two
questions. First, the correctness of scientific theories and their adherence to
reality. Second, some theories subsequently proved to be false, but provided
reasonably shared epistemological satisfaction for a long time. These questions are resumed in chapter six (Quanto e come la storia può sollecitare la
filosofia. Appunti intorno a un caso di studio, pp. 205-218), with insightful
references to epistemological literature. The author proposes a bright reflection around the contribution that historical research can provide in view of a
possible adjustment of the hermeneutical categories used in history and philosophy of science, reflecting, for example, on why “false theories may persist
and be more correct than other true theories but not sufficiently corroborated
in a given historical context”.
Not only does Flavia Marcacci's fine work deserve careful reading, by
historians of astronomy, but also by all of those who wish to understand how
history of science is not at all as linear as some have tried to describe it. it is,
instead, much more articulated and complex than a first glance can glimpse.
In the future we may have a more complete and, perhaps, partly different picture from the present one, even about “hot” historical periods such as that of
the scientific revolution, particularly thanks to excellent researches like the
one successfully carried out by Marcacci.
Paolo Capitanucci
Theological Institute of Assisi (Italy)
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